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ABSTRACT 
Christian involvement in international development and humanitarian 

aid is prolific. It is premised on improving human well-being. With well-known 
notions of ‘love thy neighbour’ and a history and tradition of caring for the poor 

it seems obvious why churches and Christians are involved in ‘development’ and 

‘humanitarian’ work. But is it that obvious? What is the rationale for Christian 
involvement in the contemporary dominant development paradigm, and not 

merely engagement in charity, preference for the poor, or liberation movements? 
As a secular agenda increasingly determines the development space, the question 

of what difference ‘faith’ makes to Christian faith-based development 

organisations (FBDOs) becomes both significant and urgent. Arguably many 
Christian FBDOs have acquiesced to secular pragmatic rationales to undergird 

the formulation of their work. Much less referenced is the role of theology as an 
explanatory and pragmatic influence. In many ways therefore FBDOs are devoid 

of the influence of ‘faith’, or more particularly, the influence of a robust 

theological foundation. This thesis addresses this deficit by locating a Christian 
rationale for human well-being in relation to the doctrine of the triune God. 

Specifically, this theological inquiry examines the triune God’s work in, and for, 
creation with a view to identifying the characteristics and dynamics of divine 

well-being through the intra-trinitarian movement of gift and receipt. This gifting 

and receiving within the Godhead is identified as ‘Divine self-enrichment’ — 
defined as God enriching God in the perfection and fullness of God. The mode 

through which Divine self-enrichment occurs is essentially kenotic. The thesis 
provides an extended inquiry into the theological logic of kenotic-enrichment, 

and its implications for human well-being. In particular, the thesis argues that the 

pattern of kenotic-enrichment is to be discerned in the dynamic economy of God 
in creation and human life. When humanity exhibits characteristics of kenotic-

enrichment identified in the economic Trinity, there we see intimations of the 
work of God. In this sense, the archetype of divine enrichment is antecedently 

operative in the creation; where kenotic-enrichment conditions created well-
being. The thesis, therefore, argues that a theology of triune self-enrichment 

provides an alternate, and complementary, theological paradigm for Christian 

rationale and praxis of international development and humanitarian aid. 
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INTRODUCTION 
I. THESIS SCOPE AND RATIONALE 

International development and humanitarian aid are a multibillion-dollar 

industry1 broadly premised on the notion of improving human well-being. 

Christian faith-based development organisations (FBDOs) are prolific 

contributors to the current paradigm. Many are directly funded by 

Governments2 to deliver agreed outcomes to improve several indicators 

considered to be measures of human well-being.3 With well-known notions 

of ‘love thy neighbour’ and a history and tradition of caring for the poor it 

seems self-evident why Christians are involved in ‘development’ work. But 

is it self-evident? Certainly, one may argue from Christian Scripture, as well 

as liberation theology, that God shows a “preferential option for the poor.”4 

But how does this equate to active involvement in development, and not 

merely engagement in charity, preference for the poor, or liberation 

movements? What is the theological rationale, not only for Christian 

involvement in development but also for the practical operation and delivery 

of development programs and outcomes?  

As a secular agenda increasingly determines the development space, 

the question of what difference ‘faith’ makes to Christian FBDOs becomes 

significant. As this thesis argues, many Christian FBDOs have acquiesced to 

                                                             
1 Net Official Development Assistance (ODA) for 2017 for all Development Assistance Committee 
(DAC) Countries was USD144,165 million. Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD), “Net ODA (indicator),” accessed June 25, 2018, doi: 10.1787/33346549-en. 
2 Christian Aid UK and World Vision (International) are two of the largest Christian-based 
organisations receiving funding from various Governments. Christian Aid, “Christian Aid annual 
report and accounts 2016/17,” accessed June 25, 2018, 
https://www.christianaid.org.uk/sites/default/files/2017-09/christian-aid-annual-report-2016-2017-
september-2017.pdf; “Good Partners and Best Practice,” World Vision International, “About Us,” 
accessed 14 July 2018, https://www.wvi.org/accountability/structure-and-funding. 
3 The United Nations Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) guided the international development 
agenda from 2000 to 2015 along eight key themes. The United Nations 2030 Development Agenda 
titled “Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development,” known as the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) now “contains 17 goals with 169 targets covering a broad 
range of sustainable development issues, including ending poverty and hunger, improving health and 
education, making cities more sustainable, combating climate change, and protecting oceans and 
forests.” United Nations, “Press Release - UN General Assembly's Open Working Group proposes 
Sustainable Development Goals,” accessed July 17, 2018, 
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/4538pressowg13.pdf. 
4 Whilst the phrase was popularised by Gustavo Gutierrez in A Theology of Liberation: History, 
Politics and Salvation, ed. Caridad Inda and John Eagleson (London: S.C.M., 1988), various 
documents of the Catholic Church affirm such a principle. For example, the more recent publication 
by Pope Francis, Evangelii Gaudium (2013) affirms the notion in a section on “The Inclusion of the 
Poor in Society.” Francis, Evangelii Gaudium [The Joy of the Gospel], Vatican Website, November 
24, 2013, sec. 186-216, accessed June 17, 2018. 
http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/apost_exhortations/documents/papa-francesco_esortazione-
ap_20131124_evangelii-gaudium.html.  
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secular pragmatic rationales to undergird the formulation of their work, 

rather than assign theology explanatory and pragmatic influence. In many 

ways, therefore, FBDOs are devoid of the influence of ‘faith’, or more 

specifically, the influence of a robust theological foundation. This thesis 

seeks to address this deficit by locating a Christian rationale for human 

well-being through development in the doctrine of the triune God. Through 

a theological examination of the doctrine of the Trinity, the thesis critiques 

and challenges the dominant influence of secular humanism in international 

development and humanitarian aid,5 and relocates the foundations for 

Christian development within the framework of the being and nature of 

God.   

In the Christian Tradition, a theological rationale for development 

should necessarily involve an inquiry into the doctrine of the triune God. 

Theologian Karl Barth understood the doctrine’s significance, saying, “The 

doctrine of the Trinity is what basically distinguishes the Christian doctrine 

of God as Christian.”6 Accordingly, to commence with the being and nature 

of God as triune is the domain in which to develop a Christian rationale for 

development. Although a theology of development is not new, a theology of 

development based on the doctrine of the triune God is a distinct and 

original contribution to the literature. This represents a move from 

historical-theological assessments of Christian development work to a more 

thorough systematic inquiry. Examining, however, the doctrine of the 

Trinity for a rationale for Christian development, from the early Patristic 

period7 to today, is a task beyond the scope of this research. As a result, this 

thesis examines a specific aspect of the trinitarian literature that focuses on 

intra-trinitarian gifting and receiving. 

I undertake this inquiry using the trinitarian methodology advanced 

by Barth and Rahner, i.e. that the economic work of the Trinity, in and for 

                                                             
5 Bedford-Strohm argues that theology is required for Christians to be able to influence policymakers. 
He says, “political advice without a conscious and explicit reflection on its theological under-pinning 
is short-sighted and thus inappropriate.” Heinrich Bedford-Strohm, “Poverty and Public Theology: 
Advocacy of the Church in Pluralistic Society,” International Journal of Public Theology 2, no. 2 
(2008): 150, EBSCOhost.  
6 Karl Barth, CD, vol. I/1 (hereafter CD I/1), trans. G.W. Bromiley (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1975), 
301. 
7 The doctrine of the Trinity developed from the controversies of the church councils in the fourth 
century concerning the incarnation of Jesus Christ. However, the first mention of the word ‘Trinity’ is 
as early as the second century, when Theophilus of Antioch coined it in his Epistle Ad Autolycum to 
indicate a Trinity of God, his Word and his Wisdom. See Canon R.D. Richardson, “The Doctrine of 
the Trinity: Its Development, Difficulties and Value,” Harvard Theological Review 36, no. 1 (1943): 
110, https://www.jstor.org/stable/1508341. 
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creation, forms the basis for a discussion of God’s immanent life. 8 In this 

way, it is possible to identify through the economic Trinity an intra-

trinitarian movement of gift and receipt. This gifting and receiving of the 

Father, Son and Holy Spirit can be formulated as ‘Divine self-enrichment.’ 

This can be depicted as God enriching God in the perfection and fullness of 

God. But what does Divine self-enrichment have to do with development? 

In this thesis, I argue that through inquiry into the nature and operation of 

God’s being and action as ‘enrichment’, specific characteristics attending 

the divine ontology may be identified that justify and establish a rationale 

for human participation in enrichment relevant to development. Put 

differently, insight into how God actualises God’s life and being (the 

antecedent source of all enrichment) identifies generative principles for 

human and societal well-being. 

Denis Goulet, the founder of development ethics as an academic 

discipline, reasons,  

no theology of liberation or ethics of development wields 
prescriptive power unless it is able to take us beyond moralism. 
Ethics must somehow get inside the value dynamism of the 
instruments utilised by development agents and become, as it were, a 
‘means to the means.’9 

Getting inside the ‘value dynamism’ to set the ‘means to the means’ for 

development must be an important proposition for Christian development 

work. Linking the doctrine of God with development shows how God’s 

being, as ontological source of well-being, sets the ‘means to the means.’ In 

so doing it defines the principles by which enrichment of humanity is best 

delivered, not as moralism but as dynamic participation in the life of God 

with the world. The fact therefore that there is a dearth of material that 

substantially links the doctrine of the triune God with development is of 

concern. This raises the question of whether the ‘means to the means’ for 

Christian development work is demonstrably different from secular 

organisations. If the deepest source for Christian development work is not 

the being and work of God, that is, the distinctively triune God of Christian 

                                                             
8 Karl Barth proposed that “All our statements concerning what is called the immanent Trinity have 
been reached simply as confirmations or underlinings or, materially, as the indispensable premises of 
the economic Trinity.”  Barth, CD I/1, 479. Karl Rahner similarly asserted, “We may start from the 
self-revelation of God (the Father) as given in salvation history, as mediated by the Word and the 
Spirit. We may show that these distinctions of ‘God for us’ are also those of ‘God in himself.” Karl 
Rahner, The Trinity, trans. Joseph Donceel (New York: Herder and Herder, 1970), 21-22. 
9 Denis Goulet, “Tasks and Methods in Development Ethics,” Cross Currents 38, no.2 (1988): 157, 
TLA Religion Database with ATLASerials, EBSCOhost. 
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Scripture and Tradition, but rather a secular paradigm (to which ‘Christian’ 

decorative tinsel is merely adorned)10, then arguably Christians are failing to 

allow faith to regulate content and praxis to enhance conditions for human 

life. 

The rationale for undertaking this research is supported by 

theologians and development specialists who lament the contemporary lack 

of connection between theology and development. Norwegian theologian 

Kjetil Fretheim contends that the connection between theology and 

development ethics has “largely been ignored.”11 Similarly, Matthew 

Clarke, in his book Development and Religion: Theology and Practice,12 

highlights the disconnect between religion and development within 

development literature, saying 

it remained apparent to me that religion was still a thoroughly 
relevant but under-researched aspect of development … I perceive a 
gap in the development literature.13  

According to Clarke, the result of eschewing religious belief in mainstream 

development paradigms has been “less than optimal development 

outcomes.”14 Catherine Loy’s recent book, Development Beyond the 

Secular: Theological Approaches to Inequality, similarly identifies a 

“jarring disconnect between faith and secular development discourse” where 

“modernisation theory” and “Enlightenment thinking” have  

carried the discipline of development further and further from the 
sphere of influence of religious and faith communities, and 
contextualised the discourse within a humanistic framework.15 
 
Considering this gap, this thesis seeks to integrate systematic 

theology as a dialogue partner for clarifying a development rationale. In 

doing so, Christian development rationale will be (a) connected to the nature 

and being of God and (b) provided with theological indicators by which 

agencies may critique and reform their foundations and operations. The 

thesis also indirectly addresses the common and erroneous conflation of all 
                                                             
10 Kilian McDonnell, “Pneumatology Overview: Trinitarian Guidelines for Speaking About the Holy 
Spirit,” Proceedings of the Catholic Theological Society of America 51 (1996): 189.  
11 Kjetil Fretheim, “Development, Ethics and Theology: Interdisciplinary Connections and 
Challenges,” Journal of Global Ethics 7, no. 3 (2011): 309.  
12 Matthew Clarke, Development and Religion: Theology and Practice (Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 
2011). 
13 Clarke, Development and Religion, xi. 
14 Clarke, Development and Religion, 1. 
15 Catherine Loy, Development Beyond the Secular: Theological Approaches to Inequality (SCM Press: 
London, 2017), vii. 
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religions with a common development rationale. Although similarities 

regarding human good-will exist across the religions,16 the rationale for 

religious involvement in ‘development’ and their goals and praxis cannot be 

reduced to a consensus that ignores their distinctions. Belief affects action. 

A rationale for development located in the doctrine of the Trinity should 

look substantially different to other religions. One’s belief in who and how 

God is and what God does, notwithstanding questions of hermeneutics and 

ideology, has a bearing on the practical outworking of faith. Locating what 

is distinctive about the Christian rationale for involvement in development 

is important to advance dialogue, not only with secular development 

institutions but with other faiths as well. 

Finally, whilst an assessment of divine and human correspondences17 

and analogies of well-being will be made in chapter 10, it is important to 

note at the outset that my intention is not merely to extrapolate a ‘model’ 

from the Trinity to ‘apply’ to humans. What is required, rather, is encounter 

and participation in the dynamic of God’s self-enrichment through the Holy 

Spirit. This is the basis for Christian engagement in ‘development’ work. 

Pursuing development is to join with God in enriching humanity from the 

fullness of God’s own enrichment. Simply put, this is the posture of lived-

worship through the Spirit, where glory is given to God as humans 

acknowledge the nature of God and discover their lives are re-orientated to 

God’s enriching life for the world.18 This concept reflects a paradigm of 

Doxological Development; where development is re-conceived as an act of 

worship. 

II. FOUNDATIONAL THEOLOGICAL LOGIC: 
ESTABLISHING DIVINE SELF-ENRICHMENT  

The question of Divine self-enrichment is a significant and under-

analysed issue in contemporary trinitarian theology. The matter is not 

merely of theoretical interest, for this enquiry goes to the heart of a doctrine 

of God that impacts practically upon contemporary and contested issues 

concerning the possibility for human enrichment and societal development. 

                                                             
16 Duncan Green, From Poverty to Power: How Active Citizens and Effective States Can Change the 
World (Oxford: Oxfam International, 2008), 37.  
17 For a discussion of univocity see Colin Gunton, Act & Being: Towards a Theology of The Divine 
Attributes (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002), 67-71. 
18 Daniel Hardy articulates a similar concept. See Daniel. W. Hardy, God’s Ways with the World: 
Thinking and Practising Christian Faith (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1996), 23.  
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Divine self-enrichment (the dynamics of divine well-being) is, therefore, the 

central logic and methodological driver for this thesis. This thesis examines 

the nature and operation of God’s life and action in terms of ‘enrichment’, 

and correlates this to a theological anthropology based on Imago Dei.  This 

approach provides the basis for an argument regarding how humans 

participate in the life of divine enrichment to enrich others.  

Divine self-enrichment is evidenced in Scripture in the context of 

gifting and receiving within the life of the triune God. Intra-trinitarian 

gifting and receiving, as it unfolds throughout Scripture, is identified in 

several ways. For example, Wolfhart Pannenberg identifies such a concept 

in the scriptural reference of the Father ‘handing over’ (gift) the kingdom to 

the Son (receipt), and the Son ‘handing back’ (gift) the consummated 

kingdom to the Father (receipt).19 More commonly, the divine movements 

of mutual love, blessing and life have been categorised by theologians using 

the concept of perichoresis. Despite theologians identifying the structure of 

perichoresis — the “divine dance”,20 an in-depth synthesis of the ‘dance 

steps’ has not been made. Contemporary scholarship has not significantly 

advanced a thematic understanding of the nature of the reciprocal relations 

within the Godhead as constitutive for God’s being.21 Whilst theologians 

have considered the nature of God from the active relations of the Father, 

Son and Holy Spirit (discussed in Part III of this thesis), a doctrine of God 

through the lens of enrichment has not been advanced. In part, this lack is 

due to scholars either rejecting God’s aseity and conflating the immanent 

and economic Trinity or affirming a static concept of divine aseity. The first 

position renders consideration of God’s intra-trinitarian relations as mere 

speculation or an imprecise exercise of demarcating the enmeshed 

ontologies of the divine and created, and the second position rules out any 

                                                             
19 Wolfhart Pannenberg, Systematic Theology, trans. Geoffrey W. Bromiley, vol. 1 (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1991), 313. Herein referred to as ST1.  
20 Catherine Mowry LaCugna, God for Us: The Trinity and Christian Life. (San Francisco: 
HarperSanFrancisco, 1991), 271. Whilst referencing LaCugna I am not adhering to her definition of 
the divine dance that is contingent on creation. Rather I use this phrase to describe the dance of the 
relations of the Trinity ad intra. Paul Fiddes identifies that the metaphor of the divine dance was first 
used in the Middle Ages as an image of perichoresis. Paul S. Fiddes, Participating in God: A 
Pastoral Doctrine of the Trinity (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 2000), 72. 
21 Ellen Charry and Elaine Padilla have independently constructed theologies of divine happiness and 
divine enjoyment. Both theological constructions, however, reject divine aseity. Part II of this thesis 
argues, however, that such a move holds negative consequences for understanding divine being. Ellen 
T. Charry, God and the Art of Happiness (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2010); Elaine Padilla, Divine 
Enjoyment a Theology of Passion and Exuberance (Bronx: Fordham University Press, 2014). 
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dynamic enrichment within God’s being. This thesis, however, carves out a 

nuanced position between these two poles.  

A further issue is the criticism that perichoresis is used by scholars 

to project anthropocentric views on God. Kilby says,  

First, a concept, perichoresis, is used to name what is not 
understood, to name whatever it is that makes the three Persons one. 
Secondly, the concept is filled out rather suggestively with notions 
borrowed from our own experience of relationships and 
relatedness.22  

Central to Kilby’s criticism is a concern that perichoresis has been 

dislocated from the revelation of God contained in the Christian Scriptures. 

Rather than scholars ‘filling out’ the concept of perichoresis from Scripture, 

her concern is that human conjecture underlies the relevance drawn from 

perichoresis for humanity. Although the life of God cannot be exhaustively 

comprehended, this thesis injects the concept of perichoresis with expanded 

content, not from mere human projection, but from an analysis of biblical 

and theological material regarding the relational activity of the triune 

Persons.  

By interpreting the insights from this methodological basis, this 

thesis identifies the concept of Divine self-enrichment, defined as God 

enriching God in the perfection and fullness of God. This axiomatic 

definition contains three key elements integral to Divine self-enrichment 

that form the foundational logic of Divine self-enrichment. These are:  

1) God enriching God: Divine self-enrichment affirms that through the 

distinct hypostatic activity of the triune Persons giving and receiving occurs 

within God. This affirmation is argued to be consistent with a theology of 

divine self-positing. Yet, to guard against the inference of tritheism, this 

trinitarian interaction is located in harmony with the well-established 

theology of perichoresis — the understanding that the trinitarian relations 

are themselves the unity and essence of God. In this way the free agency of 

the Father, Son and Holy Spirit, as they give and receive one to the other, is 

joined to a theology of ‘inseparable operation.’23 Thus, the interrelation of 

                                                             
22 Karen Kilby, “Perichoresis and Projection: Problems with Social Doctrines of the Trinity,” New 
Blackfriars 81, no. 957 (2000): 442, https://doi-org.ezproxy.csu.edu.au/10.1111/j.1741-
2005.2000.tb06456.x. 
 
23 For more information see R.P.C. Hanson, The Search for the Christian Doctrine of God: The Arian 
Controversy 318-381 AD (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1988), 694-9, 734-7. 
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the divine Persons as they give and receive enrichment is the unity of the 

Trinity. 

2) God enriching God: this aspect of the axiom seeks to clarify the 

characteristics of enrichment. It considers the defining hallmarks by which 

God enriches God. In other words, it considers how enrichment occurs 

within the Godhead. The thesis contends that the movement of gift and 

receipt between the divine Persons — the content of perichoresis — is 

constitutive for perceiving God’s nature. Significantly, the mode of this 

divine enrichment is identified as essentially kenotic (self-giving). 

Enrichment and kenosis are symbiotically unified in the Trinity. This 

integral dynamic, constitutive for divine life, is defined in the thesis as 

enriching-kenosis or kenotic-enrichment. 

3) God enriching God in the perfection and fullness of God: Divine self-

enrichment is broadly premised within Christian classical theistic 

understandings of the perfections of God, including simplicity, and aseity 

and the associated principles of impassibility and immutability. Divine self-

enrichment is not established through a contemporary Hegelian turn; 

positing divine enrichment from an understanding of a deficiency within 

God that requires fulfilment from the creation. Divine self-enrichment is, 

rather, the enrichment of the antecedently rich life of eternal divinity. Such a 

concept, however, does not exclude God’s reception of enrichment from the 

creation, it merely precludes that God is made replete by it. Hardy 

recognised this notion, where the creation’s “praise perfects perfection.”24 

Following these three broad foundations of the inner logic of Divine 

self-enrichment, this thesis argues that the intra-trinitarian ‘movements’ of 

gift and receipt evidenced in the distinct appropriations of the Persons of the 

Godhead flow from the fullness of God’s eternal life. Inherent to this 

dynamism of divine life is enriching-kenosis. This kenotically enriching life 

of God is consequently revealed to humanity through God’s actions in the 

world, first and foremost through the incarnation, and is that towards which 

all things move eschatologically. It is important to note that I am not 

suggesting that the essence or fullness or unity of God is separate from the 

triune Persons, but rather is subsistent with them. Enrichment is not 

                                                             
24 Daniel W. Hardy Jubilate: Theology in Praise, ed. David Ford (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 
1984), 6.  
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something that is derived from God as a separate concept, but it is the 

content of God’s ‘all-blessed’ life. One might propose that enrichment is the 

omega of God stemming from the alpha of God; enrichment is that to which 

all things converge in God, it is the founding principle, the process and the 

goal of divine life. As such, this foundational theological logic of divine 

well-being forms the context for, and contours of, human well-being.  

III. BROADER CHAPTER FRAMEWORK 

This thesis establishes the logic of Divine self-enrichment and its 

relevance for a development paradigm through four parts. Part I outlines in 

greater detail the thesis rationale and identifies gaps in the current literature. 

In this part, the critical and constructive basis for identifying a divine 

ontology of well-being is introduced. Chapter 1 contemplates the broad 

concept of human enrichment and well-being and the origins and nature of 

the secular and Christian rationale for development. It introduces the notion 

that the divide between secular and religious development rationales is not 

as wide as commonly assumed. Whilst the thesis argues that secular 

development rationale is under-girded by anaemic philosophical reasoning 

(following the evisceration of its theological foundation), faith-based 

development rationales are charged with uncritically acquiescing to secular 

agendas. After highlighting the similarity between Christian and secular 

development rationales, and the burgeoning new relationship between 

religious and secular development actors, Chapter 1 concludes by 

identifying the continuing gap in development scholarship; the under-

researched theological foundations for a faith-based development paradigm.  

Chapter 2 briefly outlines the historical contours regarding the nexus 

of Christian theology and the notion of human well-being. It demonstrates 

that advancing human well-being has been continually woven as a golden 

thread throughout Christian thought and praxis, mostly in the arena of 

societal structures and care for the poor. This nexus provides the backdrop 

for the considerations in Chapter 3 regarding the theological foundations of 

contemporary Christian development. Chapter 3 highlights that although 

contemporary theological discourse exhibits an intuition that the doctrine of 

God has relevance for a development rationale, to date no sustained 

contemplation has been undertaken. Development discourse remains largely 

disconnected from the doctrine of God. Thus, the foundational and unique 
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doctrine for the Christian faith, that God is triune, One in Three and Three 

in One — Father, Son and Holy Spirit — has had minimal explanatory 

influence for the notion of human well-being through development. The 

Chapter concludes by identifying this further gap in Christian development 

literature and locates the necessity for this thesis. A theology of 

development based on the new concept of Divine self-enrichment articulates 

a Christian paradigm for advancing human well-being. 

Part II of the thesis identifies and constructs the theological 

parameters of Divine self-enrichment through three chapters. Part II is, in a 

manner, the engine room for the thesis. It considers the necessary 

theological presuppositions and logic for Divine self-enrichment. Chapter 4 

underscores foundational trinitarian principles essential to the logic of 

Divine self-enrichment. This includes a discussion of the distinctions and 

unity of the triune Persons to explain how God enriches God without 

collapsing into tritheism. Furthermore, as Divine self-enrichment assumes 

the consideration of God’s perfect being, not merely evidenced in the outer 

works of God (ad extra), but as an eternal movement of Godself (ad intra), 

the contemporary debate concerning the immanent and economic Trinity is 

considered. This includes a discussion regarding revelation for 

understanding and construing the perfections of God, and ultimately for 

apprehending God’s relationship with creation.  

Chapter 5 considers the implications of the attributes of God for 

establishing Divine self-enrichment. In essence, Divine self-enrichment 

implies a dynamism within God, but how should this dynamism be 

understood? What are the attributes or characteristics of God that regulate 

such dynamism? Modern theological thought would argue that the divine 

dynamism envisaged by Divine self-enrichment requires divine attributes 

opposite to classical theism. If God is dynamically constituted through intra-

relatedness, then, the argument would proceed, such a concept is at odds 

with static ontologies associated with concepts of divine simplicity or 

immutability. Against such reticence towards classical theism, this chapter 

demonstrates not only how Divine self-enrichment is consistent with a 

Christian interpretation of the divine dynamic perfections, in particular, 

divine simplicity, but is secured by them. In the process of this argument a 

fundamental premise for those who reject classical theistic conceptions — 

the alleged capitulation of Christian thought to Hellenistic philosophy — is 
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interrogated and shown to be a ‘straw-man’ argument rather than robust 

engagement with early church thought. The Christian Tradition’s 

interpretation of classical theism was not based on an alleged static divine 

ontology inherited from Greek metaphysics, but on the radical re-

interpretation of metaphysics in light of the incarnation. The chapter 

demonstrates, in congruence with the Christian Tradition, why the concept 

of Divine self-enrichment requires the theological guardrail of divine 

simplicity. Without divine simplicity, two key issues will result for Divine 

self-enrichment. Firstly, a concept of a dynamically inter-related Trinity will 

collapse into tritheism, and secondly, the concept of a divine ontology 

distinguished and identifiable from the creation, i.e., the concept of Divine 

self-enrichment will evaporate. The chapter, therefore, offers a way to move 

past the prevalent dialectic that views the dynamism of God’s being as 

mutually exclusive from classical theistic concepts necessary for 

establishing Divine self-enrichment. 

Chapter 6 continues to affirm Divine self-enrichment in consonance 

with Christian classical theism by addressing objections to the concept of 

‘God enriching God’ arising due to a preconception that this amounts to an 

admission of deficiency within God. Divine self-enrichment is not 

commensurable with a human understanding of enrichment; that of 

enrichment from deficiency. God’s enrichment derives from God’s fullness 

and self-sufficiency (divine aseity). Human enrichment, in contrast, 

acknowledges the absence of ‘fullness’ and attempts to remedy this. Chapter 

6 provides the foundational arguments for God’s ‘perfection’ and ‘fullness’ 

that undergirds the axiom of Divine self-enrichment. The chapter argues that 

maintaining an ontological distinction between God and the world through 

divine aseity, does not, as popular theology would have us believe, 

undermine God’s intense relationality with the world by positing a 

narcissistic, isolated God. Rather, upholding divine self-sufficiency, in fact, 

secures both the active relationality of God with creation and a stable divine 

ontology (divine faithfulness). Divine aseity ensures that divine ontology is 

a fullness of well-being that is gifted freely to creation as love, not as 

necessity for divine actualisation. The chapter concludes by considering the 

relationship between creation and a self-sufficient God. In particular, how 

the concept of the fullness of divine aseity allows both creation to receive 

enrichment from a stable source, but also to gift enrichment back to God. 
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Such a notion envisages creation’s worship of God as a participative act of 

perfecting perfection.25 

Part II, therefore, establishes the key principles on which Divine 

self-enrichment is based. This theological foundation is further affirmed and 

shaped in Part III through an analysis of trinitarian theologies across 

ecumenical lines. Part III interrogates trinitarian scholarship from Orthodox 

theologian Sergeĭ Bulgakov (Chapter 7), Lutheran theologian Wolfhart 

Pannenberg (Chapter 8), and Catholic theologian Hans Urs von Balthasar 

(Chapter 9), in order to demonstrate that, despite their distinct views, all 

three influential theologians implicitly identify a concept of Divine self-

enrichment. Significantly, all three theologians regard the guardrails of the 

tradition’s interpretation of classical theism as necessary for construing the 

dynamism of triune life.  

Part IV of the thesis concludes by synthesising the preceding 

chapters to categorise the nature and characteristics that constitute Divine 

self-enrichment and outlines the implications for human well-being through 

development. A significant conclusion the thesis makes is that the 

overarching characteristic of divine all-blessedness, or divine-enrichment, is 

kenosis (self-giving). Simply put, divine life is constituted through intra-

trinitarian self-giving, or, enriching-kenosis. This concept is then clarified 

by identifying key expressions associated with enriching kenosis or kenotic-

enrichment. These are 1. it is freely given and received; it is not obliged; 2. 

it is expressed through a symbiosis of speech and act; 3. it has equality 

through mutual dependence; 4. there is other-centred affirmative language 

and action; and 5. communication is interpersonal. Having identified the 

characteristics of divine well-being chapter 11 discusses the implications of 

this divine ontology for Christian development. What is offered in this part 

are nascent trajectories that require further elaboration and application. 

Consideration is, however, given to the similarity and dissimilarity of the 

Creator and creation, and the limits of finite human correspondence with the 

divine. This is not simply a model to apply for human imitation. 

Importantly, the concept of Doxological Development is introduced, 

whereby Christian development is construed as an act of worship and the 

participation of humanity, through the Holy Spirit, in God’s own well-being. 

                                                             
25 Hardy, Jubilate, 6.  
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Following this framework, the thesis demonstrates how the doctrine of the 

triune God provides a grounding ontology for the expression and 

actualisation of human well-being. Such a theological foundation is 

intended to justify and transform the nature, content and contribution of 

Christian development work towards enriching humanity.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND HUMAN 

WELL-BEING: SECULAR AND RELIGIOUS 
PERSPECTIVES 

 
1.1 THE DEVELOPMENT PARADIGM AS A MODE OF HUMAN 
ENRICHMENT 

The contemporary paradigm of ‘development’ is often triumphantly 

counter-posed to other methods advancing human well-being. ‘Charity’ and 

‘Welfare’ models have been critiqued harshly as modes of action that 

accentuate and perpetuate dependency of the poor, the power of elites and 

the removal of free agency for humans.1 Compassionate emergency relief 

approaches are similarly associated with paternalism, where interfering with 

a person’s liberty “is justified by reasons referring exclusively to the 

welfare, good, happiness, needs, interests, or values of the person whose 

liberty is being violated.”2 Religious views regarding the necessity of 

spiritual renewal or ‘salvation’ have also been censured, not only as being 

“defunct” for human well-being but “dangerous” for development.3 In 

contrast, the emergence during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries of 

the notion of the secular nation-state pursuing economic growth,4 combined 

with the post-WWII conceptualisation of “development” as a national 

                                                             
1 See Robert D. Lupton, Toxic Charity: How Churches and Charities Hurt Those They Help (and 
How to Reverse It) (New York: HarperCollins, 2012); Nadine Bowers Du Toit, “Theology and the 
Social Welfare Practice of the Church - Exploring the Relationship in the Paarl Context,” in Welfare, 
Religion and Gender in Post-Apartheid South Africa: Constructing a South-North Dialogue, ed. 
Ignatius Swart et al. (Stellenbosch: Sun Press, 2012), 265, 
http://www.africansunmedia.co.za/Portals/0/files/extracts/Welfare%20Religion%20Gender%20Extra
ct.pdf. In opposition to the arguments that welfare or social safety nets have negative influence on the 
poor see Joseph Hanlon, Armando Barrientos, and David Hulme, Just Give Money to the Poor: The 
Development Revolution from the Global South (Sterling: Kumarian Press, 2010). 
2 Michael Barnett, Empire of Humanity: A History of Humanitarianism (Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press, 2011), 34.  
3 Katherine Marshall, “Religion and Development,” in Rethinking Religion and World Affairs, eds. 
Timothy Samuel Shah, Alfred C. Stepan, and Monica Duffy Toft (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2012): chap. 12, http://doi:10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199827978.003.0013. 
4 The seminal writings of Adam Smith’s Theory of Moral Sentiments (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1976) and the An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations (New York: Bantam 
Classic and Loveswept, 2003) are attributed with driving the paradigm shift behind these notions. See 
Bryant Meyers, Walking with the Poor: Principles and Practices of Transformational Development, 
(New York: Orbis Books, 2011), 24.  
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modernisation instrument, is commonly perceived as the historical highpoint 

of humanity’s rational ability to define and improve the human condition.5  

While fundamental positive changes for human agency and 

economic and human development indicators have exponentially increased 

over the last 200 years,6 the concept that contemporary institutional 

development (as opposed to charity, compassionate emergency relief, or 

religious spiritual instruction) is uniquely placed to improve the human 

condition is contestable. Modern development efforts are not immune from 

the problems associated with other modes of advancing human well-being. 

An interrogation of development praxis has revealed its ability to similarly 

remove human agency, perpetuate power differentials and be ‘dangerous’ to 

human well-being.7 The IMF and World Bank Structural Adjustment 

Programs (SAPs) of the 1980s and 1990s, rather than bringing economic 

development, actually contributed to a growth in inequality and poverty.8 

Indeed, the alternative ‘Post development’9 discourse places development as 

“yet another weapon in the arsenal of a hegemonic global economy”,10 or 

merely a “mechanism for the production and management of the Third 

World.”11  

                                                             
5 Meyers, Walking with the Poor, 23-25. Meyers claims that the “paradigmatic shift in how we 
understand economics” is the basis for the contemporary concept of development, and without 
acknowledging this shift the concept of “improving the human condition – is unintelligible” (p.25). 
6 The per capita wealth of the world has increased nine times over the last 200 years, and life 
expectancy in Europe has almost doubled in the same period. Angus Maddison, The World Economy: 
Historical Statistics (Paris: OECD, 2003), 256, 259, accessed July 14, 2017, https://www.oecd-
ilibrary.org/docserver/9789264104143-
en.pdf?expires=1532930433&id=id&accname=oid014783&checksum=46DCEBADDBDE20FDBC6
24ABC0AFD1A2E; Angus Maddison, The World Economy: A Millennial Perspective (Paris: OECD, 
Paris, 2001), 29, accessed July 14, 2017, 
https://theunbrokenwindow.com/Development/MADDISON%20The%20World%20Economy--
A%20Millennial.pdf. 
7 Dambisa Moyo, Dead Aid: Why Aid is Not Working and How There is A Better Way For Africa 
(New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2009); Nadine Bowers Du Toit, "The Elephant in the Room: 
The Need to Re-Discover the Intersection between Poverty, Powerlessness and Power in ‘Theology 
and Development’ Praxis." HTS Teologiese Studies/Theological Studies 72, no. 4 (2016): 1-9, 
https://doi.org/10.4102/hts.v72i4.3459. 
8 J. Cypher, The Process of Economic Development, 4th ed. (Oxford: Routledge, 2014), 662. Former 
Chief Economist of the World Bank Joseph Stiglitz stated of these SAPs that the “result for many 
people has been poverty and for many countries social and political chaos … Structural adjustment 
programs did not bring sustained growth.” See Joseph E. Stiglitz, Globalization and Its Discontents 
(London: Allen Lane, 2002), 18. 
9 For more detail regarding Post-development approaches see Aram Ziai, ed. Exploring Post-
Development: Theory and Practice, Problems and Perspectives (New York: Routledge, 2007); J.K. 
Gibson-Graham, “Surplus Possibilities: Post Development and Community Economies,” Singapore 
Journal of Tropical Geography, 26, no.1 (2005). 
10 Christopher Moxam, “Post Development and Nonsecularism in an Officially Secular State: Faith-
Based Social Action in the Philippines,” Journal of International Development 29, no.3 (2014): 3, 
https://doi.org/10.1002/jid.3029. 
11 A. Escobar, Encountering Development: The Making and the Unmaking of the Third World 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), 413-14. 
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Development theories regarding what constitutes human well-being 

and how to achieve it have been in a state of flux since their inception. The 

shifts have moved from a modernisation theory that advocated economic 

growth as the means for propagating well-being for the poor,12 to 

development being conceived as a fundamental human right,13 and then to 

Nobel prize winner Amartya Sen’s approach that advocates a people-centred 

economy where well-being is connected to human freedom, “functionings” 

and “capabilities.”14 The continuing shifts reveal that the rationale 

undergirding the actualisation of human well-being is only useful if it not 

only correctly understands the criteria for human well-being but actually can 

deliver it. The pressing issue hinges around what constitutes human well-

being and how it is effectively achieved. Rather than espousing 

development to the exclusion of other means by which to advance human 

well-being, there is wisdom in positioning it as one expression of a broader 

concept of human enrichment.  

All modes of human action to increase the well-being of another, 

whether it be institutionalised development, charity, or even a parent’s 

provision of clothing and food to a child, should be understood as categories 

of the broader concept of ‘human enrichment’ — action that seeks the 

betterment of human context, being and life. Human enrichment is a process 

and goal that focuses on enhancing that which is considered deficient; to 

enrich the attributes and circumstances of humanity that allow humans to 

live ‘better’ physical, social and spiritual lives. Development may have a 

particular hue undergirding its ideas and delivery, but it would be a mistake 

to consider that the advent of the secular nation-state and the 

institutionalised development paradigm introduced a more legitimate 

rationale or praxis for enriching human life. An arrogance attends this 

                                                             
12 The 1960s saw the dominance of Walt Rostow’s “non-Communist manifesto” that advocated 
economic growth as the means to development. See Meyers, Walking with the Poor, 27.  
13 Development as a human right is inscribed in the United Nations, “Declaration on the Right to 
Development,” (4 December 1986). Article 1 states, “The right to development is an inalienable 
human right by virtue of which every human person and all peoples are entitled to participate in, 
contribute to, and enjoy economic, social, cultural and political development, in which all human 
rights and fundamental freedoms can be fully realized.” United Nations General Assembly, 
“Declaration on the Right to Development,” 4 December 1968, accessed February 9, 2018, 
http://www.un.org/documents/ga/res/41/a41r128.htm. 
For more information regarding alternative development theories see Andy Sumner and Michael 
Tribe, International Development Studies: Theories and Methods in Research and Practice (London: 
Sage Publications, 2008). 
14 Amartya Sen, Development as Freedom (New York: Anchor Books, 1999). 
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thinking and disregards the fact that enrichment of well-being for 

individuals and community has always been a feature of humanity.  

Development as a contemporary paradigm reproduces, in a manner, 

an ancient phenomenon of the human fostering of human well-being. 

Certainly, history demonstrates the persistent desire for an increase in well-

being for human comfort levels, knowledge, beauty, spirituality and 

relationships. The Roman Baths, the building of ancient roads and King 

Solomon’s wisdom for healthy relationships15 all point to an observable 

phenomenon regarding the contemplation and practice of human enrichment 

that pre-dates modern modes of development to improve the human 

condition.16 Strawn maintains that the concept of the happy or blessed life, 

whether a momentary state of pleasure (hedonic – Greek hēdon) or a 

durable state of happiness (eudaimonia), can be traced back as far as  

Herodotus’ Histories17 in the fifth century where the sage Solon outlines the 

criteria of eudaimonia, which included “matters of place (city), descendants 

and health (seeing children and grandchildren), resources (being ‘well-off, 

at least by our standards of living), and ending life well in terms of 

sacrificial service.”18 Aristotle also identified ‘happiness’ (eudaimonia) and 

‘living well’ (eu zēn) as the highest good for humanity,19 summarising its 

conceptual content as: 

Let happiness be … success [eupraxia] combined with virtue, or as 
self-sufficiency [autarkeia] in life, or as the pleasantest life 
accompanied with security, or as abundance of possessions and 
bodies, with the ability to defend and use these things; for all people 
agree that happiness is pretty much one or more of these.20 

Humans throughout the ages have directly or indirectly 

acknowledged a form of human deficiency and sought to enrich the self and 

the other. This universal phenomenon opens an enquiry as to whether there 

is an ontological basis for why humans seek to improve their condition and 

                                                             
15 Book of Proverbs, NSRV. 
16 Hall, Langer and McMartin state “Over 3000 years of discourse on human flourishing is found in 
fields now associated with philosophy and theology.” M. Elizabeth Lewis Hall, Richard Langer and 
Jason McMartin, “The Role of Suffering in Human Flourishing: Contributions from Positive 
Psychology, Theology and Philosophy,” Journal of Psychology and Theology 38, no.2. (2010): 112.  
17 Brent A. Strawn, “The Bible and … Happiness?,” in The Bible and the Pursuit of Happiness: What 
the Old and New Testaments Teach Us about the Good Life, ed. Brent A. Strawn (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2012), 11. DOI:10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199795734.003.0000. 
18 Strawn, “The Bible and … Happiness?,” 10. 
19 Aristotle, “Nicomachean Ethics,” in Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics: A New Translation trans. 
Robert C. Bartlett and Susan D. Collins (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2011), 1095a. 
20 Aristotle, “Rhetoric,” in Aristotle: On Rhetoric: A Theory of Civic Discourse 2nd ed. and trans. 
George A. Kennedy (New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 56. 
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pursue well-being in its various forms, and whether there are discernible 

criteria by which to achieve it. As Meyers opines, “the struggle now is to 

figure out what human well-being actually is and how one goes about 

increasing it.”21  

It is at this juncture that theology is uniquely placed to provide a 

‘why’ and a ‘how’ to these questions. A Christian theology of Divine self-

enrichment (divine well-being) provides the ultimate context for why and 

how humans engage in actions to pursue their own and others’ well-being. 

Such a concept posits enrichment or well-being as not originating with 

humanity, nor with modern conceptions of development, but reaches back to 

the very nature of God. As this thesis demonstrates, well-being is 

constitutive for divine ontology. As such, well-being is embedded and 

replicated in human beings made in the divine image; well-being is, thus, a 

condition of createdness. Augustine recognised this as the “all blessedness” 

of God’s being,22 while Jonathan Edwards observed the beauty of well-

being as being the first principle of divinity.23 This thesis, therefore, 

explores well-being as an ontological principle of the Christian doctrine of 

God to give explanatory force to the phenomenon of human well-being. 

This thesis explicitly challenges the modern paradigm of development as a 

dominant contemporary mode for human enrichment by arguing that divine 

ontology sets the criteria through which human well-being is defined and 

achieved. It further argues that divine ontology can inform the rationale and 

practical basis for various expressions of human enrichment, of which 

development is merely one.  

1.2 SECULAR DEVELOPMENT: CONTEMPORARY JUSTIFICATIONS 

How secular development organisations define and seek to achieve 

human enrichment is varied, making it difficult to identify a generic 

definition. Secular ‘development’ is most commonly defined in terms of a 

process for, and the goal of, the enrichment and betterment of humans. As 

                                                             
21 Meyers, Walking with the Poor, 31. 
22 Augustine stated, “to whom it is not one thing to live, another to live blessedly, since thou art 
thyself thine own blessedness.” Augustine, “The Confessions of Saint Augustine,” in A Select Library 
of Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers of the Christian Church: First Series, ed. Philip Schaff and H. 
Wace (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1956), 191. 
23 Edwards would consider “God is God, and distinguished from all other beings, and exalted above 
‘em, chiefly by his divine beauty, which is infinitely diverse from all other beauty. They therefore that 
see the stamp of this glory in divine things, they see divinity in them, they see God in them, and so 
see ‘em to be divine.” Jonathan Edwards, “Religious Affections,” in The Works of Jonathan Edwards, 
ed. John E. Smith, vol. 2, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1959), 298. 
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the current United Nations Secretary General António Guterres’ recently 

stated:  

Sustainable and inclusive development is an end in itself. It is also 
our best tool to build resilience, prevent crises, ensure human rights 
are a lived experience and sustain peace.24 

The former UN Secretary General, Ban Ki Moon’s report, A life of Dignity 

For All, outlined broad development goals in the following terms:  

No person should go hungry, lack shelter or clean water and 
sanitation, face social and economic exclusion or live without access 
to basic health services and education. These are human rights, and 
form the foundations for a decent life.25 

A similar rationale is expressed in the Organisation for Economic Co-

operation and Development’s (OECD) mission statement to  

promote policies that will improve the economic and social well-
being of people around the world…policies designed to improve the 
quality of people's lives.26  

Nobel Prize winner Amartya Sen also defines development as a  

process of expanding the real freedoms that people enjoy … [and] … 
the removal of unfreedom: poverty as well as tyranny, poor 
economic opportunities as well as systematic social deprivation, 
neglect of public facilities as well as intolerance or over activity of 
repressive states.27  

These statements suggest a positive movement from a position of perceived 

human deficiency to an expansion of human well-being. ‘Human well-

being,’ however, has an ambiguous meaning.28 Human well-being is 

conflated with terms such as “quality of life, welfare, well-living, living 

standards, utility, life satisfaction, prosperity, needs fulfilment, 

development, empowerment, capability expansion.”29 The UN’s concept of 

development measures various indicators related to income, health or 

                                                             
24 United Nations Economic and Social Council, “Repositioning the UN Development System to 
Deliver on the 2030 Agenda - Ensuring a Better Future for All - Report of the Secretary-General,” (30 
June 2017), 4, accessed June 13, 2016, 
https://www.un.org/ecosoc/sites/www.un.org.ecosoc/files/files/en/qcpr/sg-report-on-unds-qcpr-june-
2017.pdf. 
25 Ban Ki Moon, A Life of Dignity for All: Accelerating Progress Towards the Millennium 
Development Goals and Advancing the United Nations Development Agenda Beyond 2015, (New 
York: United Nations General Assembly, 2013), 3. Accessed June 13, 2016, 
http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/pdf/A%20Life%20of%20Dignity%20for%20All.pdf. 
26 “Our Mission,” About the OECD, OECD, accessed August 12, 2017, http://www.oecd.org/about/. 
27 Sen, Development as Freedom, 3-4. My italics. 
28 The concept of human well-being is also difficult to directly observe and measure according to 
Clarke and McGillivray. Matthew Clarke and Mark McGillivray, “Human Well-Being: Concepts and 
Measures,” in Understanding Human Well-being, eds. Matthew Clarke and Mark McGillivray (New 
York: United Nations University Press: 2006), 4-5.  
29 McGillivray and Clarke, “Human Well-Being: Concepts and Measures,” 3. 
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education, but are these always indicators of human well-being?30 

Furthermore, although the eradication of ‘poverty’, as an impediment to 

human enrichment or well-being, is a specific driver for the development 

agenda, it is still a matter of contention. National poverty measurements are 

subjective and usually defined through material, physical and social 

indicators that rely on assumptions regarding what ‘poor’ is and how it 

should be addressed. Addressing poverty is also usually considered a one-

way activity from elites to the ‘poor’, and seldom considers the mutual 

experience of ‘poverty’ for the non-poor.31 The contestability of these issues 

leads to an interrogation of the philosophical foundation for organisational 

rationales that advocate “foundations of a decent life” or “improving the 

quality of people’s lives.” How are these statements, usually assumed as 

‘self-evident’ truths, justified? Are these ideas based on mere pragmatic 

assumptions, or does a robust philosophical foundation underlie them? 

1.3 HUMANITARIANISM AND DEVELOPMENT: SECULAR AND 
RELIGIOUS 

The rationales undergirding contemporary Western conceptions of 

human progress and development have a specifically religious and 

theological origin. During the nineteenth century, Christian religious 

discourse and action became instrumental in the establishment of 

humanitarian relief for transient poverty and human suffering, and for 

interrogating structural causes of entrenched poverty and injustice.32 

Christians advanced compassionate relief and structured campaigns, based 

on theological convictions, to “end slavery, forced labour and human 

trafficking.”33 Clarke, therefore, identifies that “missionary organisations 

associated with the mainstream Christian churches are in many respects the 

forerunners of modern-day development NGOs.”34 Judeo-Christian ethics 

                                                             
30 United Nations, “Human Development Index,” accessed June 13, 2016, 
http://hdr.undp.org/en/content/human-development-index-hdi. 
31 Meyers identifies a mutuality of poverty for both the poor and the non-poor. Meyers, Walking with 
the Poor, 145ff. 
32 For more on Christian movements to abolish various social ills see Robert Woodberry and Timothy 
Shah, “The Pioneering Protestants,” Journal of Democracy 15, no. 2 (April 2004): 47-61, Project 
MUSE; Adam Hochschild, Bury the Chains: Prophets and Rebels in the Fight to Free an Empire’s 
Slaves (New York: Mariner, 2006); and John Hutchinson, Champions of Charity (Boulder: Westview, 
1997), 203. 
33 Michael Barnett, “Where is the Religion?,” in Rethinking Religion and World Affairs, 4, DOI: 
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34 Gerard Clarke, “Faith Matters: Faith‐Based Organisations, Civil Society and International 
Development," Journal of International Development 18, no. 6 (2006): 843, https://doi-
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and theology undergirded the philosophical foundations for contemporary 

Western development. Acknowledging the influence of Christian conviction 

on the current development and humanitarian rationale, Barnett and Stein 

claim that “it is only a slight exaggeration to say ‘no religion, no 

humanitarianism.’”35 Indeed, the theological underpinnings for development 

has led philosopher John Gray to argue that the secular concept of human 

progress is actually no more than an illusion, a mere “antidote to 

nihilism,”36 and an attempt to bring meaning beyond the fact that humans as 

animals “are born, seek mates, forage for food, and die.”37 The fundamental 

position of Gray is that “Humanism is not science, but religion — the post-

Christian faith that humans can make a better world.”38  

Humanism, and the concept of progress or development, according 

to Gray, has its origins rooted in “the Christian faith against which 

humanists rail so obsessively.”39 For Gray, therefore, liberal humanism has 

all the qualities of religious faith, being directly linked to a Christian 

inspired and perpetuated mythological narrative regarding the nature and 

goal of humanity. He, therefore, concludes that “Humanism is a secular 

religion thrown together from decaying scraps of Christian myth.”40 Gray 

suggests that against this illusory and religiously imagined rationale 

humanity should awake and give up “the empty hopes of Christianity and 

humanism … switch off the sound-track — the babble of God and 

immortality, progress and humanity.”41  

Extrapolating from Gray’s logic, an argument can be made that in 

the absence of a divine good establishing a moral ontology, there “is no 

foundation … for objective values, duties and accountability,”42 particularly 

in the case of humanism. An anaemic philosophical rationale for secular 

humanism is further affirmed by Michael Ruse, who, as a philosopher of 

science, attributes human morality to mere “biological adaption no less than 

                                                             
35 Michael, N. Barnett and Janice Gross Stein, Sacred Aid: Faith and Humanitarianism (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2012), 3, DOI:10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199916023.001.0001. 
36John Gray, Straw Dogs: Thoughts on Humans and Other Animals (London: Granta Books, 2002), 
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37 Gray, Straw Dogs, 38. 
38 Gray, Straw Dogs, xiii. 
39 Gray, Straw Dogs, xii. 
40 Gray, Straw Dogs, 31.  
41 Gray, Straw Dogs, 38. 
42 William Lane Craig, “The Kurtz/Craig Debate: Is Goodness without God Good Enough?” in Is 
Goodness without God Good Enough? A Debate on Faith, Secularism and Ethics, ed. Robert K. 
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are hands and feet and teeth.”43 Ruse concludes, in a similar vein to Gray, 

that,  

considered as a rationally justifiable set of claims about an objective 
something, it is [ethics] illusory. I appreciate that when someone 
says ‘Love thy neighbour as thyself,’ they think they are referring 
above and beyond themselves … Nevertheless, … such reference is 
truly without foundation. Morality is just an aid to survival and 
reproduction and has no being beyond or without this.44 

William Lane Craig, responding to Ruse’s claim, retorts that such logic 

would result in  

some action – say, rape – may not be biologically or socially 
advantageous … but on the atheistic view there’s nothing really 
wrong about raping someone.45  

This same logic could be extrapolated to the scandal of poverty, where 

oppression and injustice could be merely viewed as ‘socially 

disadvantageous’ but not actually a perversion of what it means to be 

human. Arguably, without a divine foundation, the rationale for secular 

humanism gravitates towards either Gray’s myth or nihilism. Regarding the 

slide to nihilism, Craig highlights in a debate with Paul Kurtz that 

there is no basis for moral accountability in atheism … In the 
absence of moral accountability, our choices become trivialised 
because they make no ultimate contribution to either the betterment 
of the universe or to the moral good in general because everyone 
ends up the same. Death is the great leveller.46 

Whilst Gray’s and Ruse’s positions may appear extreme, they are 

philosophically honest appraisals of the secular rationale for human progress 

and ethical action, revealing the philosophical void for development when 

dislocated from its theological origin. For example, modern secular concepts 

underlying the inherent value of human life, as found for example in 

Richard Rorty’s work on the expanding moral community that assists the 

weakest,47 cannot be merely accepted as a ‘self-evident’ truth. The notion 

that each human-being has inherent value has not always been observed in 

history, and there are no guarantees that a future humanity would agree with 

this current philosophical stance. Indeed, some development policies appear 

                                                             
43 Michael Ruse, “Evolutionary Theory and Christian Ethics: Are They in Harmony?” Zygon 29, no. 1 
(1994): 15, http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com.ezproxy.csu.edu.au/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1467-9744. 
44 Ruse, “Evolutionary Theory and Christian Ethics,” 20. 
45 Craig, “The Kurtz/Craig Debate,” 33.  
46 Craig, “The Kurtz/Craig Debate,” 38. 
47 Richard Rorty, “Who Are We? Moral Universalism and Economic Triage,” Diogenes 44, no.173 
(1996): 13, Academic Search Complete, EBSCOhost. 
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to desire human well-being, not simply due to inherent human value, but 

because well-being is a required state for contribution to economic growth.48 

The concept of human value in secular development derives not from self-

evident truth or common-sense but from a Judeo-Christian theology that 

regards human value as divinely initiated. Similarly, while secular 

development paradigms are predicated on the concept of a satisfactory goal 

or endpoint where human progress is achieved or ‘poverty’ alleviated, a 

glaring question remains: how does a secular construction posit an end-point 

at which humans can say they have reached a goal of human well-being? A 

Christian doctrine of the satisfactory ends for humanity (eschatology) is 

ontologically situated in a divine telos (goal). In the absence of such a 

theological foundation, is the secular perception of a satisfactory end-point 

merely based on a mythical construction of what humanity is and where it is 

going? Russian theologian and philosopher Sergeĭ Bulgakov probed this 

exacting question in his 1902 thesis “Fundamental Problems of the Theory 

of Progress,”49 questioning “where … lies the evidence for the existence of 

ends, especially ends that are satisfying to human beings?”50 Bulgakov, like 

Gray, would later regard the secular doctrine of human progress as a 

“specifically Christian doctrine which modern ideologists have 

secularised.”51  

A religious origin also accounts for the notion of transcendence 

found in secular development and humanitarian work. Michael Barnett, 

discussing the merged boundary between secular and faith-based 

humanitarian rationales, suggests that both have religious experience 

attached to them. As Barnett clarifies,  

those who populate the humanitarian sector express different forms 
of faith — for some, it is associated with organised religion and 
pivots around God, and for others it is a form of cosmopolitanism 
and pivots around humanity … each connects their actions to a 
version of the transcendent.52  

                                                             
48 Some rationales for gender equality skirt the dangers of this type of economic rationalistic 
justification, where empowerment of women is viewed as, among other outcomes, “essential to 
expand economic growth.” For example see United Nations, “Gender Equality: Why it Matters,” 
accessed January 27, 2017, http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/wp-
content/uploads/2016/08/5_Why-it-Matters_GenderEquality_2p.pdf. 
49 Sergeĭ Bulgakov, “Osnovnye problem teorii progressa,” Problemy idealizma: sbornik statei, ed. P.I. 
Novgorodtsev (Moscow: Moskovskoe Psikhologicheskoe Obshchestvo, 1902), 1-47. Cited in 
Valliere, Modern Russian Theology: Bukharev, Soloviev, Bulgakov – Orthodox Theology in New Key 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000), 231.  
50 Valliere, Modern Russian Theology, 233.  
51 Valliere, Modern Russian Theology, 237.  
52 Barnett “Where is the Religion?,” 5. 
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In essence, both secular and faith based rationales are “directed towards 

something beyond itself”, where a concept of transcendence provides a 

totalising meaning.53 Like religion, development has hopes of fulfilment 

towards an end-point (eschatology), it contains a deity (humans), 

immortality (understood as individual humans are mortal “but humanity 

possesses the capacity for endless development”54) and posits “a belief in 

the perfectibility of human beings” rather than straight eudemonism.55 

However, as Gray’s work highlights, the current foundations of 

contemporary development appear philosophically inadequate.  

Western development is therefore arguably a modern secular faith 

that manifests the key dynamics of religion and demonstrates, in an “ironic 

way the human need for faith”56, but eliminates divine ontology from its 

expression. Despite secular development originating from Christian 

principles it has arguably become somewhat of a moving feast according to 

human whim and rationality at any given time in history (given its 

abandonment of a divine foundation); a self-determinative philosophy 

without a ‘grundnorm’ or robust philosophical foundation.57 As such, the 

secular rationale for human enrichment operates in a self-enclosed limitation 

that restricts the ambit of practical response. Simply put, if the starting point 

for the improvement of human well-being is merely framed by the secular 

modern state and economic, material and social prosperity for the poor, the 

resulting logic to address these issues will be subject to the limited 

framework of assumptions underlying the starting point. This point is made 

aptly by Meyers when he says: 

Although the development proposals of Sachs, Easterly, Collier, de 
Soto, and Yunus have led us beyond simple models of economic 
growth … all of these contributors and their varied approaches share 
a common perspective: the modern worldview. All are materialistic, 
often technocratic, and reflect a firm belief in human reason, 
technology, and money as the keys to solving the problem of 
poverty.58 
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Pope Paul VI in Populorum Progressio similarly asserted,   

A narrow humanism, closed in on itself and not open to the values of 
the spirit and to God who is their source, could achieve apparent 
success, for man can set about organising terrestrial realities without 
God. But closed off from God, they will end up being directed 
against man. A humanism closed off from other realities becomes 
inhuman.59 

In contrast, a theological rationale for human development and well-being 

can provide a capacious panorama to complement a limited secular 

pragmatism. Theological contemplation is uniquely positioned to re-

invigorate and broaden the underlying philosophy of a Christian-inspired 

morality upheld by a contemporary development by reference to divine 

ontology. In the absence of a theological rationale, Craig’s nihilistic 

conclusion regarding humanism looms on the horizon:  

Humanism is a Noble Lie; it is what Professor Kurtz has called a 
‘delusional system,’ a way of kidding yourself in the face of 
unbearable consequences. Unable to stare the nihilistic consequences 
of atheism squarely in the face, humanism looks the other way, 
pretending not to notice the darkness, not to feel the impending 
chaos, hoping that everything can go on as it was before. But the 
spectre of nihilism still haunts us; it will not let us go. Having once 
let go of God, we can no longer fool ourselves by a cheery and 
baseless humanism. If God is dead, man is dead, too.60 

1.4 FAITH BASED ORGANISATIONS AND THEOLOGICAL AMNESIA 

The emergence of Western development and its presuppositions for 

human well-being was imbued with a theological origin. However, after 

World War II, as governments became the dominant funders of 

development, development organisations adopted the pragmatic sensibilities 

of previous religious conviction but disregarded the theologically-inspired 

philosophical grounding. During the same period, to gain funding from 

religiously sceptical governments, faith-based organisations began to 

restrain their theological justifications and adopt a secular humanist 

narrative with associated bureaucratisation processes. Barnett and Stein 

describe the changing scene of the twentieth century well: 

Once avowedly religious organisations such as World Vision 
International and Catholic Relief Services downplayed their 
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religious identity. Much like the rest of the world, it seemed as if 
humanitarianism was succumbing to the pull and power of 
secularism. Religion might have been instrumental in the 
establishment of humanitarianism, but it passed the torch to 
secularism.61 

As Christian FBDOs acquiesced to an amnesia of their theological 

moorings, they began to imitate their secular sisters. Rationale and praxis 

began to blend into one another with little to distinguish their justifications 

for, or delivery of, development. Barnett and Stein refer to this blending 

phenomenon as the ‘secularisation’ of FBDOs and the ‘sanctification’ of 

secular organisations. The secularisation of religious humanitarian 

organisations largely occurred through the appeal to 

secularised legal principles and international institutions … the 
centrality of fundraising, encroachment of earthly matters such as 
governance, processes of bureaucratisation and professionalisation, 
and the kinds of evidence that are required to demonstrate 
effectiveness.62  

Simultaneously, the secular was being “sanctified” through a belief in the 

transcendence of their work for humanity, and where it was claimed that the 

humanitarian space was  

free of politics … acts first and asks questions later, insists that 
motives must be innocent and altruistic, and guards against a world 
in which interests and instruments trump values and ethics.63  

As this blending occurred, the religious and the secular began to “define one 

another, constitute one another, bleed into one another through porous 

boundaries and shared preoccupation with the sacred and the profane.”64 

Any casual assumption of a clear distinction between faith based and secular 

development organisations has, therefore, become difficult to maintain. As 

FBDOs and secular agencies confront the same environment and respond in 

similar ways “they grow more alike all the time.”65 Donors view large, 

professionalised FBDOs such as CIDSE (International Cooperation for 

Development and Solidarity),66 ACT Alliance EU (formerly APRODEV),67 
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World Vision International and Caritas International “as indistinguishable 

from their secular peers.”68 This view has also been recently echoed by 

Justin Thacker in Global Poverty: A Theological Guide,69 where, quoting 

Elliot’s Comfortable Compassion,70 he argues that 

the Church has been guilty of ‘swallowing … the modernisation 
paradigm’ and in the process failing to develop its own theologically 
appropriate account of development. He [Elliot] rightly points out 
that it can never be correct ‘for the work of [secular] organisations to 
define an adequate Christian response to the processes of 
impoverishment, oppression and dehumanisation.’ Yet, that is what 
we have so often succumbed to, in the process becoming 
‘indistinguishable from an enlightened liberal humanism.’71  

1.5 A NEW ENGAGEMENT: RELIGION AND DEVELOPMENT  

Although faith-based and secular development organisations are 

somewhat indistinguishable, and evidence is scarce regarding how religious 

or secular convictions substantially alter rationale or praxis,72 the 

development industry still assumes some distinction between faith and 

secular agencies. Historically, the distinction was utilised  to exclude faith 

from the dominant secular development agenda, where ‘secular’ was 

assumed to have a normative and ‘neutral’ quality, and the ‘religious’ in 

world affairs was viewed as “inconsequential, a reality that could be ignored 

by scholars or diplomats without any diminishment of their understanding 

of the world.”73 Secularisation theory, advancing the inevitable decline of 

religion in the face of modern progress, influenced the divide and operated 

as a form of “border patrol … concerned with policing and strengthening 

the fence between two worlds … the ‘secular’ or ‘public’ [and] … the 

‘spiritual’ and ‘private.’”74  Shah exposes the negative result of this 

intellectual distinction, arguing that: 

the long-standing exclusion of religion and religious actors from the 
systematic study of world politics in general and international 
relations … has created a paradoxical situation: religion has become 
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one of the most influential factors in world affairs in the last 
generation but remains one of the least examined factors in the 
professional study and practice of world affairs.75 

Hehir, outlining the historical reasons for the absence of religion in 

international affairs, where “religious ideas, convictions, and institutions” 

were “considered more a threat than a promise”,76 similarly concludes that 

the unfortunate legacy of the marginalisation of religion has been 

“impoverished theorising about world politics.”77  

Due to this general marginalisation of religious conviction in 

academia, the role of religion in development studies has been neglected. 

However, world events such as the religious opposition movements against 

authoritarian regimes in Latin America and the South African Council of 

Churches that spearheaded the anti-apartheid movement, contributed to a 

growing awareness of the power of religion in world politics.78 Furthermore, 

in the 1980s, during the Reagan Presidency, the political mobilisation of the 

Christian right was fostered, and the voice of FBDOs in development 

dialogue increased.79 The 1990s continued the promotion of cooperation 

between faith and secular development agencies, as evidenced by the World 

Bank’s partnership with religious actors through the World Faiths 

Development Dialogue.80 The convergence of these movements promoted a 

greater academic and public interest in religion, with a concurrent escalation 

of cooperation between donors and FBDOs. 

However, a level of caution about engaging with religious actors 

remains. Emanuel de Kadt expresses “grave doubts about the wisdom of 

simply being carried along on the ‘faith-based’ bandwagon in the field of 

development.”81 Although judgment is required for funding arrangements, 

arguments such as De Kadt’s reveal a deep-seated prejudice against religion 

in the development sphere. De Kadt’s article is speculative (“side-effects of 

the activities of FBDOs in development are likely to be even more negative 

when the beliefs promoted are rigid, inflexible and self-assured”)82 and 
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filled with unsupported assumptions (“religious beliefs … on balance …will 

not have a positive effect on the chances for development”).83 His 

prejudiced conclusion, that taking spiritual dimensions into development 

would amount to “a recipe for disaster”,84 reflects a rigid intellectual 

assumption that ‘secular’ conceptualisations are normative and should 

trump religious views with apparent ideological immunity. Considering 

recent scholarly opinion regarding the shared and porous world of the 

secular and religious, arguments such as De Kadt’s appear intellectually 

strained. ‘Doubts’, ‘deductions’ and ‘beliefs’ regarding the distinction 

between the religious and secular in development cooperation require 

research and evidence, not baseless conjecture. In the absence therefore of 

unambiguous evidence that a secular rationale and praxis can claim a greater 

legitimacy to advancing human well-being, faith-based organisations have 

an equal right to contribute to discourse and praxis. Christian development 

agencies need no longer constrain their theological conviction. 

Acknowledging that the contemporary aid and development space is 

increasingly welcoming of the contribution of unique faith viewpoints, 

Christian agencies should recover and reinvigorate a commitment to a 

robust theological rationale and praxis as a ressourcement for their work as 

well as for public discourse. 

1.6 THE ABSENCE OF THEOLOGY IN DEVELOPMENT  

Despite growing donor interest in the interface between ‘faith and 

development’, donor programming still primarily focuses on NGOs “which 

subscribe to key elements of donor ideology and strategy … compatible 

with donor discourse and policy.”85 As a result, there is a risk that a self-

propounding rationale is perpetuated in development, that, as Howell and 

Pearce have highlighted, “paradoxically could lead to a constriction of 

intellectual and political space.”86 Clarke, however, encourages 

development actors to  

engage with faith discourses and associated organisations, which 
seem counter-developmental or culturally exotic to secular and 
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technocratic worldviews … Put simply, in development contexts, 
faith matters!87  

But how does faith matter? And how does faith challenge existing 

development paradigms if it simply reiterates, or is co-opted by, the 

dominant secular narrative? Does the difference that ‘faith’ makes lie, as 

Clarke suggests, in the ability of FBDOs to “draw on elaborate spiritual and 

moral values” or their “ability to mobilise adherents”, or that they are “less 

dependent on donor funding”?88 These abilities may generally provide a 

point of difference, but they could apply to many religious or civic 

institutions. These organisational traits do not answer the pressing 

difference of ‘faith.’ ‘Faith’ is connected to something beyond itself, namely 

theology. Thus, the more fundamental question is how religious theology 

and doctrine matter to development, or how they should or could matter.  

This thesis is therefore located within a broader framing question as 

to how Christian theology matters in development? Does the Christian faith 

offer a unique perspective and contribution to the rationale and 

accompanying praxis for development? Or, as Barnett suggests, is 

humanitarianism and development from a religious point of view “universal 

and ecumenical, reflecting the commitment of most if not all major religions 

to the reduction of human suffering”?89 Are the values “once associated 

with Christianity, including charity, love, and compassion … not specific to 

Christianity but … truly cross-cultural”?90 Barnett’s question, which 

effectively conflates all religions, reveals why Christian theologians should 

be advancing research on theology and development, rather allowing  

discussion of religion and development by the social sciences to dominate 

scholarship. While there is burgeoning research on religion and 

development, there is an erroneous synthesis that religions have a common 

rationale for development based on altruistic concepts. No doubt there are 

similarities between religions regarding human good-will.91 However, the 

rationale for why religions are explicitly involved in ‘development’, and 

their accompanying goals and praxis, cannot be reduced to a consensus that 

deletes their distinctions. Belief affects action. Theology and doctrine shape 

worldview. One would assume, for example, that a rationale for 
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development based on the trinitarian doctrine of God in the Christian 

religion would substantially look different to an Islamic doctrine of Allah, 

and different again to non-theistic Buddhist instruction.92 One’s belief in 

who and how God is, and what God does, notwithstanding questions of 

hermeneutics and ideology, has a bearing on the practical outworking of 

faith. Locating what is distinctive therefore about a Christian rationale for 

development cooperation is important to advance dialogue, not only with 

secular development institutions but with other faiths as well.  

The rationale for undertaking this research is supported by 

theologians and development specialists who acknowledge the 

contemporary dearth of analysis between theology and development. Clarke 

argues that the result of eschewing religious belief in mainstream 

development paradigms by development practitioners has been “less than 

optimal development outcomes.”93 Whilst Clarke’s work is a significant 

recent contribution to exploring the synergy between religion and 

development it is deficient in exploring the theological rationale behind 

Christian development work. Denis Dragovic highlights that Clarke’s 

research is based on mission statements and extracts from relevant passages 

of Scripture and prominent teachings, rather than theology. Dragovic argues 

that the  

problem with this approach is that it does not tell us why a religion is 
interested in the secular conceptualisation of international 
development as opposed to personal — be it human or spiritual — 
development…What compels the Christian institutions to involve 
themselves in development?...Understanding why religious 
organisations engage is the critical gap that is missing in Clarke’s 
work.94 

The lack of critical attention to the content of theology for development is 

also discerned by theologian Stephen J. Plant. Plant argues that much of 

what is written by both secular and theological interests displays a “lack of 

concern with the ways religious doctrines shape the religious communities 

                                                             
92 This thesis takes up indirectly, through espousing a theology of development based on the triune 
God, Barnett’s identified gap that there is a general presumption “that Islamic aid agencies differ from 
their Western and Christian counterparts, but this observation seems largely based on speculation and 
suspicion and not on hard-boiled evidence.” Barnett, “Where is the Religion?,” 9. 
93 Clarke, Development and Religion, 1. 
94 Dennis Dragovic, review of “Development and Religion: Theology and Practice,” by Matthew 
Clarke, Australian Journal of International Affairs 66, no. 3 (2012): 406-407, https://doi-
org.ezproxy.csu.edu.au/10.1080/10357718.2012.681467. Original italics. In fairness to Clarke he is a 
social scientist rather than a theologian, thus, the deficiencies in Clarke’s book underscore the unique 
contribution that the discipline of theology should be making to this topic.  
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written about.”95 He calls for greater engagement between theological 

content and development issues as a means to “release rich intellectual, 

spiritual and practical resources to tackle poverty and shape development 

goals.”96 Du Toit, discussing the post-apartheid nexus between theology and 

development in South Africa, maintains that one of the key problems facing 

the South African church in addressing poverty is that the theological 

discourses that shape development approaches “have theologically shallow 

roots.”97 She argues that instead of being chiefly concerned with a 

pragmatic rationale for the ‘how’ of development, “perhaps more 

theological wrestling needs to be done firstly with the ‘why’ of 

development.”98 Bryant Meyers also maintains that within evangelical 

scholarship 

there is very little new theological reflection. We seem to be resting 
on the theological work done in the 1980’s … we are not even all 
that significantly involved in the religion and development 
conversation.99  

As demonstrated in the next section, new theological thinking 

concerning development continues to be co-opted by the current dominant 

development paradigm, that is strongly influenced by the international 

community’s adherence to the United Nations Sustainable Development 

Goals (UN SDGs). Thus, theology continues to have limited regulatory 

influence for a Christian development agenda. 

1.7 WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES THEOLOGY MAKE TO FAITH 
AGENCIES? 

To briefly illustrate the contention that there is not only a continued 

need for deeper theological reflection to undergird faith based development 

efforts, but for theological reflection to influence and challenge the 

dominant paradigms of contemporary development, I briefly review the 

theological rationale of one of the largest ecumenical FBDOs, Christian Aid 

U.K (Christian Aid or CA). This review considers — what is the influence 

of Christian theology on CA’s development rationale compared to the 

                                                             
95 Stephen J. Plant, “International Development and Belief in Progress,” Journal of International 
Development 21, no.6 (2009): 845, doi:10.1002/jid.1622. My emphasis. 
96 Plant, “International Development and Belief,” 845. 
97 Du Toit, “The Elephant in the Room,” 2. 
98 Du Toit, “The Elephant in the Room,” 3. 
99 Meyers, Walking with the Poor, 49. 
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dominant secular paradigm. Furthermore, it questions whether theology is a 

conditioning influence for delivery praxis and organisational structure. 

Before continuing, it is important to stress that this section is not a polemic 

against the vital work undertaken by CA, it is rather to stretch and challenge 

the intellectual boundaries concerning Christian development work. The 

logic undergirding the interrogation of CA could apply to various Christian 

development agencies. Critiquing the existing state of affairs is necessary to 

identify the continuing deficiencies of fusing theology and praxis.  

1.7.1 CHRISTIAN AID U.K. 

CA is one of the largest ecumenical development agencies in the 

world, and one of the few agencies that has invested in serious theological 

contemplation of their work. One of their seminal policy papers, Theology 

and International Development, outlines “a theological framework for 

international development”100 — “a synthesis of previous work…[and]…an 

overarching theology of development.”101 According to the paper the 

theology therein “dictates and supports how we work, who we work with 

and what kind of an organisation we are.”102 The paper’s theological 

propositions focus on human rights and relational theology for 

understanding the nature of poverty and the processes to eliminate it. The 

paper indicates that it is theology that dictates and influences CA’s 

development rationale and praxis. However, is this the case? Is theology the 

seminal influencing factor for CA’s work?  

From the content of Theology and International Development, it 

appears that CA operates from a secular paradigm augmented with biblical 

adage. Chapter 2 of Theology and International Development outlines a 

relational theology model for CA’s development agenda, insisting that flaws 

in human relationships are key to understanding and addressing injustice. 

However, the types of “broken relationships” identified by CA are 

consistent with secular categories linked to the UN’s SDGs — the natural 

environment and humanity (climate change, SDG 13); men and women 

(gender, SDG 5); state and state (peace, justice and strong institutions, SDG 

16); us and state (peace, justice and strong institutions, SDG 16); and rich 
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and poor (poverty and inequality, SDG 1 and 10).103 Why are broken 

relationships between young and old, or adults and children not identified? 

Is it because these relationships do not fit neatly into categories accepted by 

the dominant secular paradigm?  

Furthermore, the two concepts central to CA’s relational model, 

which allegedly “determine…how we behave to one another”,104 are the 

relationship between humans and God, and the fact that God’s being is 

“essentially relational – as Father, Son and Holy Spirit.”105 Certainly, these 

theological foundations contain valuable insights that could have 

prescriptive significance for CA’s development praxis. However, these 

concepts appear to have minimal determining influence on CA’s work — 

the paper appeals to the language of the accepted secular paradigm of 

‘rights’ to give content to the theology. Rather than theological content 

determining what it means for humans to be made in the divine image CA 

uses the concept of ‘rights’ borrowed from secular development, saying: “as 

people made in God’s image, flow the rights and responsibilities we call 

human rights.”106  

A similar appeal to secular, rather than theological, content occurs in 

Chapter 5 of Theology and International Development. After establishing a 

theological model of “just relationships”, based vaguely on the unexplained 

content of the nature of God’s relationship with humanity, the content of the 

expression of these relationships is again given meaning, not from theology, 

but from the dominant secular concepts of ‘discrimination’, ‘corporate 

governance’ and ‘rights.’107 The document states that  

just relationships within the organisation are vital. These include 
personal relationships that are free from discrimination, as well as 
relationships that have to do with corporate governance, such as 
employment rights and so on.108  

Thus, the intention is that the ‘theological’ model of ‘just relationships’ is 

determining CA’s organisational approach. But is this theological content 

dictating the expression of organisational values or merely re-iteration of an 

existing secular paradigm? Similarly expressed organisational values are 

                                                             
103 Christian Aid, Theology and International Development, 13. 
104 Christian Aid, Theology and International Development, 12. 
105 Christian Aid, Theology and International Development, 12. 
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widespread in secular development agencies. For example, the World Bank 

Group in Living Our Values: Code of Conduct at a Glance staff commit to, 

inter alia, “not engage in or accept harassment or discrimination of any 

kind”, “strive for transparency and manage conflicts of interest” and “value 

diversity and inclusion in all decision-making practices including career 

advancement, promotion, recruitment, compensation.” 109 Clearly, the World 

Bank is also bound by corporate governance, yet without any need for 

theological support.110 This begs the question – what does a theology of 

“just relationships” actually add to CA’s praxis that is uniquely “faith 

based” or Christian and which is not already reflected in secular 

development policy? The reality is that the funding agreements from key 

government and multi-lateral stakeholders that finance CA’s operations 

would require corporate governance. The non-discrimination and corporate 

governance norms that give expression to CA’s “just relationships” are 

derived from generally accepted secular approaches, rather than a 

theologically conditioned organisational approach. Obviously corporate 

governance and employment rights are positive organisational traits and 

reflect a level of Christian integrity for CA. Nevertheless, it is not clear how 

these are theologically determined? 

There appears therefore to be a need for further theological content 

to guide CAs organisational traits that are uniquely Christian, beyond the 

accepted secular paradigm. For example, if a theology of triune relationality 

as espoused in Chapter 2 of Theology and International Development 

“dictated” how CA operated, would its organisational structure be less 

hierarchical, given the relations of the Trinity are viewed as equal? Why is 

this not the case? I would suggest that theology is perhaps not as 

determinative for CA as it believes. Theology, while supporting positive 

notions, is not driving and challenging existing paradigms, but rather being 

co-opted to fit the existing dominant secular development paradigm. 

Perhaps this is theological pragmatism, not theological determinism. While 

this section may appear harsh, and I do acknowledge Paula Clifford’s caveat 

                                                             
109 World Bank Group, “Living our Values: Code of Conduct (English) 2009,” Washington D.C: 
World Bank, http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/147281468337279671/Living-our-values-
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110 The World Bank website states “The Integrity Vice Presidency (INT) is an independent unit within 
the World Bank Group that investigates and pursues sanctions related to allegations of fraud and 
corruption in World Bank Group-financed projects.” The World Bank, “Integrity Vice Presidency,” 
accessed May 3, 2018, http://www.worldbank.org/en/about/unit/integrity-vice-presidency. 
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to CA’s theological framework that it is not a “doctoral thesis” but rather a 

“work in progress”111, what I am attempting to challenge is a tendency for 

Christian agencies to be co-opted into limited conceptualisations that merely 

reiterate a dominant pragmatic approach. This is not to say that CA’s work 

is deficient, but rather to question the extent it is being influenced by ‘faith’ 

or theology. 

Thacker is similarly suspicious that CA’s development rationale is 

crafted to complement secular constructions, as a piece of “pragmatism that 

appears to dominate their use of development theory and theology.”112 He 

notes that CA’s concept of human well-being appears to be conditioned by 

the secular pressure to tone down any notion of evangelism or the 

transmitting of “their beliefs directly to the people they help.”113 As Thacker 

points out, however, the disallowed transmission of beliefs appears to be of 

a ‘spiritual’ nature rather than from Western secular beliefs that are 

routinely expounded in various programs. Questioning CA’s apparent co-

option to secular perceptions regarding the promulgation of ‘religious’ 

beliefs in development, Thacker states: 

the beliefs that can be promoted are those that are acceptable to, 
indeed indistinguishable from, those promulgated by the mainstream 
development community. Whereas, the views that cannot be 
promoted are those that would not be acceptable to the secular 
development community.114 

He thus queries (through a consideration of CA’s lack of a doctrine of 

redemption for their work): “in what sense are they still, Christian Aid?115 If 

CA is merely backfilling theological concepts to fit dominant secular 

paradigms, which their donors would require adherence to for funding, in 

what way is CA staking “a legitimate place for faith as part of the Church’s 

option for the poor, but also … [liberating] the development enterprise from 

its secular and material captivity and crisis?”116 This is not to say that 

theology cannot reiterate and complement secular constructions that assist 

the common good, but it needs to be clear about its philosophical 

foundations, as well as be pushed to challenge paradigms that may not sit 
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comfortably with theology. This is a particular problem for Christian 

development agencies when funding is directly linked with agendas, 

indicators and outcomes set by secular donors. Can CA truly claim that “our 

theology dictates…how we work, who we work with and what kind of 

organisation we are”117 when they are bound by funding agreements that 

reflect donor agendas and reporting requirements? Perhaps CA can claim to 

be dictated by “theology” but only because their theology has first been 

dictated to by accepted donor paradigms. The secular staple development 

agenda includes human rights, the separation of ‘spiritual’ well-being from 

well-being derived through social justice, advocacy of ‘capabilities’, 

addressing inequalities, climate change, partnerships, accountability and 

transparency. These concepts are the bread and butter of the international 

development industry and are echoed by various multi-lateral organisations 

and government donors. These are also strikingly the themes of CA’s 

‘theological’ contemplations.  

Finally, if CA’s theology dictated their work, one would expect to 

see some form of measurement and evaluation of the effectiveness or 

consistency of theological values reflected in reporting. However, in the 

Christian Aid Annual Report 2015/16 the mention of Christian identity is 

constrained to a paragraph on ‘risks.’ There is no apparent link between 

theological principles and reporting of praxis or outcomes. How is CA’s 

important relational model for development actualised in reality? If there are 

no baselines, nor monitoring and evaluation practices of theological models, 

can theology really be held to be determinative for CA programming? Aid 

organisations measure what is most important. If having theological 

integrity is as important as CA advocates, then ensuring a thorough 

expression of this throughout CA’s work should be considered. 

1.8 CONCLUSION 

As secular validations for development disconnect from their 

theologically derived philosophical foundations, and Christian FBDOs in 

the face of secular dominance arguably divest themselves of a robust 

theological rationale that wields conditioning influence, do the existing 

rationales, from both secular and Christian agencies, appear more mythical 
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optimism or pragmatic idealism than robust justification? The introductory 

issues raised by this chapter force an interrogation of the basis of the 

rationales for the conditions and contextuality for human well-being offered 

through development. Specifically, how does the theological content of 

‘faith’ influence FBDO development rationale and action? Christian 

development rationale, like its secular counterparts, has often taken a 

pragmatic route to justify policy and action, and in the process arguably 

divested itself of theological potency to shape its development culture, ethic 

and praxis. The problem with pragmatic approaches, as Thacker highlights 

is that,  

while pragmatism claims to have no underlying theory, the real 
problem with pragmatism is that it does have an underlying concept 
– it is simply one that is unexamined and insufficiently explored.118  

While a secular imitation is not necessarily at odds with Christian 

theology, as this is its originating foundation, it is important to examine the 

shifts of the underlying ideology. What is required is to clarify that the 

rationale for Christian development has a deep theological tradition to draw 

on to bolster its unique voice among development actors. Theology is a 

unique ressourcement that the Church and faith-based organisations can 

offer public development discourse and praxis, but only if it has something 

to say that is not merely co-opted by the dominant development regime. 

This brief evaluation of development rationale and policy praxis 

demonstrates a continuing gap with theology, not only in content but in 

expression. This gap is addressed in this thesis by attending to a central 

doctrine of the Christian faith, that of the doctrine of God.  

As the next two chapters of this thesis demonstrate, advancing 

human well-being in Christianity has retained theological impetus in content 

and praxis from Jesus’ advocacy of Israel’s justice tradition through to 

modern theologies. Yet, although theological reflection on human well-

being has intuitively derived its origin from God, a triune divine ontology 

has received scant attention as the foundation for a theology of 

development. While Chapter 2 outlines the nexus of theology and Christian 

advancement of human well-being, Chapter 3 locates the justification for 

this thesis — to offer a Christian rationale for development by an inquiry 

into the triune God. In this manner, this thesis offers a distinct and original 
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contribution to the interrogation of how the Christian faith matters to the 

concept of human well-being through development. 
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CHAPTER 2  
THEOLOGY AND HUMAN WELL-BEING IN THE 
CHRISTIAN TRADITION: SELECTED EXAMPLES 

2.1 AN ANCIENT CONVERSATION 

Ernst Troeltsch stated as a foundational premise for his work in, The 

Social Teaching of the Christian Churches, that Jesus’ public proclamation 

of the kingdom of God  

was not an attempt to console those who were suffering from social 
wrongs by promising them happiness and compensation…[nor] an 
assurance given by the Gospel to the destitute over against the 
dominant forces of contemporary human society. This Message of 
the Kingdom was primarily the vision of an ideal ethical and 
religious situation … in which all the values of pure spirituality 
would be recognised and appreciated as their true worth. When, 
later, the idea of a future redemption receded into the background, 
giving place to the idea of a redemption already achieved through 
the Life and Death of Christ, the values of redemption were still 
purely inward, ethical, and spiritual, leading inevitably and naturally 
to a sphere of painless bliss.1 

Troeltsch’s view of Jesus’ proclamation raises two key propositions. Firstly, 

Christianity was historically shaped as a religious and spiritual movement 

whose focus on human well-being had only a tenuous nexus to material 

social ills. Secondly, Christianity focussed on human well-being as 

eschatologically driven, with a future non-terrestrial hope dominating 

perception. Similar propositions have recently been affirmed by Ellen 

Charry in God and the Art of Happiness. Charry argues against what she 

views as a dominant eschatological vision of human ‘happiness’ in Christian 

doctrine. This she traces to the influence of Augustine, who emphasised the 

attainment of permanent happiness in the afterlife, rather than temporal 

well-being.2 Charry maintains that “Christian doctrine in this mode 

narrowed terrestrial happiness to relief from dread of a wrathful punishing 

God” and that “this narrow and fragile vision of happiness from dogmatic 

                                                             
1 Ernst Troeltsch, The Social Teaching of the Christian Churches, trans. Olive Wyon, vol. 1, 
(Louisville: John Knox Press, 1992), 40. 
2 Charry, God and the Art of Happiness, 61. Charry argues that “Augustine’s eschatological word on 
happiness has been more strongly heard by the theological tradition than has his cautious 
acknowledgement of temporal happiness.” See also Ellen T. Charry, “The Necessity of Divine 
Happiness,” in The Bible and the Pursuit of Happiness: What the Old and New Testaments Teach Us 
about the Good Life, ed. Brent A. Strawn (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 5, http://doi: 
10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199795734.001.0001.  
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theology seeped into systematic theology”,3 where theology became 

inattentive to temporal human happiness.  

Arguably both Troeltsch’s and Charry’s interpretative lens regarding 

Christian attitudes towards human well-being and happiness are too 

narrowly construed, fashioning a false dialectic between earthly and 

celestial well-being. Although I am sympathetic to Charry’s attention to 

notions of “temporal happiness” where “salvation is growing into the 

wisdom of divine love and enjoying oneself in the process”,4 her discussion 

focusses narrowly on a limited conception of ‘happiness’5 which, at times, 

tends towards individualistic pursuit.6 Charry posits emotion as central to 

her conception of happiness and views divine passibility7 (interpreted by 

Charry as God’s “full range of divine emotion”)8 as determinative for 

understanding “divine and human happiness in this life.”9 Her definitional 

foundation, however, tethers her conclusions to a limited view of 

‘happiness’ and a diminished view of the historical nexus between Christian 

theology and temporal human well-being. For example, Charry argues that 

“Augustine of Hippo … was the first major Christian thinker to reflect on 

happiness.”10 But as this chapter argues, such a view is not accurate when 

one construes ‘happiness’ or human well-being more broadly than a mere 

emotional state. Furthermore, Charry’s emphasis on historical Christian 

engagement with human happiness as focussed on spiritual or eschatological 

dimensions underemphasises the concept of human well-being derived 

through social, political, economic, legal and ethical norms, to which 

theology has been highly attentive throughout the ages. Broader societal 

well-being is integral for human well-being, including a concept of 

happiness. Yet, in the absence of a consideration of well-being associated 

with societal conditions, Charry’s endeavour to advocate happiness as 

                                                             
3 Charry, “The Necessity of Divine Happiness,” 7. 
4 Charry, God and The Art of Happiness, x.  
5 Charry defines happiness through the lens of eudaimonia – “the highest good that life offers … 
variously translated as ‘well-being’, ‘flourishing,’ or ‘happiness.’” Her argument is based primarily 
on an emotional state of being rather than well-being attained through societal justice. God and The 
Art of Happiness, 3. 
6 Her examples towards the end of her book are all individual examples of ‘Asherism’, a realized 
eschatology that expresses the notion of happiness or blessedness stemming from the Hebrew word 
asher. Charry, God and the Art of Happiness, 268-274. 
7 I note here that Charry’s interpretation of divine passibility as commensurate with divine emotion is 
a questionable interpretation of this theistic metaphysical attribute. Chapter 6 of the thesis addresses 
this issue in further detail.  
8 Charry, “The Necessity of Divine Happiness,” 1. 
9 Charry, “The Necessity of Divine Happiness,” 4. 
10 Charry, God and The Art of Happiness, 3.  
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“enjoying life through a divinely initiated pattern of spiritual growth” would 

perhaps, for most of the global south, remain elusive.11 Theological concern 

for temporal well-being expressed through human institutions, norms and 

activities has run like a golden thread throughout the history of Christianity, 

hinting towards the existence of divine ontology that pre-conditions the 

desire for human well-being. Pope Paul VI emphasised this phenomenon in 

Gaudium et Spes (The Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the World 

Today),12 a document which also attributed the continuance of Christian 

concern for human well-being to divine impetus and plan: 

Throughout the course of the centuries, men have laboured to better 
the circumstances of their lives through a monumental amount of 
individual and collective effort. To believers, this point is settled: 
considered in itself, this human activity accords with God's will. For 
man, created to God's image, received a mandate to subject to 
himself the earth and all it contains, and to govern the world with 
justice and holiness; (1) a mandate to relate himself and the totality 
of things to Him Who was to be acknowledged as the Lord and 
Creator of all. Thus, by the subjection of all things to man, the name 
of God would be wonderful in all the earth. (2) This mandate 
concerns the whole of everyday activity as well. For while providing 
the substance of life for themselves and their families, men and 
women are performing their activities in a way which appropriately 
benefits society. They can justly consider that by their labour they 
are unfolding the Creator's work, consulting the advantages of their 
brother men, and are contributing by their personal industry to the 
realisation in history of the divine plan.13 

Historical Christian expression of human well-being has not always 

shared the same exuberance, or “upbeat mood”14 associated with modern 

theological flourishing or happiness discourses15 (theologies that arguably 

sit more comfortably with the wealthy West, where flourishing is a focus 

because survival has already been addressed). Nor have they expressed a 

programmatic ideal of modern social reform. However, human enhancement 

has attended the history of Christian theologising and praxis. This chapter 

briefly explores pockets within Christian history that demonstrate Christian 
                                                             
11 Charry, God and The Art of Happiness, 157. 
12 Paul VI, Gaudium et Spes [Pastoral Constitution On the Church in the Modern World], Vatican 
website, December 7, 1965, accessed July 14, 2018, 
http://www.vatican.va/archive/hist_councils/ii_vatican_council/documents/vat-
ii_const_19651207_gaudium-et-spes_en.html. 
13 Paul VI, Gaudium et Spes, 34. My italics. 
14 Charry, God and The Art of Happiness, xii. 
15 For examples of contemporary theological reflection on flourishing see Maureen Miner, Martin 
Dowson, and Stuart Devenish, ed. Beyond Well Being (Charlotte: Information Age Publishing, 2012); 
Miroslav Volf and Justin E. Crisp, ed. Joy and Human Flourishing: Essays on Theology, Culture and 
the Good Life (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2015); Brent A. Strawn, ed. The Bible and the Pursuit of 
Happiness: What the Old and New Testaments Teach Us about the Good Life (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2012), DOI: 10.1093/acprof:oso/9780199795734.001.0001 
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theology as active contemplation of human well-being through charity, law, 

politics, economics and social relations — contemplations that influenced 

the ideological genesis of contemporary development.  

2.2 JESUS, ST PAUL AND THE EARLY CHURCH  
Concepts of spiritual, material and economic human well-being, 

originating from “Jewish Scriptures and traditions”,16 have been expressed 

in Christian thought and action from the time Jesus proclaimed that:  

The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has anointed me to 
proclaim good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom 
for the prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to set the 
oppressed free, and to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favour (Lk 
4:18-19). 

Jesus’ proclamation, and its subsequent temporally actualised account in the 

Gospels, reveals Jesus’ affinity with his Jewish spiritual heritage. A heritage 

that, as Wolterstorff argues, confirms Israel’s religion as  

a religion of salvation, not contemplation — that is what accounts 
for the mantra of the widows, the orphans, the aliens, and the poor. 
Not a religion of salvation from this earthly existence but a religion 
of salvation from injustice of this earthly existence.17 

Jesus’ reiteration of Isaiah’s prophetic word in Luke 4 was no mere 

contemplation or eschatological hope, but a commitment to temporal human 

well-being consistent with the historical focus of Israel’s deity. The nexus 

between Jesus’ focus on temporal human well-being and Israel’s God is 

highlighted by Longenecker, who aligns Jesus’ summary of his Messianic 

activity in Matthew 11:4-5 (“the blind receive their sight, the lame walk, the 

lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised, and the poor have 

good news brought to them”) with the initiative of the God of Israel. That is 

to say, the blind receiving sight, the lame walking, the deaf hearing, and 

good news being proclaimed to the poor correspond with Isaiah’s prophetic 

utterances (Is 29:18-19, 35:5-6, 61:118) of the characteristics that will attend 

“liberation performed by Israel’s deity.”19 The gospel accounts of Jesus 
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fulfilling this prophetic activity therefore evacuate an interpretation that 

Jesus’ message merely orated a spiritual and non-terrestrial hope for human 

betterment. Jesus’ reiteration of Isaiah’s prophetic words highlighted 

theological principles that have been, and continue to be, affirmed in the 

Christian Tradition. Firstly, human well-being is divinely initiated — “The 

Spirit of the Lord is on me … He has sent me to” (Lk 4:18). Secondly, the 

spiritual and material world coalesce. Thirdly, temporal human contingency 

is marked by deprivation requiring enrichment from an ‘other’, in this case, 

the divine ‘other.’ 

Yoder, against interpretations that vocalise a tenuous nexus between 

Jesus’ proclamation of the kingdom and temporal well-being, argues that  

Jesus was not just a moralist whose teachings had some political 
implications; he was not primarily a teacher of spirituality whose 
public ministry unfortunately was seen in a political light; he was not 
just a sacrificial lamb preparing for his immolation, or a God-Man 
whose divine status calls us to disregard his humanity. Jesus was, in 
his divinely mandated (i.e., promised, anointed, messianic) 
prophethood, priesthood, and kingship, the bearer of a new 
possibility of human, social, and therefore political relationships. 
His baptism is the inauguration and his cross is the culmination of 
that new regime in which his disciples are called to share.20 

A suggestion that Jesus’ ministry merely inaugurated an eschatological or 

spiritual hope of bliss for humanity fails to understand that the “kingdom of 

God is a social order and not a hidden one.”21 Jesus’ teachings and actions 

identified deficiency that mars human existence and proposed conditions for 

its well-being.  

Longenecker furthermore identifies the coherency between Jesus’ 

and the Apostle Paul’s perception of human well-being. Contra limited 

academic research, Paul’s advocacy of spiritual well-being through the 

salvation message of Jesus did not disregard temporal well-being. 22 Rather, 

both spiritual and temporal expressions of well-being were paramount to the 

                                                             
20 John Howard Yoder, The Politics of Jesus (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1994), 52. My emphasis. 
21 Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 105. 
22 Longenecker, highlights the lack of serious academic engagement with Paul’s views regarding 
poverty in scholarship that enquires into Paul’s ethics and theology. He states that those who do 
consider it tend to playdown Paul’s interest in temporal well-being. Longenecker, Remember the 
Poor, 1. He notes for example James D.G. Dunn, The Theology of Paul the Apostle (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1998); Udo Schnelle, Apostle Paul: His Life and Theology (Grand Rapids: Baker 
Academic, 2003); and Richard B. Hay, The Moral Vision of the New Testament (San Francisco: 
HarperCollins, 1996). 
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gospel he proclaimed. Longenecker demonstrates that Paul’s epistles reveal 

that concern for those materially deprived was expected to be a  

hallmark of Jesus-groups that he founded throughout the 
Mediterranean basin — no doubt as an outworking of the story of 
Israel’s deity of justice, refracted now through the story of the 
Galilean Jew who stood alongside the poor in the promise of divine 
blessing.23 

Whilst material deprivation was recognised as undermining human 

well-being, for Paul, the alleviation of this was not merely the task of the 

wealthy.24 Rather, those in the early Christian community who were asked 

to contribute to a collection for the poor in Jerusalem (1 Cor 16:1-4; 2 Cor 

8:1 – 9:15) were most likely themselves poor.25 Thus, Paul’s method of 

securing well-being for the Jerusalem community was itself a demonstration 

of the gospel; it was an expression of freely gifted grace and love. Young 

and Ford view the Jerusalem collection in 2 Corinthians as Paul 

interweaving 

inextricably the ‘literal’ and the ‘divine’ economies … The chapters 
are certainly about money and basic attitudes to possessions and 
prosperity, but these are inseparable from the character and glory of 
God, the practice of faith and love in the church and the dynamic 
reality of grace.26 

Unfortunately, our modern views of charity tend to presuppose a 

position of wealth or privilege for the almsgiver, thus obscuring the 

historical context of Paul’s audience being themselves ‘poor.’27 Western 

Christians therefore fail to perceive the notion of “economic mutualism” in 

the early Christian community; the reciprocal giving and receiving among 

the mutually poor members of the early Christian communities.28 Paul’s 

mode of communal charity was a depiction of the Gospel of love and grace, 

contrasted to the dominant Roman culture of asymmetrical power relations 

                                                             
23 Longenecker, Remember the Poor, 155. 
24 Susan Holman illuminates an important divergence between modern suppositions and those of the 
Greco-Roman world of social conceptions of “the poor” when she states, “while poverty was 
certainly a reality in the ancient world, the poor did not comprise a discrete social or political 
category, and poverty was not a criteria for assistance.” Susan R. Holman, The Hungry are Dying: 
Beggars and Bishops in Roman Cappadocia (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 3, doi: 
10.1093/0195139127.001.0001. 
25 For more information regarding the economic and social status of early Christians see Steven J. 
Friesen, “Injustice or God’s Will? Early Christian Explanations of Poverty,” in Wealth and Poverty in 
Early Church and Society ed. Susan R. Holman (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2008), 17-36. 
26 Frances Young and David F. Ford, Meaning and Truth in 2 Corinthians (London: SPCK, 1987), 
176-177. 
27 Denise Kimber Buell, “Be Not One Who Stretches Out Hands To Receive But Shuts Them When It 
Comes To Giving: Envisioning Christian Charity When Both Donors and Recipients Are Poor,” in 
Wealth and Poverty in Early Church and Society, 41. 
28 Justin J. Meggitt, Paul, Poverty and Survival (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1998), 155-64.  
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of Client/Patron; where patronage was “a social system that put a premium 

on upward social mobility.” 29 Patronage was commonly defined “according 

to the sociological model, as an asymmetrical relationship involving 

reciprocal exchange between parties of unequal status.”30 On such a 

comparison, Friesen clarifies that 

Paul’s gospel called for a network of horizontal sharing among the 
Mediterranean assemblies (2 Cor 8: 13-15), not an exploitative 
vertical flow of resources, which characterised the imperial system. 
This collection for Jerusalem entailed a renunciation of the ideals of 
patronage, where large occasional benefactions would come from a 
patron whose wealth was built on daily exploitation of the masses. 
The collection, rather would be built with many gifts from many 
moderately poor saints in order to provide for brothers and sisters 
who were desperately poor (1 Cor 16:1-4; 2 Cor 8:10-12).31 

In this manner the mode of Christian giving was linked to a theological 

understanding of the nature of the Gospel. Significantly, through mutual 

relationships connecting God and others. The method of economic 

redistribution to those in need in 2 Corinthians was therefore the imitation 

of the grace of God in Christ. In other words, the practical outworking of 

theology. As Ford notes:  

The embodiment of grace is Jesus Christ (8:9) whom the 
Macedonians have imitated by generously giving out of ‘the 
overflow of their joy and extreme poverty’ (8:2). The Macedonians’ 
trust in God, as they give despite their poverty, is the most graphic 
illustration of what happens when prudent worldly economics meets 
the gospel of this God and his paradoxical combining of 
vulnerability and abundance.32 

2.3 CLEMENT OF ALEXANDRIA 

Clement of Alexandria’s (ca 150 - ca 215) Quis dives salvetur?,33 a 

manuscript that some regard as one of the earliest expositions of Christian 

ethics regarding wealth and poverty, urged Christians through the allegory 

of Jesus’ dialogue with the rich young man (Mk 10: 17-31) not to despise 

                                                             
29 Peter Brown, Through the Eye of A Needle: Wealth, the Fall of Rome and the Making of 
Christianity in the West: 350-550 AD, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2012), 25.  
30 David J. Downs, “Is God Paul’s Patron? The Economy of Patronage in Pauline Theology,” in 
Engaging Economics: New Testament Scenarios and Early Christian Reception eds. Bruce. 
Longenecker and Kelly Liebengood (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2009), 137.  
31 Friesen, “Injustice or God’s Will?,” 28. 
32 Young and Ford, Meaning and Truth in 2 Corinthians, 178-179. 
33 Van den Hoek translates the Latin title Quis dives salvetur? as “Which Rich Man Will Be Saved?”    
Annewies van den Hoek, “Widening the Eye of the Needle: Wealth and Poverty in the Works of 
Clement of Alexandria” in Wealth and Poverty in Early Church and Society, 69. 
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wealth, but to use it as a divinely gifted faculty to assist the needy.34 

Interestingly, Clement highlighted the notion of well-being of self as an 

integral component for love of others, emphasising that without possessions  

what charitable fellowship would be left … How could anyone 
nourish the hungry, and give drink to the thirsty, and cover the 
naked, and take in the houseless … if each man were himself already 
in want of all these things?35  

In The Instructor (Pedagogue) Clement also linked divine initiative with the 

concept of well-being of self as necessary for gift to the ‘other’ with divine 

initiative, saying:  

We must not fling away the riches that are of benefit to our 
neighbours as well as ourselves. For they are called possessions 
because they are things possessed, and wealth because they are to be 
welcomed and because they have been prepared by God for the 
welfare of men.36 

Furthermore, Clement identified wealth as an “adiaphoron” or a morally 

indifferent possession, an instrument that could be used properly or 

improperly, for righteous intent consistent with divine purpose or not: 37  

Indeed, they [riches] lie at hand and are put at our disposal as a sort 
of material and as instruments to be well used by those who know … 
You can use it rightly; it ministers to righteousness. But if one uses it 
wrongly, it is found to be a minister of wrong. For its nature is to 
minister, not to rule.38 

The issue for a Christian ethic regarding the poor was, for Clement, 

not wealth per se but its use. Van den Hoek argues that as Clement sought 

to understand the challenge of the Markan gospel passage — “go, sell 

whatever you have, and give to the poor” (Mk 10:21) — he specifically 

rejected a literal interpretation and rather argued that the biblical command  

advocated stripping the “soul of its passions (Quis div. 14)” where purely 

selfish acquisition and use of material goods failed to reflect the “divine 

business (Quis div. 32)” of wealth sharing.39 Clement stated the gospel’s 

intent was to “clear one’s very soul and one’s disposition of the passions 

                                                             
34 Augustine and Leo (Bishop of Rome) would also later argue such a position. See Brown, Through 
the Eye of a Needle, 380. 
35 Clement of Alexandria, A Homily of Clement of Alexandria: Entitled Who Is the Rich Man That Is 
Being Saved?, trans. P. Mordaunt (London: SPCK, 1901). 
36 Clement of Alexandria, The Rich Man’s Salvation in Christian Social Teachings: A Reader in 
Christian Social Teaching From the Bible to the Present, ed. George W. Forell and James M. Childs, 
rev. ed. (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2013), 37. My italics. 
37 Van den Hoek, “Widening the Eye,” 73. 
38 Clement, The Instructor, 37. 
39 Van den Hoek, “Widening the Eye,” 72.  
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that lurk there” — passions that spawn desires to be encapsulated by and for 

wealth, rather than the love of God and neighbour (Quis div 27 and 28).40 

Clement, therefore, identified a poverty not only of the poor but of the 

wealthy; a poverty evidenced by the failure of the rich to share. Van den 

Hoek argues that Clement identified this theological concept through 

Proverbs 10:4 (“A slack hand causes poverty, but the hand of the diligent 

makes rich”). He would thus state that the “biblical text means thrifty 

poverty, according to which the rich are poor in sharing.”41 Clement 

therefore perceived that displacing characteristics opposed to the divine 

mandate to give for another’s well-being was integral to Christianity.  

Clement perceived a two-fold imperative for human well-being: 

living towards the other in generosity and seeking “God alone, and to 

breathe God and walk with God.”42 Clement grounded human well-being in 

unity with God and divine principles. He recognised that divine being 

conditioned human life. Thus, imitation of and participation with God was 

necessary for human well-being — “making him [God] a friend, and love 

towards Him, and becoming like Him, is alone life” (Quis div 7).43 

2.4 FOURTH AND FIFTH CENTURIES: BASIL OF CAESAREA AND 
AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO 

As early as 370 Basil of Caesarea’s vision of Christian monastic life 

was “grounded securely in the Gospel imperative to love God and 

neighbour.”44 Basil argued for a Christian commitment to living towards the 

other in imitation of the sacrificial love of Christ, saying: “The very 

character of Christ’s love does not permit an individual to seek his own 

interest, for Love … seeks not its own (LR 7.5).”45 Thus, the founding of his 

new community near Caesarea, Basilesias, was based on a symbiosis of 

theology and practice that advanced human well-being. Governed by monks 

(chorepiscopoi),46 Basilesias, offered a leper hospital, accommodation for 

                                                             
40 Clement, Who is the Rich Man That Is Being Saved?, 30. 
41 Van den Hoek, “Widening the Eye,” 74. 
42 Clement, Who is the Rich Man That Shall Be Saved?, 26.  
43 Clement, Who is the Rich Man That Shall Be Saved?, 7. 
44 Jane Foulcher, Reclaiming Humility: Four Studies in the Monastic Tradition (Collegeville, 
Minnesota: Cistercian Publications, 2015), 83. 
45 Basil, The Longer Responses, 7.5, in Anna Silvas, “Edessa to Cassino: The Passage of Basil’s 
Asketikon to the West,” Vigiliae Christianae 56, no.3 (2002): 247-59. 
46 Timothy Patitsas, “St Basil’s Philanthropic Program and Modern Microlending Strategies for 
Economic Self-Actualization”, in Wealth and Poverty in Early Church and Society, 269. 
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travellers and the poor, and training in trades.47 Basilesias, according to the 

historian Sozomen, writing in the 440s, was intended to be a “poorhouse.”48 

This use was confirmed by Theodoret of Cyrus, who referred to the 

donation of land by the Emperor Valens to Basil as “intended ‘for the poor 

under Basil’s care,’ and especially for the sick.”49 Basil himself articulated 

the purpose of Basilesias while defending accusations against his activities, 

asking: 

And whom do we wrong when we build hospices for strangers, for 
those who visit us while on a journey, for those who require some 
care because of sickness, and when we extend to the latter the 
necessary comforts, such as nurses, physicians, beasts for traveling, 
and attendants?50 

Daley describes the impetus for Basil’s innovative practice of advancing 

communal well-being as 

the promotion of a thoroughly Christian version of the classical 
philosophical life: a life centered [sic] on right faith and worship in 
Christian terms, and aimed at growth in Christian contemplation, 
supported by the indispensable practices of Christian asceticism and 
the acquisition of Christian virtue, and characterised on the civic, 
public level in dramatically concrete ways by Christian 
philanthropia, specifically by the care of the poor. Such 
“philosophy” was the heart of Basil’s vision of the monastic life.51 

Basil’s homilies also provide insight into the theological basis 

undergirding the praxis of this Christian community’s commitment to 

human well-being. His first homily on Psalm 14 focussed on justice towards 

neighbour (emphasising the poor) as a practice consistent with divine 

initiative and the fear of God.52 Basil’s interpretation of Mathew 5:42 also 

reveals the theological motivation underlying distributive practices of the 

community: 

The Word challenges us to share [κοινωνικός] and to love one 
another, in natural kinship. After all, humankind is a civic and social 
being. Liberality for the purpose of restoration is a necessary part of 

                                                             
47 Brian Daley, “1998 NAPS Presidential Address, Building a New City: The Cappadocian Fathers 
and the Rhetoric of Philanthropy,” Journal of Early Christian Studies, 7, no 3 (1999): 440. 
48 Daley, “1998 NAPS Presidential Address,” 440. 
49 Daley, “1998 NAPS Presidential Address,” 440. 
50 Basil, The Letters, trans. Roy J. Deferrari. St. Basil: The Letters. 4 volumes, (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, 1926–1934) 2:151. For more information regarding the activities at 
Basilesias see Susan Holman, The Hungry are Dying, 100-105. At page 101 Holman states, “Here the 
sick received medical and hospice care with a large retinue of physicians, nurses, cooks, and servants. 
The poor who were well enough to work were employed or trained in various trades. Basil called it a 
ptochotropheion, literally a place to feed, nurture and patronize (trophe) the destitute poor (ptochos).” 
51 Daley, “1998 NAPS Presidential Address,” 439. 
52 Holman, The Hungry are Dying, 111. 
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the common life [κοινὴ πολιτεὶα] and helping … one another 
upwards. “To the one who asks you, give.”53  

Human imitation of God (Imago Dei) and a theology of incarnation further 

provided theological inspiration to Basil’s altruistic activities. Of divine 

imitation, Basil would advocate 

For if the Lord showed so much love to us so as to give even himself 
for us, how could we have [any] consideration for money to our 
damage, and not put above all considerations the tranquillity of our 
brethren?54 

And of a theology of incarnation, Basil would perceive that nurturing the 

poor was an act towards God, where Christ was conspicuous in the poor.55 

Linking both these theological themes Basil would write:  

For thus it was said to them, ‘I was hungry and you gave me food’ 
and so forth. ‘And those who wish to borrow from you, do not turn 
them away.’ For this precept is given first place. Now, even though 
this person making the request, being poor, begs a loan from you, 
you are to display the riches of heaven; you are to pay that debt. ‘For 
mercy on the poor,’ it says, ‘lends to God.’56 

Not far from both themes was the theological carrot of “redemptive 

almsgiving” whereby imitating God (“the patron and nurturer of all 

creation”) through providing neighbourly assistance would gain the donor 

special status in the eyes of God. 57 

Like, Basil, Augustine of Hippo (354 - 430), regarded a desire for 

well-being as complementary to Christianity. Furthermore, he argued that 

such a desire was common among both pagans and Christians, saying: 

All philosophers in common have sought to grasp the happy life by 
studying, by engaging in discussion and by living. This has been the 
one and only reason for philosophising. Now I consider that 
philosophers are not different from us in this respect. For, if I ask 
you why you have believed in Christ and why you have become 
Christians, every man gives this true answer: “To achieve the happy 

                                                             
53 Basil PG 29.261CD in Holman, The Hungry are Dying, 114. 
54 Basil De Beneficentia, trans. Susan Holman, Caroline Macé, and Brian J. Matz, “De Beneficentia: 
A Homily on Social Action attributed to Basil of Caesarea,” Vigiliae Christianae 66, no. 5 (2012): 
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56 Basil, PG 29.264, cited in Holman, The Hungry are Dying, 114. 
57 Holman, The Hungry are Dying, 129-131. Holman also notes Basil’s warning in Homily 6 of 
divine judgement for those who fail to give from their abundance to relieve human suffering. Holman, 
The Hungry are Dying, 121-122. 
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life.” Therefore, the appetite for the happy life is common to 
philosophers and Christians alike.58 

However, unlike his pagan contemporaries, Augustine traced the good in 

“both great and small, both celestial and terrestrial, both spiritual and 

corporeal” to the Christian triune God, “the highest Good”, concluding that 

“no good things whether great or small, through whatever gradations of 

things, can exist except from God.”59 Augustine thus located the good in 

humanity and society as a replication of God’s being. Whilst ‘spiritual’ 

well-being and eschatological hope had a sharp focus in Augustine’s 

theology,60 temporal well-being was also acknowledged. The necessity to 

pursue both self and other’s spiritual and physical well-being is clarified in 

Of Morals of the Catholic Church: 

Now you love yourself suitably when you love God better than 
yourself. What, then, you aim at in yourself you must aim at in your 
neighbour, namely, that he may love God with a perfect affection. 
For you do not love him as yourself, unless you try to draw him to 
that good which you are yourself pursuing … From this precept 
proceed the duties of human society … Therefore he who loves his 
neighbour does good partly to the man’s body, and partly to his soul. 
What benefits the body is called medicine, what benefits the soul, 
discipline. Medicine here includes everything that either preserves or 
restores bodily health. It includes, therefore … also food and drink, 
clothing and shelter, and every means of covering and protection to 
guard our bodies against injuries and mishaps … For hunger and 
thirst, and cold and heat, and all violence from without, produce loss 
of that health.61 

In arguing for both temporal and eschatological well-being, 

Augustine would consider that Christian wealth was not to be renounced, 

but “might be used for the collective good.”62 Almsgiving, however, was 

not based on mere humanitarian sentiment, rather Augustine insisted that 

“almsgiving had always had an expiatory function. Alms atoned for sins.”63  

Almsgiving, under this view, did not alone “save the hardened sinner”, but 

rather acted as the “bilge pump” for the soul against the “trickles of daily 

sins.” 64 Alongside such theological duress, Augustine would, however, 

                                                             
58 Augustine, Sermons, ed. G. Howie, St Augustine on Education (Chicago: Henry Regnery Company, 
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perceive that care for the needy sprang, likewise, from a shared humanity — 

“humanitas.”65 As such, Christian almsgiving was an “obligatory pious 

practice”66 under divine imperative.  

2.5 MEDIEVAL PERIOD: AQUINAS 

Charry contends that the focus on future happiness, particularly in 

medieval eschatology, “meant that care for physical and mental well-being 

were relatively unimportant … compared with an eternity of bliss or fire.”67 

This view, however, fails to appreciate the broader theological impulse and 

action of the medieval church, where hospitals, welfare and education 

initiatives upheld human well-being simultaneously alongside an 

eschatological spirituality. Even though medieval poor relief was primarily 

focussed on preventing destitution, and the concept of eliminating poverty 

was not part of the theological nor social consciousness,68 a concept of 

attending to increased well-being of the poor was enshrined in Canon 

Law.69 Neil Rushton’s review of monastic charitable provision in the late 

medieval period demonstrates that the religious houses and hospitals of 

England “were providing a greater amount of poor relief in a more 

assiduous manner” than previous negative assessments have revealed.70 

Using the national Church tax assessment of 1535, known as Valor 

Ecclesiasticus, Ruston concludes that on qualitative and quantitative 

measures Churches and hospitals were providing “genuinely beneficial … 

poor relief” during the pre-reformation medieval era.71 These mechanisms 

for the delivery of human sustenance were, in fact, the genesis of modern 

social protection instruments.72 Thus, the impact of the theologically 

inspired initiatives of this period continues to influence modern 

development mechanisms.73  
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Furthermore, during the medieval period Aquinas was compiling 

various theological treatise regarding ethics, law and politics that integrated 

theology and the consideration of human well-being.74 In, The Governance 

of Rulers (De regimine principum, 1265-67), Aquinas upheld the view that 

humans, as political and social animals, used “reason and faculty of speech 

to cooperate in building political communities that respond to the needs of 

the group and of the individuals who compose it”, where the aim was the 

“promotion of the common good.”75 He would perceive law in a similar 

manner, as “an ordination of reason for the common good.”76 Aquinas’ 

ethical considerations also stemmed from the concept that all human action 

is “ordered to an end”, where “each and every human act aims at some good 

as its end.”77 For Aquinas, even though humans could be mistaken as to 

what is good for them, every human agent seeks the same ultimate end, i.e., 

a form of well-being, and acts under the “assumption that the doing of it is 

good.”78 Yet, working from an ontology of divine goodness, Aquinas would 

posit that human beings “attain their last end by knowing and loving God.”79 

Whilst Aquinas distinguished between an imperfect (temporal) and a perfect 

(eschatological) realisation of the ultimate end, he never circumvented a 

temporal ideal of the good in favour of mere eschatological bliss.80 Finally, 

Aquinas viewed charity in a manner that “ties our flourishing in relationship 

to God to our flourishing in relationship to creatures, so that love of God 

and love of neighbour are held together inseparably.”81 For Aquinas charity 

(caritas) based on an apriori relationship with God “is not merely love, but 

friendship (2a2ae.25.2).” As such, a divine imitation of caritas required that 
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Christians “uphold the interests of fellow human beings … as friends”, not 

merely as distant individuals.82   

2.6 REFORMATION PERIOD: JOHN CALVIN 

Of the sixteenth century reformers Charry argues:  

Happiness was of little interest to them … Protestants did not talk 
much about happiness, it implicitly became relief from anxiety 
before God.83  

Consistent with this conclusion Charry delineates Martin Luther’s (1483 – 

1546) overarching view of happiness as “enjoying gospel freedom from ‘the 

law’” and “the elimination of anxiety and trepidation before God” through 

receiving Christ’s justification.84 While John Calvin’s (1509 - 1564) view of 

happiness is described as “being able to graciously accept whatever happens 

to us” based on his “strong doctrine of divine sovereignty and 

providence.”85 Charry further highlights that Calvin’s distrust of sinful 

humanity, and his acceptance that suffering “forces us to depend on and 

hope in God”,86 possibly made Calvin wary of too enthusiastically 

embracing and advocating temporal happiness.87 While there is merit in 

Charry’s discussion, her narrow view of happiness depreciates the persistent 

advocacy of human well-being in Luther and Calvin’s theological 

considerations. Identifying feelings of positivity or legitimisation for 

individual self-care, as Charry aptly demonstrates, is difficult to locate in 

Calvin’s writings. However, if we construe happiness more broadly, as the 

betterment of human life, we cannot dismiss the theological impulse 

towards temporal well-being expressed during the reformation period, 

particularly in Calvin’s work. 

Calvin’s theology concerning temporal human well-being covers 

topics relevant to the contemporary world of development, including 

                                                             
82 Wynn, “Charity and Human Flourishing,” 235. Wynn elaborates on this point, saying that the 
friendship of charity for Aquinas was based on “a fellowship of eternal happiness (25.10)”, where 
Aquinas envisioned that “the love we owe other human beings has its roots in the fact that we can be 
related to them as friends in eternal life … we have reason to love them, considered as prospective 
friends in the life to come.” Wynn, “Charity and Human Flourishing,” 234-35. 
83 Charry, God and the Art of Happiness, 111. 
84 Charry, God and the Art of Happiness, 113. 
85 Charry, God and the Art of Happiness, 114. 
86 Charry, God and the Art of Happiness, 117. 
87 Charry, God and the Art of Happiness, 117. 
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economics, politics, social-action and culture. Holder, discussing Calvin’s 

legacy testifies that 

one of the great impacts of Calvin’s thought that still is present in the 
modern world is his conclusion that the economic sphere is 
particularly a sphere for Christian action and even stewardship.88  

Calvin reasoned that stewardship of divinely gifted property should be used 

for the well-being of self and others. In his Genesis commentary he stated:  

“Let him who possesses a field, so partake of its yearly fruits, that he 
may not suffer the ground to be injured by his negligence: but let 
him endeavour to hand it down to posterity as he received it, or even 
better cultivated … Moreover that this economy, and this diligence, 
with respect to those good things which God has given us to enjoy, 
may flourish among us; let every one regard himself as the steward 
of God in all things which he possesses.89 

Valeri argues, against common views regarding Calvin’s influence on the 

emergence of individualistic capitalistic systems,90 that Calvin’s theology 

influenced economic praxis in Geneva for the good of civic society, not 

merely the good of individuals.91 Based on the records of the Genevan 

Consistory from 1542 - 1564, Valeri argues that Calvin’s theological view 

of the “body social” led him to advocate for “restrictions on usury and other 

commercial innovations”92 on the basis that these practices  

portended the individual cut loose from the quite immediate 
authority of Christian and civic community. Calvin's rhetoric of the 
body [social] expressed a moral imperative for people to recognise 
their place in a web of personal relations and social duties.93 

Describing the nature of matters before the Calvinistic Consistory, Valeri 

states that most of “these cases called for forms of discipline that would 

mend social relationships broken by the excesses of the market.”94 For 

                                                             
88 R. Ward Holder, “Calvin’s Heritage,” in The Cambridge Companion to John Calvin, ed. Donald K. 
McKim (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 261. 
89 John Calvin, Commentary on the First Book of Moses called Genesis, trans. John King, vol. 2, 2:15. 
https://www.ccel.org/ccel/calvin/calcom01.viii.i.html. 
90 See for example Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, trans. Talcot 
Parsons (New York: Scribner: 1958); David Little, Religion, Order and Law: A Study in Pre-
Revolutionary England (New York: Harper and Row, 1969), 1-78.  
91 Valeri argues that while studies have “emphasised the anti-capitalist implications of the city's 
welfare institutions and the reformer's teaching against mammonism and unjust business practices … 
these studies have done little to dispel the notion that the implicit effect of Calvin's theology was to 
legitimate a social order in which individuals regulated their own economic behaviour by the private, 
even if instructed and benevolent, conscience.” Mark Valeri, “Religion, Discipline, and the Economy 
in Calvin’s Geneva,” Sixteenth Century Journal 28, no.1 (1997): 127, 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2543226. 
92 Valeri, “Religion, Discipline, and the Economy,” 123. 
93 Valeri, “Religion, Discipline, and the Economy,” 127. 
94 Valeri, “Religion, Discipline, and the Economy,” 133. 
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Calvin, the Word of God was to shape social and economic relations, 

ultimately for the good of humanity, as Valeri concludes:  

The whole purpose of economic activity, according to the reformer, 
was the good of the body social, of which each farmer, merchant, 
citizen, or refugee was a member. In its ideal practice, commerce 
facilitated social harmony; the exchange of goods was in itself a 
form of communication, bonding, and civility. Indeed, business 
could be seen in this light as a virtue comparable to Christian 
fellowship.95 

Calvin’s political perceptions were also oriented to the betterment of 

the communal society. Calvin believed that key duties of Government were, 

alongside ecclesial matters, “to enable men to breathe, eat, drink, and be 

warmed” and “to adapt our conduct to human society, to form our manners 

to civil justice, to conciliate us to each other, to cherish common peace and 

tranquillity.”96  

Government was for Calvin part of the providence of God to constrain the 

effects of sin, as he claimed in his commentary on Romans — “the Lord has 

designed [civil government] in this way to provide for the tranquillity of the 

good, and to restrain the waywardness of the wicked.”97 Thus, the rationale 

for the content and delivery of governing bodies was, in part, theologically 

determined. 

This nexus of theology and social praxis is further highlighted 

through the social and ethical dimensions of Calvin’s “Draft Ecclesiastical 

Ordinances” that became Genevan law in 1541.98 The ordinances upheld the 

four church offices of “pastors, then doctors; next elders, and fourth 

deacons” as an ordering for a functioning society.99 Pastors were to 

administer the Word and Sacraments. Doctors were to instruct in doctrine 

through teaching in various educational institutions. Elders (what became 

the Consistory) were to “oversee the lives of all and to admonish those who 

were erring.”100 A twofold diaconate was responsible for a ministry to the 

poor and sick. As an expression of Calvin’s theology these mechanisms 

sought to increase of human well-being. Calvin employed theological praxis 

                                                             
95 Valeri, “Religion, Discipline, and the Economy,” 134.  
96 Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, IV 20.2 and IV.30.3 [1537], trans. Henry Beveridge 
(Edinburgh: Calvin Translation Society, 1846), http://oll.libertyfund.org/titles/535. 
97 Calvin, Commentary Romans, 13:3, trans. John King Calvin's Commentaries, Vol. 38: Romans, 
http://www.sacred-texts.com/chr/calvin/cc38/cc38016.htm. 
98 Jeannine E. Olson, “Calvin and Social-Ethical Issues,” in The Cambridge Companion to John 
Calvin, 156.  
99 Olson, “Calvin and Social-Ethical Issues,” 156. 
100 Olson, “Calvin and Social-Ethical Issues,” 159. 
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for the enrichment, not deprivation, of society. The foundation for Calvin’s 

reforming program was based on the divine intention for human well-being 

— expressed temporally and eschatologically. 

Furthermore, the reformed theological grammar of justification by 

grace alone did not preclude good works but rather reflected the reformers 

proclamation that   

God does not call the Christian out of the world but into it … work 
in the world reflects God’s gift that such work is necessary for the 
common good but is not salvatory.101  

The Reformers’ theology of salvation through grace apart from works 

(including charitable works) specifically had an impact on the practice of 

alms-giving as primarily a spiritual advancement of the donor. Under 

reformed grace theology, the poor were no longer merely perceived as  

the objects of meritorious charity, but neighbours to be served 
through justice and equity. Under the rubrics of justice and love to 
the neighbour, the Reformers moved in alliance with local 
governments to establish and legislate government social welfare 
policies.102 

Thus, reformation theology was instrumental in progressing Christian 

society towards an understanding of structural deprivation and the need for 

justice to alleviate the symptoms and causes of poverty, concepts which 

continue to influence modern development. Whilst we may disagree with 

the modes or criteria by which well-being was sought or defined in this era, 

it is difficult to maintain that “happiness was of little interest”103 to Calvin, 

nor more broadly the reformers when one considers their theological 

influence on social, economic and political agendas for human 

flourishing.104 

                                                             
101 Lindberg, “Sanctification, Works and Social Justice,” 109. 
102 Lindberg, “Sanctification, Works and Social Justice,” 114. 
103 Charry, God and the Art of Happiness, 111. 
104 For more regarding the connection of reformation theology and human well-being see Carter 
Lindberg, “‘There Should Be No Beggars Among Christians’: Karlstadt, Luther and the Origins of 
Protestant Poor Relief,” Church History 46, no.1 (1977): 326; https://www.jstor.org/stable/3164131; 
Martin Luther, “To The Council Men of All Cities in Germany That They Establish and Maintain 
Christian Schools, 1524” in The Christian in Society II, ed. Walter I. Brandt and Helmut T. Lehman,  
Luther’s Works, ed. Pelikan, Jaroslav, Hilton C. Oswald and Helmut T. Lehmann, vol.45 (Saint 
Louis: Concordia, 1955); Robert Kingdom, “Social Welfare in Calvin’s Geneva,” American 
Historical Review 76, no. 1(1971): 50-69; Carter Lindberg, “Sanctification, Works and Social 
Justice,” in T&T Clark Companion to Reformation Theology, ed. David M. Whitford (London: T&T 
Clark, 2012): 105-122;  Volker Leppin, “Political Theology in the Reformation,” in T&T Clark 
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2.7 CONCLUSION 

This Chapter has briefly demonstrated that throughout history 

Christians have contemplated and advanced human well-being through 

alleviating the deprivation of the poor, as well as through politics, law, and 

social relations. The Christian Tradition has consistently displayed an 

impetus to improve human life, whether spiritual or material, eschatological 

or temporal. Significantly, theological themes undergirding Christian 

perceptions of human well-being emerge. These are: the ontological 

precedence of the good of God; the divine initiative for human advancement 

of the common good; the nexus between the love of God and neighbour; the 

imitation by humanity as the imago Dei of God’s self-giving goodness 

through Christ; the incarnational solidarity of Christ with the poor; and the 

recognition of the righteous use of temporal possessions for those 

experiencing deprived situations. As the next chapter reveals these historical 

themes for advancing human well-being continue to influence the landscape 

of Christian engagement in contemporary development.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 DEVELOPMENT AND THE DOCTRINE OF GOD: 
A CONTEMPORARY THEOLOGICAL PROBLEM 

3.1 CONTEMPORARY RATIONALES FOR A THEOLOGY OF 
DEVELOPMENT 

Having briefly explored the historical nexus between theology and 

human well-being in Christian expression, this Chapter locates a similar 

nexus in the modern era of theologies relevant to the contemporary 

development paradigm. These modern theologies emerged in response to 

unease towards the extent to which “values of secular western development 

permeated Christian development”,1 particularly the notion of self-interest 

as a key component for economic progress.2 During the 1960s and 1970s, 

alternative Christian responses began to advocate that Christians should be 

involved in development, not merely charity or an eschatological 

spirituality, as an element of establishing the ‘Kingdom of God’, perceived 

in terms of the temporal establishment of divine conditions for humanity’s 

well-being. These conditions mandated relieving the symptoms of poverty, 

as well as interrogating its social causes.3 This chapter considers three 

prominent theological rationales in the form of Catholic Social Thought 

(CST), Evangelical Transformative Development agendas, and Liberation 

Theology. After briefly outlining the content of each rationale, the chapter 

concludes by identifying a significant theological gap — the disconnect 

between the Christian doctrine of God and the criteria for, and construction 

of, faith-based development. Attending to this theological gap the chapter 

introduces the original concept of Divine self-enrichment — a concept that 

yields explanatory and practical relevance for contemporary Christian 

advocacy and expression of human well-being. 

                                                             
1 Tom Sine, “Development: Its Secular Past and its Uncertain Future,” in Evangelicals and 
Development: Towards a Theology of Social Change – Contemporary Issues in Social Ethics, ed. 
Ronald Sider, vol. 5 (Exeter: The Paternoster Press, 1981), 71.  
2 This view was assumed during the Enlightenment where John Locke advocated that pursuit of 
individual self-interest would benefit the common good. Rifkin argue that “with Locke, the fate of 
modern man and women is sealed. From the time of the Enlightenment on, the individual is reduced 
to the hedonistic activity of production and consumption to find meaning and purpose. People’s needs 
and aspirations, their dreams and desires, all become confined to the pursuit of material self-interest.” 
Jeremy Rifkin and Ted Howard, The Emerging Order: God in the Age of Scarcity (New York: G.P. 
Putnam’s Sons, 1979), 25.  
3 Vinay Samuel and Chris Sugden, “Theology of Development: A Guide to the Debate,” in 
Evangelicals and Development, 20. 
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3.1.2 CATHOLIC SOCIAL THEOLOGY 
The shift toward a modern development theology in the Catholic 

Church can be traced to the encyclical Gaudium et Spes. The document’s 

agenda affirmed a holistic view of the progression of human well-being, 

stating: 

For the human person deserves to be preserved; human society 
deserves to be renewed. Hence the focal point of our total 
presentation will be man himself, whole and entire, body and soul, 
heart and conscience, mind and will.4 

The Catholic commitment to human renewal was importantly located in the 

context of both the abundance and poverty of the modern world:  

Never has the human race enjoyed such an abundance of wealth, 
resources and economic power, and yet a huge proportion of the 
worlds citizens are still tormented by hunger and poverty, while 
countless numbers suffer from total illiteracy. Never before has man 
had so keen an understanding of freedom, yet at the same time new 
forms of social and psychological slavery make their appearance.5 

Whilst Gaudium et Spes validated the concept of development as a 

movement toward the betterment of temporal life — “Through his labours 

and his native endowments man has ceaselessly striven to better his life”6  

— it also interrogated the philosophical foundations of development, 

asking:  

What is the meaning and value of this feverish activity? How should 
all these things be used? To the achievement of what goal are the 
strivings of individuals and societies heading?7 

Gaudium et Spes attended to these questions by providing “the theological 

basis for Christian humanism.”8 This basis included concepts of human 

dignity (established through human inter-dependence and communion with 

God); a recognition of the effects of sin in distorting human development 

and generating poverty; and a declaration of temporal hope in the 

transforming example of Jesus’ self-giving life. Significantly, Gaudium et 

Spes affirmed that the breadth of human institutions should be used for the 

welfare of humanity in congruence with the divine initiative of creation, 

stating:    

                                                             
4 Gaudium et Spes, sec. 3. 
5 Gaudium et Spes, sec. 4. 
6 Gaudium et Spes, sec. 33. 
7 Gaudium et Spes, sec. 33. 
8 Joseph Milburn Thompson, Introducing Catholic Social Thought (Maryknoll: Orbis, 2010), 49. 
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humanity can and should increasingly consolidate its control over 
creation, but even more, that it devolves on humanity to establish a 
political, social and economic order which will growingly serve man 
and help individuals as well as groups to affirm and develop the 
dignity proper to them … Persons and societies thirst for a full and 
free life worthy of man; one in which they can subject to their own 
welfare all that the modern world can offer them so abundantly.9 

Catholic discourse regarding the contemporary paradigm of 

development has been further expanded by subsequent publications. Key 

among them are Populorum Progressio; the work of the Committee on 

Society, Development and Peace (SODEPAX - jointly comprised by the 

Pontifical Commission for Justice and Peace and the World Council of 

Churches)10 and, more recently, Caritas in Veritate.11 Populorum 

Progressio reiterated the theological themes of Gaudium et Spes, yet 

emphasised “the ravages of hunger, [and] poverty.”12 It also turned 

theological contemplation towards the requirement for economic justice 

(paras. 5, 58, 59) and human equality (para 8, 9, 61), and warned of the 

dangers of “unbridled liberalism” (paras. 26, 27). Significantly, the 

continued affirmation of a Christian commitment to development was 

specifically expressed. Populorum Progressio declared, through a 

theological interpretation of the modern paradigm, that development was 

“the New Name for Peace.”13 

The overarching rationale for the Catholic Church’s engagement in 

the paradigm of development gives theology a determinative place. Key is 

the concept that human flourishing is part of the natural law of God’s 

creation, whereby God instigates and conditions human well-being to God’s 

glory:  

In God’s plan, every man is born to seek self-fulfilment … each man 
can grow in humanity, enhance his personal worth, and perfect 
himself.14  

                                                             
9 Gaudium et Spes, sec. 9. 
10 Committee on Society, Development and Peace, In Search of a Theology of Development: Papers 
from a Consultation on Theology and Development: Cartigny, Switzerland, November, 1969 (Geneva: 
Sodepax, 1969); Committee on Society, Development and Peace, Picking Up The Pieces: A Sodepax 
Report (Geneva: Sodepax, 1971); Committee on Society, Development and Peace, Peace - the 
Desperate Imperative: The Consultation on Christian Concern for Peace: Baden, Austria, April 3-9, 
1970 (Geneva: Sodepax, 1972). 
11 Benedict XVI, Caritas in Veritate [Truth in Charity], Vatican Website, June 29, 2009, accessed 
January 5, 2017, http://w2.vatican.va/content/benedict-xvi/en/encyclicals/documents/hf_ben-
xvi_enc_20090629_caritas-in-veritate.html. 
12 Populorum Progressio, sec. 1. 
13 Populorum Progressio, sec. 76-77. 
14 Populorum Progressio, sec. 15.  
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Yet the inherent dignity of humanity is no mere individualism. It most aptly 

finds expression through the common good. The common good, a staple 

concept within Catholic Social Theology, is also interpreted through the 

aligned principles of ‘solidarity’ of human peoples, ‘subsidiarity’ where the 

autonomy of social activity should not be usurped by a hierarchy that 

removes initiative, and ‘socialisation’ that recognises legitimate interference 

by the state for the common good.15 In addition, spiritual renewal of the 

whole human person forms a central component of the Catholic advocacy of 

‘integral human development.’16 The notion of spiritual well-being, 

alongside the material, is articulated as a necessity for the fulfillment of a 

Christian development agenda, and its absence is viewed as an engineered 

deficiency of secular development:  

When the State promotes, teaches, or actually imposes forms of 
practical atheism, it deprives its citizens of the moral and spiritual 
strength that is indispensable for attaining integral human 
development.17 

Finally, underlying Catholic Social Theology is the indistinct, but 

intuitive theological justification for Christian engagement in development 

derived from God’s being. This intuition is espoused in Caritas in Veritate, 

where the desire for advancing human well-being is identified as having its 

origin from God whose image humans reflect: 

God is the guarantor of man's true development, inasmuch as, 
having created him in his image, he also establishes the transcendent 
dignity of men and women and feeds their innate yearning to ‘be 
more.’18 

However, significantly for this thesis, neither Caritas in Veritate nor other 

Catholic publications, cultivate this intuitive impulse to probe the doctrine 

of God to articulate the contours of the divinely implanted human yearning 

to ‘be more.’  

                                                             
15 For further information see John Paul II, Sollicitudo Rei Socialis [Encyclical On Social Concern], 
Vatican Website, December 30, 1987, sec. 38-40, accessed November 12, 2015, 
http://w2.vatican.va/content/john-paul-ii/en/encyclicals/documents/hf_jp-
ii_enc_30121987_sollicitudo-rei-socialis.html; Pius XI, Quadragesimo Anno [Forty Years After: 
Encyclical on Reconstruction of the Social Order], Vatican Website, May 15, 1931, sec. 79, accessed 
November 12, 2015, http://w2.vatican.va/content/pius-xi/en/encyclicals/documents/hf_p-
xi_enc_19310515_quadragesimo-anno.html; John XXIII, Mater et Magistra [Encyclical on 
Christianity and Social Progress], Vatican Website, May 15, 1961, sec. 51-67 accessed November 12, 
2015, http://w2.vatican.va/content/john-xxiii/en/encyclicals/documents/hf_j-
xxiii_enc_15051961_mater.html. Also see Thompson, Introducing Catholic Social Thought, 60-61.  
16 Caritas in Veritate, sec. 29. 
17 Caritas in Veritate, sec. 29. This theme is also articulated in Populorum Progressio, sec. 14. 
18 Caritas in Veritate, sec. 29. 
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3.1.2 EVANGELICAL THEOLOGIES OF DEVELOPMENT 

While theological support for development was being confirmed in 

the Catholic Church, during the same period the Evangelical churches of the 

West were, similarly discovering a new balance between evangelism and 

social action. The shifts occurring within evangelical thought re-affirmed 

the “humanity of Christ” and the “re-joining of Word and deed, body and 

spirit”,19 representing a shift towards a “whole gospel ministry.”20 The 

concept of Misión integral (integral mission) under the theological 

considerations of C. Rene Padilla was to influence evangelical theology 

towards addressing the “‘customary divorce’ between evangelism and social 

action”21 that had dominated evangelical social activity in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.22 Padilla pressed the need for 

evangelicals to accept social responsibility as a critical constituent of the 

Gospel:  

The proclamation of the gospel (kerygma) and the demonstration of 
the gospel that gives itself in service (diakonia) form an indivisible 
(indisoluble) whole. One without the other is an incomplete, 
mutilated (mutilado) gospel and, consequently, contrary to the will 
of God. From this perspective, it is foolish to ask about the relative 
importance of evangelism and social responsibility. This would be 
equivalent to asking about the relative importance of the right wing 
and the left wing of a plane.23 

Padilla’s conception that the Gospel was more than mere individual 

salvation, but “also a proclamation that … God acted in Jesus Christ to 

create a new humanity”,24 was to influence the evangelical nexus between 

theologies of the kingdom of God, soteriology and social ethics. This nexus 

was articulated in 1974 in The Lausanne Covenant that represented the 

“most widely accepted contemporary affirmation of evangelical beliefs.”25 

The Lausanne Covenant was significant in forming an evangelical rationale 

                                                             
19 Linda Smith, An Awakening of Conscience (Washington D.C: American University, 1989), 89-90. 
20 Wilbert R. Shenk, “The Whole is Greater Than the Sum of the Part: Moving Beyond Word and 
Deed,” Missiology: An International Review 20, no. 1 (1993): 73. For further information on the 
evangelical move to holistic mission see Rene Padilla and Chris Sugden, eds. How Evangelicals 
Endorsed Social Responsibility: Texts on Evangelical Social Ethics 1974-83 (ii) – A Commentary 
(Nottingham: Grove Books, 1985); Bruce J. Nicholls, In Word and Deed: Evangelism and Social 
Responsibility (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1985). 
21 David C. Kirkpatrick, “C. Rene Padilla and the Origins of Integral Mission in Post-War Latin 
America,” Journal of Ecclesiastical History 67, no.2 (2016): 368.  
22 David Bebbington, “Evangelicals and Reform: An Analysis of Social and Political Action,” Third 
Way (1983), 10-13. 
23 C. René Padilla, “Teología Latinoamericana, ¿Izquierdista, o Evangélica?” Pensamiento Cristiano 
xvii, no.66 (1971): 133-40, in Kirkpatrick, “Origins of Integral Mission,” 368. 
24 Kirkpatrick, “Origins of Integral Mission,” 369. 
25 Meyers, Walking with the Poor, 48. 
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for development. It expressed “penitence both for our neglect and for having 

sometimes regarded evangelism and social concern as mutually exclusive” 

and recognised “both are necessary expressions of our doctrines of God and 

man, our love for neighbour and our obedience to Jesus Christ.” 26 The 

Covenant recognised poverty as being characterised “by injustice, 

oppression, marring of human dignity, exploitation and evil”,27 and called 

for a socio-political response as the “spreading of righteousness of the 

gospel in the midst of an unrighteous world.”28 These views were further 

emphasised and expanded in The Manila Manifesto (1989)29 and The Cape 

Town Commitment (2011).30  

The Cape Town Commitment (CTC), the most recent exposition of 

the evangelical theological rationale for development, articulated the notion 

of the “whole gospel”, not merely as personal salvation, but as “God’s 

glorious good news in Christ, for every dimension of his creation, for it has 

all been ravaged by sin and evil.”31 The CTC emphasised the love of God as 

foundational for the continued turn of the Church to the world, where “such 

love means to be like Christ himself.”32 Acknowledging God as Creator, the 

CTC advocated Christian love of God’s creation, including individuals, 

society and the environment.33 Love of the poor and the suffering  included 

“deeds of compassion” but also an acknowledgment of the need for “justice 

through exposing and opposing all that oppresses and exploits the poor.”34 

Integral mission, confirmed through the CTC, revealed the twin theological 

imperative of the mission of the Church to the world — “our proclamation 

has social consequences … And our social involvement has evangelistic 

consequences.”35 Thus, both temporal and eschatological, material and 

spiritual dimensions of human well-being were confirmed.  

                                                             
26 Lausanne Movement, “The Lausanne Covenant,” (August 1, 1974), sec. 5, accessed November 16, 
2016, https://www.lausanne.org/content/covenant/lausanne-covenant. 
27 Jayakumar Christian, “Powerlessness of the Poor: Toward an Alternative Kingdom of God Based 
Paradigm for Response,” (PhD diss., Fuller Theological Seminary, 1994), 93, ProQuest. 
28 John R. W. Stott, The Lausanne Covenant: An Exposition and Commentary. Lausanne Occasional 
Papers No. 3 (Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization, 1975), accessed November 16, 2016, 
https://www.lausanne.org/content/lop/lop-3. 
29 Lausanne Movement, “The Manila Manifesto,” (July 20, 1989), accessed November 16, 2016, 
https://www.lausanne.org/content/manifesto/the-manila-manifesto. 
30 Lausanne Movement, “The Cape Town Commitment,” (January 25, 2011), accessed November 16, 
2016, https://www.lausanne.org/content/ctc/ctcommitment. 
31 Lausanne Movement, “Cape Town Commitment,” Preamble. 
32 Lausanne Movement, “Cape Town Commitment,” Part I, sec. 1-2.  
33 Lausanne Movement, “Cape Town Commitment,” Part I, sec. 7.  
34 Lausanne Movement, “Cape Town Commitment,” Part I, sec. 7. 
35 Lausanne Movement, “Cape Town Commitment,” Part I, sec. 10(B). 
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Various expressions of evangelical commitment to development 

have sought to balance evangelism and social progress while interrogating 

the economic and political causes of inequality and poverty.36 Evangelical 

biblical considerations have not only confirmed secular development goals 

(with the CTC specifically supporting the UN’s Millennium Development 

Goals37) but also propelled evangelicals to contest the secular influence on 

the praxis of evangelical development models. The “Madras Declaration” of 

the All India Conference on Evangelical Social Action (October 1979) 

therefore questioned the secular economic agenda for development, 

agitating as to why the 

gains of development are mainly benefiting the top ten per cent of 
our society who control the Indian economy, while masses of people 
are shackled by abject poverty.38  

Similarly, the Consultation on the Relationship between Evangelism 

and Social Responsibility identified the millions “oppressed by the gross 

economic inequality … and the diverse economic systems which cause and 

perpetuate it.”39 This challenge to the dominant economic paradigm for 

development contributed to the eventual declaration at “The Church in 

Response to Human Need” (Wheaton 1983) that “‘transformation’ be 

considered as the Christian alternative to development.”40 Wayne Bragg of 

the Wheaton Hunger Centre was instrumental in coining the theological 

concept of ‘transformation’, where the gospel was viewed as a change 

paradigm for the material, social and spiritual dynamics of humanity in 

Christian development.41  

Transformational development, therefore, advocates the 

transformation of human identity through right relationship with God, each 

other and the environment. It recognises that sin and evil affect individuals 

and systems and seeks to inaugurate the holistic vision of the kingdom of 

God for the poor and non-poor.42 This dominant mode of evangelical 

development rationale is described by Professor Meyers as 

                                                             
36 Christian, “Powerlessness of the Poor,” 89-106.  
37 Lausanne Movement, “Cape Town Commitment,” Part II, sec. 3.  
38 Chris Sugden, Radical Discipleship (London: Marshall, Morgan and Scott, 1981), 185. 
39 Lausanne Committee for World Evangelisation and the World Evangelical Fellowship, “Lausanne 
Evangelism and Social Responsibility: An Evangelical Commitment: Lausanne Occasional Paper 
21,” (June 25, 1982), accessed November 16, 2016, https://www.lausanne.org/content/lop/lop-21. 
40 Christian, “Powerless of the Poor,” 96. 
41 Meyers, Walking with the Poor, 48. 
42 Meyers, Walking with the Poor, 177-185. 
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seeking positive change in the whole of human life materially, 
socially, psychologically and spiritually. The adjective 
transformational is used to remind us that human progress is not 
inevitable; it takes hard work … The transformational journey is 
about finding and enjoying life as it should be … the goals for this 
journey of transformation are to recover our true identity as human 
beings created in the image of God and to discover our true vocation 
as productive stewards, faithfully caring for the world and all the 
people in it.43 

The theological contours of transformational development are consistent 

with broad evangelical theology — the inherent dignity of humanity made 

in the image of God; the good of God’s creation; the distortion through sin 

of humanity’s well-being; and the transformative act of Jesus’ death and 

resurrection that calls humanity to an identity marked by abundant life.44 

Meyers emphasises the pivotal motifs of creation and redemption that 

support an evangelical theological rationale for development — 

Understanding creation helps us understand what was meant to be. 
Understanding the fall helps us recognise what is working against 
life … Understanding the redemption story helps us know what can 
be and who and what can help us get there.45  

Yet absent from evangelical rationales for development is the doctrine of 

God. Significantly, it is also absent from transformational development’s 

consideration “to recover our true identity as humans created in the image 

of God.”46  

3.1.3 LIBERATION THEOLOGY 

While the nascent Western theology of development was emerging 

during the 60’s and 70’s, the global south became increasingly concerned 

about the economic conception of development, which assumed that “the 

rich nations possessed that to which the poor should aspire.”47 The South 

was suspicious that the development paradigm was less about the revolution 

of society, and more about “quantitative change along the well-trodden path 
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of the north.”48 This led, within Christianity, to the founding of liberation 

theology. Liberation theology sought to throw off the shackles of pre-

conceived ideas and values of development that benefited dominant Western 

powers and norms. In this vein, Gustavo Gutierrez’s seminal text A 

Theology of Liberation: History, Politics and Salvation comprehensively 

addressed the question of why billions of people live in dire poverty. His 

writing shifted the focus from individual to socio-political consequences of 

sin and the Christian call to solidarity with the poor as an outworking of 

God’s redemptive action in the world. Gutierrez considered the prevailing 

models of development at the time as “synonymous with reformism and 

modernisation … and counterproductive to achieving a real 

transformation.”49 While liberation theology took hold in Latin America, 

similar theologies sprang up in the Philippines (Peoples Theology), India 

(Dalit Theology) and the United States of America (Black and Womanist 

Theology).50 These liberation theologies shared a common hermeneutic to 

“unmask those uses of biblical texts which serve social interests of 

domination, manipulation, or oppression, to expose them as what they 

are.”51 Liberation theologies uniformly embraced a lack of neutrality in their 

ideological stances. 52 Rather adherents commenced with the view that 

poverty was “scandalous” and that a “theology of praxis” demanded 

political involvement to liberate the poor.53 Thus, Scripture was searched for 

its “liberative impulse” by which to form a theology to address poverty.54 

This scriptural reading strategy was premised on the notion that God had a 

“preferential option for the poor”,55 and this preference should inform 

theological contemplation to liberate humans toward well-being.  

                                                             
48 Kee, “Theology of Development,” 92. 
49 Gutierrez, A Theology of Liberation, 17. 
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While liberation theologies employ a specific schema to address 

poverty and oppression, as a rationale for why Christians are involved in 

development, they arguably furnish an inadequate framework. Liberation 

theology, in fact, emerged as a reaction against development theologies in 

the 1960’s and 1970’s that largely represented the perspective of the rich 

North.56 Indeed, Gutierrez argued that liberation was a foreign concept to 

the term development.57 For Gutierrez development represented the 

hegemony of unjust power of wealthy countries over the poor, a paradigm 

that preserved the status quo, whereas liberation expressed  

the inescapable moment of radical change which is foreign to the 
ordinary use of the term development. Only in the context of such a 
process can a policy of development be effectively implemented.58 

The tension regarding ‘development’ and ‘liberation’ still attends current 

Christian theological discourse.59 For some, Christian support of 

development efforts is anathema to theological conviction; development is 

perceived as a hegemonic paradigm co-opting the less powerful. Thia 

Cooper, defining development as “economic growth with poverty 

reduction”, defiantly asserts that, 

not only does development not achieve freedom from poverty but 
development emphasises negative freedom: freedom from. What 
about positive freedom: Freedom to? … Development and liberation 
… are opposites. People who are poor need liberation from 
development as well as other forms of oppression.60   

Cooper’s definition of development, as “poverty reduction through 

economic growth”,61 is, however, somewhat narrow and fails to adequately 

reflect the divergent definitions within contemporary secular development, 

nor within the theologies relevant to development. As discussed, Catholic 

and Evangelical thought reject a purely economic and materialistic view of 

human development. While Cooper has defined development in a manner 

consistent with her advocacy of liberation theology as the paradigm by 

which to address oppression and poverty, she does raise important questions 

about what is distinctive regarding Christian involvement in development, 
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and how it differentiates itself from its secular counterparts.62 Sensing a 

problem within current development rationales, Cooper argues that the 

“Christian basis for development is not clear.”63 

Whilst her questioning of Christian support of development is 

warranted, is it prudent to assert development and liberation theologies as 

adversaries? Cooper contends that a theology of development should be 

rejected and replaced with liberation.64 Yet, rejecting a concept of 

development offers no assistance to Christian organisations within the 

dominant paradigm in which they work. Furthermore, dismissing 

development may also narrow the conception of God’s work in the world. 

Gutierrez perceived a possible harmony between development and 

liberation, rather than mere conflict, saying  

The issue of development does in fact find its true place in the more 
universal, profound, and radical perspective of liberation. It is only 
within this framework that development finds its true meaning.65  

Attending solely to a liberation paradigm does not alleviate similar 

hermeneutical challenges inherent to a development paradigm. For example, 

what are the criteria that attend liberation? How much liberation is 

liberating? Once ‘liberated’ is there a second movement? Is the telos of 

liberation the enrichment and well-being of humanity? And, if so, how do 

we define and achieve this? These questions similarly require a 

consideration of the doctrine of God to frame the context and conditions for 

human well-being. The doctrine of God is integral to expanding our 

concepts of human well-being and providing insight into the work of God 

that advocates liberation, but also enrichment, maturity, and development of 

humanity towards abundant life. As argued, a trinitarian doctrine of Divine 

self-enrichment enables us to value both liberation and development as acts 

derived from, and consistent with, God’s being, where development is 

liberation, and liberation is development.  
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3.2 THE TRINITY AND DEVELOPMENT 

3.2.1 WHY IS THE TRINITY IMPORTANT TO A DEVELOPMENT 
PARADIGM? 

This Chapter has been considering the modern justifications for 

Christian engagement in development. Various theological themes have 

been identified to support a paradigm of development, including the divine 

initiative of human well-being and the human imitation of God to realise it. 

Yet, scholarship regarding the influence of the triune God on the content 

and conditions of this initiative and imitation is scarce. Although theological 

rationales have an intuition that divine being instigates and forms the human 

impetus for betterment, no sustained contemplation is provided. Such a 

consideration, however, links a central tenet of Christian theology to 

Christian involvement in development. Pickard, identifying a “fundamental 

theological link between human sociality and the Triune God”, implies the 

importance of contemplating divine ontology for understanding the 

conditions for ‘true society.’66 Typically, however, divine ontological 

“conditions” and “contextuality” for human well-being are absent in 

Christian justifications for development.67 

In the Christian Tradition, a theological rationale for development 

should not obfuscate an inquiry into the triune God, as the “doctrine of the 

Trinity is what basically distinguishes the Christian doctrine of God as 

Christian.”68 It is the doctrine of the Trinity that is foundational for 

Christianity. Thus, to commence with the being and nature of God as triune 

should have a pivotal place in framing a Christian rationale for 

development. As Robert Jenson emphasises:  

This doctrine has and must have explanatory and regulatory use in 
the whole of theology, that it is not a separate puzzle to be solved but 
the framework within which all theology’s puzzles are to be 
solved.69  

The doctrine is not merely an accoutrement to the Christian religion — an 

interesting but irrelevant technical theological issue separate to Christian 
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praxis. It is, rather, a constitutive doctrine for those espousing Christian 

faith. Karl Barth’s Church Dogmatics emphasised the “first word”70 that the 

Trinity should be granted in theology, “as that which gives us information 

on the concrete and decisive question: Who is God?”71 Catherine Mowry 

LaCugna asserted its precedence for Christian expression, stating: “the 

doctrine of the Trinity is ultimately a practical doctrine with radical 

consequences for Christian life.”72 

Although the doctrine of the Trinity is espoused by theologians as 

vital to Christianity, the doctrine is not explicitly demarcated in the biblical 

writings. Theologians acknowledge that the “doctrine is nowhere stated in 

the Scriptures”, yet the “materials for the doctrine of the Trinity are 

scriptural.”73 While the New Testament writings did not render the word 

‘Trinity’ to the triadic nature of references to Father, Son and Holy Spirit, 

nor was there a systematic elaboration of a ‘doctrine’, acknowledging a 

triadic contemplation of God was not mere post-canonical fascination.74 As 

Wainwright attests: 

One thing is certain. The problem of the Trinity was being raised and 
answered in the New Testament. It arose because of the development 
of Christian experience, worship and thought. It was rooted in 
experience, for men [and women] were conscious of the power of 
the Spirit and the presence and Lordship of the risen Christ. It was 
rooted in worship, because men [and women] worshipped in the 
Spirit, offered their prayers to God the Father through Christ, and 
sometimes worshipped Christ himself … the biblical writers 
presented the doctrine [of the Trinity] in terms of their own 
experience … which must ever provide the basis for Christian 
thought about the Triune God.75  

Early Christian literature perceived an experience of God composed of 

language that expressed the one God as Father, Son and Holy Spirit. The 

first Council of Nicaea (325) affirmed the core tenets of the doctrine of the 

Trinity through the Nicene Creed, with later Councils extending this 

affirmation.  
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The trinitarian doctrine of God provides fertile ground to explore a 

rationale for development located in the very being of God. Development in 

this key would no longer be a mere phenomenon of the twentieth century, 

nor a common altruistic movement of the religious, but properly understood 

as participation in the divinely established conditions of creation consistent 

with the being of God. Jonathan Edwards applied such a concept in his 

“interpretation of human being and well-being” by interpreting “the divine 

being” as a beautifying life which invites us to participate “cordially in the 

beautifying activity of the divine life in the world.”76 Simply put, identifying 

the dynamics of divine well-being had direct relevance for perceiving the 

contours of human well-being. Christos Yannaras, from the neo-patristic 

movement in contemporary Orthodoxy, likewise, uses trinitarian ontology 

as the interpretive framework for human anthropology.77 Again, he views 

the interrelations of Father, Son and Holy Spirit (“relational ontology”) as 

the “Trinitarian prototype” for human personhood and relationality.78 

3.2.2 THE DISLOCATION OF THE DOCTRINE OF GOD AND 
DEVELOPMENT 

The movement of contemporary trinitarian scholarship, stemming 

from Barth and Rahner’s re-invigoration,79 has increasingly become 

understood in relational or social terms following the work of John 

Zizioulas in Being as Communion.80 Zizioulas developed the idea of 

trinitarian personhood. The concept of trinitarian Persons in reciprocal 

relationship has, thus, become the basis for the contemporary dominance of 

‘social trinitarianism.’81 This relational understanding of the Persons of the 

Trinity has formed a theological archetype which extends to a universal 
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ontological norm for earthly concerns, such as ecclesiology,82 politics,83 

equality in society,84 gender and sexuality,85 human rights86 and disability.87 

Yet, recent trinitarian and development scholarship has not attended to the 

relevance of the doctrine of God for development. However, present in the 

current theologies of development is a latent intuition that the doctrine of 

God is relevant to Christian social expression. The absence of scholarship 

combined with this nascent intuition of the doctrine’s importance invites 

attention.  

Although the Catholic Church has a long and committed history to 

theological social reflection and action, the doctrine of God does not 

provide a pivotal grounding for the rationale of a theology of development. 

Key Church social documents contain trinitarian references but very little 

sustained analysis.88 Furthermore, the absence of such a nexus is significant 

within SODEPAX documents.  The Towards a Theology of Development: 

An Annotated Bibliography, containing a literature review of about 2000 

titles of works in English, German, Spanish, Portuguese and Italian 

regarding the field of theological reflection on economic and social 

development identifies no nexus to the doctrine of the triune God. The 

bibliography covers the connection between development and creation, 

man, ecclesiology, poverty, eschatology, and Christology (to name but a 
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few), but not Trinity, nor the doctrine of God.89 Wolfgang Grassl is one of 

the few Catholic scholars to have made a distinct link between the Trinity 

and Catholic Social Teaching’s (CST) core advocacy of Integral Human 

Development (IHD).90 However, his conception is limited to the relational 

or social model of Trinity. Whilst Grassl posits the Trinity as the model to 

which humans should grow in likeness, which “is the essence of IHD”,91 he 

is silent regarding the attributes of the triune God, or what God does or 

achieves in God’s sociality towards which humans should express a 

likeness. Grassl’s connection between Trinity and development is opaque 

flesh on bone; there is minimal theological content regarding how the 

movement of Trinity may be relevant to human well-being. 

The same absence is experienced within the Anglican Church, 

whose link between the doctrine of God, social theology and development is 

also minimal. A brief review of the documentation stemming from the 

Lambeth Conferences reveals that while the Church has discussed poverty 

and an ecclesial response, there is no correlation to the doctrine of God.92 

The record of the 2008 Lambeth conference, ‘Lambeth Indaba’, identified 

the need for theology to undergird the Church’s response to social issues.93 

However, to date, the doctrine of God has not been pivotal. Furthermore, a 

2014 publication, Anglican Social Theology,94 while acknowledging the 

need to articulate a theological rationale for social engagement, makes no 

connection to the doctrine of God, nor even identifies this as a gap in the 

literature.  

Christian Aid is one of the few major FBDOs that has specifically 

considered the Trinity as rationale for its work in a policy piece entitled, 
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Theology and International Development.95 The document states that the 

doctrine of the Trinity “offers a model for the relationships between human 

beings as well as our relationship with God and with the created world.”96 

While CA insightfully makes the intuitive connection between the doctrine 

of God and development, the basis for their consideration is narrowly 

construed around social trinitarianism, and does not provide the content of 

this relational model, nor its practical significance. Social trinitarianism, 

while a useful paradigm for development, may unfortunately, due to its 

theological dominance, eclipse further trinitarian contemplation relevant to 

social issues.  

Bryant Meyers’ influential work, Walking with The Poor, addresses 

evangelical transformational development, and affirms the importance of the 

Trinity in framing Christian mission. Meyers identifies the relational mode 

of the Trinity as important for humans reflecting the image of God and 

refers to the nexus of the ontology of God’s being with God’s doing. He 

argues, “if there is no dichotomy between being and doing in God, then 

there can be none in us.”97 He also identifies that the Trinity provides the 

theological basis for the thrust for mission “for loving God and loving 

neighbour — is found first in God and then in us because we are made in 

the image of God.”98 There is clearly a trinitarian impulse in Meyers’ work. 

However, an in-depth contemplation of the doctrine of God for development 

is absent. A hunch is present, but the discussion yields only a cursory 

contemplation. Similarly, Justin Thacker’s recent book, Global Poverty: A 

Theological Guide, moves the conversation between development and 

theology in a useful direction by offering an appraisal of poverty through a 

systematic theological lens. Yet again development is not addressed through 

an appeal to a systematic view of the trinitarian doctrine of God. And 

finally, Catherine Loy’s 2017 publication, Development Beyond the 

Secular: Theological Approaches to Inequality, although again helpfully 
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identifying the necessity to bridge theology and development, focusses on 

Christology, not Trinity.99 While theological literature relevant to 

development and social issues identify an inclination towards the relevance 

of the Trinity, no sustained analysis has been offered. A trinitarian intuition 

may be present, but the execution is absent. This thesis now moves to bridge 

this gap. 

3.2.3 A NEW THEOLOGICAL PARADIGM FOR DEVELOPMENT: 
DIVINE SELF-ENRICHMENT 

Attempting to review the span of trinitarian theology, from its 

inception in the fourth century100 to its contemporary renaissance,101 would 

be a thesis on its own, beyond the scope of this research. This thesis, 

therefore, examines a specific aspect of the trinitarian literature that focuses 

on intra-trinitarian gifting and receiving. This gifting and receiving within 

the Godhead is the manifestation of a concept I identify as ‘Divine self-

enrichment’ — defined as God enriching God in the perfection and fullness 

of God. Such a concept is the articulation of an ontology of divine well-

being. After identifying the characteristics of divine well-being, the thesis 
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Aesthetics of Christian Truth (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans 2003); Paul Molnar, Divine 
Freedom and the Doctrine of the Immanent Trinity (T&T Clark, London, 2002). 
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employs such a notion as rationale and content for Christian development, 

not as a mere ‘model’ to imitate in the resonance of the image of God, but 

rather as an invitation to participate with the Holy Spirit in God’s work in 

the world. Through the economy of the Spirit, humanity may participate in 

triune self-enrichment. This is the basis for Christian engagement in 

‘development’ work. It is to join with God in enriching humanity from the 

fullness of God’s own enrichment. As such, any extrapolation from the 

divine life must include a pneumatological dimension.  

The intent of this new paradigm is to assist Christian development 

work to access theological resources for expanding human well-being. The 

research provides insight into how a trinitarian theology of Divine self-

enrichment (divine Well-Being) can clarify the constitutive elements for 

human well-being. Furthermore, it clarifies a rationale for the commitment 

of Christians to the elimination of poverty that is found within the being and 

action of God. Importantly, rather than usurping recent valuable theological 

contributions to development through the expansion of concepts of 

diakonia,102 human dignity,103 and mutual human relationships,104 the thesis 

identifies such concepts as being coherent with the doctrine of God. 

  

                                                             
102 The World Council of Churches and the Lutheran World Federation have used the concept of 
diakonia (broadly interpreted as service or ministry) as part of a perceived need to utilise Christian 
terminology when engaging with development from a theological perspective. The Lutheran World 
Federation refers to diakonia “as a theological concept that points to the very identity and mission of 
the church” and “a call to action, as a response to challenges of human suffering, injustice and care 
for creation.” See Kjell Nordstokke, Diakonia in Context: Transformation, Reconciliation, 
Empowerment: An LWF Contribution to the Understanding and Practice of Diakonia (Geneva: The 
Lutheran World Federation, 2009), accessed July 27, 2016, 
https://www.lutheranworld.org/content/resource-diakonia-context-transformation-reconciliation-
empowerment 
103 Williams argues that “‘Development’ is … capable of making a difference that will serve human 
dignity.” Rowan Williams, “A Theology of Development,” lecture given for the Anglican Alliance 
2009, accessed December 10, 2014, https://2zghll1a9cdm363v9bqusi11-wpengine.netdna-
ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/Theology-of-Development.pdf. 
104 Christian Aid U.K, articulates a theology where development is conceived as an approach that 
“takes particular account of the relationships between human beings (rich and poor) and (sinful) 
injustices that lead to those relationships breaking down.”  See Paul Clifford, ‘All Creation 
Groaning’: A Theological Approach to Climate Change and Development (London: Christian Aid, 
2007), 9, accessed July 15, 2015, https://www.christianaid.org.uk/resources/about-us/all-creation-
groaning-theological-approach-climate-change. 
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PART II 
DIVINE SELF ENRICHMENT: THEOLOGICAL 

FOUNDATIONS AND DYNAMICS 

OVERVIEW 
Part II of this thesis examines the theological foundations and 

dynamics associated with the concept of Divine self-enrichment. This is an 

important task for the argument of the thesis given the critical correlation 

posited between divine enrichment and human well-being. In this sense, 

Part II represents the theological engine room for the thesis. The theological 

justification for Divine self-enrichment is vital. The reason being that the 

way divine enrichment is understood has consequences for a theological 

understanding of well-being and human participation in the life of divine 

enrichment in the world; in particular in the area of development and 

humanitarian aid. In this sense, the theoretical section of Part II provides a 

theological justification for the reform and enhancement of praxis on the 

ground. That there is a pressing need for this was the burden of Part I of this 

thesis. 

It is also the case that the concept of Divine self-enrichment is an 

unusual and unfamiliar concept in Christian theology. Accordingly, it 

requires careful and detailed exposition in relation to some fundamental 

themes of trinitarian theology. Indeed, the concept is enmeshed in a 

complex theological web. It is the purpose of Part II (chapters 4, 5 and 6) to 

examine the nature of this web and in so doing articulate the dynamics of 

Divine self-enrichment. In particular, the argument of Part II is that the 

concept of Divine self-enrichment finds its most powerful and appropriate 

theological justification within the tradition of classical theism, albeit with 

some nuances and modifications. Minimally this involves engaging with 

two criticisms of classical theism that would prove detrimental (if accurate) 

to the concept of Divine self-enrichment, namely the presumption of a static 

ontology (chapter 5) and deficiency of divine being (chapter 6).  

In this overview, I chart the general direction of Part II with some 

preliminary comments about the concept of Divine self-enrichment. In the 

first place the concept of ‘enrichment’ suggests an enhancement of prior 
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existing qualities. Accordingly, when we come to the concept of Divine self-

enrichment we have to do with enhancing that which is antecedently 

enhanced i.e. enriching the antecedently rich. This is neither self-evident nor 

familiar theological territory with respect to the Christian Tradition not least 

because of presumed problems in the classical tradition concerning a static 

ontology in relation to divine being. There are correlate terms for divine 

self-enrichment: ‘abundance’, ‘well-being’ or ‘divine all-blessedness’ of 

God’s interior life.  Such terms do not, however, adequately capture the 

essence of the relational movement and dynamism of the trinitarian 

hypostases towards one another that is associated with the concept of mutual 

enrichment within the divine life.  

It is helpful to grasp the concept of divine enrichment by setting it in 

relation to its antonyms — diminishment, impairment, or impoverishment. 

Relations within the Godhead are patently not constituted in terms of 

diminishment nor impairment. God, the giver of life and love, permeates 

enrichment, blessing and gift towards fullness. An enriched life, “life to the 

full” (Jn 10:10 NSRV) is the gift of God to creation through Christ. 

However, full life is a priori constituted in the eternally enriching dynamic 

life of the Godhead — a matter that is developed in the course of Part II. 

Divine self-enrichment is a theme implicit throughout the New 

Testament account of gifting and receiving between Father, Son and Holy 

Spirit. This particular dimension of the triune dynamic, however, has only 

received minimal attention in theology. To date, contemporary scholarship 

has not significantly advanced an understanding of the characteristics 

inherent to the reciprocal relations within the Godhead as constitutive for 

God’s being. This thesis, however, argues that gifting and receiving within 

the Godhead are distinct actions of the three hypostases derived from, and 

constitutive of, God’s unified life. As discussed in Chapter 4, if we 

understand that God is toward creation as God is immanently, then the 

actions and speech of God in the economy provide signals and clues to 

discern characteristics inherent to divine enrichment. For example, the New 

Testament Scriptures depict dynamic relations between the Father, Son and 

Holy Spirit in the form of mutual praise and thanksgiving (Mt 11:25; Jn 

11:41; Rev 19:5), gift (Mt 11:27; Lk 4:1), prayer and request (Lk 6:12; Mt 

14:23;  Heb 5:7), intimate knowing and belonging (Mk 14:36; Rom 8:26-27; 

Mt 11:27; Jn 10:15), glorification (Jn 12:28; Jn 16:14-15; Jn 17:24; 2 Pt 
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1:16-17), blessing and honour (Jn 14:28; Jn 8:49; Rev 3:21), mutual love 

through affirmative speech (Mk 1:11;  Mt 17:5) and action (Is 11:2; Acts 

10:38). Each member of the Trinity is characterised as encouraging, 

upholding and sustaining one to other in acts of enrichment. The account of 

the Baptism of Jesus (Mk 1:9-11; Mt 3:13-17) invites humanity to witness 

the extraordinary mutuality of the love and relationship of the immanent 

Trinity, where the Father and the Spirit affirm the Son in love. The account 

of the cross similarly affirms the trust the Son has in the Father (Lk 23:46), 

and the resurrection demonstrates the sustenance of the Son by the Spirit 

(Rom 8:11; 1:4). The prayers of Jesus in the Gospel of John depict the 

glorification of the Father by the Son (Jn 17:4), and glory received by the 

Son from the Father and the Spirit (Jn 17:5). Thus, the relational nature of 

God’s triunity, revealed in Scripture, provides the basis for theologians to 

reason that — “in God’s own eternal being there is movement, life, personal 

relationship, and the giving and receiving of love.”1 What this thesis seeks 

to do is to examine the character and dynamism appropriate to this triune 

movement.  

In order to sharpen the logic of Divine self-enrichment I employ the 

following axiomatic definition for Divine self-enrichment: God enriching 

God in the perfection and fullness of God. As outlined in the introduction to 

the thesis, this definition contains three key elements integral to establishing 

the logic of Divine self-enrichment. These are:  

1) God enriching God: Divine self-enrichment is based on a concept 

that there must be distinctions between the divine Persons for there 

to be a mutuality of giving and receiving. Yet to guard against 

tritheism the unity of the One God also needs to be maintained. In 

order to hold both theological concepts together the theological 

propositions of perichoresis and divine self-positing are used. These 

two propositions uphold the free and distinct agency of the Father, 

Son and Holy Spirit with their inseparable operation. That is, divine 

relationality may be construed as commensurate with divine unity. 

Chapter 4 also clarifies the importance of upholding a concept of the 

immanent Trinity revealed in the economic Trinity in order to 

identify the movement between the divine Persons.  

                                                             
1 Daniel L. Migliore, Faith Seeking Understanding: An Introduction to Christian Theology, 2nd ed. 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2004), 77. 
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2) God enriching God: this aspect of the axiom affirms a dynamism in 

the Trinity that is constitutive for divine life. Based on the argument 

in Chapter 4, that God evidences triune dynamism in the economy, 

this thesis interprets such dynamism to clarify characteristics that 

attend divine enrichment. In other words, it seeks to apprehend how 

God enriches God. Yet prior to interpreting the triune dynamics it is 

necessary to consider the theological nature of this divine dynamism. 

This is the burden of Chapter 5. The chapter argues that triune 

dynamics are consistent with Christian classical theism, in particular, 

divine simplicity. Furthermore, the chapter advocates that grounding 

triune dynamism in congruence with classical theism (rather than the 

contemporary move away from such a metaphysic) secures the logic 

of Divine self-enrichment.   

3) God enriching God in the perfection and fullness of God: This final 

aspect of the axiom highlights that divine enrichment is not positing 

deficiency within God that requires fulfilment from the creation. 

Rather, triune enrichment is actualised in God’s antecedently rich 

life. Simply put, God’s enrichment is self-sufficient. Chapter 6 

establishes this concept. Using the classical concept of divine aseity, 

the chapter argues that divine enrichment is from self-sufficient 

fullness not deficiency (unlike the human experience). Furthermore, 

against modern criticisms, divine aseity is posited as the necessary 

basis for advocating divine relationality with creation; a relationality 

that draws humanity into the life of triune enrichment. 

Part II therefore forms the theological foundation and logic for Part III’s 

further exploration and shaping of Divine self-enrichment through the 

theological work of Sergeĭ Bulgakov, Hans Urs von Balthasar and Wolfhart 

Pannenberg.  
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CHAPTER 4 
INTRODUCING THE LOGIC OF DIVINE SELF-

ENRICHMENT 

4.1 THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS FOR DIVINE SELF 
ENRICHMENT 

This chapter posits three optimal theological presuppositions to 

establish the grounds for and sustain the logic of Divine Self Enrichment. 

These include the unity and hypostatic distinctions of the Trinity, the 

ontological distinctness of God from creation, and the reliability of divine 

self-revelation in the economy. The first presupposition sustains the concept 

of ‘God enriching God’ by demonstrating that God is not only unified as the 

One God (thus excluding tritheism — this is not ‘Gods enriching Gods’), 

but also that God has relational distinctions through which giving and 

receiving (acts of enrichment) may occur. Divine self-enrichment requires 

both “unimpaired differentiation”1 and “unimpaired unity”2 of the divine 

being. The related concepts of perichoresis and divine self-positing provide 

the necessary theological concepts. Perichoresis provides the theological 

structure consonant with the relational unity of God. Divine “self-positing”3 

(derived from Sergeĭ Bulgakov) or “Divine Self-Distinctions”4 (derived 

from Wolfhart Pannenberg) provide the logic for advocating enrichment 

between the divine Persons.  

The second proposition is that God is ontologically distinct in 

freedom from creation. In the absence of this theological condition, it would 

be difficult to posit divine ‘otherness’ for humanity to imitate or relate to. If 

God is metaphysically undifferentiated from creation, or contingent on 

creation for divine being, it would be difficult, if not impossible to posit 

characteristics specific to divinity. This requires an appropriate 

differentiation between the immanent and economic Trinity. Without the 

distinction between the economic Trinity (ad extra) and the immanent 

Trinity (ad intra) one may be able to posit divine-enrichment derived from 

creation, but not Divine self-enrichment. Put differently, if theology does not 
                                                             
1 Barth, CD I/1, 299. 
2 Barth, CD I/1, 299. 
3 Sergeĭ Bulgakov, The Lamb of God, trans. Boris Jakim (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002), 111-140. 
4 Pannenberg, ST1, 308. 
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identify a distinct divine ontology — the divine ‘other’ from or in relation to 

creation — then a concept of a divine self apart from creation cannot be 

maintained. Finally, the third proposition necessary to delineate Divine self-

enrichment is that the self-revelation of God in the world (economic Trinity) 

is a reliable demonstration of who, and how, God is in Godself (immanent 

Trinity). This is necessary for this thesis to be able to interpret the relational 

depictions of Father, Son and Holy Spirit, as recorded in Scripture, as 

evidence of divine ontology. Whilst this divine self-revelation is not 

exhaustive it is a genuine and reliable self-revelation of divine being.  

4.2 PRESUPPOSITION 1: THE SELF-DISTINCTIONS AND 
UNITY OF THE GODHEAD 

WE BELIEVE in one God, 
the Father, the Almighty, 
maker of heaven and earth, 
of all that is, seen and unseen. 
We believe in one Lord, Jesus Christ, 
the only Son of God, 
eternally begotten of the Father, 
God from God, Light from Light, 
true God from true God, 
begotten, not made, 
of one Being with the Father … 
We believe in the Holy Spirit, the Lord, the giver of life, 
who proceeds from the Father and the Son. 
With the Father and the Son he is worshiped and glorified.5 

 

The confession of the Trinity, found in the Nicene Creed, expresses 

the indivisible nature of the One God, while advocating the distinct 

appropriations of the hypostases of the Godhead. The creedal affirmation 

holds that the three distinct hypostases of the Trinity are co-equal, co-eternal 

and consubstantial. Each hypostasis (or divine Person6) of the Trinity is 

deity, of the one essence, with no hierarchy, nor subordination. Thus, an act 

of a divine hypostasis of the Trinity is the act of the One triune God. 

Although these concepts are central to the mystery of the Godhead, and one 

                                                             
5 Nicene Creed accessed July 26, 2017, http://anglicansonline.org/basics/nicene.html. 
6 Barth preferred the phrase ‘mode of being’ so as to not confuse the modern conception of 
‘personhood’ with a Person of the Godhead. See Barth, CD I/1, 348ff. Karl Rahner utilised the phrase 
‘three distinct ways of subsisting’ in Rahner, The Trinity, 103-115. Whilst I recognise the varied 
historical uses of the terms hypostasis and Person (prosópon) this thesis uses the terms hypostasis and 
Person interchangeably. For more information regarding the distinctions between hypostasis and 
Person see Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 27-65. 
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which humans merely stammer to explain,7 holding simultaneously the 

unity and distinctiveness of the divine Persons has been vital for orthodox 

Christian faith to guard against modalism, subordinationism and tritheism.8 

This is what the classic doctrine of the Trinity, in part, sought to do. 

Against Arius, the early church at the Council of Nicaea (325) 

affirmed the Oneness of God and repudiated the concept that the Son was 

subordinate to the Father, a created being9 of the Father that served as an 

agent of the ineffable God towards humanity.10 Barth, affirming this creedal 

position, stated that “only God can reveal God”,11 not a created 

intermediary, otherwise, the work of God would be the work of a creature 

and not the act of God. 12 The co-equality of the Persons of the Trinity is 

not, however, intended to blur their distinctiveness. The Council of Nicaea 

clarified that the distinctions of the divine Persons were real distinctions, not 

merely differing appearances of God’s same13 essence in different modes, as 

Sabellianism (modalism) proposed. The theological logic therefore declared 

that God is Father, but the Father is not the Son.14 It was the Son who was 

incarnate, suffered and died, not the Father. Thus, God is “unimpaired 

differentiation.”15 Yet, guarding against Tritheism, by which Father, Son 

and Spirit are perceived as three separate deities in a collective, the early 

church maintained that God was also “unimpaired unity.”16 Gregory of 

Nazianzus’ wisdom on trinitarian contemplation expresses well the 

mysterious paradox of the One in Three and the Three in One: 

                                                             
7 Augustine of Hippo stated eloquently and wisely “[Deus] no est, si comprehendisti — if you 
claimed to have grasped him, what you have grasped is not God.” Augustine, Sermon 52:16, cited in 
John Cottingham, Philosophy of Religion: A More Humane Approach (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2014), 32.  
8 For more information on fourth century trinitarian controversies see Lewis Ayres, Nicaea and its 
Legacy: An Approach to Fourth-Century Trinitarian Theology (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2004). 
9 Arius wrote in Thalia “The one without beginning established the Son as the beginning of all 
creatures ... he [the Son] is not equal to God, nor yet is he of the same substance … there exists a 
Trinity in unequal glories.” Translation provided by Rowan Williams, Arius: Heresy and Tradition 
(London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 1987), 101. 
10 For more information regarding the Arian heresy see Rowan Williams, Arius: Heresy and Tradition 
(London: Darton, Longman & Todd), 1987. 
11 Barth, CD I/1, 406. 
12 Barth against subordinationism says, “But if He [Jesus] were only a creature He could not reveal 
God, for the creature certainly cannot take God’s place and work in His place.” See Barth, CD I/1, 
406. 
13 The Nicene Creed specifically used the term ‘one’ essence rather than ‘same’ essence. The Son is 
one substance/essence with the Father. ‘One’ essence safeguarded against Ebionite and Docetic 
heresies and against polytheism where there is multiplication of God’s essence into separate beings. 
See Barth, CD I/1, 439. 
14 Barth, CD I/1, 299. 
15 Barth, CD I/1, 299. 
16 Barth, CD I/1, 299 
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I cannot think of the one God without being quickly encircled by the 
splendour of the three; nor can I discern the three without being 
immediately led back to the one.17 

4.2.1 PERICHORESIS  

A key component of the definition of Divine self-enrichment — ‘God 

enriching God’, is premised on divinity having a relational structure that 

allows for the movement of giving and receiving while upholding divine 

Oneness so as not to collapse into tritheism. Such a premise may be derived 

through the concept of perichoresis. 18  As such, Divine self-enrichment 

adopts, in congruence with typical contemporary use, the basic meaning of 

perichoresis as a necessary theological construct. In contradistinction from 

an Augustinian-type substance-oriented divine ontology,19the Cappadocians 

used the term perichoresis (literally ‘rotation’) to conceptualise the mutual 

reciprocal relations of the Trinity as constitutive for their Oneness.20 Implicit 

in the Cappadocian concept was the metaphysic of divine simplicity; through 

which the relations between the divine Persons are not “accidental to God’s 

being; they simply are God’s being.”21 As Webster clarifies:   

                                                             
17 Gregory of Nazianzus, The Oration On Holy Baptism, XL.41. Accessed 15 July, 2015, 
http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/310240.htm 
18 For more details regarding perichoresis and its historical development see Verna Harrison, 
“Perichoresis in the Greek Fathers,” St. Vladimir’s Theological Quarterly 35, no.1(1991): 53-65, 
EBSCOhost; Slobodan Stamatović, “The Meaning of Perichoresis,” Open Theology 2, no. 1 (2016): 
303-323, https://doi.org/10.1515/opth-2016-0026; and Danut Manastireanu, “Perichoresis and The 
Early Church Doctrine,” ARCHÆVS XI-XII (2007-2008): 61-93, 
https://www.academia.edu/4794642/Perichoresis_and_the_Early_Christian_Doctrine_of_God.   
19 LaCugna refers to Augustine’s “point of departure” for his Trinitarianism as “the unity of the divine 
substance shared by the three divine Persons.” LaCugna, God For Us, 214. The alleged deficiency of 
a Western trinitarian theology, attributed to Augustine’s influence, is an unbalanced focus on the 
unity of God at the expense of the personal relations of the divine communion; where the divine 
essence is postulated prior to the three divine Persons. Such a rhetoric is based on Théodore de 
Régnon assertion that Latin Theology began with the divine nature (oneness) to contrive divine 
‘threeness’; while Greek theology commenced with the Persons (threeness) to contrive divine 
‘oneness’. See Barnes, “De Régnon Reconsidered,” 51-79. Ayres, has recently, however, questioned 
whether De Régnon’s divide was ever as sharp. Ayres concludes that Gregory of Nyssa and 
Augustine “offer two compatible articulations of the legacy bequeathed to later generations by pro-
Nicene Christians” (p.383). Ayres therefore argues for a reading of Augustine that confirms a “pro-
Nicene Trinitarianism” that demonstrates how “Augustine consistently and specifically rules out the 
idea that the divine essence is prior to the divine Persons. He also clearly maintains the Father as the 
personal source of divine simplicity and essence.” See Ayres, “The Grammar of Augustine’s 
Trinitarian Theology,” in Nicaea and Its Legacy, 381, 383. 
20 Gregory of Nazianzus and Gregory of Nyssa were first among the Cappadocian Fathers to utilise 
the concept περιχώρησις theologically. The concept was affirmed by St Maximus the Confessor. 
While Pseudo-Cyril of Alexandria was the first to use the term in relation to Trinitarian theology in 
his De Trinitate. See Harrison, “Perichoresis in the Greek Fathers,” 53-65; and Daniel F. Stramara, 
“Gregory of Nyssa's Terminology for Trinitarian Perichoresis,” Vigiliae Christianae 52, no. 3 (1998): 
257-63. doi:10.2307/1584502.  
21 John Webster, “Non ex aequo: God’s Relation to Creatures,” In Within the Love of God: Essays on 
the Doctrine of God in Honour of Paul S. Fiddes, ed. Anthony Clarke, and Andrew Moore (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2014), 12.  
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relations of Father, Son and Spirit are not some extended process in 
the course of which God acquires supplementary properties, behind 
which lies the unchanging divine essence.22 

Gunton similarly understood perichoresis as the “interrelation and 

interanimation” of the triune Persons that expresses the “unity deriving from 

the dynamic plurality of [divine] Persons.23 Moltmann, whose work continues 

to exert considerable influence on the perichoretic understanding of the 

Trinity, argued that 

the doctrine of perichoresis links together in a brilliant way the 
threeness and the unity, without reducing the threeness to the unity, 
or dissolving the unity in the threeness.24  

Cornelius Plantinga described the perichoretic movement of the Trinity as 

“a zestful, wondrous community of divine light, love, joy, mutuality and 

verve”, where there is “no isolation, no insulation, no secretiveness, no fear 

of being transparent to another.”25 

The contemporary relevance of perichoresis was brought to the fore 

by Moltmann in The Trinity and the Kingdom of God and John Zizioulas’ 

Being as Communion. Both theologians invoked the concept to describe the 

Trinity in relational or social terms. Thus, trinitarian Persons in reciprocal 

relationship, has become the basis for the contemporary dominance of 

‘social trinitarianism’26 — a now familiar way by which theologians 

comprehend a variety of relational human issues (made in the image of 

God’s relational self). The concept, however, is not without its issues. As 

Karen Kilby explains:  

First, a concept, perichoresis, is used to name what is not 
understood, to name whatever it is that makes the three Persons one. 
Secondly, the concept is filled out rather suggestively with notions 
borrowed from our own experience of relationships and 
relatedness.27  

Whilst this is a legitimate concern, this thesis suggests that the notion of 

perichoresis can be ‘filled out’, not from mere human projection or 

                                                             
22 Webster, “Non ex aequo,” 12. 
23 Colin Gunton, The One, the Three and the Many: God, Creation and the Culture of Modernity - 
The Brampton Lectures 1992 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 152.  
24 Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, 175. 
25 Cornelius Plantinga, Jr., “Social Trinity and Tritheism” in Trinity, Incarnation and Atonement, eds. 
Ronald J. Feenstra and Cornelius Plantinga, Jr. (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1989), 
28. 
26 Cornelius Plantinga, Jr., “Gregory of Nyssa and the Social Analogy of the Trinity,” The Thomist 50 
(1986): 325-52. 
27 Kilby, “Perichoresis and Projection,” 442. 
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‘suggestively’ as Kilby perceives, but from interpreting the biblical 

depiction of the relating activity of the divine Persons. While Perichoresis 

posits the divine dance, this thesis posits divine dance steps; it considers the 

relationships among the three Persons of the Trinity where, “[t]hose 

relationships [are] … economic events that image immanent states.”28 

Simply put, this thesis interprets the characteristic hallmarks of the 

reciprocal relations in economy as constitutive for God’s being. Although 

notable theologians, across ecumenical lines, have discerned throughout 

Scripture dynamic traits inherent to the triune relations (discussed in Part 

III), generally speaking scholars have not synthesised these observations to 

form a holistic theological paradigm. 

4.2.2 DIVINE SELF-POSITING 

Alongside perichoresis, this thesis employs Bulgakov’s concept of 

divine “self-positing” 29 and Pannenberg’s “Divine Self-Distinctions”30 to 

understand the purpose of gift and receipt between the divine Persons. The 

purpose being the constitution of divine life. Surmising that human self-

consciousness was derived through the self-positing towards another, 

Bulgakov conceptualised God as “self-positing absolute subject.”31 

Extrapolating from human actualisation of self (made in the image of God) 

Bulgakov argued that God’s being is also personal self-consciousness as 

self-positing to another.32 Bulgakov concluded that the ‘others’ in relation to 

the personal self-positing of God, in which this absolute subjectivity is 

completed are themselves God.33 The ‘others’ of the Trinity are their “own 

person centres, together constituting the “we” of the divine Trinity.”34 Thus, 

Bulgakov stated:  

in the Divine Absolute subject … all altero-positing of I cannot be 
actualised outside of it, because of the absence of all ‘outside’, but 

                                                             
28 Fred Sanders, “Redefining Progress in Trinitarian Theology: Stephen R. Holmes on the Trinity,” 
Evangelical Quarterly 86, no. 1 (2014): 19. 
29 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 111-140.  
30 Pannenberg, ST1, 308.  
31 Aristotle Papanikolaou, “Sophia, Apophasis, and Communion: The Trinity in Contemporary 
Orthodox Theology,” in The Cambridge Companion to the Trinity, ed. Peter Phan (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2011), 245. 
32 Bulgakov is careful though to note the difference between Creator and the created in regard to time 
and space. See Bulgakov, The Lamb of God, 89-101. 
33 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 111-140. 
34 Papanikolaou, “Sophia, Apophasis and Communion,” 245. 
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must be contained in itself, so that it itself is for itself simultaneously 
I, though he, and therefore we and you.35  

Such a concept of triune actualisation through self-positing further allowed 

Bulgakov to establish the ontological foundation of God’s self-revelation to 

the ‘other’ of creation. God is “free to commune with what is not God 

because God’s life is one of self-positing as self-revelation.”36 The 

ontological priority of God’s being as triune self-revelation was, for 

Bulgakov, demonstrated in divine self-revelation to creation. 

Bulgakov’s perception of self-positing within the Godhead is similar 

to the concept of “Reciprocal Self-Distinction of the Father, Son and 

Spirit”37 articulated by Pannenberg. Pannenberg developed his concept from 

the idea of ‘self-distinction’ in Hegel38 and argued that: 

‘person’ is a relational, correlative term: one gains one’s personality 
by giving oneself to one’s counterpart; thus identity is gained in 
separation from, yet also in dependence on, the other.39 

Interpreting the economic Trinity, Pannenberg concluded that the intra-

trinitarian relations of active self-positing between the Father, Son and Spirit 

were constitutive for divine life. For example, he interpreted the scriptural 

articulation of the Father’s handing over of the ‘kingdom’ to the Son as both 

an act of distinct paternal agency and rendering the Father’s kingship 

(identity) dependent on the Son.40 Thus, the Father’s deity was actualised 

through the reciprocal otherness of the Son. This reciprocal dependency was 

inherent to each of the divine Persons and essential to unified deity.  

Divine self-enrichment therefore utilises the views of Bulgakov and 

Pannenberg to argue that the Father, Son and Holy Spirit are mutually 

constituted through acts of self-distincting enrichment. In other words, as 

the Father, Son and Holy Spirit give and receive each to the other they 

voluntarily and dependently actualise divine life.  

                                                             
35 Sergeĭ Bulgakov, The Comforter, trans. Boris Jakim (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2004), 54-55. 
36 Papanikolaou, “Sophia, Apophasis, and Communion,” 245. My italics. 
37 Pannenberg, ST1, 308. 
38 Pannenberg, Jesus – God and Man. 2nd ed. trans. Lewis L. Wilkins and Duane A. Priebe 
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1977), 181-183. Also see Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, “The Trinitarian 
Doctrines of Jürgen Moltmann and Wolfhart Pannenberg in the Context of Contemporary 
Discussion,” in The Cambridge Companion to Trinity, 240. 
39 Kärkkäinen, “The Trinitarian Doctrines,” 231. Ted Peters names this same conceptualisation of the 
interior life of God as “dependent divinity.” See Ted Peters, God as Trinity: Relationality and 
Temporality in the Divine Life (Louisville: Westminster Press, 1993), 135. 
40 Pannenberg, ST1, 312-13. 
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4.2.3 THE IMPLICATIONS FOR DIVINE SELF-ENRICHMENT 

The related themes of divine self-positing and perichoresis establish 

essential pre-conditions for conceiving Divine self-enrichment. The 

interdependence of these presuppositions is integral to establishing that the 

life and enrichment of God is derived from the divine mutuality of active, 

not static, self-distinction, which flows from and nurtures the one triune life 

of God (perichoresis).   

The self-enrichment of God, through perichoresis and ‘divine self-

positing’, thus constitutes neither a diminution of the hypostases — as they 

give and receive one to the other — nor are they acts of self-interested 

hypostatic narcissism. Rather, these conditions frame God’s abundant, ever-

enriching and overflowing life. Without these two theological 

presuppositions, Divine self-enrichment could be charged with modalistic or 

tritheistic tendencies. The activity of the divine Persons could be serving an 

attribute separate to God’s being, that of the goal of enrichment (modalism). 

Or it could appear as three deities enjoying one another from three separate 

centres (tritheism). Divine self-enrichment on these terms would fail to 

reflect the mutually contingent relational life of God ad intra, and render 

God’s life as asymmetrically constructed. Such a view of triune self-

enrichment would curtail the enrichment of humanity by humanity through 

imitation and participation in a misconstrued divine reality. It is with these 

concepts in place that further inquiry regarding the nature of the immanent 

life and all-blessedness of God may be undertaken.  
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4.3 THE IMMANENT AND ECONOMIC TRINITY  

In establishing two further presuppositions necessary for Divine self-

enrichment — God’s ontological distinctness from creation and the 

reliability of the self-revelation of God in the economic Trinity — the 

following argument briefly considers some of the complexities associated 

with the immanent and economic Trinity.  

In the light of Karl Rahner and Karl Barth’s ground-breaking work, 

the economic and immanent Trinity are categories by which to apprehend 

who God is.41 The ‘economic Trinity’ (ad extra) is used to denote God’s life 

and activity in the world. The ‘immanent Trinity’ (ad intra) reflects a 

consideration of God’s interior life, apart from the world. Theological 

consideration concerning the economic and immanent Trinity has provoked 

much debate as these concepts are integral to not only an understanding of 

God, but to the nature of human-divine relations. This debate is 

fundamental, as it defines the domain in which we locate and define Divine 

self-enrichment. If Divine self-enrichment is perceived as an exercise 

regarding the immanent Trinity (of which humans have no direct and un-

mediated knowledge) the concept would be mere speculation. This charge is 

avoided if Divine self-enrichment is understood as the interpretation of the 

revelation of the immanent Trinity in the economy. Furthermore, the debate 

regarding the immanent and economic Trinity is key to demarcating God 

from not-God, and asserting characteristics inherent to a distinct divine 

relationality. As argued, the alternative proposition, where God is only ever 

understood as God with us — pro nobis (the conflation of the economic and 

immanent Trinity) — yields too many negative consequences for associated 

theological propositions (e.g. it undermines divine relationality with the 

creation, restricts divine and human freedom and deprives God’s being of 

ontological stability and trustworthiness) as well as fundamentally 

undermining the notion of a perfection or fullness of divine well-being. 

 

                                                             
41 Rahner’s axiom is ‘The ‘economic’ Trinity is the ‘immanent’ Trinity and the ‘immanent’ Trinity is 
the ‘economic’ Trinity’. Rahner, The Trinity, 21-22. The immanent Trinity for Barth constitutes the 
ontological ground for the economic and this is not reversible (as it is with Rahner). Barth 
commences noetically with the economic but the immanent has ontic precedence. Barth, Church 
Dogmatics I/I, 479. 
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4.3.1 THE CONTEMPORARY DEBATE 

To assess the contemporary debate and its importance to the 

foundational presuppositions for my project, I engage primarily with (the 

late) Catherine Mowry LaCugna, and Paul D. Molnar who form opposing 

dialogue partners. I also recruit other sympathetic voices for both sides of 

the dialogue. LaCugna’s God For Us: The Trinity and Christian Life and 

Molnar’s Divine Freedom and the Doctrine of the Immanent Trinity 

highlight the polar arguments of those who either conflate the economic and 

immanent Trinity or uphold a distinction between the immanent and 

economic Trinity. Before I assess the divergences between these 

interlocuters it is interesting to note that LaCugna and Molnar agree on a 

fundamental principle governing God’s self-communication. They both 

argue that a theological pursuit that commences with self-transcendence (the 

immanent Trinity) and not God’s self-communication in the economy will 

be flawed theology. LaCugna, affirming aspects of Rahner’s theology, states 

that: “the starting point and context for knowledge of the eternal mystery of 

God (theologica) is the economy of salvation (oikonomia).”42 Molnar 

agrees, saying: 

Unquestionably we all agree that we cannot leave the economy 
behind without disrupting the important connection between the 
Trinity and the life of faith.43  

Whilst both agree that theology must start noetically with God’s self-

communication in the economy, they part ways regarding the impact God’s 

acts in the world have on God’s being. Broadly speaking, LaCugna makes 

three essential moves to arrive at her position.44 Firstly, she understands 

revelation in the economy not as an absolute revelation of who God is 

immanently (what I refer to as pseudo-revelation.)45 Secondly, following a 

Hegelian logic, God’s being is understood as contingent on creation, in a 

mutuality of conditioning between Creator and Creation.46 Put simply, for 

                                                             
42 LaCugna, God For Us, 221. 
43 Molnar, Divine Freedom, 4. 
44  These moves are similarly made by Jürgen Moltmann and Ted Peters. Jürgen Moltmann, The 
Crucified God: The Cross of Christ as the Foundation and Criticism of Christian Theology, trans. R.A. 
Wilson and John Bowden (London: SCM Press, 1974); Peters, God as Trinity.  
45 Molnar uses a similar term — ‘pseudo-distinction’ — to refer the disjunction between the 
economic and immanent Trinity as a ‘pseudo-distinction’. Molnar, Divine Freedom, 137. 
46 Hegel’s philosophy as “pre-eminently a philosophy based on experience” gave eloquence to a logic 
of divine manifestation in the temporality of the world. J.A. Leighton, “Hegel’s Conception of God,” 
The Philosophical Review 5, no. 6 (1896), 602. For Hegel this divine manifestation was conceived in 
a manner where the “immanent trinitarian sphere requires the economy in order to be real or ‘actual.’” 
A consequence of this divine dependency on creation “is that it effectively abolishes the classical 
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LaCugna God’s acts in the world determine God’s being. And thirdly, based 

on both these preceding points, she concludes that God’s divine perfections 

must be defined in non-classical theistic terms; divine simplicity and aseity 

are rejected and divine mutability and passibility are embraced.  

Molnar, on the other hand, arrives at his position on quite different 

terms. Firstly, he understands divine revelation as an absolute (yet not 

exhausted) self-communication; as God is ad intra so is God towards us in 

creation. Alternatively stated, God’s acts in the world demonstrate God’s 

being. Secondly, God’s being is conditioned only by God, in which case 

God is free in God’s aseity; God does not need creation to make God who 

God is. This, however, does not infer that God is non-relational but rather 

highlights that God is ontologically distinct from creation. And finally, he 

perceives that the Christian Tradition’s interpretation of the divine 

perfections of simplicity, aseity, immutability and impassibility are 

consistent with a fully dynamic and relational God towards creation. 

Navigating through these issues is important because it goes to the heart of 

how to identify and construe the nature of God’s enrichment, and in 

particular, whether we can even posit an enrichment in the divine being that 

is specific to God.  

In light of the theological context of the immanent and economic 

Trinity, I now discuss the two further presuppositions required for the logic 

of Divine self-enrichment. These are:    

a) God’s being is ontologically distinct from, and freely determined in, 

creation; and 

b) revelation of the triune God in the economy is a reliable revelation 

of the eternal nature of God.  

Without these presuppositions, identifying characteristic movements of 

divine life would be undermined. If a) does not hold then there would be no 

divine ‘other’ distinct from creation, in other words, no Divine-self-

                                                             
immanent-economic Trinity schema, since it makes the immanent Trinity something like the first 
moment of a process of divine self-development from the less to the more real.” In this manner 
Hegel’s Phenomenology (G.W.F. Hegel, (1977) Phenomenology of Spirit, trans A.V. Miller (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press)) constituted a fundamental change of direction for construing the 
immanent/economic Trinity than Augustine’s De Trinitate or Aquinas’ Summa. Hegel’s trinitarian 
concept as a “perfect symbol for a dynamic, self-differentiating divine who necessarily becomes in 
and through history” has, for many modern theologians, become a default theological construct to 
fuse divine “stasis and becoming.” See Cyril O’Regan, “The Trinity in Kant, Hegel and Schelling,” in 
The Oxford Handbook of the Trinity, ed. O.P. Gilles Emery and Matthew Levering (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2011). 
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enrichment. And, without b) any information derived from the economy 

could not be trusted as a source for apprehending divine ontology.  

4.3.2 PRESUPPOSITION 2: ONTOLOGICAL DISTINCTIVENESS OF GOD’S 
FREEDOM IN CREATION 

Theologians who contend for divine freedom maintain that the 

ontological distinctness of God from creation is essential for divine concepts 

of love, grace and freedom.47 Love, grace and freedom cease to be what they 

are if they are necessitated rather than gifted. If God’s being is ‘determined’ 

by being in relation to creation rather than ‘revealed’ in creation, then 

creation becomes necessary for God to be who God is. Hence the argument 

proceeds that God cannot be grace or love if one conflates the economic and 

immanent Trinity, as these qualities require freedom and voluntary 

givenness. 

LaCugna’s God For Us, however, holds a different position. She 

views the doctrine of God as “inseparable from soteriology.”48 Although I 

agree that this statement holds true from the perspective that the economy of 

salvation provides noetic insight about God’s being, this is not what 

LaCugna means. LaCugna is referring to an inseparability between God and 

God’s acts — where the act determines God’s ontology. Put differently, 

God’s salvific acts in the world condition God’s nature, rather than reveal 

God’s nature. LaCugna arrives at the notion of divine contingency on 

creation by primarily adducing that God’s relational being is derived from 

engagement with creation because of “God’s outreach to the creature, God 

is said to be essentially relational, ecstatic.”49 Thus, God is relational 

because of creation, not because relationality is who God is immanently. 

LaCugna equates the notion of divine aseity with a non-relational God. She 

argues, unlike those who uphold the separation of the immanent Trinity, 

conflating the economic and immanent Trinity “does not banish the Trinity 

of Persons to an intra-divine sphere, unrelated to the creature.”50 A related 

argument is also posited when LaCugna assumes that, “as soon as we begin 

                                                             
47 See for example Paul Molnar, Faith, Freedom and the Spirit: The Economic Trinity in Barth, 
Torrance and Contemporary Theology (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2015), 130. 
48 LaCugna, God For Us, 8. 
49 LaCugna, God For Us, 1. 
50 LaCugna, God For Us, 210. See also Catherine Mowry LaCugna, “The Relational God: Aquinas 
and Beyond,” Theological Studies 46, no. 4 (1985): 647. 
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to argue on the basis of such intra-divine distinctions, we leave the economy 

behind.”51  

Molnar, on the other hand argues that these are false dichotomies 

based on the faulty assumption “that if a theologian argues on the basis of 

the intra-divine distinctions, then the economy must be left behind.”52 

Upholding the freedom of the immanent Trinity for Molnar, as for my 

thesis’ contention, is not the consideration of Godself as unrelated to 

creation. Rather, ontological divine distinction from creation is the 

theological basis for a freely given relationship between God and creation. 

Instead of LaCugna asserting, as she believes she does, a profound 

relationality between God and humanity (by rejecting God’s aseity) she, in 

fact, dissolves a necessary aspect of relationality, that of ‘the other.’ She 

reduces the relationship of creation with the divine to a necessity. Yet, 

Molnar highlights the simple and profoundly important logic of the 

immanent Trinity — “we cannot speak intelligibly about God’s life with us 

unless the God of whom we speak is distinguishable from us.”53 Thomas 

Weinandy similarly construes LaCugna’s view of the Christian God and 

God’s relation to humanity as “fatally and disastrously flawed”54 due to her 

inability to perceive God as ontologically distinct from creation. Conflating 

the immanent and economic Trinity morphs God’s wholly distinct otherness 

into contingency upon the creation that ultimately dissolves divine freedom 

to freely relate with the other of the created being. Simply put, if there is no 

ontological distinction between God and Creation, there is no real ‘other’ to 

freely relate with. 

For LaCugna the life of God is not God’s alone, but it is our life as 

well. While her identification of this dependency is valid for creatures it 

does not follow that God’s life is similarly dependent on creation. God has 

‘God’s life’ before God can share God’s life ‘with us.’ As Weinandy 

asserts:  

                                                             
51 LaCugna, God For Us, 227. 
52 Molnar, Divine Freedom, 4. 
53 Molnar, Divine Freedom, 4. Philosopher John Macmurray emphasised how “relations of persons is 
constitutive of personal existence; that there can be no man until there are at least two men in 
communion.” John Macmurray, Persons in Relation: Being the Gifford Lectures Delivered in the 
University of Glasgow in 1954. Gifford Lectures 1954 (London: Faber, 1970), 12. LaCugna’s insights 
regarding the orientation towards the ‘other’ in both human and divine being and her trinitarian 
conclusions regarding persons-in-relation is indebted in part to Macmurray. See LaCugna, God for 
Us, 259.   
54 Thomas G. Weinandy, The Father's Spirit of Sonship: Reconceiving the Trinity (Edinburgh: T&T 
Clark, 1995). 
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LaCugna is absolutely correct that the God who is must be God-for-
us. There is no other … However, in order for there to be a God-for-
us there must be ‘a’ God.55   

LaCugna arguably errs when she describes God’s freedom as a necessity to 

be in communion with the creature, thus making God’s freedom not freely 

determined. This misstep ensues because her theology is driven by human 

analogy rather than revelation, stating “Divine freedom, like human 

freedom, is achieved in communion.”56 Thus, LaCugna draws a straight 

analogous line from creaturely relations and equates them to relations in the 

Creator. Rather than locating God’s life in the self-sufficiency of the divine 

intra-relations (which she erroneously correlates with solitariness),57 she 

locates God’s fulfilment of God’s relational being with the creature. Not 

first within God and then with the creature. She argues: 

Since the exercise of freedom requires a plurality of Persons, God’s 
freedom cannot be located in solitariness. The Spirit is the freedom 
of God permeating, animating, quickening, incorporating, affiliating, 
engrafting, consummating the creature out of love.58 

LaCugna’s statement here implies that freedom cannot be exercised in the 

plurality of the Persons of the Godhead, it must be exercised in relation to 

the creature, which therefore makes God dependent on the creature to be 

who God is. God is not free to be for the creature but rather needs the 

creature to be a ‘relational’ God.  

If we consider the statement that God ‘is love’ (1 Jn 4:8) ad intra we 

are provided with an interesting example of the necessity to recognise God’s 

immanent self-sufficiency as the basis for God’s profound relationality in 

the economy. God must first be love before creation was created in love. 

God could not be love if God’s love is derived from the act of creation. 

Love is relational, but this is first and eternally expressed within the triune 

relations of God. It is from the reality that “God is love” that “God moves 

towards us.”59 If God’s being as love requires the creation for actualisation 

(as LaCugna concludes)60 do we then logically conclude that prior to the 

                                                             
55 Weinandy, The Father’s Spirit, 130. 
56 LaCugna, God For Us, 299. 
57 Contra Barth who argues that God “does not will to exist for Himself, to exist alone. On the 
contrary, He is Father, Son and Holy Spirit and therefore alive in His unique being with and for and in 
another … He does not exist in solitude but in fellowship.” See Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics, vol 
II/1 (hereafter CD II/1), trans. G.W. Bromiley et al., (London: T&T Clark, 2009), 275. 
58 LaCugna, God For Us, 299. My italics. 
59 LaCugna, God For Us, 377. 
60 Jürgen Moltmann also refers to God’s eternal being as love but equates this, like LaCugna, with the 
act of creation, viewed as a form of divine necessity. Although Moltmann does attempt to nuance his 
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creation of the world God was not ‘love’? That divine love was not 

actualised before creation? The concept of the immanent Trinity is what 

provides us with a conception of God as eternal love — for God has always 

been eternally acting and being love in the enriching subsistent relations of 

God. 61  This is why an immanent Trinity separate to creation can come as 

love towards creation. One does not need to make God’s being contingent 

on the creation for God to be God, or for God’s love to be made manifest. 

One need only to understand that the “oikonomia is the realm where God, in 

all his wholly otherness as God — ontologically distinct from the oikonomia 

— is present and acts” as love. 62 

4.3.2(A) RELEVANCE FOR DIVINE SELF-ENRICHMENT? 

The logical priority of the immanent Trinity is theologically 

necessary to maintain a distinction between the Creator and the creation. 

This distinction is necessary to establish the theological basis for discerning 

and identifying Divine self-enrichment. Divine self-enrichment is a 

consideration of the eternal enriching relations of the Godhead that is 

evidenced in, not determined by, creation. In the absence of distinction of 

the divine from the creation, conclusions regarding the characteristics of 

divine well-being are elusive. Furthermore, relationality between God and 

creation would be eroded, and the voluntary imitation by humanity of the 

‘other’, the Creator, would be logically difficult to sustain. As I discuss at 

length in chapter 10, the distinctiveness of divine ontology also holds 

particular relevance for the implications of Divine self-enrichment for 

understanding the dimensions of human well-being. Whilst human well-

being derives its context from divine well-being, human well-being is 

actualised in a manner appropriate to human, not divine, ontology. In the 

absence of the recognition of ontological difference between divinity and 

humanity, analogies drawn between the two in relation to well-being would 

be reduced to unattainable utopianism.  

                                                             
views saying, “there is no external necessity which occasions his creativity, and no inner compulsion 
which could determine it.” Jürgen Moltmann, God in Creation: A New Theology of Creation and the 
Spirit of God, trans. Margaret Kohl (New York: Harper & Row, 1985),75. However,  Molnar argues 
that Moltmann’s reasoning that “in loving the world God is ‘entirely himself’” ultimately renders God 
contingent on creation for his being. See Molnar, Divine Freedom, 211-16. 
61 For more on divine Persons as subsistent relations see James E. Dolezal, “Trinity, Simplicity and 
the Status of God’s Personal Relations,” International Journal of Systematic Theology 16, no 1. 
(2014): 88-91. 
62 Weinandy, The Father’s Spirit, 130. 
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4.3.3 PRESUPPOSITION 3: RELIABILITY OF THE NOETIC SELF-REVELATION 
OF GOD IN THE ECONOMY 

If, as I argue in this thesis, Divine self-enrichment is identifiable 

from the economic acts of God, then it follows that God is revealed in the 

world as God is in Godself. Put differently, the revelation of the triune God 

in creation and salvation history is a reliable self-revelation of the triune 

God immanently. If the economic Trinity is depicted as relational and 

dynamic then as an act of divine self-communication that relationality and 

dynamism must exist within the immanent Trinity. On this basis, we can 

interpret the dynamism of enriching life, love, blessing, words and actions 

of the triune God evidenced in the biblical account as eternally existing 

within the immanent Trinity. Without this understanding, biblical depictions 

of Father, Son and Holy Spirit cannot be interpreted as evidence of a distinct 

divine ontology. If the theological foundation for the logic of Divine self-

enrichment does not commence with reliable revelation then it also runs the 

risk of attributing createdness to the Creator. Indeed, Barth considered that 

the idea of a ‘second root’ for the doctrine of the Trinity, apart from 

revelation, gave rise to a creaturely created God.63 In this section then I 

briefly outline the third theological presupposition supporting Divine self-

enrichment — that the revelation of God in the economy is a reliable self-

revelation of the life of God. 

Karl Barth’s dogmatics commenced with the doctrine of the triune 

God as part of his broader project to establish a doctrine of revelation.64 

Barth proposed that God (Revealer) was identical with his act (Revelation) 

and its effect (Revealedness).65 Thus, revelation was not a separate act from 

God. Justin Stratis summarises Barth’s logic of revelation and its 

implications for the economic and immanent Trinity, stating:  

But how can Barth be so sure that God is true to himself in the event 
of revelation? … The logic runs like this: if in the event of revelation 
we have to do with a divine act (that is, we can designate the Subject 

                                                             
63 He says if the Trinity “may be just as well found in human consciousness or other created orders as 
in Holy Scriptures,” this gives rise to God conceived as “a supreme principle of the world and 
ultimately of man[kind].” Barth, CD I/1, 342. Balthasar similarly argued that conceiving the Trinity 
apart from a reliable divine self-revelation would result in the creation of a ‘mythological God.’ 
Speaking critically of Moltmann’s project, he asserted that when the “internal divine process, 
‘procession’, is lumped together with the process of salvation history” God becomes “entangled in the 
world process and becomes a tragic, mythological God.” Hans Urs von Balthasar, Hans Urs von 
Balthasar, Theo-Drama: Theological Dramatic Theory, trans Graham Harrison. vol IV The Action 
(San Francisco: Ignatius, 1994) (herein ThDrIV), 322. 
64 Karl Barth, CD I/1, 296. 
65 Barth means by ‘effect’ what God “accomplishes, creates and gives in His revelation.” See Barth, 
CD I/1, 297. 
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of the action as God), then we must recognise this event as entirely 
characterised by its principal actor, namely, God, himself. If it were 
otherwise, then it would not be God himself who is revealed, but 
rather some sort of temporally conditioned modality of God. 
Consequently, the very event-ness of revelation is information of 
God’s life in himself. What we have in revelation, therefore, is not a 
timeless, remote deity accommodating and therefore acting in 
opposition to himself by taking the form of our temporal 
punctiliarity. No, his being is aptly construed as event because God 
himself is, in some sense, event. In God’s self-unveiling, then, 
eternity literally becomes time, which means, significantly, that the 
temporal is comprehended by the eternal, and not vice versa. The 
activity, or life, that God manifests in his movement toward man is 
therefore his activity and life.66 

Thus, Barth would conclude that “noetically the economic Trinity forms the 

starting point, but the eternal Trinity has ontic priority.”67 Furthermore, the 

economic Trinity, revealed through Jesus Christ, is the reliable and 

necessary self-revelation of God for creaturely understanding of the 

Creator.68  

Whilst LaCugna’s understanding of revelation seems consistent with 

the premise that the economic Trinity is the noetic ground for the immanent 

Trinity, there is, in fact, a significant variance due to her conflation of the 

economic and immanent Trinity. LaCugna says: “What is given in the 

economy of salvation … is the mystery of God which exists from all 

eternity as triune.”69 But unlike Barth and Molnar, her argument does not 

propose that God in the economy is the same God immanently. Upholding 

Schoonenberg’s opinion,70 she argued that  

God’s self-communication in history is not exactly identical with 
God’s eternal self-communication because God’s self-expression in 
Word and Spirit must be a genuinely new way in which God exists.71 

                                                             
66 Justin Stratis, “Speculating about Divinity? God’s Immanent Life and Actualistic Ontology,” 
International Journal of Systematic Theology 12, no. 1 (2010): 23. Original italics. 
67 Geoffrey W. Bromiley, Introduction to the Theology of Karl Barth (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 2001), 
21. Barth’s link between the immanent and economic Trinity is summed up in his phrase 
“antecedently in himself” — the Son in the economy is the eternal Son; he is Word because he is 
“antecedently” the Word. Barth, CD I/1, 441, 457, 466. 
68 Barth maintained that one does not achieve a doctrine of God the other way around i.e. considering 
creation first. While Barth rejected Augustine’s triune vestiges in creation as being unable to serve as 
a second root for the doctrine of the Trinity he did concede that these vestiges can be illustrative as 
long as they are preceded by revelation. See Barth, CD 1/I, 334-344. 
69 LaCugna, God For Us, 212. 
70 P. Schoonenberg, “Trinity - the Consummated Covenant: Theses on the Doctrine of the Trinitarian 
God,” Studies in Religion 5, no. 2 (1975): 111-16.  
71 LaCugna, God For Us, 219. 
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Although LaCugna’s assertion could be interpreted in such a way that God’s 

being is translated in a ‘new way’ into the temporal and created world,72 

this is not what she intends. Her equivocation as to the reliability of divine 

self-communication is evident when she claims that  

the question of whether God would be Trinitarian apart from 
salvation history is purely speculative and cannot be answered on the 
basis of revelation.”73  

Such ‘pseudo-revelation’, is similarly expressed by Gordon Kaufman, 

whom LaCugna enlists in her argument. Kaufman considers the doctrine of 

the Trinity as a symbol constructed by human knowledge, rather than an 

actual revelation of who God is as God eternal. Speaking of the immanent 

Trinity, he says: “this innermost essence we have no access in history or 

revelation; and anything said about it is pure speculation.”74 Kaufman and 

LaCugna conclude such because they erroneously perceive that upholding a 

separation of the immanent and economic Trinity implies a speculative 

undertaking that ignores the acts of God in the world. Along the same vein, 

LaCugna would maintain that “what God is remains ineffable, and not fully 

identical to God’s economic self-expression.”75 And again, “there cannot be 

a strict identity, either epistemological or ontological, between God and God 

for us.”76 Even if one attempts to read these statements as being a reminder 

that God is just as ineffable in the economy as immanently,77 it remains that 

her argument is not about God’s ineffability as the wholly ontological 

‘other.’ Rather her view of divine ineffability is based on the inadequacy of 

humanity to perceive the divine in the economy. The result of her view is 

that God’s transcendence is not based on ontological distinctness from 

creation, but rather because humanity’s comprehension of God is 

epistemologically constrained.78 

                                                             
72 Volf argues that God’s perfect being is not a mere repetition but translation into the economy of the 
world. See Miroslav Volf, “The Trinity is our Social Program: The Doctrine of the Trinity and the 
Shape of Social Engagement,” Modern Theology 14:3 July (1998): 414-15. 
73 LaCugna, God For Us, 227. 
74 Gordon D. Kaufman, Systematic Theology: A Historicist Perspective (New York: Scribner, 1968), 
102.  
75 LaCugna, God For Us, 200. 
76 LaCugna, God For Us, 221 
77 LaCugna states, “every attempt to describe the immanent Trinity pertains to the face of God turned 
towards us. Therefore the economy of salvation is just as ineffable as is the eternal mystery of God 
(theologia).” LaCugna, God For Us, 230. Gilles Emery makes a similar nuanced observation —– 
“The doctrine of the economic Trinity is no less speculative than that of the immanent Trinity … it is 
rather the last fruit of a reflection founded in the speculative reading of the documents of revelation, 
when doctrinal speculative principles are applied to the agency of the Persons as taught by 
Scriptures.” Gilles, Emery, Trinity in Aquinas, 2nd ed. (Ann Arbor: Sapientia Press, 2006), 294. 
78 However, when divine revelation is dependent on the creation a form of Pelagianism is advocated.   
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Although humans never have an exhaustive revelation of God, there 

must be a ‘strict identity’ between ‘God’ and ‘God for us’ for there to be a 

notion of divine self-revelation. Weinandy is particularly critical of 

LaCugna’s collapse of God’s ineffability into the economy of salvation, 

rather than ineffability as the wholly other God. He equates such an analysis 

as “ending up with either a finite God or a ‘Christian’ expression of 

atheism.”79 Weinandy concludes with such a strong pronouncement because 

when one does not equate God’s being in the economy with God’s 

noumenal self, one ends up with, as LaCugna and other proponents do, a 

merely phenomenal God who ‘appears’ to the observer other than what he 

actually is. Weinandy explains the consequences of LaCugna’s flawed 

reasoning: 

While wanting to eliminate the gap between God and us, LaCugna 
has actually constructed a chasm between God and us that is now 
unbridgeable. We only come to experience and know the 
phenomenal God of the oikonomia, and never the noumenal God 
who actually exists in his wholly ontologically distinct otherness as 
God.80  

Molnar calls this ambivalence towards revelation “Theological 

Agnosticism.”81 Enlisting Barth as a fellow opponent to this trend, Molnar 

emphasises how the question of whether God is Trinity apart from salvation 

history is integral to not only to our understanding of revelation, but to how 

we perceive God. Molnar highlights Barth’s contention that if one maintains 

an  

agnostic inability to perceive that the truth of revelation hinges on 
the fact that God is in revelation what he is in himself then one will 
succumb to subjectivism, pantheism, panentheism … or dualism.82  

None of which are a worthy lens to construe God and God’s relationship 

with the world, and none which allow for clarity in perceiving attributes 

relevant to divine well-being. 

The irony for LaCugna’s theology, and others like it, is that while 

she cautions theologians to take care “not to use the economic Trinity as a 

synonym for God as God appears to us, and immanent Trinity as a synonym 

                                                             
79 Weinandy, The Father’s Spirit, 130-31. 
80 Weinandy, The Father’s Spirit, 131. 
81 Molnar, Divine Freedom, 134. 
82 Molnar, Divine Freedom, 134. Barth argued that panentheism was worse than pantheism saying 
that “The mythology of a merely partial … and selected identity of God with the world, which under 
the name of panentheism has been regarded as a better possibility than undiluted pantheism, is really 
in a worse case than is that of the latter.” Barth, CD II/1, 312. 
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for God as God really is in se”,83 she ignores her own caution in the manner 

by which she perceives revelation. As she conflates the economic/immanent 

Trinity she denotes the economic Trinity ‘as a synonym for God as God 

appears to us’, because she concludes that one cannot say whether “God 

would be Trinitarian apart from salvation history … and [this] cannot be 

answered on the basis of revelation.”84 LaCugna could only conclude such if 

God only ‘appeared’ to creation in a manner different from who God is; in 

other words, if the economic Trinity was a ‘synonym’ for God. Thus, for 

LaCugna, the economy of God’s act in salvation history is not a reliable 

revelation of God’s being, but rather an appearance, from which humanity 

then decides which aspects are a depiction of ‘God’ as God is, and which 

are not. Theology that does not espouse that God reveals Godself in 

salvation history as God is in se essentially removes the reliability or ‘self-

fidelity’85 of God’s self-communication and offers conjecture regarding the 

divine attributes. 

LaCugna’s ‘pseudo-revelation’ mindset significantly impacts her 

interpretation of the divine nature. For example, relying on Yves Congar, 

she advances the thesis that there is a “disparity between what God is ad 

intra, and what God is able to be ad extra”86 because the mode of self-

communication in the economy is kenosis, a mode according to Congar and 

LaCugna that “is not connatural with the being of divine Persons.”87 Yet, 

how do Congar and LaCugna conclude that kenosis is not ‘connatural’ with 

God’s being? Is this not mere speculation? If we understand that God is 

toward us in the economy as God is immanently would not then the kenosis 

of God displayed in the economy actually be the revelation that God is 

kenotic immanently?88 As Weinandy states: “there is no ontological 

difference between what God is in himself and what God is for us.”89 Based 

on the economic Trinity as the reliable self-revelation of God’s ontological 

consistency towards creation, I argue that divine kenosis is, in fact, integral 

for apprehending the nature and characteristics inherent to Divine self-

                                                             
83 LaCugna, God For Us, 227. 
84 LaCugna, God For Us, 227. 
85 Stratis, “Speculating about Divinity,” 24. 
86 LaCugna, God For Us, 219. 
87 Yves Congar I Believe in the Holy Spirit, trans. David Smith, vol. 3 (New York: Seabury Press, 
1983),15. LaCugna, God For Us, 219. 
88 This point is decisive for this thesis and is further extrapolated through Bulgakov, Pannenberg and 
Von Balthasar’s theology in Chapters 7, 8 and 9. 
89 Weinandy, The Father’s Spirit, 130. 
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enrichment. This means that contra to LaCugna and Congar, kenosis and 

enrichment share a symbiosis that is ‘connatural’ with God’s self-revelation 

in the economy.  

4.3.3(A) RELEVANCE FOR DIVINE SELF ENRICHMENT? 

Upholding the reliability of divine self-revelation in the economy is 

a key theological presupposition for conceptualising Divine self-enrichment 

beyond mere abstraction or speculation. Divine self-enrichment is identified 

through the consideration of salvation history as the theatre of God’s 

revelation of who God is in se — God who eternally lives from the delight 

of the enriching triune relations of Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Thus, the 

concept of Divine self-enrichment is, established on a logic of revelation 

that perceives the immanent Trinity as the ontic ground for the economic 

Trinity, discerned and known through the incarnation of the eternal divine 

Word, Jesus Christ. The intra-divine relations of the Trinity evidenced in the 

economy are eternal intra-divine relations by which we have a faithful 

demonstration of who, and how, God is. The acts of God in the economy are 

not contingent ‘appearances’ to merely accommodate finite creaturely 

understanding. As Barth contends:  

It is equally important to understand that God in himself is not 
divested of His glory and perfections, that He does not assume them 
merely in connexion with his self-revelation to the world, but that 
they constitute His own eternal glory.90 

In the absence of this logic, a Pelagian, Ebonite or Docetic understanding of 

God that posits knowledge of God as an edifice of human endeavour, rather 

than a work of divine benediction, results. Thus, a consideration of the 

reciprocal relations of the Trinity revealed in the economy, through Jesus, 

represents definitive content to identify characteristics inherent to Divine 

self-enrichment. 

4.4 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter I have introduced three presuppositions vital for the 

logic of Divine self-enrichment. The first is that God is unified through 

hypostatic distinction. Employing perichoresis and divine self-positing, I 

                                                             
90 Barth, CD II/1, 327. 
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have sought to establish the elements necessary for construing the triune 

relations as constitutive for divine unity and being. These elements are 

necessary to argue that the Father, Son and Holy Spirit distinctly and 

dynamically give and receive in the unified life of God. Secondly, I have, in 

some detail (due to its influence and import on consequential theological 

conclusions taken up in chapters 5 and 6) upheld the ontological priority of 

the immanent Trinity. Finally, I argue that the economic Trinity is a reliable 

self-revelation of the immanent Trinity. These conjoined theological 

presuppositions, thus, commence the formation of the logic of Divine self-

enrichment: God enriching God in the perfection and fullness of God. With 

these initial presuppositions in place the thesis can proceed to identify 

characteristics of Divine self-enrichment from the relational dynamics of the 

economic Trinity, and further identify an ontology of divine well-being. 
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CHAPTER 5 
BEYOND STATIC PERFECTION: DIVINE SELF 

ENRICHMENT AND CLASSICAL THEISM 

5.1 DIVINE DYNAMISM AND CHRISTIAN CLASSICAL 
THEISM 

The intent of chapter 5 is to demonstrate that the logic of intra-

trinitarian enrichment not only has theological continuity with classical 

Christian theism, but is, in fact, secured by it. The chapter’s primary 

argument is that the metaphysical concept of divine simplicity is a necessary 

theological condition to sustain a dynamically interrelated Trinity, as 

articulated by Divine self-enrichment. Divine simplicity is integral to 

preserve the divine dynamism of Triunity, without capitulating to tritheism, 

and to establish a distinct divine ontology, without removing God’s 

relationality with creation. Such a proposition, however, moves against the 

grain of the contemporary theological suspicion that classical Christian 

theism advocates a static divine ontology inconsistent with a dynamic and 

relational Trinity. This chapter shows that the supposition and indeed 

suspicion of a static ontology in Christian classical theism — the basis for 

the common caricature of the ‘unmoved mover’ — is misplaced. Such a 

view is shown to be a misrepresentation of early Christian reappropriation 

of Greek metaphysical categories in light of the incarnation and the 

revelation of the Trinity. Divine simplicity, rather than denoting a static 

singularity, is, in fact, the necessary condition to recognise the infinite and 

abundant dynamism of the one triune God. The chapter also concludes with 

a discussion of how the classical Christian perfections guard against 

theological and philosophical complications that undermine the notion of 

Divine self-enrichment.  
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5.2 DEFINITIONAL CLARITY  

Simplicity, aseity, immutability and impassibility are all interrelated 

terms traditionally associated with divine perfections.91 Recent debate, 

however, has cast doubt on the relevance and accuracy of describing these 

terms as perfections associated with the Christian God.92 Before turning to 

the themes of that debate it is necessary to provide some definitional 

clarity.93  

Divine simplicity is a foundational premise undergirding divine 

aseity, immutability and impassibility.94 Stemming from “Neoplatonic and 

Aristotelian frameworks”,95 simplicity renders the divine free of 

composition, and is invoked to preserve the undividedness of divine 

ontology, necessary for divine perfection. James E. Dolezal defines 

simplicity in an apophatic sense, “as God’s lack of parts … he is [not] 

physically, logically, or metaphysically composite.”96 This means that there 

is “no diversity or change or multiplicity of parts, or accidents, or … any 

other forms” in the divine essence.97 As Anselm stated, “that which has 

parts can be divided either actually or conceivably, and division in either 

                                                             
91 Paul Gavrilyuk identifies the coalesced nature of these terms and argues that “divine impassibility 
should be located among the predicates of immutability, invisibility, incorporeality, indivisibility, 
incorruptibility, incomprehensibility, and the like. The interpretive difficulties that arise in the case of 
divine impassibility have family resemblances to those that arise in the case of other apophatic 
qualifiers.” Gavrilyuk, The Suffering of the Impassible God, 61. 
92 Goetz has called the rejection of the traditional perfections the “new orthodoxy” and states in 
relation to impassibility that the “ancient theopaschite heresy that God suffers has, in fact, become the 
new orthodoxy.” R. Goetz, “The Suffering God: The Rise of a New Orthodoxy,” Christian Century 
103, no.13 (1986): 385, EBSCOhost ATLA Serials. 
93 Whilst I say ‘clarity’ it is acknowledged that these philosophical categories are dense and complex 
and have been debated extensively by great thinkers from Aristotle, Philo, Augustine to Aquinas. My 
intention here is to give a brief categorisation. For further detailed discussion regarding these terms 
see R.E. Creel, Divine Impassibility (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986); J.W. Richards, 
The Untamed God: A Philosophical Exploration of Divine Perfection, Simplicity and Immutability 
(Downers Grove: Intervarsity Press, 2003); Thomas H. McCall, “Trinity Doctrine, Plain and Simple,” 
in Advancing Trinitarian Theology: Explorations in Constructive Dogmatics, ed. Oliver D. Crisp and 
Fred Sanders (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2014), 53-4; and Barry D. Smith, The Oneness and 
Simplicity of God (Eugene: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 2014), 71. 
94 See Wolfhart Pannenberg, Basic Questions in Theology, trans George H. Kehm, vol. 2 (London: 
SCM, 1971), 165-173; T. Morris, Our Idea of God: An Introduction to Philosophical Theology (Notre 
Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1991), 113-118. George Hunsinger highlights how the 
concept of divine simplicity is, for theologian Robert Jenson, the “real culprit behind the ideas, so 
unacceptable to the Hegelian Jenson, of divine immutability, impassibility, and timelessness.” George 
Hunsinger, “Robert Jenson’s Systematic Theology: A Review Essay,” Scottish Journal of Theology 
55, no. 2 (2002): 189. 
95 Stephen Pickard, The In-Between God: Theology, Community and Discipleship (Hindmarsh: ATF 
Press, 2011), 196. 
96 James E. Dolezal, God Without Parts: Divine Simplicity and the Metaphysics of God’s 
Absoluteness (Eugene: Wipf and Stock Publishers, 2011), 31. 
97 Peter Lombard, Sentences 1, Dist. VIII.3, accessed September 18, 2016, http://www.franciscan-
archive.org/lombardus/I-Sent.html. 
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way is totally foreign to God.”98 The ontological perfection of simplicity, 

from the early thought of Plato and Aristotle, reflected that which indicated 

“completion, definiteness, limit, intelligibility, and exemption from 

motion.”99 Simplicity indicated ‘actualised potential’, which was, for 

Aristotle, a primary aspect of divine perfection. As Sontag explains:  

Potentiality comes to be ruled out of the Divine nature because of its 
opposition to actuality; and change, time, motion, and 
incompleteness are left to represent a lack of perfection.100  

Dolezal, denoting simplicity as the lack of composition by substance or 

accidents,101 explains its theological importance: 

If God were to be so determined one would have to say that there are 
aspects of God’s being that are true in virtue of something other than 
his divine substance. That is, God as divine would not be sufficient 
to account for the full range of his actuality — he would depend 
upon something non-divine (i.e. the accident) for some aspect of his 
being. The doctrine of God’s simplicity aims to rule out just such 
dependence.102 

Thus, stemming from the concept of simplicity, divine aseity, immutability 

and impassibility receive their clarification. Augustine highlighted the nexus 

— “Nothing simple is changeable”,103 and again, “there is no modification 

in God because there is nothing in him that can be changed or lost.”104 

Richard E. Creel similarly outlines the related reasoning for divine 

immutability — 

Anything that is absolutely perfect cannot change by getting better, 
nor can it change by getting worse … Therefore, since God is 
absolutely perfect, God cannot change.105 

Furthermore, the concept of impassibility, in a basic sense, retains a similar 

proximity of logic as property “insusceptible to causation.”106 Thus, Creel 

states, “to say that God is impassible is to say that God cannot be affected 

                                                             
98 Anselm, Incarnation of the Word, in The Complete Philosophical and Theological Treatises of 
Anselm of Canterbury, trans. Jasper Hopkins and Herbert Richardson, vol. 7 (Minneapolis: Arthur J. 
Banning Press, 2000).  
99 Frederick Sontag, Divine Perfections: Possible Ideas of God (New York: Harper & Brothers: 
1962), 23. 
100 Sontag, Divine Perfections, 26. 
101 Dolezal, “Trinity, Simplicity,” 81. 
102 Dolezal, “Trinity, Simplicity,” 81. Original italics. 
103 Augustine, On The Trinity, V:V.6, in A Select Library of Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers.  
104 Augustine, On The Trinity, V:VI.6, in A Select Library of Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers.  
105 Richard E. Creel, “Immutability and Impassibility,” in A Companion to Philosophy of Religion, ed. 
Philip L. Quinn and Charles Taliaferro (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 1997), 322. 
106 Creel, “Immutability and Impassibility,” 314. 
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by anything.”107 Weinandy expands his definition of impassibility by 

relating it to the nature of the contemporary debate, stating: 

From the dawn of the Patristic period Christian theology has held as 
axiomatic that God is impassible — that is, He does not undergo 
emotional changes of state, and so cannot suffer.108 

Yet it must be emphasised that analytically “impassibility no more means 

impassive than immutable means immobile.”109 Simplicity, aseity and the 

derivatives of immutability and impassibility were commonly accepted as a 

‘given’ for early Christian theologians. But modern theologians are divided 

on the continued relevance of these concepts, with some defending these 

doctrines110 and others concluding that they are diametrically opposed to the 

perfections of the Christian God.111  

5.3 REVELATION AND DIVINE PERFECTIONS 
  Articulating the nature of the divine perfections that support Divine 

self-enrichment requires the perfections to be assessed within the realm of a 

revelatory act of God. One must be mindful of the temptation to disconnect 

the consideration of divine qualities from the historical acts of God. This is 

why Barth preferred the term ‘perfections’112 when describing God’s 

attributes, to clarify that humanity does not ascribe ‘attributes’ to God, but 

rather God reveals God’s own attributes or perfections. God sets the ambit 

of what defines perfection through God’s revealed attributes. These 

perfections were, for Barth, never independent of the doctrine of the Trinity. 

The perfection of God is the identity of God; it is not merely an emanation 

from God, but is God. As Barth stated: “there is no possibility of knowing 

the perfect God without knowing his perfections.”113 Similarly, Webster 

insisted that definitions of divine perfections must take their cue from the 

                                                             
107 Creel, “Immutability and Impassibility,” 323. 
108 Thomas. G. Weinandy, “Does God Suffer?” First Things: A Monthly Journal of Religion & Public 
Life, 11. no. 117 (2001): 35. 
109 Kevin J. Vanhoozer, Nothing Greater, Nothing Better: Theological Essays on the Love of God 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001), 6. 
110 Stephen R. Holmes, “‘Something Much Too Plain to Say’: Towards a Defence of the Doctrine of 
Divine Simplicity,” Neue Zeitschrift für systematische Theologie und Religionsphilosophie 43, no. 1 
(2001):137-54. Dolezal, God Without Parts; Christopher Franks, “The Simplicity of the Living God: 
Aquinas, Barth and Some Philosophers,” Modern Theology 21, no.2 (2005): 275-300; David Bentley 
Hart, Beauty of the Infinite: The Aesthetics of Christian Truth (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003).  
111 R. T. Mullins, “Simply Impossible: A Case against Divine Simplicity,” Journal of Reformed 
Theology 7, no. 2 (2013): 181-203. 
112 Barth, CD II/1, 322. 
113 Barth, CD II/1, 322. 
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“places where God enacts and therefore declares his perfect being.”114 Thus 

one cannot propose some “abstract deity apart from God’s works.”115 This 

means locating the nature of God’s triune perfection in the economy of 

God’s revelation. 

Following these considerations two types of divine simplicity may 

be identified — a “false simplicity” based purely on Greek metaphysics, and 

a “genuine simplicity” based on the biblical revelation of God’s acts.116 For 

the early church, the apparent theological anomaly of Trinity and simplicity, 

for example, was to be determined through revelation. In particular, the 

revelation of God through the incarnation would distinguish the Christian 

God from the pagan gods of antiquity, and challenge the restricted 

categories of Greek metaphysical concepts of the divine. However, some 

contemporary theological thought continues to maintain that the divine 

perfections such as divine simplicity and aseity are “wholly alien to the 

biblical God.”117 

5.4 THE CONTEMPORARY DIVINE PERFECTIONS 
DEBATE 

The Christian Tradition’s classically held definitions of the divine 

perfections have been seriously questioned by contemporary theologians. 

Questions concerning the relationship of the Christian God to creation, and 

vice versa, has precipitated what Kevin Vanhoozer describes as “the demise 

of the classical paradigm”,118 with Ronald Goetz announcing the “rise of a 

new orthodoxy”119 in relation to understanding the divine perfections. This 

‘new orthodoxy’ argues for the revision of simplicity, aseity, immutability, 

and in particular, impassibility, as untenable propositions for the Christian 

God. 120 Sanders, espousing a view of the ‘openness of God’, similarly 

argues for a revision of the classical divine perfections based on an 

argument that immutability and impassibility restrict theological reflection 

                                                             
114 John Webster, “God’s Perfect Life,” in God’s Life in Trinity, ed. Miroslav Volf and Michael 
Welker (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2006), 144. 
115 Webster, “God’s Perfect Life,” 145. 
116 Pickard, The In-Between God, 198. 
117 Hunsinger, “Robert Jenson’s Systematic Theology,” 189.  
118 Vanhoozer, Nothing Greater, Nothing Better, 7. 
119 Goetz, “The Rise of a New Orthodoxy,” 385.  
120 Gavrilyuk argues that “with a few significant exceptions modern theologians advocate the claim 
that God suffers. Scholarly opinion shows a remarkable consensus on this issue.” Gavrilyuk, The 
Suffering of the Impassible God, 1. 
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of a relational, responsive and loving God.121 Furthermore, Moltmann’s 

negative construal of divine impassibility continues to influence the 

contemporary popular push for revision, particularly his logic that the 

dynamic of divine love is incompatible with impassibility: “Were God 

incapable of suffering in any respect, and therefore in an absolute sense, 

then He would also be incapable of love.”122  

In response to these theological arguments several theologians argue 

that the Christian Tradition’s guarding of simplicity, aseity, impassibility 

and immutability are necessary theological constructs for Christianity. 

These scholars consider the implications of asserting the ‘new orthodoxy’ 

as, likewise, detrimental to theology. Weinandy is forthright in his polemic, 

stating:  

I believe that the entire project on behalf of a passible and so 
suffering God is utterly misconceived, philosophically and 
theologically. It wreaks total havoc upon the authentic Christian 
gospel.123 

David Bentley Hart, highlighting “the haste with which we have tried to free 

ourselves from the constraints placed upon our discourse by classical 

Christian thought”,124 argues that those who reject the divine perfections 

“have not sufficiently thought through the implications of the 

alternatives.”125 Hart elucidates the negative implications for theodicy and 

for understanding the relation and nature of God and humanity when the 

divine perfections are misunderstood and rejected.126 Gavrilyuk similarly 

highlights the negative implications, arguing that “unqualified passibility” 

imperils divine transcendence, and could render “the assumption of the 

human nature in the incarnation” redundant.127 George Hunsinger likewise 

emphasises how the turn to “metaphysical historicism”, resulting from a 

rejection of divine simplicity, “strongly conditions” if not “compromises” 

divine freedom.128 These negative implications, particularly their 

                                                             
121 John Sanders, “Historical Considerations” in The Openness of God: A Biblical Challenge to the 
Traditional Understanding of God, ed. Clark H. Pinnock (Downers Grove: Intervarsity Press, 1994), 
100. 
122 Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, 23. 
123 Weinandy, “Does God Suffer?,” 36.  
124 Hart, Beauty of the Infinite, 166. 
125 Hart, Beauty of the Infinite, 166. 
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undermining of the construction of Divine self-enrichment, are discussed 

shortly. 

5.4.1 CHRISTIANITY AND GREEK METAPHYSICS 
  The contemporary debate over the divine perfections is charged with 

a disquiet on both sides regarding the implications for, not only who God is 

and how God acts in the economy, but for construing human-divine 

relations. The debate, whilst broadly drawn as an unbridgeable dialectic 

between those who espouse a dynamically relational God based on a biblical 

hermeneutic (mutabilists) and those who allegedly espouse a ‘static’ God 

derived from categories of Greek metaphysics (immutabilists), is perhaps 

not so dialectical. The problem is that the caricature that a mutabilist 

argument tends to draw regarding the immutabilist argument (that of a static 

philosophically construed God) does not accurately reflect the immutabilist 

position. In the argumentation, and perhaps with theological naivete, 

passibilists/mutabilists establish a ‘straw-man’ construction of the opposite 

position, which is dismantled with ease. Such arguments generally, 

however, do not engage with the nuanced arguments made by the early 

church, or contemporary scholars, regarding the theological function of the 

classical perfections. Gavrilyuk identifies such a pattern in modern 

scholarship regarding the common objections to passibility. He argues that 

the popular caricature of an inherited Greek static divine nature is used to 

establish a superficial and “convenient polemical starting point for the 

subsequent elaboration of a passibilist position.”129 This polemical starting 

point is described by Gavrilyuk as the uncritically received “Theory of 

Theology’s Fall into Hellenistic Philosophy.”130 Gunton typifies the nature 

of this straw-man argument when he argues:   

one of the tragedies … of Christian theological history [is] that the 
Old Testament was effectively displaced by Greek philosophy as the 

                                                             
129 Gavrilyuk, The Suffering of the Impassible God, 2. 
130 Gavrilyuk, The Suffering of the Impassible God, 5. Gavrilyuk outlines the widely accepted 
interpretation of the passibilist argument and defines it as the “Theory of Theology’s Fall into 
Hellenistic Philosophy.” According to Gavrilyuk the main elements of the argument are: “1) divine 
impassibility is an attribute of God in Greek and Hellenistic philosophy; 2) divine impassibility was 
adopted by the early Fathers uncritically from the philosophers; 3) divine impassibility does not leave 
room for any sound account of divine emotions and divine involvement in history, as attested in the 
Bible; 4) divine impassibility is incompatible with the revelation of the suffering God in Jesus Christ; 
5) the latter fact was recognized by a minority group of theologians who affirmed that God is 
passible, going against the majority opinion.” For further details of this argument see Gavrilyuk, The 
Suffering of the Impassible God, 21-45. 
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theological basis of the doctrine of God, certainly so far as the 
doctrine of the divine attributes is concerned.131  

Following this alleged ‘biblical’ displacement was the appropriation by the 

early church of Hellenic impersonal divine qualities to describe the God of 

Abraham, as opposed to Hebraic divine qualities of a personal nature. Thus, 

Gunton claims that some of the most influential early theologians engaged 

in gymnastics of scholastic theology that contorted the revelation of God in 

the gospels to a preconceived metaphysic.132 Whilst aspects of biblical and 

metaphysical aspects may have remained un-synthesised, the modern 

caricature of the ‘God of the Philosophers’, that early church theology 

allegedly ceded to, has become an imbalanced. Contemporary theology 

posits a classically theistic God of the early church that 

takes no interest in human affairs and is entirely immune from 
suffering. This deity cannot be influenced by anything external. It is 
useless to pray to it, except for the psychological benefit of moral 
exercise. Being incapable of feelings and emotions, such a God is 
also incapable of love and care.133  

On such a misinterpreted view one can empathise with the position of 

Oswald Bayer, who reacts to this common caricature by reflexively stating 

that incarnational theology has to have “destroyed the axiom of divine 

impassibility (apathy)” because this “belief had its source in Greek 

metaphysics which held that God, the unmoved mover, is immutable and 

therefore incapable of suffering.”134 The overarching charge of modern 

contemplations is that the early church uncritically, and without 

qualification, endorsed and embraced a Greek philosophical paradigm of 

divine perfections to shape theological construction, and therefore distorted 

the attributes of God.  

Yet, is this extreme caricature of God, the alleged result of affirming 

classical theistic concepts, an accurate portrayal of early church theology? 

Did the early church uncritically and without reference to broader 

theological consequences baptise Greek metaphysical concepts? Or did 

these metaphysical terms undergo a transformative process of interpretation 

in light of the incarnation and the Trinity? Did the early Church advocate an 

                                                             
131 Gunton, Act and Being, 3. The basis for this argument can be traced to Adolf von Harnack (1851- 
1930). Adolf von Harnack, What is Christianity? (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986), 211-212.  
132 Gunton, Act and Being, 23,  
133 Gavrilyuk, The Suffering of the Impassible God, 2. 
134 Oswald Bayer, Theology the Lutheran Way, trans. and ed. Jeffrey Silcock and Mark Mattes (Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 2007), 9. 
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‘unmoved mover’ in their notions of divine perfections, or did its 

theologians advocate a dynamic God, but not at the expense of God’s 

transcendence; his ‘otherness’ from creation?  

Evidence reveals that the early church did not merely acquiesce to 

Greek metaphysical conceptions regarding divine perfections, but rather 

these were transformed through Christian and biblical interpretation. While 

Gavrilyuk concedes that “it has almost become commonplace in 

contemporary theological works to pass a negative judgment upon the 

patristic concept of divine impassibility”,135 his research demonstrates these 

judgments are made “without any serious analysis of its [impassibility] 

actual function in the thought of the Fathers.”136 Gavrilyuk delivers a 

compelling case for emending what he perceives to be the contemporary 

misinterpretation of early church theology regarding divine impassibility. 

Richard Muller delivers a similar objection to “modern writers who take the 

concept [of simplicity] as purely philosophical and therefore miss the point 

of the traditional treatment.”137 The ‘traditional treatment’ being that 

simplicity fundamentally played a theological role to protect the distinction 

between the Creator and the creature, or as Hunsinger explains, “God’s 

simplicity serve[d] logically to undergird God’s sovereignty.”138 Weinandy 

regards the popular rejection of impassibility, for example, as an ‘utterly 

misconceived’139 critique of early church theology, arguing:   

The present critique of the Fathers is then entirely misconceived. 
Contemporary theologians wrongly hold that the attribute of 
impassibility is ascribing something positive to God, that is, that He 
is static, lifeless, and inert, and so completely devoid of passion. 
This the Fathers never countenanced. The Fathers were merely 
denying of God those passions that would imperil or impair those 
biblical attributes that were constitutive of His divine being. They 
wished to preserve the wholly other-ness of God, as found in 
Scripture, and equally … to profess and enrich, in keeping with His 
complete otherness, an understanding of His passionate love and 
perfect goodness.140 

As the next section demonstrates, using divine simplicity for 

reference, the evidence does not support the common assumption that Greek 
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metaphysical concepts “underwent no significant critical transformation at 

the hands of the Christian theologians who appropriated it.”141 Traditional 

theology rather reinterpreted the Greek metaphysic of divine simplicity in 

light of the incarnation and the Trinity. As demonstrated, the theologically 

nuanced metaphysic of divine simplicity is a necessary premise to sustain 

the concept of a triune God who dynamically constitutes its life and well-

being in se. Without divine simplicity the interrelated dynamics of the 

Trinity will collapse into tritheism and erode the basis of perichoresis. As 

such, simplicity and the related theistic concepts of the tradition are 

necessary for the logic of Divine self-enrichment. 

5.5 DIVINE SELF-ENRICHMENT AND SIMPLICITY 

Some theologians would dispute the argument that Divine self-

enrichment is consistent with the traditional Christian interpretation of 

divine simplicity on the basis that these two concepts are mutually exclusive 

— divine simplicity and the dynamism of triune self-enrichment cannot co-

exist.142 The criticism would be along the lines that as Divine self-

enrichment advocates distinct dynamic movements of the Persons of the 

Trinity it advocates divine composition therefore undermining God’s 

simplicity. This type of conundrum leads John Cooper to argue that the 

classical doctrine of simplicity “implicitly denies the genuine distinctions 

among the Persons of the Trinity.”143 In a similar vein Mullins advocates 

that “Christians must choose either the doctrine of the Trinity or the doctrine 

of divine simplicity.”144 The following question therefore arises in 

connection with my thesis — how, in the face of the alleged conflict 

between simplicity and Trinity, can I maintain that the distinct Persons of 

the Trinity enriching one another is consistent with classical Christian 

theism, in particular, the doctrine of divine simplicity? 

                                                             
141 Hunsinger, “Robert Jenson’s Systematic Theology,” 189. 
142 Robert Jenson espouses this dialectical position when he says God “is not eternal in that he 
adamantly remains as he began, but in that he always creatively opens to what he will be … not in 
that he perfectly persists, but in that he perfectly anticipates.” Robert W. Jenson, Systematic Theology, 
vol. 1, The Triune God (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 217. Hunsinger says of this 
conclusion: “Why these distinctions should necessarily be alternatives is never adequately explained. 
Their contrariety is far from obvious.” Hunsinger, “Robert Jenson’s Systematic Theology,” 183. 
143 John W. Cooper, Panentheism, the Other God of the Philosophers: From Plato to the Present 
(Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2006), 326. 
144 Mullins, “Simply Impossible,” 199. I argue he is only correct if the notion of simplicity is drawn 
from a static conception closer to a Greek metaphysic rather than the dynamic concept upheld by the 
early church in light of the incarnation. For further discussion regarding simplicity and Trinity see 
Richards, The Untamed God, 229. 
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The anxieties expressed by opponents of God’s triune simplicity are 

generally based on suppositions derived from a strict adherence to Greek 

metaphysics that envisaged divine simplicity as the static lack of composite 

parts, rather than a Christian reconstitution of the term that entailed “a 

recognition of God’s rich and integral wholeness.”145 Opponents of triune 

simplicity rightly reject a static and non-relational God as being 

incompatible with the Christian God. However, an argument that simplicity 

is at odds with a biblical revelation of a relational God is a misconception of 

the nature of God’s abundant and relational simplicity. As Crisp maintains:  

Theological claims that classical theism is ‘static’ or ‘inert’, and 
should therefore be replaced … are also unfounded, and betray an 
inadequate understanding of the notion of God as actus purus, a 
staple of the classical theistic tradition. 146 

Unfortunately, some interpretations of divine simplicity seem to result from 

an understanding of divine “ontology which sees the One as prior to the 

many”,147 and a metaphysic that is static, not dynamic.  

What follows now is a brief snapshot from key theological thinkers 

of the patristic, medieval, and modern eras to show the coherence of the 

concentrated abundance of the triune life of God with divine simplicity. The 

considerations here highlight that when one conceives divine simplicity of 

the Christian God as a concentrated abundance of triune wholeness, not 

sterility of singularity, simplicity recognises the abundant dynamic fullness 

of the Christian God who depends on no accident to determine some further 

actuality not yet divinely possessed. Such a view articulates the precept of 

Divine self-enrichment — that it is in, and from, the fullness of simple 

triune perfection that God enriches God.  

5.5.1 TRINITY AND SIMPLICITY: PATRISTIC PERIOD 

During the patristic era Christian theologians, both East and West,148 

never merely acquiesced, as is alleged, to an inherited Greek metaphysic of 

simplicity. A brief survey of the function of divine simplicity rather reveals 

                                                             
145 Pickard, The In-Between God, 197. 
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that the concept was reconfigured in light of the revelation of the Trinity in 

Christ. Such a reconfiguration upheld a dynamic and relational triune 

unity,149 and acted as an important theological guardrail for the early church 

against tritheism, modalism and subordinationism in trinitarian theology.150 

The Nicene creed’s affirmation of the homoousion of the Son and the Holy 

Spirit with the Father, asserted the triune vibrancy of the Christian 

interpretation of simplicity. Simplicity, through Christian reconstitution, did 

not mean “an absence of distinctions, but only and strictly an absence of 

composition.”151 The divine relations of the distinct Persons of the Trinity 

were, thus, conceived by the early patristic writers not as accidents in God, 

or composition of substance, but rather the divine relations were perceived 

as “identical with the divine essence.”152 This is the theological centre for 

perichoresis. Dolezal clarifies:   

Insofar as the divine relations are identical with the divine nature we 
may say that God is relation itself and, as such, God is more 
intimately and perfectly personal and relational than any creature.153 

Simply put, God’s relational triune life is God’s simplicity. 

As early as Irenaeus, simplicity was considered the presupposition 

for triune unity and not a contrary principle. 154 Rowan Williams maintains, 

that for Augustine, God’s simplicity was again not “an abstract principle of 

unity”, but rather was defined through the Trinity.155 Hunsinger argues, in 

response to Jenson’s polemic against simplicity in the Christian Tradition, 

that Augustine is not given enough credit for “refashioning the idea of 

divine simplicity in conformance with the biblical depiction of God.”156 
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Hunsinger regards Augustine’s view of divine simplicity in De Trinitate as 

“critically reconceived … so as to include real multiplicity (and therefore 

love and life) within itself.”157 Ayres similarly emphasises that the concept 

of divine simplicity, transformed through patristic trinitarian contemplation, 

upheld the idea that divine activity was inseparably unified.158 He further 

shows that “Basil, Gregory, Hilary, and Augustine all use a conception of 

divine simplicity to explore and bolster the doctrine of inseparable 

operations.”159 In other words, simplicity was required to advocate triune 

dynamism without collapsing into tritheism.  

Stephen Holmes, considering the charge that the early church 

became constrained in its biblical understanding of simplicity by a static 

ontology derived from Greek metaphysics, suggests that contemporary 

theologians have ascribed an interpretation of divine simplicity into early 

church theology that was foreign to them. Using John of Damascus’ 

theology as an example, Holmes argues that John, following the earlier 

Church Fathers, weaves the doctrine of simplicity, incarnation and Trinity 

“so thoroughly that one must assume that he regarded them as necessarily 

linked doctrines.”160 John’s theology was not formed on an uncritically 

received Greek view of divine simplicity that reflected an ontologically 

“eternal unchanging monad”, otherwise serious contradictions would 

exist.161 Rather, Holmes shows how John made the critical move of 

advancing divine simplicity as a derivative of the Trinity. John’s 

reconfiguration asserted that it was the perfection of the hypostases that 

“prevent[ed] division of the ousia”, 162 as only imperfect properties are 

                                                             
157 Hunsinger, “Robert Jenson’s Systematic Theology,” 189. However, questions remain as to 
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compound, thus “from perfect subsistences [hypostases] no compound can 

arise.”163 Unlike Cooper’s assessment that simplicity denies the distinctions 

of the Trinity,164 John of Damascus perceived that the definition of divine 

simplicity was actually reconfigured by the perichoresis of the Trinity.165 

Therefore, John concluded that the divine ousia is not compound, but “one, 

simple essence, surpassing and preceding perfection, existing in three 

perfect subsistences.”166   

The same correlation between divine simplicity and the complex 

fullness of the Trinity is also detected in John’s predecessors. Gregory of 

Nazianzus perceived divine simplicity in concert with the Trinity maintain 

that: 

We have one God, because there is a single Godhead. Though there 
are three objects of belief, they derive from the single whole and 
have reference to it … They are not sundered in will or divided in 
power. You cannot find there any of the properties inherent in things 
indivisible … the Godhead exists undivided in things divided.167  

Gregory of Nyssa likewise perceived the abundance of enriching relations 

of trinitarian simplicity when he affirmed the “operation of the Father, Son 

and the Holy Spirit is one.”168 Significantly, Gregory also described the 

dynamism of divine simplicity in a manner consistent with the notion of 

Divine self-enrichment, saying:  

the divine nature exceeds each [finite] good, and the good is wholly 
beloved by the good, and thus it follows that when it looks upon 
itself it desires what it possesses and possesses what it desires, and 
receives nothing from outside itself… the life of that transcendent 
nature is love.169 

Basil of Caesarea likewise stated of the Trinity that,  

the divine nature is simple, not composed of various parts … [God] 
does not increase by additions, but is always complete, self-
established, and present everywhere … He is simple in being.170 
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These patristic statements were not mere apologetics for a Greek 

metaphysic of simplicity but contained important theological propositions 

fundamental to Christian doctrine. Only with a Christian reappropriation of 

divine simplicity firmly in place could the early church contend for key 

theological propositions. These included the trinitarian doctrine of 

inseparable operation codified in the Nicene Creed,171 the concept of 

perichoresis that upheld divine dynamism and relationality without 

succumbing to tritheism, and the separation of divine ontology from 

creation. These propositions, as discussed, are likewise key to a theology of 

Divine self-enrichment.  

5.5.2 TRINITY AND SIMPLICITY: NICOLAS OF CUSA  

A glance at Nicolas of Cusa’s (Cusanus) work in the medieval 

period reveals the same nexus between simplicity and the concentrated 

abundance of the dynamic Trinity. Cusanus admonished those who 

proposed a simplicity of singleness in relation to conceptualising God.  

Rather Cusanus regarded the complexity of God’s simplicity as the 

“unsingularly Singular – just as [He is also called] infinite End, limitless 

Limit, and indistinct Distinction.”172 In this manner Cusanus utilised 

paradoxical language which he termed the ‘coincidence of opposites’ within 

God to overcome “the most basic obstacle to our thinking about God: the 

law of non-contradiction.”173 Cusanus argued that a ‘paradox of opposites’, 

such as allegedly found between simplicity and Trinity, merely disclose the 

limits of human reason, rather than inconsistencies within God’s being. 

Thus, speaking of the ineffability174 of the ‘divine mode’, Cusanus argued 

that:  

nothing similar to it can occur to our mind – as Paul said most 
elegantly in Acts 17. For who can conceive of a mode which is 
indistinctly distinct? – as Athanasius says, ‘neither confounding the 
Persons nor dividing the substance.175  

                                                             
171 For more information see R.P.C. Hanson, The Search for the Christian Doctrine of God, 694-9, 
734-7. 
172 Nicholas of Cusa, Apologia Doctae Ignorantiae, trans. Jasper Hopkins (Minneapolis: Arthur J. 
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Furthermore, Cusanus opined that “it is not inconsistent with the simplicity 

of oneness that every number is enfolded in oneness”,176 thus  

[the doctrine of] the Super-blessed Trinity is compatible with this 
[doctrine of the divine simplicity]. For the infinite simplicity allows 
that God is one in such way that He is three, and is three in such a 
way that He is one.177 

Cusanus was particularly scathing towards those “stiff-necked [men]” who 

do “not pay attention to the coincidence of unity and Trinity”, believing 

them to have “no understanding at all regarding theological matters.”178 

Simplicity, for Cusanus, was a fullness inherent in the ‘Maximum’ (a term 

he used for the triune God) — an “infinite simplicity”, not a static simplicity 

derived from an uncritical adherence to Greek metaphysics.179 

5.5.3 DIVINE SIMPLICITY: CONTEMPORARY DISCUSSIONS 

Karl Barth similarly viewed divine simplicity not as undivided, 

unchanging, single barrenness, but as undivided, unchanging, triune life of 

abundance. Simplicity was therefore for Barth a consideration of the 

“infinitely rich being of God” not a desolateness of mono-being,180 a God 

“whose simplicity is abundance itself and whose abundance is simplicity 

itself.”181 

Pickard, contemplating Barth’s doctrine of simplicity, says: 

Clearly for Barth, to speak of the divine simplicity is not to posit an 
abstract, impersonal absolute; rather the true and genuine simplicity 
of God — God’s indivisible, indissoluble and inflexible being — is 
the implicate of the being of the God who loves in freedom. God’s 
simplicity is demonstrated and confirmed in God’s covenant of 
loving faithfulness with the creature. God’s essence, revealed in 
God’s act, is trustworthy; this is God’s simpleness … The simplicity 
of God is, in this way, transposed from bare essence to dynamic act; 
from the realm of metaphysics to implicate of revelation.182 

Orthodox theologian David Bentley Hart, in the context of considering the 

fellowship of the divine Trinity, similarly advocates the fullness of divine 
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simplicity as commensurate with the unity and distinctions of the Trinity 

where “[E]ach person is fully gathered and reflected in the mode of the 

other; as other, as community and unity at once.”183 Hart’s definition of 

divine simplicity also interestingly reveals a concept of divine enrichment 

between the infinite Persons of the Trinity, when he argues: “the divine 

simplicity is the result of the self-giving transparency and openness of 

infinite Persons.”184 Hart asks, and answers the question: 

How is it that such a God is one? It is because each divine person, in 
the circle of God’s knowledge and love of his own goodness … is a 
“face,” a “capture,” of the divine essence that is — as must be, given 
the simplicity and infinity of God — always wholly God, in the full 
depth of his “personality.”185  

Hart provides a contemporary reiteration of the Orthodox position of 

understanding the subsistent relations of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit as 

the essence of the One God — the concentrated simplicity of the abundant 

and dynamic Trinity. Weinandy, in a similar vein, not only emphasises the 

dynamism and abundance of triune life in simplicity, but also corroborates 

the consistency of Divine self-enrichment with God’s simplicity when he 

reasons: 

As subsistent relations fully in act, the Persons of the Trinity are 
utterly and completely dynamic and active in their integral and 
comprehensive self-giving to one another, and could not possibly 
become any more dynamic or active in their self-giving since they 
are constituted, and so subsist, as who they are only in their 
complete and utter self-giving to one another.186 

5.5.4 SIMPLICITY AND DIVINE SELF-ENRICHMENT 

This selection of theological voices spanning various Christian eras 

provides insight into the complementary nature of Trinity and simplicity. 

Simplicity is no mere foreign interloper to be dismissed as incongruous with 

Christianity, but rather derives its Christian interpretation from the 

revelation of the dynamism of the Trinity. The problem of the modern 

debate concerning divine perfections is not simplicity, aseity, immutability 

or impassibility per se but a static interpretation of these concepts; an 

interpretation that the early church did not advocate, but rather reconfigured 
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in light of Christ. Thus, Mullins’ suggestion that “simplicity is not a 

possible perfection”187 of the Christian God is only correct if the underlying 

ontology of simplicity is conceived as static singularity. Yet if divine 

simplicity is defined through the kaleidoscope of the Trinity, the concept is 

invested with a richness that reflects the perfection of perfect oneness in 

perfect threeness. Simplicity in this manner provides the logic for 

complexity to operate in concentrated form. Divine simplicity is therefore 

not incongruent with a proposal of abundance, life, movement, and 

enrichment within the Trinity. Rather, divine simplicity is the Trinity’s life 

of unending richness and delightful plenitude of subsistent relations. The 

dynamism and relationality therefore espoused by Divine self-enrichment 

requires the logic of the classical Christian perfections to advocate triune 

interrelatedness that is not tritheistic but is contiguous with perichoresis and 

upholds divine ontology apart from creation. The final part of this chapter 

now reiterates the necessity of the traditional perfections for the logic of 

Divine self-enrichment by discussing the unintended theological problems 

that ensue when theology rejects Christian classical theism.  

5.6 THE CONSEQUENCES OF REJECTING THE DIVINE 
PERFECTIONS OF TRADITION 

The preceding section acknowledges that the rejection of classical 

theism stems rightly from a desire to advocate a dynamic, relational and 

loving Creator involved in human affairs. Unfortunately, the general logic 

of the arguments incorrectly assign a static ontology into classical theistic 

concepts. This results in the rejection of classical theism when advocating 

divine dynamism. Weinandy, noting this flawed understanding thinks that 

only since the rise of Hegel and Process Philosophy have theologians 

“perceived the extent of the deformity” of the traditional notions of divine 

perfections and offered an all too easy “curative procedure.”188 This 

procedure is summarised as follows:  

One only needs to hold that God is neither immutable or impassible, 
but is both mutable and passible, and so He suffers. Presto, the 
gospel is once more, philosophically and theologically, its vibrant 
self.189  
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The problem is that beneath this ‘easy cure’ lie a number of theological and 

philosophical difficulties that undermine - perhaps unintentionally but 

nevertheless -  the logic of Divine self-enrichment. The irony is that the 

quest for a dynamic trinitarianism is mistakenly believed to entail the setting 

aside of traditional Christian theism. However, as I argue in this thesis, such 

a move removes the conditions required (i.e., a dynamic classical theism 

and its correlate, divine simplicity) to justify Divine self-enrichment. This is 

evidenced in three areas which I identify in sections 5.6.1-3: namely errors 

of logic, theodicy, and problems internal to the doctrine of the Trinity.  

5.6.1 ERRORS OF LOGIC 

Collapsing the immanent into the economic Trinity is usually 

associated with an emphasis upon the interdependency between God and 

creation. Two consequences flow from this approach — 1. it undermines a 

traditional theological interpretation of divine triune simplicity (discussed 

further in chapter 6), and 2. it undermines the associated correlates — divine 

aseity, immutability, and impassibility. Those who reject the traditional 

Christian view of triune divine simplicity and advocate a dynamic relational 

God conditioned by the world inadvertently sacrifice the very logic of 

divine simplicity that they assert to reject. Expressed differently, they reject 

divine simplicity on the basis that it does not allow divine relationality with 

the world, but in doing so they collapse the necessary condition for God to 

actually be the divine ‘other’ that the world may relate to. Robert Jensen’s 

trinitarianism arguably falls into this category.  

Jensen perceives God as a relational “event”, where “God is what 

happens between Jesus and his Father in their Spirit”, 190 but in rejecting the 

Traditions’ view of simplicity and opting for a Hegelian “panentheistic 

historicism” 191 that determines God’s being, God is rendered 

metaphysically ‘simple’ with creation (because ultimately there is no 

distinction between God or the creation). While Jenson, along with others, 

believes that panentheism may be upheld instead of pantheism, the 

metaphysical effect of both constructions is to remove the ‘otherness’ and 

aseity of God. Thus, Gunton contends: “panenthesim cannot finally be 

                                                             
190 Jensen, Systematic Theology, 1:221.  
191 Hunsinger, “Robert Jenson’s Systematic Theology,” 189. 
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distinguished from pantheism, because it does not allow the other space to 

be itself.” 192 To reflect on this another way, according to classical theism 

simplicity contains no un-actualised potential; simplicity is actualised 

potential. Thus, to maintain that the divine is ontologically defined by 

creation, and vice versa, is to impute the divine with actualised potential 

(what can be necessarily is). Thus, the existence of God and creation 

requiring each other for being offers no obvious demarcation of distinction 

and unwittingly affirms a notion of simplicity more akin to Greek 

metaphysics. This Greek metaphysic is a static singularity. On this logic, 

modal collapse ensues — “where God must necessarily exist with creation 

in order to be who He is.”193 Ryan Mullins actually rejects divine simplicity 

on this basis, arguing that it restricts God’s freedom by advocating “modal 

collapse”,194  and is therefore inconsistent with a doctrine of the Trinity, 

because a simple God has no diversity or distinctions. However, Mullins’ 

view of simplicity is, like Jenson’s, more akin to a static singular Greek 

metaphysical conception of simplicity, not a simplicity conceived by the 

early church, which understood simplicity as God’s triune dynamic self (see 

chapter 6 for more detailed discussion). This type of statically conceived, as 

opposed to Christianly appropriated, understanding of divine simplicity is 

ironically the perception commonly espoused in arguments of those who 

reject simplicity and advocate that God is conditioned by the world. By 

contending that God is ontologically conditioned by creation to be God, and 

that creation has eternally existed (in some form) in God, one ironically 

embraces a notion of divine simplicity more comparable to Greek 

metaphysics rather than the biblical narrative.195 

To complicate things further, those who advocate for a panentheistic 

theology also presuppose a divine ontology that allows them to attribute 

                                                             
192 Colin Gunton, The Triune Creator: A Historical and Systematic Study (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans: 
1998), 142. 
193 Mullins, “Simply Impossible,” 197. Kraay explains modal collapse, in relation to the world, as 
“nothing could possibly be otherwise than it is.” Klaas J. Kraay “Theism and Modal Collapse,” 
American Philosophical Quarterly 48 (2011): 364. 
194 Mullins argues “divine simplicity pushes us to modal collapse.” Ryan Mullins, “In search of a 
Timeless God” (PhD diss, University of St. Andrews, 2013), 199. Mullins defines modal collapse in 
the following terms: “A view suffers from a modal collapse when everything becomes necessary and 
all contingency is eradicated. One way of putting this is that there is only one possible world. The 
way the world is the only way things could be.” Mullins, “In Search of a Timeless God,” 154. I argue 
that Mullins’ assertion is only accurate if simplicity is conceived through a static metaphysic derived 
from a Greek conception, one does not arrive at this position if simplicity is construed through the 
active dynamism of the Trinity. 
195 See Richards. The Untamed God, where he speaks about various categories of simplicity – hard 
and soft simplicity.  
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change to God (i.e., un-actualised potential) which would deny divine 

simplicity. For example, Moltmann in rejecting “the traditional distinction 

between the immanent and economic Trinity”, 196 maintained that “the idea 

of the world is inherent in the nature of God himself from eternity” 197 

(actualised potential/modal collapse). However, he also argued that the cross 

had a retroactive effect on God, and the “pain of the cross determines the 

inner life of the triune God”198 (un-actualised potential). Similarly, Ted 

Peters suggests (again inadvertently and more akin to Greek metaphysics) 

that “the whole of temporal history is factored into the inner life of God”199 

(actualised potential/modal collapse), yet he also holds to a divine ontology 

that is not simple by affirming that “God is in the process of becoming 

Godself through relationship with the temporal creation”200 (un-actualised 

potential). In other words, instead of the early church’s view of Trinity as 

dynamic and non-composed simplicity, those who conflate the ontology of 

God and creation arguably have a simplicity not of Trinity (Father, Son and 

Holy Spirit), but a simplicity of ‘binity’ (God and creation) or ‘quadernity’ 

(Father, Son, Spirit and creation).  

These examples demonstrate how an unexamined metaphysical logic 

inadvertently renders theological statements as confused or inconsistent. 

How does the divine ontologically have ‘actualised potential’ (where the 

divine is defined in relation to the actuality of creation), and ‘un-actualised 

potential’ (where the divine has potentiality, thus, God continues to change 

in relation to the world)? Interrogating the underlying metaphysical logic of 

theological statements delivers a perplexity; where God is ontologically 

actualised and un-actualised potential equating to God being simple (a 

Greek metaphysic of singular simplicity where the world and God is 

actualised potential) and not simple (where the world and God are subject to 

further actualisation). The only way to seemingly bridge these opposed 

metaphysics would be to assert pantheism.201 On this basis, God and the 

created world would be understood as the actualisation of God (the world is 

eternally in God). This actualisation of God and the world would also be 

                                                             
196 Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, 160. 
197 Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, 106 
198 Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, 160. 
199 Ted Peters, Trinity, 181. 
200 Ted Peters, Trinity, 92. 
201 Barth certainly equated panentheism and pantheism and objected to panentheism as much, if not 
more than pantheism. Arguing that “the name of panentheism has been regarded as a better possibility 
than undiluted pantheism, is really in a worse case than is that of the latter.” See Barth, CD II/1, 312.  
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realised through the dynamic relations of the world and God; where God 

could actualise actualised potential. By holding two opposing ontological 

notions of the divine (simple and not simple) a pantheistic logic cannot be 

avoided.  

An inconsistency therefore strains theological logic when the 

traditional function of divine triune simplicity (to guard the distinction 

between the Creator and creature and to uphold God’s oneness in 

Threeness) is inadequately considered. God’s freedom (through the 

necessity of what is), as well as the creature’s freedom, becomes 

compromised. Thus, Mullins states that the   

ramifications for this [modal collapse] for the problem of evil, grace, 
God’s goodness … are disastrous. It is at this point that divine 
simplicity is a cruel mistress who has no tolerance for contingency 
and freedom. 202  

This confusion attributed to God’s being creates a further problem 

for the idea that creation is made in God’s image. Epperly advocates that 

God “is shaped by all things” and “the world contributes to and shapes 

God’s experience.”203 These statements imply that God does not 

ontologically have free self-determination. Epperly curiously states that 

humans are “self-determining creatures”, and that “God has a vision that 

God seeks to embody in the context of creaturely freedom and self-

determination.”204 But how can creatures (made in the divine image) be 

characterised by change carried out by free-will when ontologically the 

divine has no free-will but is defined by necessity in relation to the 

world?205 If the ontic source of being has no free self-determination then it 

follows that humanity, the imago Dei, would have none either. It is because 

God’s being is not a reaction, but rather a manifestation to creation that God 

is free, and the creature can be attributed with free self-determination. 

Unfortunately, whenever theology attempts to make God contingent on the 

                                                             
202 Mullins, “Simply Impossible,” 197. 
203 Epperly, Process Theology, 49-50. 
204 Epperly, Process Theology, 66. My italics. 
205 Such arguments are also seen more generally in process theology (with some nuancing of 
opinion). Whitehead broadly advocated that “God creates the World as that the World created God.” 
Alfred North Whitehead, Process and Reality: An Essay in Cosmology, Gifford Lectures 1927-28, ed. 
David Ray Griffin and Donald W. Sherburne (New York: Free Press, 1978), 348. And Epperly says 
that God is “shaped by the dynamic interdependence of the temporal world.” Bruce G. Epperly, 
Process Theology: Guide for the Perplexed (London: T & T Clark International, 2011), 50. Alongside 
these propositions Cobb argues that the “universe is characterised by change carried out by free-will”, 
whereby the “universe also refers to God.” John Cobb and David Griffin, Process Theology: An 
Introductory Exposition (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1976), 14-16. 
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creature, rejecting the traditional divine perfections, it unwittingly describes 

a God who is the metaphysical ground for denying human freedom and self-

determination. 

The concept of Divine self-enrichment argued in this thesis requires 

a clear metaphysical logic. Logical confusion concerning divine simplicity, 

in particular, fails to provide the adequate theological foundation for this 

thesis because (a) it ultimately removes the ‘otherness’ of both Creator and 

creation (b) restricts divine and human freedom and (c) significantly 

undermines the central concept of a divine self that may enrich itself from 

antecedent richness. Divine self-enrichment therefore is premised on the 

notion that God’s simplicity is triune.  Such a divine simplicity is complex 

and concentrated. Such a definition of divine simplicity does not, however, 

exclude further dynamism within God, as God is simple, actualised in full 

divine life and continually actualising God’s triune simplicity. This 

interpretation of the simplicity of God’s being does not require divine 

dependency on the world, is not based on a confused metaphysic, nor is it 

the basis for a non-relational theology.  

5.6.2 THEODICY  

A further implication of abandoning the traditional definitions of 

divine perfections is that God’s identity, as a reaction to the world, is 

deprived of ontological stability and trustworthiness. Thus, God is arguably 

incapable of love. Hart explicates this point, saying that divine passibility 

does not make God  

our companion in pain, but simply the truth of our pain and our only 
pathetic hope of rescue; his intimacy with us has not been affirmed 
at all: only a truly transcendent and “passionless” God can be the 
fullness of love dwelling within our very being.206  

Hart rightly identifies passibility as rendering God the ‘truth of our pain’ 

because if God’s identity is necessarily realised in the triumphing over evil 

and suffering in the world, then ironically God’s identity, as love, requires 

evil to be manifest. As Hart clarifies: 

If God’s identity is constituted in his triumph over evil, then evil 
belongs eternally to his identity, and his goodness is not goodness as 

                                                             
206 David Bentley Hart, The Hidden and the Manifest: Essays in Theology and Metaphysics, 
(Michigan: Eerdmans, 2017), 54. 
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such but a reaction, an activity that requires the goad of evil to come 
into full being.207  

Thus, rejecting the traditional perfections and determining God’s identity as 

dependent on the world, results in worldly violence, suffering and sin as 

necessary for the expression of God’s identity. Designating God in such a 

manner thus removes the ontologically required perfections for God not to 

be implicated as the cause of suffering. The divine is no longer perfect to 

remove our suffering and pain, but merely the ontological source of it. 

These views unwittingly make God an affirming entity of misery. 

Construing God as an ontological fellow-sufferer would delineate God as 

the metaphysical source of suffering and eviscerate the Cross of Christ of its 

‘good news.’ The negative implications of such a divine metaphysic for a 

theological foundation of human well-being would be disastrous. Not only 

would the concept of divine all-blessedness or enrichment be removed but 

locating humanity’s impetus for well-being in theology would be elusive. 

The concept of Divine self-enrichment as the ontological source of human 

well-being would be severely undermined if divine being had suffering, not 

enrichment, at its core. Furthermore, if God’s being requires suffering to 

manifest love, rather than God antecedently being love, how would we posit 

an imitation of such a divine being? Would this mean that poverty and 

human suffering were necessary for the expression of human well-being? 

Any concept that the doctrine of God could offer a robust rationale for well-

being through development would be eviscerated. In fact, an opposite logic 

may result; where humanity, made in the image of such a God, would 

require the evil of poverty and lack of human well-being to manifest 

goodness. Thus, poverty would be a necessary evil. Such perverse 

conclusions would undermine the concept of Christian theology providing 

resources capable of alleviating human suffering. These grave consequences 

of uncritically rejecting traditional theological boundaries clarify that a 

nuanced Christian classical theism provides the optimal theological 

foundation for divine self-enrichment. One cannot advocate a divine 

ontology of well-being as the basis for human resonance and imitation on a 

modern capitulation to a Hegelian metaphysic. 
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5.6.3 TRINITARIAN CONSEQUENCES 

Finally, rejecting the Christian Tradition’s classical theistic 

categories similarly removes theological guardrails for trinitarian 

considerations, without which, triune divine-enrichment would tend towards 

either subordinationist or tritheistic conceptions.  

Hunsinger identifies this subordinationist tendency in Robert 

Jenson’s trinitarian system that dismisses divine simplicity and embraces 

“metaphysical historicism.”208 Hunsinger alleges that in Jenson’s theology 

the “seeds of Trinitarian subordinationism”209 are present, as Jenson 

proposes the ontological dependency of God on the future210 — the Spirit, 

as God’s future, brings together the Father and the Son from a sort of 

finitude to “endless futurity.”211 Hunsinger argues that by determining the 

future Trinity as prior to the past and present, Jenson construes the 

“precedence of the infinite Spirit over the finitude of the Father and the 

Son.”212 Thus, the Father and Son become subordinate to the Spirit’s 

infiniteness. By rejecting divine simplicity Jenson ultimately rejects the 

doctrine of inseparable operations of the Trinity and is unable to avoid 

subordinationist tendencies in his trinitarianism. Hunsinger maintains that 

without something like a principle of divine simplicity, the idea of 
perichoretic unity cannot dispel this suspicion [of tritheism]. For 
Augustine and the Cappadocians … divine simplicity and 
inseparable operation went hand in hand. 213  

Furthermore, without divine simplicity accounting for the unity of God in 

the Trinity, Jenson’s lively relational God of the three hypostases appears to 

be  “no more than mutual volition among three discrete agencies in a 

common narrative”, rather than the Nicene doctrine of homoousia.214 Thus, 

Hunsinger concludes that by “eliminating the principle of divine simplicity 

                                                             
208 Hunsinger, “Robert Jenson’s Systematic Theology,” 192. 
209 Hunsinger, “Robert Jenson’s Systematic Theology,” 193. 
210 Pannenberg espouses a similar concept, yet nuances it through his notion of retrospective 
permanence. See the discussion in chapter 8 of this thesis. 
211 Hunsinger, “Robert Jenson’s Systematic Theology,” 193. 
212 Hunsinger, “Robert Jenson’s Systematic Theology,” 193. 
213 Hunsinger, “Robert Jenson’s Systematic Theology,” 194. Such an argument is also found in 
Hanson, The Search for the Christian Doctrine of God, 676, 694-9, 734-7. Ayres also upholds the 
same concept by citing Augustine: “doctrine of inseparable operation … which shows how clearly 
this is a doctrine about the unity of three irreducible Persons: . . . the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are 
a Trinity inseparable; one God not three Gods. But yet so one God, as that the Son is not the Father, 
and the Father is not the Son, and the Holy Spirit is neither the Father nor the Son, but the Spirit of the 
Father and of the Son. This ineffable Divinity, abiding ever in itself, making all things new, creating, 
creating anew, sending, recalling, judging, delivering, this Trinity, I say, we know to be at once 
ineffable and inseparable.” Ayres, “Remember That You Are Catholic,” 56, also see 39-82. 
214 Hunsinger, “Robert Jenson’s Systematic Theology,” 195. 
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in favour of metaphysical historicism” Jenson is unable to “avoid the 

suspicion of tritheism.”215 Brian Leftow similarly argues that where the 

unity of God is considered volitional and not substantial, tritheism will 

ensue.216 Christian theism is therefore integral to the theological principles 

for a trinitarian, not tritheistic, concept of Divine self-enrichment. A 

Christian articulation of divine simplicity fuses together the freedom and 

‘inseparable operation’ of the divine Persons. This ensures that a key 

element of Divine self-enrichment, that of mutual enrichment through gift 

and receipt among Father, Son and Spirit does not collapse into tritheism, 

nor subordinationism.  

5.7 CONCLUSION 

The concept of Divine self-enrichment espouses intra-trinitarian 

dynamism as constitutive of God’s being. The traditional divine perfections 

advocated by the early church therefore offer the optimal theological 

foundation to maintain such a concept, without Divine self-enrichment 

collapsing into tritheism or dissolving divine ontology into a world process. 

Furthermore, upholding classical theistic concepts allows Divine self-

enrichment to avoid the inconsistencies of logic and subsequent problems 

for systematic theology associated with the proposed ‘new orthodoxy.’ This 

thesis therefore advocates a dynamic and relational divine ontology based 

on the Christian Tradition’s interpretation of the divine perfections. Divine 

self-enrichment, construed in a manner consistent with a traditional 

treatment of the divine perfections, ensures a logic whereby God is not 

viewed as a static singularity of Greek metaphysics, or a derivative of 

Hegelian logic. Rather, consistent with early church theology, God is 

dynamic relational well-being in se, and thus, a pure and stable ontological 

source for human well-being. 
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CHAPTER 6 
BEYOND DEFICIENCY: ENRICHMENT FROM 

DIVINE FULLNESS 
The utter fullness of an infinite dynamism, the absolutely complete 
and replete generation of the Son and procession of the Spirit from the 
Father, the infinite “drama” of God’s joyous act of self-outpouring — 
which is his being as God.1 

The preceding chapter argues that the classically delineated divine 

perfections provide the optimal theological framework for the triune 

dynamism integral to the concept of Divine self-enrichment. I now address 

possible objections to the concept of ‘God enriching Godself’ on the basis 

that Divine self-enrichment implies divine deficiency. Divine self-

enrichment does not denote deficiency within God. Rather the concept 

affirms the infinite movement of fullness that is the self-sufficient life 

(aseity) of God. God is not a ‘cup’ that is full in some static manner, but a 

‘cup’ of interior overflowing, both infinitely and immeasurably  — hence 

my axiomatic definition of Divine self-enrichment: God enriching God in 

the perfection and fullness of God. This concept is not inconsistent with 

simplicity or aseity, contra theologians who reject these ‘perfections’ when 

attempting to ascribe abundance to God’s being. This chapter argues that 

divine aseity is essential to support the notion that Divine self-enrichment is 

actualised in the concentrated abundance of divine life. If God’s well-being 

of all-blessedness is the ontological predicate for human well-being, then it 

must firstly be a self-sufficient capacity of God’s eternal being. If divine 

being does not have well-being in fullness and abundance how would it be 

offered in potentiality to humanity? Contrary to contemporary popular 

theology, divine aseity, far from representing self-enclosed narcissism, 

expresses the fullness of the divine relational life of the Trinity. The 

enrichment of God, from God’s simple, self-sufficient and concentrated 

fullness can be likened to a “divine Becoming” articulated by Torrance who 

argued: 

                                                             
1 Hart, The Beauty of the Infinite, 167. My italics. 
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This does not mean that God ever becomes other than he eternally is 
…but rather that he continues unceasingly to be what he always is 
and ever will be in the living movement of his eternal Being.2  

Divine self-enrichment, seen through the lens of the traditional divine 

perfections of Christianity, and not a Hegelian logic, is not a divine intra-

activity enriching that which is poor, filling that which is empty, or 

enhancing that which is deficient. Rather, Divine self-enrichment is the 

expression of the full and ever-expansive living life of God. It is not God 

becoming God from deficiency, but the being of God in fullness. Divine 

self-enrichment of God’s eternal full life is therefore not a deficiency made 

whole, but the actualisation of the abundance of divine aseity. 

6.1 THE ASEITY OF GOD: DIVINE SELF-ENRICHMENT 
FROM DIVINE SELF-SUFFICIENCY  

Chapter 5 argued that God’s life is an enriching triune simplicity, 

and therefore as a consequence, is the fullness of an enriched and enriching 

life that is self-sufficient. This proposition, however, may raise objections in 

light of theology’s “new orthodoxy” regarding classical theism. Firstly, that 

divine aseity is associated with a God of divine intra-vertedness and self-

enclosed narcissism implies a non-relational God of self-love. This is the 

antipathy of the self-giving (kenotic) God of incarnation depicted in 

Philippians 2. And, secondly, that aseity therefore conceptually prevents 

God from receiving enrichment from that which is created. These objections 

ultimately stem from a presupposition that God’s being contains a 

deficiency that requires creation to remedy. Contra these contemporary 

concerns, I argue that triune aseity is not only the necessary foundation for  

divine ontology to be the complete, stable source, and telos, for human well-

being, but that it is theologically necessary for divine love and faithful 

relationality with the creation.   

The concept of divine aseity3 or self-sufficiency is usefully 

abbreviated by Webster’s definition — “no perfection of God would be lost, 

                                                             
2 T.F. Torrance, The Christian Doctrine of God (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 2001), xxv. 
3 It is important to note here that my definition of divine aseity is connected to my interpretation of 
divine simplicity; that is, divine aseity is a hallmark of the “unbreakable communion (koinonia)” of 
the divine Persons so that “none of them can be conceived apart from the rest.” It is not, in the manner 
of John Zizioulas’ theology, that ascribes aseity to the ‘Father’ alone. For the quotes above see John 
D. Zizioulas, ‘The Doctrine of the Holy Trinity: The Significance of the Cappadocian Contribution’, 
in Trinitarian Theology Today: Essays on Divine Act and Being, ed. Christoph Schwobel (Edinburgh: 
T&T Clark, 1995), 48. For criticism of Zizioulas’ ascription of aseity to the Father alone see Tom 
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no triune bliss compromised, were the world not to exist.”4 Richards 

describes divine aseity as  

the conviction that God is the one reality that exists a se (from and 
of himself) and is dependent on nothing outside of himself for his 
essence and existence.5  

Divine aseity traditionally had the theological function of maintaining the 

distinction between Creator and creature. Its biblical foundation is 

highlighted by the fact that  

only God says ‘I Am’ (Exodus 3:14); everything else that exists says 
‘I am because . . .’ God alone exists a se, everything else that exists 
does so in reliance upon him.6   

Yet as discussed in chapter 5, some contemporary theologians are quick to 

reject divine aseity as incongruent with the ‘biblical’ God by equating 

solitariness, narcissism, self-indulgence and non-relationality with the 

concept. LaCugna’s rejection of aseity was based on her view that God’s 

perfection is “the perfection of love, of communion, of personhood”, thus, 

these perfections were the “antithesis of self-sufficiency.”7 For LaCugna, 

God is “alive in communion with the creature”,8 and therefore God’s love, 

communion and personhood, is derived through relationship with the 

creature. The proposition therefore that God is self-sufficient in triune love, 

communion and personhood is necessarily rejected. Disability theologian, 

Nancy Eiesland, asserted the same underlying assumption as LaCugna. She 

regarded aseity as incompatible with a God who is in relationship with the 

creature. She connected “belief in the transcendence of God constituted as 

radical otherness”9 (in other words, aseity) with a “god whose attention we 

cannot get.”10 LaCugna and Eiesland both regarded relationality and aseity 

as mutually exclusive. This conclusion necessarily resulted from their chain 

of logic.  — they converged the immanent and economic Trinity, conflated 

the noetic and ontological, and designated God’s relationship with the 

                                                             
McCall, “Holy Love and Divine Aseity in the Theology of John Zizioulas,” Scottish Journal of 
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4 John Webster, ‘Trinity and Creation,’ International Journal of Systematic Theology 12, no. 1 
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5 Richards, Untamed God, 33. 
6 Tom McCall, “Holy Love and Divine Aseity,” 196. 
7 LaCugna, God For Us, 304. These objections arise because modern notions of ‘self’ are so highly 
problematic when applied to God. One can see the reaction against contemporary individualism 
influenced by Kant’s autonomous self.  
8 LaCugna, God For Us, 304. 
9 Eiesland, The Disabled God, 104. 
10 Eiesland, The Disabled God, 105. 
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creature as determinative for God’s being. Rather than understanding 

relationality as a sufficiency of God’s triune being in se. 

Theologians, however, who maintain a distinction between the 

immanent and economic Trinity argue that God’s aseity does not infer some 

distant, non-relational God. Rather, they consider that aseity expresses 

God’s self-sufficient freedom, an elemental foundation for God to truly 

relate to the world in freedom rather than necessity.11 Whilst the traditional 

Christian understanding of divine aseity denotes God with no composition 

from the world, the doctrine of aseity does not inhibit God’s dynamic 

involvement with the world. A conflation of these two propositions is false. 

Hunsinger highlights the error of equating divine aseity with non-

relationality, i.e., of equating  

commitment with strong dependence, as if a metaphysically 
independent God could not freely commit himself to the world, or as 
if God’s free commitment to the world necessarily made him 
dependent upon it.12  

Karl Barth also identified that the satisfaction that God has in God’s own 

full being is not incongruent with the God who loves the world, claiming: 

While He [God] could be everything only for Himself (and His life 
would not on that account be pointless, motionless and unmotivated, 
nor would it be any less majestic or any less the life of love), He 
wills — and this is for us the ever-wonderful twofold dynamic of his 
love — to have it not only for Himself, but also for us.13 

The importance of the concept that God is fullness of being ‘for Himself’ is 

the very basis upon which God can come to the world offering ‘fullness of 

life’ (Jn 10:10). Because God is fully actualised love in the intra-trinitarian 

movement of God, God comes as ‘love’ to the creation. Hart emphasises 

this concept — “only a truly transcendent … God can be the fullness of love 

dwelling within our very being.”14  

Yet, does the proposition that God’s fullness of aseity in the eternal 

loving and enriching relations of Father, Son and Holy Spirit, run the risk of 

casting God’s love as narcissistic self-love, thereby strengthening the 

argument against aseity? I argue no; it is possible to endorse a fullness of 

                                                             
11 See for example Molnar, Faith, Freedom and the Spirit, 275-276 and George Hunsinger, “Election 
and Trinity: Twenty-Five Theses on the Theology of Karl Barth,” Modern Theology 24, no.2 (2008): 
179-98.  
12 Hunsinger, “Election and Trinity,” 177. 
13 Barth, CD II/1, 280-81. 
14 Hart, The Beauty of the Infinite, 165-66. 
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divine aseity without collapsing into divine narcissism. This is clearly an 

important proposition for understanding Divine self-enrichment. To 

consider this issue, I engage with Jürgen Moltmann’s theology due to the 

considerable influence his views regarding the divine perfections continue 

to have on scholars who reject divine aseity. 

6.2 DIVINE ASEITY & NARCISSISM? CONSIDERING THE 
LOGIC OF JÜRGEN MOLTMANN’S INFLUENCE 

Jürgen Moltmann’s theology, particularly his theology of the Cross 

(where the cross, and therefore suffering, is ascribed retrospectively into the 

divine being), was influenced by his prima facie rejection of divine aseity as 

incompatible with God’s self-giving love in the economy. Moltmann stated 

that “God cannot find bliss in eternal self-love if selflessness is part of 

love’s very nature.”15 Thus, for Moltmann, the creation is a necessary 

determining aspect of God’s love because “[C]reation is a fruit of God’s 

longing for ‘his Other.”16 Divine aseity was rejected by Moltmann as he 

interpreted it as the basis of a narcissistic God.17 That is, he argued that God 

requires creation’s ‘otherness’ to love in order not to be a narcissistic God of 

‘self-love.’ Thus, for Moltmann, God could not be both self-sufficient in 

God’s own love, and selflessly for the ‘other.’  

Moltmann expressed God’s self-giving love in terms that converged 

the economic and immanent Trinity; where the “pain of the cross determines 

the inner life of the triune God from eternity to eternity.”18 He emphasised 

that the cross determines the nature of God’s self-emptying love,19 stating: 

[God’s] every existence is love. He constitutes himself as love. That 
is what happens on the cross … Jesus' forsakenness on the cross, the 
surrender of the Son by the Father and the love which does 
everything — gives everything — suffers everything — for lost men 
and women. God is love. That means God is self-giving. It means he 
exists for us.20 

                                                             
15 Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, 106. 
16 Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, 106. 
17 See Daniel Castelo, “Moltmann’s Dismissal of Divine Impassibility: Warranted?,” Scottish Journal 
of Theology 61, no.4 (2008), 396-407. 
18 Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, 160. 
19 Moltmann radicalised Barth’s thought of God in history in more overtly panentheistic terms where 
the cross of Christ was the sign of “history in God.” He would go further than Barth by not only 
identifying the cross as the communal act of the Persons of God, but he determined the cross as part 
of God’s eternal life. Moltmann, The Crucified God, 246-49. 
20 Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, 82-83. 
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Moltmann’s theology of the cross (also a reflection on theodicy)21 was 

founded on the cry of Jesus’ forsakenness — “My God, why have you 

forsaken me?”22 For Moltmann, this cry was programmatic for his theology. 

It displayed God’s solidarity with humankind through a self-emptying of 

“active suffering”,23 and demanded that one reject an impassible and self-

sufficient God. Moltmann stated emphatically,   

a God who cannot suffer is poorer than any man. For a God who is 
incapable of suffering is a being who cannot be involved … He 
cannot weep, for he has no tears. But the one who cannot suffer 
cannot love either. So he is a loveless being.24 

Thus, Moltmann determined that pain and suffering are part of divine 

ontological love, saying: 

[I]f God were incapable of suffering in every respect, then he would 
also be incapable of love. He would at most be capable of loving 
himself, but not loving another as himself.25 

For Moltmann, the ingredients that preserved God from being a God of 

narcissistic and uninvolved self-love were: i. God’s love for creation; and ii. 

God’s eternal pain of the cross that suffers in solidarity with the creation.  

Although Moltmann’s theology inspired the return of Christian 

thought to the significance of the cross, his view of God’s self-giving and 

existence as love was ultimately determined and contingent on the creation. 

Moltmann was compelled to formulate this conclusion because he rejected 

the concept of divine aseity. Moltmann’s view, however, misconstrued 

God’s self-love and self-emptying as mutually exclusive, thus divine aseity 

for him equated to narcissism. Moltmann’s statement — “God cannot find 

bliss in eternal self-love if selflessness is part of love’s very nature”26 — 

reveals how he relegated ‘eternal self-love’ as incongruent with 

‘selflessness.’ By rejecting the fullness of God’s aseity, Moltmann was 

                                                             
21 Douglas Farrow places Moltmann’s theology in the context of his questions in post-war Germany 
and the horrors of the holocaust, thus, for Moltmann “theology means also theodicy: ‘The question 
about God and the question about suffering are joint, a common question. And they can only find a 
common answer’ … He insists that the universal significance of the cross can be understood only 
within the framework of the theodicy question.” In Douglas B. Farrow, “Review Essay: In the End is 
the Beginning: A Review of Jürgen Moltmann’s Systematic Contributions,” Modern Theology 14:3 
(1998): 435. 
22 Jürgen Moltmann, A Broad Place: An Autobiography (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2008), 191. 
23 Moltmann, The Crucified God, 245-247. 
24 Moltmann, The Crucified God, 222. 
25 Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, 23. 
26 Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, 106. 
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forced to view the kenosis of God in salvation history as determining who 

God is, rather than a demonstration of the nature of the eternal God.  

However, divine aseity is requisite for understanding God’s life 

existing immanently and eternally as self-emptying self-love — where 

kenotic love or self-emptying love, ‘other’ centred love, is the enriching and 

self-sufficient life of the Father, Son and Spirit. Self-giving is the definitive 

manner by which God receives divine enrichment, and the constitutive 

feature of divine love revealed in the economy. Kenosis and enrichment are, 

in God’s aseity, eternally symbiotic. Without aseity God would be imputed 

with a deficiency requiring completion from the creation. In a manner, this 

could be construed as the ultimate narcissism – where God uses creation for 

his own well-being and completion. However, divine aseity removes this 

possible conclusion. God’s self-sufficiency is not to be equated with human 

selfish self-love or narcissism because the nature of God life’s has 

selflessness towards the ‘other’ hypostases at its core. As Barth argued,  

Why should God not also be able, as eternal love, to be sufficient 
unto Himself? In His life as Father, Son and Holy Spirit He would in 
truth be no lonesome, no egotistical God even without man, yes even 
without the whole created universe.27 

The cross is a helpful example of the difference aseity makes to 

Moltmann’s view of divine kenosis compared to the logic of Divine self-

enrichment. The following quote reveals Moltmann’s construal of divine 

kenosis. By rejecting divine aseity and following a Hegelian logic, the 

historicity of the cross is determinative for Moltmann’s view of God’s 

ontology. Moltmann reasoned that, 

Christ's death on the cross acts from below upwards, from without 
inwards, out of time back into the divine eternity ‘He is the Lamb 
slain, and the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world. For this 
reason, the crucified Jesus is the ‘image of the invisible God.’ The 
meaning of the cross of the Son on Golgotha reaches right into the 
heart of the immanent Trinity. From the very beginning, no 
immanent Trinity and no divine glory is conceivable without ‘the 
Lamb who was slain’ … God is from eternity to eternity ‘the 
crucified God.’28 

                                                             
27 Barth likewise affirmed the absolute relatedness of God in his aseity to the creation, arguing that “He 
wants in His freedom actually not to be without man but with him and in the same freedom not against 
him but for him.” Karl Barth, The Humanity of God, trans. Thomas Wieser and John Newton Thomas 
(Richmond: John Knox Press, 1968), 50. Original italics. 
28 Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, 159-161. 
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Contra Moltmann, and upholding divine aseity, I maintain that the cross 

reaches into the ‘heart of the immanent Trinity’, not because the cross 

changed God,29 or because God became determined by its pain. Rather it is 

because the cross and the ‘Lamb slain’ reflects the self-giving enriching life 

of God. God is historically ‘the crucified God’, and salvation is 

accomplished in this kenotic manner, because it is a manifestation and a 

revelation of who God is eternally — the kenotic and ecstatic God of self-

sufficient triune enriching relations. God reveals Godself to the creation in 

fidelity to who God is. The cross manifests kenosis because God is 

eternally, in His perichoretic relations, kenotic. Simply put, the Father, Son 

and Holy Spirit enrich each other through self-giving. Moreover, the kenotic 

act of God on the cross is charged with salvific efficacy; it is life-giving and 

enriching for humanity because it manifests self-emptying triune life. God’s 

‘other-centered’ love within the Trinity is manifest on the cross as love to 

the ‘other’ of creation. On these terms, God’s aseity is no harbinger of ‘bad 

news’, but the fullness of God that ensures the ‘good news’ of God’s work 

in the world. In contrast, there is a question regarding how Moltmann’s 

designation of pain and suffering into divine being can elicit ‘good news’ 

for humanity, as such a construction would render God as the metaphysical 

ground of all suffering. Theologians have subsequently posed many 

questions and criticisms regarding Moltmann’s theology. One in particular 

is: Why the pain of the cross determined Moltmann’s construal of divine 

ontology? Could not the embrace of suffering on the cross reflect the 

fullness of God’s love, rather eternal pain in God? Mostert comments on 

such a consideration: 

While love often entails suffering, it is not a constitutive element of 
love …We are willing to suffer with or on account of someone we 
love, which is a good, ‘but it is precisely the love that is good and 
not the suffering itself.’30 

The enrichment of God’s life is constituted by the eternal self-giving 

between the Triune Persons. Divine life and love are therefore 

commensurate with triune self-giving. Moltmann’s charge that God would 

become narcissistic without the ‘other’ of creation holds true for a purely 

                                                             
29 See also Kathryn Tanner’s condemnation of this type of view – “God is not changing God’s 
relation to us in Christ but changing our relation to God.” Kathryn Tanner, Jesus, Humanity and the 
Trinity: A Brief systematic Theology (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 2001), 15.  
30 Christiaan Mostert, “Moltmann's Crucified God,” Journal of Reformed Theology 7, no. 2 (2013): 
177. 
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mono-God. However, the Christian God’s abundant Tri-unity of enriching 

relations means that the ontological being of God is eternally ‘other-

centred.’ As Barth argued regarding the ‘Other-centredness’ and fullness of 

life in God’s eternal being in aseity:  

As He is the Father who begets the Son He brings forth the Spirit of 
love, for as He begets the Son, God already negates in Himself, from 
eternity, in His absolute simplicity, all loneliness, self-containment, 
or self-isolation. Also and precisely in Himself, from eternity, in His 
absolute simplicity, God is oriented to the Other, does not will to be 
without the Other, will have himself only as He has Himself with the 
Other and indeed in the Other.31 

Moltmann, however,  

wisely perceives that it is not enough for God to merely suffer with 
us; the suffering of humanity must be healed, not merely empathised 
with.32 

Thus, his view of the suffering of God is perceived as birthing newness of 

creation. Yet, questions remain as to how this is so when the metaphysical 

logic espouses a God dependent on suffering for God’s goodness to be 

manifested. Whilst, there is an indication in Moltmann’s thought that the 

enriched life of humanity is derived from the self-emptying of God, there 

remains a problem for his understanding of the kenotic life of God 

determined by the cross. His reasoning results in hypostatic alienation 

within God’s being — 

If we take the relinquishment of the Father’s name in Jesus’ death 
seriously, then this is even the breakdown of the relationship that 
constitutes the very life of the Trinity … the Son does not merely 
lose his sonship … The Father loses his fatherhood as well.33  

McCall calls this the “broken-Trinity view” and argues it is “biblically 

unwarranted and theologically impossible.”34 While Youngs says of this 

radical conclusion that it “raises a tremendous question mark over 

Moltmann’s system”, because it severs the relational life of the Trinity.35 

                                                             
31 Barth, CD I/1, 483. 
32 Samuel J. Youngs, “Wounds of the Emptied God: The Role of Kenosis at the Cross in the 
Christologies of Jürgen Moltmann and Sergius Bulgakov,” American Theological Inquiry (Online) 4, 
no. 2 (2011): 52. 
33 Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, 80. 
34 Thomas H. McCall, Forsaken: The Trinity and the Cross, and Why it Matters (Downers Grove: 
IVP Academic, 2012), 46. Mostert maintains that Moltmann is more nuanced when he argues in The 
Crucified God that the cross “contains community between Jesus and his Father in separation, and 
separation in community.” Mostert “Moltmann’s Crucified God,” 176 where he quotes Moltmann, 
The Crucified God, 244. However, one cannot help but note the pneumatological depletion of the 
content of Moltmann’s Trinity and The Kingdom of God and The Crucified God and ponder whether 
this contributes the theological deficiency that dissolves into the so-called Trinitarian split. 
35 Youngs, “Wounds of the Emptied God,” 56. 
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Moltmann is perhaps far too speculative at this point in his theology. 

Although we can surmise that humans suffer and die, which the God-man 

Jesus did, it is quite another thing to hold that the cry of ‘forsakenness’, 

based on Psalm 22, is an abandonment of the subsistent relations of the Son 

and Father. Psalm 22 may commence with this cry, but abandonment is not 

the focus as verse 24 states “he has not hidden his face from him.” Mostert 

rightly questions whether the cry of abandonment “can bear the weight of an 

entire doctrine of God.”36 One could certainly pose a far more life affirming 

divine ontology by focusing on Christ’s other statements on the cross, for 

example “today you will be with me in Paradise” (Lk 23:43), whereby there 

is no rent Trinity, or a divine ontology defined through death, suffering and 

abandonment. 

This argument demonstrates the necessity of aseity as an integral 

concept for the logic of Divine self-enrichment. Divine aseity propels the 

fullness and perfection of divine love that is manifest through hypostatic 

self-giving. This divine self-sufficient fullness of enriching self-giving (not 

always suffering) provides the logical basis for understanding the cross of 

Christ as a demonstration consistent with God’s interior eternal kenotic life. 

Not only is the cross a demonstration of the nature of God’s life of kenotic-

enrichment, but we can extrapolate that the acts of creation, the covenants, 

the incarnation, the resurrection, and the parousia and consummation of the 

kingdom are likewise demonstrations of kenotic-enrichment.37 All of these 

economic acts of God in history are constituted by, from and for God’s 

abundant fullness of aseity. 

6.3 DIVINE SELF-ENRICHMENT AND CREATION 

This chapter has proposed that God’s life is the fullness of an 

enriched and enriching life that is self-sufficient and not dependent on the 

non-divine for divine being. Furthermore, God’s fullness of aseity 

constituted by intra-trinitarian other-centred and self-giving love (ecstatic 

and kenotic love between the hypostases) refutes the charge that divine 

aseity is divine narcissism. These concepts frame the nature of God’s own 

                                                             
36 Mostert “Moltmann’s Crucified God,” 166. 
37 Whilst using Divine self-enrichment as a hermeneutic by which to read the acts of God in the world 
is beyond the scope of this thesis, such a project awaits future contemplation and scholarship. 
Certainly, the concept of divine enriching-kenosis could form the basis for a more thorough 
systematic enquiry. 
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enriched life and are necessary if divine ontology is to provide the 

theological rationale for human enrichment. One final issue, however, 

remains to be considered here: how does the concept of the fullness of 

divine aseity enable God to receive enrichment from that which is created?  

Elaine Padilla, in Divine Enjoyment: A Theology of Passion and 

Exuberance,38 using the trope of ‘divine erotic love’, constructs a “model of 

divine enjoyment that allows for reciprocal forms of enjoyment between 

God and all living beings.”39 Her methodology employs “poetic imagination 

… mystically embedded philosophy” mixed with a sensitivity towards Latin 

American feminist thought, to address the important question of whether 

there is receptivity within God from creation.40 Her thesis question — 

“whether a divine enjoyment can also stem from a give-and-take with the 

created order” is pertinent to the present discussion.41 In contrast to my 

argument, Padilla commences the prosecution of her thesis by a censure of 

divine aseity and impassibility based on what I have described earlier as the 

stereotypical ‘straw-man’ argument, or Gavrilyuk’s “Theory of Theology’s 

Fall into Hellenistic Philosophy.”42 Whilst I commend her desire to quicken 

in humanity a “passion for enjoying the whole of life”,43 and the advocacy 

of well-being of others based on a God of “enjoyment” in whose presence is 

“fullness of joy [and] …pleasures forevermore — Psalm 16:11”,44 the route 

that Padilla traverses does not adequately circumnavigate the theological 

issues involved. Her work falls into the category, of what Hart describes, as 

too hastily rejecting the Christian conceptions of divine perfections without 

engaging with the consequences of the logic.45 The manner by which Padilla 

                                                             
38 Elaine Padilla, Divine Enjoyment: A Theology of Passion and Exuberance (New York: Fordham 
University Press, 2015). 
39 Padilla, Divine Enjoyment, 2. 
40 Padilla. Divine Enjoyment, 6. 
41 Padilla, Divine Enjoyment, 13.  
42 Gavrilyuk, The Suffering of the Impassible God, 5. See footnote 482 of this thesis for more 
information. 
43 Padilla Divine Enjoyment, 2. 
44 Padilla Divine Enjoyment, 1. 
45 Hart, The Beauty of the Infinite, 166. For example, following Moltmann, Padilla asserts that “divine 
suffering is divine fullness and an aspect of divine perfect love” (p.25). She then argues that this 
concept challenges the “idea of a totalitarian God and the totalitarian regimes that justify torture, mass 
murders, and disappearance” (p.28). However, a consequence of her logic is that if suffering is 
attributed to God’s love then one might perversely justify torture on the basis that it is a mode of 
divine love. Does not attributing suffering into God’s being make God the source and cause of 
suffering rather than its liberator? Furthermore, Padilla rejects divine aseity and places the cosmos 
“within the inner existence of God” (p.5) but then she refers to the “vulnerability of God that results 
from the inner life within God” (p.7). The logic of her argument is flawed. One cannot talk of the 
‘inner life’ of God if one has God comingled with the cosmos. It begs the question — which is God 
and which is the cosmos? And again, arguing against aseity as a form of narcissism, she says “For 
God to truly enjoy Godself with creation, God would need to welcome true otherness … into the 
divine self” (p.84). However, this logically implies a difference, a distance between God and the 
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understands the divine perfections of aseity and apatheia, to assert that God 

receives enjoyment from creation, reflects the caricature discussed in 

chapter 5, rather than the Christian reconfiguration.46 Thus, Padilla rejects 

the traditionally held divine perfections based on the erroneous 

interpretation that they are “categories … that have become too insular and 

static.”47 Divine aseity and impassibility are interpreted in such a way to 

render God as “enclosed within the divine self.”48  A more thorough 

engagement with early Christian interpretations of the perfections would 

have assisted a nuanced reflection that the early church did not embrace 

insular and static categories either.49As it stands Padilla’s interpretation of 

God appears more mono than triune, in a “lonely affair with the self.”50 

Contrary to Padilla, I argue that a Christian interpretation of divine aseity 

does not prevent an understanding that God receives enrichment from that 

which is created; it merely precludes that God is determined or made replete 

by it.  

John Webster’s definition of God’s self-sufficiency provides a 

theologically invaluable understanding of the fullness of God’s life where 

the triune God could be without the world; no perfection of God 
would be lost, no triune bliss compromised, were the world not to 
exist; no enhancement of God is achieved by the world’s existence.51  

This last statement, “no enhancement of God by the creature”, contains, 

however, a theological problem in light of the fact that God’s salvation of 

humanity culminates in the outpouring of the Holy Spirit to believers by 

                                                             
‘other.’ Her argument is confusing — how can there be “true otherness” from God if God’s being is  
intermingled with the cosmos? Contra Padilla, my argument is that only through a radical distinction 
between God and creation can there be a welcoming of ‘true otherness.’ 
46 Padilla, Divine Enjoyment, 4. 
47 Padilla, Divine Enjoyment, 4. 
48 Padilla, Divine Enjoyment, 6. 
49 An example of her lack of understanding of the nuances of Gregory of Nyssa’s theology is 
pertinent to her assertion that God “is a self-subsisting unmoved mover, is impassive and unalterable” 
(p.18). Padilla equates this static Greek metaphysical interpretation of God with Nyssa’s theology that 
asserts God as unchangeable and free of passion. However, Nyssa’s understanding of God is far from 
this inaccurate caricature. Furthermore, the fact that Padilla believes she can enlist Athanasius 
somehow to bolster her argument of the passibility of God is curious. Athanasius firmly advocated the 
impassibility and aseity of God. See Athanasius On the Incarnation — where he says “as the Word, 
being immortal and the Father’s Son, was such as could not die. For this reason, therefore, He 
assumed a body capable of death, in order that it, might become in dying a sufficient exchange for all, 
and, itself remaining incorruptible through His indwelling, might thereafter put an end to corruption 
for all others as well, by the grace of the resurrection.” See Augustine, Contra Arianos 2.11; 3.1f; Ad 
Serapion 1.14-17, 20ff.; 2.2; 3-4.6. 
50 Padilla, Divine Enjoyment, 9. Padilla equates aseity with divine narcissism that requires the 
‘cosmos’ as its antidote. However, it seems it is an ‘antidote’ that is itself narcissistic. As Hardy 
points out “humanity itself [is] interesting enough to be its own fascination (narcissism)” and the 
“very fascination of such things can easily lead us to focus upon them and their inherent richness, to 
such a point that they are seen to be the source from which all richness is projected.” Hardy, Gods 
Ways with the World, 18. 
51 Webster, “Trinity and Creation,” 12. 
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which they praise God. Webster’s formulae of “no enhancement of God by 

the creature” does not adequately capture the reconciled relations between 

God and believers that is supremely manifested in worship. Webster’s 

definition reflects a determination to preserve God’s aseity by disallowing 

any concept that God’s being contains a deficiency which requires 

enhancement by the creation. This polemic I understand given some 

contemporary theologies that mythologise God through pantheistic and 

panentheistic tendencies foreign to Christianity. However, envisaging the 

enhancement of God by the renewed creature is not some deficiency within 

God that is satisfied. Rather, redeemed humanity enhances that which is 

fully enhanced, magnifies that which is magnificent, and enriches that 

which is rich. Hart discusses Gregory of Nyssa’s contemplation of such a 

creaturely participation in the divine life, saying: 

Gregory’s grasp of the radical ontological disparity between God 
and creation is balanced by his understanding of the union of God 
with creation in the economy of salvation; and thus he means what 
he says when he calls the practice of virtue participation in God and 
the presence of God to the soul: he means, in a word, deification … 
despite the ontological distance between God and creation: … 
[Gregory shows] that it is not an uncrossable abyss but a genuine 
distance, reconciled and yet preserved in the incarnate Logos, 
crossed from the divine side so that it may be crossed forever from 
the side of the creature, and by showing that God who is infinite, for 
this reason, cannot be made absent by any distance.52 

Simply put, the creature participates in the life of God, but God does 

not become God because of creaturely participation. The creature enriches 

God through an act of God, the Holy Spirit, who enables humanity to gift to 

God, from the gift of God, in harmony with the mode of God’s kenotic love; 

the creature participates in self-emptying self-enriching worship. Daniel 

Hardy perceived such a dynamic and relational life of God with creation, 

where God’s own well-being53 is constituted by a “concentration of well-

being in relationship which is inseparable from the extending of this 

relationship with his people in the world.”54 Yet Hardy did not defend this 

understanding by sacrificing the notion of God’s fullness in aseity. Rather, 

Hardy espoused that God’s purpose is 

                                                             
52 Hart, The Beauty of the Infinite, 198-99. 
53 Divine well-being, for Hardy, was akin to glory, thus, he says, “Glory denotes not splendour or 
magnificence but an undistorted order and harmony which pervades all.” Hardy, Gods Ways With the 
World, 22. 
54 Hardy, God’s Ways with the World, 29. 
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to move toward fuller and fuller relationship with [the world] and all 
that comprises it, bringing it to its fullness by sharing his own 
fullness with it.55   

Apprehending the nature of God as kenotic self-enrichment in the 

fullness of God’s aseity, and that in God’s engagement with the world God 

is entirely Godself, a twofold perception unfurls. Firstly, we discover the 

divine ontology undergirding the enrichment of humanity, and secondly, we 

perceive that God is “actively enacting his own well-being in the world.”56 

Thus, in the self-emptying of God in the act of creation there is an 

enrichment towards creation, and a corresponding giftedness of well-being 

or enrichment to God (“God saw all he had made, and it was very good” 

(Gen 1:31); “all things have been created by Him and for Him” (Col 1:16)). 

Likewise, in the self-emptying of the Son of God in the incarnation, not only 

is humanity enriched, but there is a corresponding enrichment of the Son 

where he was “highly exalted” and given “the name that is above every 

name” (Phil 2:9-10). Furthermore, the Son’s self-emptying on the Cross not 

only ensures the well-being and enrichment of humanity but is God’s own 

enrichment as the Son redeems humanity back to God. None of these 

perceptions entertain a notion that God receives ‘enjoyment’ or 

‘enrichment’ from the cosmos as formative for God’s being. Rather, God 

receives enrichment in the fullness of who God is and how God is. The Holy 

Spirit is instrumental at every enriching juncture of the eternal life of God 

expressed in creation and salvation history. 

The role of the Holy Spirit as the conduit for creaturely worship and 

glorification given and received by the triune God is also, however, missing 

from Padilla’s project of Divine Enjoyment, and represents a serious flaw. 

Her vision of God’s enjoyment of creation appears anthropologically driven, 

laced with Pelagianism; humanity does not require the act and presence of 

the Holy Spirit, nor the divine act of reconciliation to enrich the infinite 

God. Padilla’s theology of divine enjoyment omits distinctions between 

sacred and profane as the Christian God morphs into an orgiastic, overtly 

humanised and sexualised deity, which is open to everything. Her 

proposition appears to advocate that all created life is enjoyed by God, there 

                                                             
55 Hardy, God’s Ways with the World, 29. My italics. Hardy also asserts that “perfection would not be 
perfect if it had to require praise for its completion” in Daniel W. Hardy and David Ford, Living in 
Praise: Worshipping and Knowing God, rev. ed. (London: Darton Longman & Todd, 2005), 9. 
56 Hardy, God’s Ways with the World, 26. 
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is no differentiation between the holy or the corrupted. Rather Padilla 

proposes that God blesses “the carnival, of the flesh, of the cosmos, of 

carne”57 and in the  

poetic welcoming of the many strangers, the triune God transmutes 
its triune self into the monstrous lover dancing about with the many 
orgiastically.58  

Padilla’s contention is provocative as she attempts to press the concept of 

divine enjoyment of creation through sexualised festive imagery. Ironically, 

however, this very imagery renders an exclusionary sexualised God, 

particularly regarding children. Unfortunately, Padilla’s permeable, 

transmutable, chaotic God of passion and intermingled divine and human 

ontology appears indebted primarily to her own “poetic imagination.”59  

Unfortunately, contemporary theology that rejects the traditional 

divine perfections to contrive the lively abundance of Trinity with the 

world, and fails to consider the act of the Holy Spirit in the divine/human 

communion, tends to anthropomorphise the infinite God. Hart’s view of the 

consequences of such an anthropological doctrine of God is worth repeating 

at length as it reflects well the issues involved in the contemporary move to 

reject the divine perfections of Christian theism: 

At its most culpable, the modern appetite for a passible God can 
reflect simply a sort of self-indulgence and apologetical 
plaintiveness, a sense that, before God, though we are sinner, we 
also have a valid perspective, one he must learn to share with us so 
that he can sympathise with our lot rather than simply judge us; he 
must be absolved of his transcendence, so to speak, before we can 
consent to submit to his verdict (and, after all, in this age, we are all 
rather bourgeois about such things and very jealous of our ‘rights’). 
At its most commendable, though, this appetite testifies to our 
capacity for moral rage and perplexity, our inability to believe in a 
God of perfect power and imperturbable bliss in the wake of the 
century of death camps, gulags, killing fields … We long for a 
companion in pain, a fellow sufferer; we know we have one in 
Christ; and we refuse to allow any ambiguity – metaphysical, moral 
or theological – to rob us of his company … First, as valid as all 
such concerns are in their way, they entirely miss the point: the 
Christian doctrine of divine apatheia … never concerned an abstract 
deity ontologically incapable of knowing and loving us … [rather] 
the juxtaposition of the language of divine apatheia with the story of 
crucified love is precisely what makes the entire narrative of 
salvation in Christ intelligible. And second, it is an almost agonising 
irony that, in our attempts to revise Trinitarian doctrine in such a 

                                                             
57 Padilla, Divine Enjoyment, 190. 
58 Padilla, Divine Enjoyment, 187. 
59 Padilla, Divine Enjoyment, 6. 
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way to make God comprehensible in the ‘light’ of Auschwitz, 
invariably we end up describing a God who — it turns out — is 
actually simply the metaphysical ground of Auschwitz.60 

6.4 CONCLUSION 

In the absence of robust consideration of God’s perfections theology 

ultimately becomes confused and contradictory, and unwittingly undermines 

a perfect God who is replete with love. The ontological status of the 

Christian God’s simplicity is dynamic, not static, as it is confirmed through 

“concrete personal acts of love”,61 through the economic revelation of an 

immanent Trinity, of the God who is One and Three. God’s simplicity, 

immutability, impassibility and aseity theologically frame the unity and 

movement of the triune God. As such, God’s enrichment of Godself does 

not denote a deficiency in God’s perfection. Rather, Divine self-enrichment 

constitutes God’s perfection. The enrichment of life and love that the Trinity 

enjoys is the overflow of dynamic perfection. To suggest otherwise would 

be to impute stagnancy and limitation into the perfection of God. God’s self-

enrichment is the edification of triune blessing granted selflessly and 

lovingly in the fullness of God’s being. As Barth maintains:  

Consideration of the divine attributes can but move in circles around 
the one but infinitely rich being of God whose simplicity is 
abundance itself and whose abundance is simplicity itself.62  

If we understand that creation enriches God from participating in God’s 

fullness of aseity, and not from deficiency, we do not need to enter the 

muddy waters of some contemporary theologies that panentheistically 

merge God with creation, nor do we need to disparage the early Church’s 

advocacy of the traditional divine perfections, nor disregard the creature’s 

worshipful enhancement of the Creator. Indeed, as discussed in the next Part 

of the thesis, such theological foundations have been affirmed in the 

influential trinitarian theologies of Sergeĭ Bulgakov, Wolfhart Pannenberg 

and Hans Urs von Balthasar.   

                                                             
60 Hart, The Beauty of the Infinite, 159-60.  
61 Pickard, The In-Between God, 201. 
62 Barth, CD II/1, 406. 
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PART III 
DIVINE SELF-ENRICHMENT: TRACES IN 

SELECTED THEOLOGIANS 
Part II of this thesis outlined the theological basis for the notion of 

Divine self-enrichment. In Part III I identify the characteristics of divine 

enrichment through an ecumenical examination of contemporary trinitarian 

theology. This examination focuses on Sergeĭ Bulgakov (Orthodox), Hans 

Urs von Balthasar (Catholic), and Wolfhart Pannenberg (Lutheran). These 

three theologians have been selected due to their influence on the 

contemporary landscape of trinitarian theology, their insightfulness in 

allowing the Trinity to regulate their wider theological commitments, and to 

demonstrate that the concept of Divine self-enrichment transcends 

denomination divides.  

Each of these theologians affirm a notion of divine well-being (all-

blessedness), but also the dynamism of trinitarian mutuality that gives rise 

to this enriched state. Simply put, these theologians agree that divine well-

being is dynamically actualised. Contained in the logic of their specific 

theological projects, Bulgakov, Pannenberg and Balthasar identify traits 

associated with the perichoretic ‘divine dance.’  My examination focuses on 

each theologian’s view of these traits as a reflection of Divine self-

enrichment and is not offered as an engagement with their entire theological 

work. 
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CHAPTER 7 
DIVINE SELF-ENRICHMENT IN SERGEĬ  

BULGAKOV 

Russian Orthodox theologian and philosopher Fr Sergeĭ Bulgakov 

(1871-1944) developed a complex and controversial exposition of the Trinity 

that focussed on divine kenosis. 1  Influenced by the Russian sophiology 

tradition, Bulgakov appropriated the concept of Sophia (divine wisdom) to 

reinterpret Chalcedonian Christology. He affirmed the two natures of Christ 

(God and Human) as a way of apprehending God’s relation to, and 

communion with, that which is not-God — the creation. Throughout his 

sophiologically-inspired major trilogy, Bulgakov articulated a dynamism in 

the triune relations that points towards a concept of Divine self-enrichment.2 

His theology provides invaluable insight, not only for verifying the 

theological conditions for Divine self-enrichment, but in demonstrating how 

the economic acts of God have regulatory influence on interpreting the 

dynamics of intra-trinitarian life. In particular, Bulgakov interpreted divine 

action in the world as reflective of triune kenosis. The Glory of God 

(correlated to divine well-being) was, for Bulgakov, constituted through 

divine tri-hypostatic kenosis. His theology therefore posits a similar notion to 

Divine self-enrichment — the life of God or the all-blessedness of God (the 

Glory of God) is a movement of kenotic giving and receiving among Father, 

Son and Holy Spirit. Prior, however, to discussing the elements of Bulgakov’s 

kenotic trinitarianism it is first necessary to place this within his broader 

sophiology.  

                                                             
1 Bulgakov was influenced in his sophiological approach by Soloviev, whom Bulgakov referred to as 
“the first Russian sophiologist.” Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 9. For further information regarding 
Russian Sophiology see J.D. Kornblatt, Divine Sophia: The Wisdom Writings of Vladimir Solovyov 
(Cornell University Press: New York, 2009); Valliere, Modern Russian Theology; Sergeĭ Bulgakov, 
Sophia: The Wisdom of God: An Outline of Sophiology (Lindisfarne Press: New York, 1993); Mikhail 
Sergeev, Sophiology in Russian Orthodoxy: Solov’ev, Bulgakov, Losskii, and Berdiaev (Lewiston: 
Edwin Mellen Press, 2006); Michael Martin, ed. The Heavenly Country: An Anthology of Primary 
Sources, Poetry, and Critical Essays on Sophiology (Angelico Press: Kettering, 2016). 
2 In 1928 Bulgakov considered the concept of the self-giving kenotic love between the Persons of the 
Trinity in his Chapters on Trinitarianism (Glavy o Troichnosti) (Moscow: OGI, 2001). This nascent 
idea was then fruitfully extended through his kenotic Christology in the first volume of his major 
trilogy, The Lamb of God (1933), and then expanded in a further two volumes, The Comforter (1936), 
and The Bride of the Lamb (1939). Paul Gavrilyuk, “The Kenotic Theology of Sergius Bulgakov,” 
Scottish Journal of Theology 58, no. 3 (2005): 252. 
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7.1 DIVINE SOPHIA: BACKGROUND TO BULGAKOV’S 
TRINITARIANISM 

Divine Sophia, for Bulgakov, was the “self-revelation of the Holy 

Trinity”,3  construed as an “exhaustive self-revelation” and therefore “the 

fullness of divinity.”4 Divine Sophia was understood, by Bulgakov, as ousia, 

the divine essence, revealed.5  Summarising Bulgakov’s trinitarianism the 

correlation between Sophia and Trinity, Papanikolaou states:   

The Trinity is thus the self-revelation of God to Godself, the self-
revelation of the Father mediated through Godself, the revealing 
hypostases of the Son and the Holy Spirit … Sophia is the ousia of 
God hypostatised in trihypostatic self-revelation of God, but as such 
it is no longer simply ousia.6  

For Bulgakov, the Father was the principal source of the Trinity and as such 

was the self-revealing hypostasis.7 The self-revelation of the Father was the 

Son and the Holy Spirit. 8 Revealing himself in the Son, the Father originated 

the content of the Son, with the Father’s self-revelation in the Son being 

affirmed and completed by the hypostasis of the Holy Spirit. Divine Sophia, 

as triune self-revelation, was therefore an “event of love” between the Father, 

the Son and the Holy Spirit.9 As Papanikolaou clarifies: 

In the self-revelation of the Father in the Son, the Father breathes forth 
the Spirit, who proceeds from the Father as the hypostatic love of the 
Father for the Son; the Holy Spirit returns to the Father ‘through the 
Son’ as the loving answer to the self-revelation of the Father in the 
Son.10  

                                                             
3 Sergiĭ Bulgakov, The Bride of the Lamb, trans. Boris Jakim (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002), 26. 
4 Bulgakov, Bride of the Lamb, 39. 
5 Sergeĭ Bulgakov, Sophia, 54. 
6 Aristotle Papanikolaou, “Sophia, Apophasis, and Communion,” 329. Papanikolaou highlights the 
similarity of thought in Karl Barth where the Father is the revealing hypostasis, the Son is the 
revealed and the Spirit the revelation. 
7 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 177. 
8 Bulgakov’s construction of divine Sophia has, however, been viewed under the suspicion of 
introducing a ‘fourth’ into the Trinity, or espousing “a unitarian Godhead of which the Persons are 
merely modes.” Valliere, Modern Russian Theology, 329. In 1935 Bulgakov was censured for making 
Sophia a “fourth hypostasis” in God. Later the charges of heresy were discharged. See Aiden Nichols, 
“Wisdom from Above? The Sophiology of Father Sergius Bulgakov,” New Blackfriars 85, no.1000 
(2004):605, https://doi-org.ezproxy.csu.edu.au/10.1111/j.0028-4289.2004.00056.x. Bulgakov himself 
refuted the charge saying: “The nature of God (which is in fact Sophia) is a living and therefore 
loving substance, ground, and ‘principle.’ But, it might be said, does this not lead to the conception of 
a ‘fourth hypostasis’? The reply is ‘certainly not,’ for this principle in itself is non-hypostatic, though 
capable of being hypostatized in a given Hypostasis, and thereby constituting its life. But, it might 
still be urged, would this not result in ‘another God,’ a sort of totally ‘other’ divine principle within 
God? Again we reply, no; for no one has ever attempted to maintain such an idea in connection with 
the divine Ousia in its relation to the hypostases, while the very conception of Ousia itself is but that 
of Sophia, less fully developed.”  Bulgakov, Sophia, 35-36. 
9 Aristotle Papanikolaou, Being with God: Trinity, Apophaticism and Divine-Human Communion 
(Notre Dame: Notre Dame University, 2006), 152. 
10 Papanikolaou, “Sophia, Apophasis and Communion,” 244. 
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To avoid the pitfalls of either imputing deficiency in divine being 

through Hegelianism, or depreciating the profound divine-human connection, 

Bulgakov demarcated ‘Divine Sophia’ from what he termed ‘Creaturely 

Sophia.’ Divine Sophia upheld the fullness of the immanent Trinity in its self-

revelation.  Creaturely Sophia explicated God’s revelation of Godself in the 

created world, a revelation that was simultaneously a continuation of God’s 

eternal self-actualisation.11 Creaturely Sophia was not identical in essence 

with Divine Sophia, but rather a replication of God’s life in creation. 12 

Bulgakov posited that “creaturely Sophia is present and identical to the 

Divine Sophia in potentiality, not in actuality.”13 Unlike divinity, creatures 

were conditioned in life by the world, where becoming and unactualised 

potential were the mark of human life. As Bulgakov concluded, 

“conditionedness is the mark of creatureliness.”14 Thus, without introducing 

an external limitation on God, Sophia (both divine and creaturely) forged the 

theological congruence of the distinction and connection between God and 

the world. Sophia was the “ontological bridge to effect this union … between 

God and the creature.”15 Sophia was therefore “the place of encounter among 

the three hypostases of the Trinity and between God and man.”16 Bulgakov’s 

theological vision of Sophia could therefore be used to endorse both the 

transcendence of God from all that is not-God, while maintaining the 

relational immanence of God in the world. 

 

 

 

                                                             
11 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 121-22. Bulgakov also argued that “the boundary between the Creator and 
creation must be preserved unconditionally, but the existence of this boundary does not abolish the 
relation or link between God and the world.” Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 121. 
12 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 149. The divine life was therefore perceived by Bulgakov as “the basis of 
the world as creaturely Sophia. In other words, the world bears within itself nothing less than God’s 
self-revelation.” Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 182. Critics would, however, view Bulgakov’s sophiology 
as reducing human engagement with God to a natural cosmic process that removes personal 
transformation through a pneumatic Christology. Bulgakov did not, however, view Sophia as standing 
between God and the world as some sought of ‘World Soul’. See Rowan Williams, Sergeĭ Bulgakov: 
Towards a Russian Political Theology (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1999), 178. 
13 Myroslaw Tataryn, “History Matters: Bulgakov’s Sophianic Key,” St Vladimir’s Theological 
Quarterly 49, no,1-2 (2005): 210.  
14 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 91 and 96. Original italics. 
15 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 220. 
16 Antoine Arjakovsky, “The Sophiology of Father Sergius Bulgakov and Contemporary Western 
Theology,” St Vladimir’s Theological Quarterly 49, no. 1-2 (2005): 221. 
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7.2 OPTIMAL CONDITIONS FOR DIVINE SELF-
ENRICHMENT IN BULGAKOV’S TRINITARIAN THEOLOGY 

7.2.1 DIVINE SELF-POSITING OF GIFT AND RECEIPT 

Integral to the logic of this hypostatic ‘event’ in God’s being was 

Bulgakov’s concept of God as “self-positing absolute subject”17 (discussed 

earlier in chapter 4). This interpretation allowed Bulgakov to argue that the 

Father, Son and Holy Spirit were their “own person centres” constituting, 

through the dynamic self-revelatory relations of the divine Persons, the “we” 

of the Trinity.18  Importantly, this divine self-revelation was identified by 

Bulgakov as a kenotic manifestation of gift and receipt between these ‘own 

person centres.’ The event of intra-trinitarian self-revelation was therefore 

articulated as a “movement of mutual self-giving, sacrifice, effacement, and 

reception.”19 Bulgakov viewed the intra-trinitarian relations as constituted 

through a movement of self-giving and receipt. In this movement, God’s 

being is “realised not statically … rather it is realised dynamically, as the 

eternal act of Trinitarian self-positing in another.”20 Sophia, with its correlate 

of divine self-positing, constituted the apriori theological conditions 

necessary for Bulgakov to characterise the divine life in terms of trinitarian 

kenosis. In other words, Sophia and divine self-positing framed the unity and 

distinctions of God’s tri-hypostatic being, allowing the movement of divine-

hypostatic gift and receipt, without succumbing to tritheism or modalism. In 

this way, Bulgakov developed nascent theological foundations for Divine 

self-enrichment.  

7.2.2 THE SELF-SUFFICIENCY OF DIVINE SOPHIA 

Bulgakov did not follow a Hegelian path that ascribed deficiency in 

God’s being requiring fulfilment by creation. Bulgakov’s concept of Divine 

Sophia was premised on the perfection and fullness of God in Godself. Thus, 

he posited that 

                                                             
17 Papanikolaou, “Sophia, Apophasis and Communion,” 245. 
18 Papanikolaou, “Sophia, Apophasis and Communion,” 245. 
19 Papanikolaou, “Sophia, Apophasis and Communion,” 244. 
20 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 94. 
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the living I has its own life. It is the source of this life and its fullness, 
its beginning and end … its lives ceaselessly realising itself for itself 
through this nature, defining itself and revealing itself to itself. 21 

Bulgakov argued that the life of God was the fullness of trinitarian self-

positing as love. The Persons of the Trinity were manifested, realised and 

known by “each going out of itself into the others, in the ardour of self-

renouncing personal love.”22 Divine Sophia was therefore self-constituting; 

divine self-revelation of the Father in the Logos and the Spirit constituted the 

“fullness of divinity.” 23  In this manner, God was “fully manifested and 

actualised … as the eternal act of Trinitarian self-positing in another.”24 Such 

an approach to Divine Sophia supports two aspects of my thesis. Firstly, 

God’s well-being is a ceaseless dynamic actualised through the simple and 

self-sufficient triune intra-relations. And secondly, God’s self-constituting 

all-blessedness — the fullness of Divine Sophia (divine well-being or the 

Glory of God) — is not corrupted nor imputed with deficiency through 

ontological dependency on creation.  

Alongside the fullness of self-constituting divinity, Bulgakov argued 

for the “unbreakable mutual relatedness of God and the world.”25 Through an 

interpretive analogy of a positive, rather than apophatic, Chalcedonianism, 

Bulgakov would clarify the nexus between God and the world, saying:  

The transcendent God has united himself with the world, has become 
God and the world, and this And is the union of the two natures in one 
divine hypostasis, divine and human, without division and without 
confusion, in a single life.26 

In this way, Bulgakov asserted not only the fullness of divine aseity in Divine 

Sophia, but God’s uncompromising union with the world, arguing that “there 

is no God without the world and no world outside of God.”27 Whilst Bulgakov 

appears here to affirm the contemporary Hegelian turn, there is a vital 

difference.28 He did not view the created world as constitutive of God’s being. 

                                                             
21 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 89. My italics. 
22 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 95. 
23 Bulgakov, The Bride of the Lamb, 39. 
24 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 94. 
25 Valliere, Modern Russian Theology, 343. 
26 See Valliere, Modern Russian Theology, 343. Original italics. 
27 Valliere, Modern Russian Theology, 305. There is a sense in Bulgakov’s thought, however, that 
God ‘needs’ the world, not as God’s self-completion, but rather as the “necessity of love, which 
cannot not love.” This is a combination of freedom and necessity because “love is free by its nature.” 
Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 121. 
28 Bulgakov argued that the turn to Hegel in kenotic theology, where God’s kenosis towards creation 
was viewed as completing Godself, had traits of “rationalism and liberalism” rather than “dogmatic 
profundity.” Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 220. 
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Upholding notions of divine simplicity and aseity,29 Bulgakov considered 

that the fullness of divine being was not contingent on the world to realise 

itself, because in God 

there is no nocturnal twilight of half-being … for that would signify 
that the Divine life is limited. It would contradict the all-blessedness, 
unchangeability, and fullness of the Divine life.30  

Yet, Bulgakov’s articulation of Sophia expressed the relationality between 

God and not-God as congruent with the traditional concepts of aseity and 

simplicity. Leamy affirms this, stating: 

Sophia … enables him to hold together Greek metaphysical principles 
and German idealism to re-interpret traditional Christian formulations 
… in a way that is both consistent with traditional Orthodoxy as well 
as relevant in the modern philosophical context.31 

As I argue, without such a theological construction undergirding an 

apprehension of divine life, it would be difficult to establish divine well-being 

as a secure or definable ontology of the ‘other’ to locate the context for human 

well-being. The alternative would impute deficiency into God, immediately 

undermining the concept of eternal divine all-blessedness, as God would have 

required the creation to attain this state. Bulgakov’s theology affirms the 

difficulty in sustaining a concept of God possessing a fully enriched state of 

well-being if God is reliant on not-God to be God. His schema provides 

therefore confirmation that the optimal theological basis for Divine self-

enrichment is the framework of traditional Christian theism.  

7.2.3 BULGAKOV ON THE IMMANENT TRINITY IN THE ECONOMY 

Bulgakov’s trinitarian framework furthermore confirms a key 

presupposition in this thesis — the parallel between the life of divine self-

revelation (immanent Trinity) and the life of God demonstrated in the world 

(economic Trinity). For Bulgakov, God’s eternal being is the constituent 

foundation for God’s economic acts in the world. Bulgakov proposed that 

God’s revelation in the world was such that it “presupposes the self-revelation 

                                                             
29 Affirming divine simplicity Bulgakov maintained that: “This ousia of God can be understood as 
God’s life and God’s power, that is, as something entirely simple … not only in the sense of its 
transcendence in relation to creation (the apophatic element), but also in the sense of the fullness of 
the absolute white light that cannot be decomposed into lines of the colour spectrum but that contains 
them (the kataphatic element).” Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 101, 120. 
30 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 96. 
31 Katy Leamy, The Holy Trinity: Hans Urs von Balthasar and His Sources (Pickwick Publishing: 
Eugene Oregon: 2015), 14. 
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of the Absolute in itself, which in turn is included in the revelation of the 

Absolute to the world.”32 God therefore reveals himself in the world because 

God is eternally self-revealing. On this premise Bulgakov established the 

grounds for God’s communion with humanity, as God is “free to commune 

with what is not God because God’s life is one of self-positing as self-

revelation.”33 In other words, God reveals Godself to humanity because that 

is the nature of God being. Bulgakov similarly argued that God is the eternal 

Creator, not because the world exists, but because of “the intra-Trinitarian 

kenosis of mutual self-giving and reception.”34 Intra-trinitarian kenosis is the 

a priori presupposition for God “to give God’s life, Sophia, kenotically to 

created existence.”35 This does not admit of a dualism between the immanent 

and economic acts of God but is rather the expression of  

a Trinitarian metaphysics with Sophia as a ‘common’ nature between 
God and creation that maintains both the absolute contingency of 
creation and the simplicity of the triune act that is the life of God.36  

Thus, for Bulgakov the immanent Trinity has ontological precedence to, but 

also continuity with, the economic Trinity. Bulgakov’s understanding of the 

relationship between the Creator and the created supports my argument that 

a correlation exists between divine well-being and created well-being. Divine 

action in relation to the created realm of well-being and human enrichment 

arises from the nature of God’s immanent ontological existence. 

7.3 TRINITARIAN KENOSIS AND ENRICHMENT 

One of the most significant aspects of Bulgakov’s trinitarian theology, 

which is to discerning Divine Self-enrichment, is his identification of kenosis 

as a determinative characteristic by which God lives Divine Sophia. 

Bulgakov’s sophiology is replete with the notion that kenosis is expressed 

through the traditional relations of origin. A pattern of hypostatic self-giving 

(kenosis) and self-actualisation (what can be viewed as a form of divine 

enrichment) can be identified in Bulgakov’s delineation of the relations of 

origin. What is significant for my project is the fact that it is possible to 

identify in Bulgakov’s theology a symbiotic link between kenosis and the 

                                                             
32 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 361. 
33 Papanikolaou, “Sophia, Apophasis and Communion,” 245. 
34 Papanikolaou, “Sophia, Apophasis and Communion,” 244 
35 Papanikolaou, “Sophia, Apophasis and Communion,” 244 
36 Leamy, The Holy Trinity, 17-18. 
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perfection of divine enriching life.  I term this symbiosis enriching-kenosis or 

kenotic-enrichment, where enrichment and kenosis are mutually co-existing 

in God’s being. As Bulgakov articulates:  

sacrifice not only does not contradict the Divine all-blessedness but, 
on the contrary, is its foundation, for this all-blessedness would be 
empty and unreal if it were not based on authentic sacrifice … mutual 
sacrifice … cannot be separated or excluded from this bliss, for it is 
its hidden foundation.37 

For Bulgakov, the Father acquires himself by going outside himself and 

(kenotically) begets the Son and spirates the Spirit. Bulgakov, thus, 

determines the begetting power as “the ecstasy of a going out of oneself, of a 

kind of self-emptying, which at the same time is self-actualisation.”38 Here, 

in Bulgakov’s construal we can identify a link between giving-of-self and 

‘self-actualisation’ (enrichment) for the Father. Bulgakov proposed a similar 

kenotic manifestation for the Son and Spirit in the divine life. The Son, in his 

begotteness, was to offer his 

personal selfhood in sacrifice to the Father, and being the Word, He 
[became] mute for Himself, as it were, making Himself the Father’s 
Word.39   

And, the Spirit, as “the very movement of love” between the Father and Son, 

was expressed by Bulgakov as having    

its own hypostatic life, its own kenosis, which consists precisely in 
hypostatic self-abolition, as it were: By its procession from the Father 
upon the Son, the Third hypostasis loses itself, as it were, becomes 
only a copula, the living bridge of love between the Father and the 
Son, the hypostatic Between. But in this kenosis the Third hypostasis 
finds itself as the Life of the other hypostases, as the Love of the 
Others and as the Comfort of the Others, which then becomes for it 
too its own Comfort, its self-comfort.40 

Bulgakov’s characterisation of the relations of origin contain a pattern 

of “mutually sacrificial love”41 among the hypostases. Between the Father 

and Son this is characterised as “self-depleting ideality and self-

accomplishing reality”, 42  with the Spirit’s nature similarly portrayed as 

“hypostatic depletion and self-acquisition, kenosis and glorification.” 43 

                                                             
37 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 99. 
38 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 98. 
39 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 99.  
40 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 180. 
41 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 179. 
42 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 180. 
43 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 180. 
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Whilst Bulgakov recognised that each of the divine hypostases “has its own 

kenosis of love”,44 through his contemplation of the Holy Spirit the pattern of 

enriching-kenosis is poignantly clarified. The Spirit’s kenosis is expressed  

in a special self-abolition of its personality … becoming perfectly 
transparent for the other hypostases, but in this it acquires the 
perfection of Divine life: Glory.45  

It is through kenosis that glorified life of divine bliss is achieved, not merely 

a one-sided self-emptying. Kenosis achieves its goal in the divine life, which 

is ultimately love, as Bulgakov concludes: “Love is Humility.”46  

Consistent across Bulgakov’s articulation of the relations of origin is 

therefore the divine expression of the tri-hypostatised unity of divine being as 

the revelation of ousia. The revelation of ousia is exemplified by a compelling 

nexus between the act of kenosis with the event of divine being. Put 

differently, divine (well-) being is constituted by tri-hypostatic kenosis. 

7.3.1 SYMBIOSIS OF KENOSIS AND ENRICHMENT IN THE HOLY 
SPIRIT 

Importantly, Bulgakov perceived that the “self-renouncing love”47 

between the Father and Son is conjoined through the Holy Spirit. The Holy 

Spirit kenotically unifies divine life as the “joy of sacrificial love, the bliss 

and actualisation of this love.” 48  The Holy Spirit is thus the divine 

intermediary, symbiotically actualising kenosis and enrichment. Bulgakov 

considered that it is the Spirit who “answers the depletion of the Logos with 

glorification (comfort from the Comforter).”49 Thus, the Holy Spirit catalyses 

the symbiosis of divine kenosis and enrichment – the content of glorification. 

One could argue then that in the absence of the Holy Spirit there would be no 

symbiosis of kenosis and enrichment. Divine kenosis would be particularised 

by destructive depletion and diminution 50  (what I refer to as truncated-

kenosis), and divine enrichment would be distinguished by narcissism 

(egoistical-enrichment). Truncated kenosis and egoistical enrichment are not, 

                                                             
44 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 182. 
45 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 182. Original italics. 
46 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 182. Original italics. 
47 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 100. 
48 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 99. 
49 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 111. This comfort is ultimately from the Father to the Son through the 
Holy Spirit.  
50 Perhaps this is the problem with Moltmann’s kenotic interpretation of the cry of dereliction and the 
ensuing issue of the rent-Trinity; there is a need for a fuller pneumatological dimension.   
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however, the characteristics of intra-trinitarian life, nor the theological 

architecture of Divine self-enrichment. It is only in the Holy Spirit that an 

immediate symbiosis of kenosis and enrichment can occur in the divine life, 

and also so in created life.  

7.3.2 ACTIVE OR PASSIVE KENOTIC-ENRICHMENT? 

As discussed, Bulgakov acknowledges a kenosis inherent to the 

expression of each hypostasis. However, the Son and Spirit’s kenosis, 

according to Bulgakov, has a differing expression from that of the Father. 

This view is consistent with his affirmation of hypostatic differentiation 

stemming from the Chalcedonian dogma of “without separation and without 

confusion.”51 The differentiation between the divine Persons was manifested, 

according to Bulgakov in an “active and passive” manner.52 While he did 

argue for the “equal dignity and equal divinity” of Father, Son and Holy 

Spirit, due to his affirmation of the monarchy of the Father as the cause “of 

eternal interrelation”53 he maintained that, through the relations of origin, 

“they [the Trinity] manifest equality with inequality.”54 This resulted in the 

Father being characterised through “active begetting”,55 the Son as “passive 

and obedient ‘begottenness’”, 56  and the Spirit as humble and invisible 

procession.57 Controversially, Bulgakov’s characterisations could be charged 

with imputing a type of modalism into the Trinity — where the Son and the 

Holy Spirit are “passive” but the Father “active.” 58  Here it appears that 

hypostatic definition is actively constituted from the Father alone, not from a 

unity of triune hypostatic passive and active action. Whilst Bulgakov did 

challenge the deficiency of “any doctrine that transforms the Holy Trinity into 

a system of originations and dyads”,59 and viewed the Father and Son united 

in the Holy Spirit,60 he stopped short of expressing the radical mutuality of 

relations later expressed by Pannenberg, whereby the Son and Spirit are 

                                                             
51 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 178. Original italics.   
52 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 98. 
53 Bulgakov also maintained that “The principle (archē) of the nature of Divinity … is God the 
Father.” Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 98.  
54 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 110. He also maintains in The Comforter – “the First hypostasis is the One 
that is Revealed, while in relation to this hypostasis the other two are its bihypostatic Revelation. This 
implies, of course, a certain hierarchism, a voluntary hierarchism of the self-renouncing love proper 
to each of the hypostases of the Holy Trinity.” Bulgakov, The Comforter, 149. 
55 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 98. 
56 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 98.  
57 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 179-82. 
58 Bulgakov also refers to the Holy Spirit in ‘passive’ terms. Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 100.  
59 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 141. 
60 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 137-138. 
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identified as exerting an active determination on the Father’s deity (see 

Chapter 8). Bulgakov united the Son and Spirit in a “dyadic union” that 

reveals the Father (against the “falsely expressed … doctrine of two 

originations”61) but the two hypostases were “correlated with the Father as 

their Principle.”62 The Son and the Spirit depend on the Father and each other 

as “co-revealing hypostasis” for their being.63 Yet it appears that Bulgakov 

does not construe the content of the Father as being likewise dependent on 

the active or operative agency of the Son and Spirit. Son and Spirit reveal the 

Father, however, the second and third hypostases do not appear to assertively 

constitute what is revealed.  

Bulgakov argued that 

the Son, as the Son, has Himself and His own not as himself and His 
own but as the Father’s … Spiritual sonhood consists precisely in the 
Son’s depleting Himself in the name of the Father.64 

On this basis, Bulgakov’s articulation can be interpreted as viewing the Son 

as passively receiving self-realisation as the Logos from the Father through 

his kenosis. Bulgakov’s view could therefore be interpreted as depleting the 

Son of the intrinsic fullness of deity that actively gives to the Father. The Son 

appears to give to the Father merely through passivity or ‘depleting.’ There 

appears no active generation of gift to the Father stemming from the Son’s 

own fullness of divinity. The Son’s possession of personhood rather appears 

silenced in the actualisation of the Father, where the Son becomes ‘mute’ for 

himself, as He becomes the ‘Word’ of the Father. 65  Does Bulgakov’s 

construal therefore limit the fullness of the deity of Son and Spirit, where they 

have freedom only to receive, rather than actively give content to the Father’s 

divinity? Do the second and third hypostases become deity passively 

determined, and passively determining?   

Bulgakov’s perceptions may, however, be recast through a more 

nuanced interpretation to provide an optimal expression of the mutuality of 

hypostatic gift and receipt inherent to Divine self-enrichment. Although 

Bulgakov’s conceptions appear to generate an inequality of active 

determination within the divine relations, it very much depends on the 

                                                             
61 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 150. 
62 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 150. 
63 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 150. 
64 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 98-99. 
65 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 99.  
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interpretation of the Son and Spirit’s kenotic depletion. Is Bulgakov’s 

expression of the kenosis of Second and Third hypostases merely passive, as 

a negative removal of agency? Or rather can the apparent kenotic passivity be 

construed as an active-acceptance, a voluntary, not forced kenosis, where 

passivity is an exercise of agency that is consistent with the nature of divine 

kenotic love?  

Viewing depletion and kenosis as a reflection of diminutive passive 

agency has been somewhat normalised by contemporary theology, 

particularly some feminist critiques.66 However, divine kenosis of the Son 

and the Spirit can be viewed as consistent with the Father’s act of kenotic 

begetting, not a crude diminishment of divinity through passivity. Rather 

through the concept of the ‘one operation’ of divine being, the alleged 

passivity of the Son and the Spirit may be understood as an act of agency, a 

gift that enriches the overflow of divine love. Emery confirms such a concept 

saying: 

When we consider the generation of the Son and the procession of the 
Holy Spirit, it is necessary to avoid any idea of passivity … It is by 
one operation that the Father begets and that the Son is born from all 
eternity, but this operation is in the Father and in the Son under distinct 
relations … Therefore, the Father’s act of begetting the Son implies 
no passivity in the Son.67 

Emery, likewise, considers the Holy Spirit’s so-called passivity as actualised 

reception,68 asserting that 

the Holy Spirit exists in a proper mode that is relative to the Father 
and to the Son, from whom he receives himself. This does not imply 
any ‘passivity’ in the Holy Spirit, any more than generation implies 
‘passivity’ in the Son who is begotten. To proceed is an act.69 

The notion of divine simplicity undergirds this interpretation and 

counteracts an anthropological view of passivity as crude diminishment of 

divine agency or a passive potency requiring actuality. Because divine 

simplicity is actualised potential, the perceived ‘passivity’ of the Son or the 
                                                             
66 See for example the notion of a “kenosis of patriarchy” in Rosemary Radford Ruether, Sexism and 
God-Talk: Toward a Feminist Theology (Boston: Beacon Press: 1983), 137. Daphne Hampson, “On 
Power and Gender,” Modern Theology 4, no.3 (1988): 234-50. And for a Christian feminist 
apologetic for kenosis see Sarah Coakley, Powers and Submissions: Spirituality, Philosophy and 
Gender (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2002), 3-39. Also see Aristotle Papanikolaou, “Person, 
Kenosis, and Abuse: Hans Urs von Balthasar and Feminist Theologies in Conversation,” Modern 
Theology 19, no.1 (2003): 41-65. 
67 Emery, The Trinity, 150. 
68 Dolezal claims that we need to remove the “idea of passivity from our notion of receptive relation 
in God, and … instead to hold that the Persons are purely actual ‘receivers’, inscrutable as such a 
notion might be.” Dolezal, “Trinity, Simplicity,” 92. 
69 Emery, The Trinity, 149-50. 
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Spirit can be read as self-determined act, not involuntary submission, as “God 

has no passive potency.” 70  Viewed through the lens of simplicity and 

subsistent relations of actualised receptive agency, hypostatic divine kenosis 

does not have to be construed as a negative removal of divinity, or a 

destructive diminishment. Bulgakov’s assertion of the ‘passivity’ of the Son 

and Spirit could be helpfully interpreted more akin to what Sarah Coakley 

refers to as “power-in-vulnerability.”71 This nuancing of Bulgakov’s insight 

allows us then to understand the voluntary self-giving within the Trinity as 

the expression of divine fullness, hypostatic self-actualisation, and the 

enrichment of the unified divine life. The movement of give and take in the 

unity of divine love demonstrates equal mutuality of kenosis and 

enrichment.72  

7.3.3 ENRICHING-KENOSIS: DIVINE AND CREATURELY MODES 

Bulgakov’s kenotic trinitarianism also usefully identifies the 

difference between divine enrichment and creaturely enrichment. 

Extrapolating from Bulgakov’s thought, divine enrichment can be 

characterised as an immediate symbiosis of kenosis and well-being. By 

contrast, creaturely enrichment is subject to delayed well-being, where 

kenosis and enrichment have an intervallic, or interrupted, symbiosis. For the 

creature, kenosis and enrichment are not unified in simplicity. The ‘All-

Blessedness’ of divine simplicity is, however, for Bulgakov, the revelation of 

God’s Glory or Sophia and therefore is the fullness of divinity (Col 2:9).73  

God’s glory is not to be understood as derived primarily from creatures as 

acts of glorification, but it is rather an “intradivine principle.”74 As Bulgakov 

contends: 

God glorifies himself … This is God’s joy about himself. It is God 
admiring himself, being comforted by Himself, seeing Himself in 
Beauty … God’s Glory is about what is worthy of glory, about what 

                                                             
70 Dolezal, “Trinity, Simplicity,” 91. 
71 Coakley, Powers and Submissions, 3-39.  This concept is interestingly confirmed in the research of 
secular author Brené Brown, Daring Greatly: How the Courage to Be Vulnerable Transforms the 
Way We Live, Love, Parent, and Lead (New York: Gotham Books, 2012). 
72 This has important ramifications for the import and replication of divine kenosis into the realm of 
aid and development, particularly regarding the relations between recipient and donor. See Part IV of 
the thesis. 
73 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 107ff. For more on Bulgakov’s writings articulating the concept of the 
Glory of God see Sergiĭ Bulgakov, The Burning Bush: On the Orthodox Veneration of the Mother of 
God, ed. T. Allan Smith (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2009). 
74 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 109. He argues at page 110 that “Sophia as Glory belongs to the Holy 
Spirit.” Original italics. 
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is glorious in itself … This is the all-blessedness of God, the joy of 
Divine life as self-knowledge and self-revelation.75  

This self-glory is not, however, relatable to narcissistic self-love inherent to 

created beings, because it has trihypostatic kenosis as its nucleus. Bulgakov 

argues:  

In a unihypostatic created being, such self-glorification would be 
inevitably egocentric … But in a trihypostatic God, in virtue of his 
trihypostatic character, all self-love or egocentric self-affirmation is 
excluded.76  

Significantly, it is not only the other-centred trihypostatic movement 

inherent to God’s glory that prevents divine narcissism. Rather, the link 

between divine kenosis and enrichment is through a symbiotic, or immediate, 

actualisation. If we regard, for example, that the Father’s self-revelation as 

Glory or divine well-being is completed through kenosis, we inherently 

acknowledge a concept of an immediate interrelation occurring between the 

Father’s kenosis and his self-actualisation. In other words, in the Father’s 

emptying is a symbiotic divine self-actualisation. This is an immediate 

occurrence; there appears no delayed enrichment for the Father by the 

Father’s self-giving in the Son and Spirit, or vice versa. Yet the contingency 

of created beings means that kenosis and enrichment do not share an 

immediate symbiosis, but are rather incrementally realised, distinguished by 

unactualised potential.  

Bulgakov’s consideration of the nature of divine self-emptying in the 

incarnation provides a useful framework to construe this difference between 

divine and creaturely kenotic-enrichment. Positing the question — what did 

God empty himself of in the acts of self-revelation in creation and 

incarnation?77 — Bulgakov is able to contemplate, not only the self-giving 

side of divine life, but importantly for my purposes, the enriched side of 

divine life. Thus, it becomes possible to identify positive characteristics 

within the life of God that reveal the nature of the enrichment, well-being, 

and all-blessedness, which for Bulgakov, is the Glory of God.  

Contemplating the kenosis of the Son in Philippians 2:6-8, Bulgakov 

opined that the “descent from heaven” (and the subsequent glorification) 

                                                             
75 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 109. Original italics. 
76 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 109. 
77 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 220. 
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reveals the depths of divinity itself.78 The voluntary impoverishment of the 

Son through the incarnation consisted, not of a change in the unchangeable 

God, but a demonstration of the eternal kenotic nature of God. The Son 

empties himself of the “norm of divine life” which, Bulgakov identifies in 

part, as an emptying of the glory or all-blessedness of God.79  Bulgakov 

maintains that 

God voluntarily renounced his Divine glory. He removed it, bared 
Himself, emptied and impoverished Himself, took the form of a 
servant … He put Himself in a creaturely relation to God.80 

In becoming human, the Son became subject to “temporality, becoming, 

gradual development.”81 This was not due to God the Son being emptied of 

divinity, signifying a change in divine nature, but rather as an expression of 

divine nature. Thus, Bulgakov stated that the self-limitation inherent to the 

incarnation, as depicted in Philippians 2 

does not contradict God’s absoluteness, aseity, and all-blessedness, 
for this self-limitation is not a consequence of limitedness and is not 
imposed from outside. Rather, it is a proper, voluntary self-definition 
of the Absolute.82  

Through Bulgakov then we can deduce the ‘descent from heaven’ as a 

descent, not from God’s nature, but from the divine life of Glory, which is 

actualised and replete well-being, unlike human existence and well-being that 

is marked by potentiality and becoming. Therefore, according to Bulgakov, 

the Son in his kenosis 

retains of the potential of glory, which must be actualised 
anew, according to the high-priestly prayer: “And now, O 
Father, glorify thou me … with the glory which I had with thee 
before the world was” (Jn 17:5).83 

The Son, through the incarnation therefore entered the creaturely reality of 

delayed enrichment until his risen glorification. 

Bulgakov’s insights, when extrapolated through the lens of Divine 

self-enrichment confirm that the Son’s incarnation can be viewed as a 

voluntary depletion from the immediate symbiosis between kenosis and 

                                                             
78 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 219. 
79 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 216. 
80 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 217. Original italics. 
81 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 221.  
82 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 223.  
83 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 224. 
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divine glory “to the domain of the unfullness of creaturely being.”84 The Son, 

through incarnation, embraced an incremental enrichment,85 or a delayed and 

contingent well-being that is common to humanity. For Bulgakov, Christ’s 

ascension therefore became the completion of his kenosis; where the Son 

passed from humiliation to return to his eternal life of glory (enriched and 

enriching life of actualised trinitarian bliss).86 However, whilst Bulgakov 

posits the full glorification of the Son re-commencing at the ascension, 

through the concept of Divine self-enrichment it may be more appropriate to 

consider whether there is a further enrichment of divine glorification that will 

occur at the consummation of the kingdom in the eschaton. Perhaps, through 

the concept of glorification (understood as eternal divine enrichment or well-

being) we can extend Bulgakov’s initial insight and posit a further 

glorification yet to come, not only for the creation (which is enrichment from 

deficiency), but also for the Creator (as the continuing eternal enrichment of 

full glory).  

7.3.4 KENOSIS AND SUFFERING 

Finally, although Bulgakov articulated that kenosis in the divine 

relations is the foundation for the all-blessed life of God, my thesis diverges 

from Bulgakov’s view as he considered that kenosis is sacrifice 

commensurate with suffering — “it is impossible to not speak of sacrificial 

suffering precisely in the Absolute God, as an aspect of intra-trinitarian divine 

life.”87 Bulgakov’s contention, that a real sacrifice must involve “profound 

suffering for God”,88  arguably foresaw the twentieth century attempts to 

impute suffering into God’s being, seen decisively in Moltmann’s theology.89 

However, as I have previously questioned, is it correct to always impute 

sacrificial love with suffering? Although I agree with Bulgakov equating self-

sacrifice with love, stating axiomatically that “there is no love without 

                                                             
84 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 223. 
85 Bulgakov does not speak in terms of a delayed enrichment but he interprets the incarnation as an 
“uninterrupted self-emptying.” Bulgakov, The Comforter, 265. His “uninterrupted self-emptying” 
may, however, be likened to a truncated-kenosis that occurs when detached from the fullness of glory. 
86 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 404. 
87 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 66. Original italics. Thus, Bulgakov perceived that “in the cross of the 
earthly path is realized the cross of the heavenly kenosis.” Bulgakov, The Lamb of God, 217. See also 
Bulgakov, The Comforter, 180-181, 384. While these statements appear similar to Moltmann who 
argued that “the cross of the Son stands from eternity in the centre of the Trinity” (Trinity and 
Kingdom, xvi), Bulgakov’s conception does not conflate the economic and immanent Trinity. Rather 
he understood the cross as the demonstration of an eternal reality within God’s being, rather than 
Moltmann who conceived that the cross determines God’s being. 
88 Gavrilyuk, “The Kenotic Theology of Sergius Bulgakov,” 256 
89 Gavrilyuk, “The Kenotic Theology of Sergius Bulgakov,” 256. 
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sacrifice”,90 are there instances when sacrifice may not be suffering, but the 

self-giving of love apart from pain or tragedy?91 There may be a giving-of-

self for the sake of another but the question remains whether this giving-of-

self is always equated to suffering-of-self.  

As introduced in earlier chapters of this thesis, a theology of Divine 

self-enrichment points to trinitarian kenotic-enrichment that can be 

authentic giving-of-self without attributing ontological and eternal suffering 

or pain in the divine being. As discussed earlier (chapter 5) such a 

contention remains problematic for theodicy and for soteriology. Exorcising 

eternal suffering from God’s being, through upholding impassibility, 

however, does not posit a disengaged God. As Cyril of Alexandria 

understood, 

impassibility did not make God withdraw to the heavenly realm and 
supervise the death of Christ … but guaranteed that it was God 
himself who participated in the experiences of the human nature.92  

Ascribing impassibility to God ensures rather that “it is actually God, in all 

his wholly transcendent otherness as God, who suffers, and not ‘God’ in some 

mitigated or semi-divine state.”93 When God engages thoroughly with the 

pain-full world, the self-giving of God becomes manifest in the created and 

fallen world as suffering. In essence, when divine kenosis (devoid of suffering 

but not devoid of sacrifice) is demonstrated towards the fallen creation 

through the incarnation and cross it is translated as a giving-of-self that 

engages extensively with the creation’s pain and suffering. God’s 

impassibility is the pre-requisite for the divine defeat of suffering, without 

being subsumed or defined by it. The manifestation of divine kenosis in the 

world though is not a mere truncated-kenosis. It is an enriching-kenosis, 

where the divine giving-of-self results in enrichment for the contingent 

creation, and the eternally rich God.  

 

                                                             
90 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 65. Original italics. 
91 Bulgakov uses the phrase the “tragic side of love” — which he views as the sacrificial suffering 
between the Father and Son. Bulgakov, The Comforter, 66. 
92 Gavrilyuk, The Suffering of the Impassible God, 19. 
93 Thomas, G. Weinandy, “Cyril and the Mystery of the Incarnation,” in The Theology of St. Cyril of 
Alexandria: A Critical Appreciation, ed. Thomas G. Weinandy and Daniel A. Keating (London: T&T 
Clark, 2003), 51. 
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7.4 CONCLUSION 

From this brief exploration and critical engagement with Bulgakov’s 

sophiology and kenotic trinitarianism the logic of Divine Self Enrichment can 

be affirmed and clarified in the following manner:  

1. Divine being is dynamically constituted through the eternal triune 

relations; 

2. Divine being is perfect and full, self-constituting, not requiring a 

deficiency within God to be realised by the creation. God’s own well-

being is the Glory of God. This is actualised and full, consistent with 

divine simplicity, and achieved through relational kenosis;  

3. Self-positing of the hypostases is not individualistic self-realisation 

(tri-theistic), but rather, the actualisation of the Tri-unity of the One 

God. In other words, enrichment is in community; 

4. Self-revelation eternally occurs within the Trinity and this is the 

‘fullness of divinity.’ Divine self-revelation is demonstrated through 

kenotic events of trihypostatic self-giving and receiving. The eternal 

act of kenotic self-giving is self-enriching; it is not a diminution of 

God, but the fullness of God’s life. There is no self-given Glory (or 

enrichment) by the hypostases to themselves in the Trinity;94 

5. The result of divine kenotic life is joy, bliss, glory, and all-blessedness 

(enriched life);  

6. Divine well-being is rendered through an immediate symbiotic 

relationship of actualised kenosis and enrichment (actualised 

potential). Creaturely well-being is, however, defined by a delayed or 

incremental symbiosis of kenosis and enrichment (unactualised 

potential); 

7. Divine kenosis, while delineated by self-sacrifice and the giving-of-

self, is not equated with eternal and ontological suffering in God’s 

being but suffering in the economy is part of the kenosis of the Son’s 

incarnation that embraces temporal contingency. 

Within Bulgakov’s trinitarian logic theological propositions exist that are 

consistent with, and provide further content to, the definition of Divine Self 

Enrichment: God (divine self-positing) enriching God (hypostatic self-

                                                             
94 Bulgakov says “personal self-affirmation is removed and overcome.” Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 95. 
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actualisation through kenosis) from the fullness and perfection of God (self-

constituting divine self-revelation: Divine Sophia).  
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CHAPTER 8  
DIVINE SELF-ENRICHMENT IN WOLFHART 

PANNENBERG 
The trinitarian theology of Lutheran, Wolfhart Pannenberg is another 

resource that affirms the theological logic of Divine self-enrichment. 

Pannenberg argues that that the content of perichoresis — the nature of the 

activity between the Persons of the Godhead — is constitutive of God’s being. 

His elaboration of the content of perichoresis and its ontological significance 

for the Trinity, found its thorough explication in his Systematic Theology.1 In 

this work, truth, history and eschatology coalesce as he interpreted the triune 

relations through “the historical revelation of Jesus Christ [as] the anticipation 

of the end of history … the final disclosure of all truth.”2 That truth is only 

known at the end of history, but he posited that God was proleptically 

revealed in the event of Jesus as the anticipatory revelation of the “God of the 

future” in history. On the scriptural account of this event, that revealed Jesus’ 

relation with the Father and Spirit and the future kingdom of God, Pannenberg 

derived a triune ontology.  

In dialogue with Pannenberg’s theology, I examine in this chapter 

how Pannenberg’s trinitarian propositions support and provide content to the 

concept of Divine self-enrichment. My engagement with Pannenberg is 

limited to three key areas. Firstly, his concept of self-distinctions between the 

triune Persons (God enriching God); secondly, the unity and constitution of 

deity through the gifting and receiving of lordship or God’s kingdom (God 

enriching God); and finally, his ‘retroactive’ eschatology that expresses a 

dynamic fullness and perfection of God’s being (in the fullness and perfection 

of God). I outline Pannenberg’s position on these three concepts and then 

identify the significance for Divine self-enrichment. 

 
 
 

                                                             
1 Wolfhart Pannenberg, Systematic Theology, Vols. 1-3, trans. Geoffrey W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1991-1998). Herein referred to as ST1, ST2, and ST3.  
2 Christoph Schwöbel, “Rational Theology in Trinitarian Perspective: Wolfhart Pannenberg’s 
Systematic Theology,” The Journal of Theological Studies 47, no. 2 (1996): 499. 
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8.1 TRINITARIAN SELF-DISTINCTION 

Opposing trinitarian theology that derived the plurality of Persons 

from the concept of a single divine subject or essence,3 Pannenberg adopted 

the concept of hypostatic self-distinction to harmonise the differentiations 

among the Trinity with “the monotheistic character of the biblical belief in 

God.”4 For Pannenberg, the relationality of the divine Persons was essential 

to the “question of the essence and attributes of God for the doctrine of the 

Trinity.” 5  Thus, he commenced his trinitarian deliberations from the 

Cappadocian emphasis that the trinitarian relations in themselves imbue the 

essence of God. 6  To this end, Pannenberg, following the “mutually 

determining relational view” derived from Basil and Athanasius,7 argued that 

the relations of the Trinity mutually determine God’s being where “each 

person is determined by its relation to the others.”8 Pannenberg understood 

self-distinction in the sense “that the one who distinguishes himself from 

another defines himself as also dependent on that other.”9 He concluded that  

if the Trinitarian relations among Father, Son and Spirit have the form 
of mutual self-distinction, they must be understood not merely as 
different modes of being in the one divine subject but as living 
realisations of separate centres of action.10 

Thus, deity was understood as dependent on the agency of each of the 

hypostases for its realisation. The concept of hypostatic mutual self-

distinction was integral to triune actualisation; divine difference expressed 

divine unity, and being. The “Father is the Father only vis-à-vis the Son; the 

Son is Son only vis-à-vis the Father; the Spirit is Spirit only as the bond of 

community of Father and Son.”11 

                                                             
3 Pannenberg asserted that the derivation of the plurality of the divine Persons from one essence 
inevitably led to the problem of modalism or subordinationism. Pannenberg criticised Karl Barth for 
subordinating his doctrine of the Trinity “to a pretrinitarian concept of the unity of God.” Pannenberg, 
ST1, 273. 
4 Pannenberg, ST1, 273. 
5 Pannenberg, ST1, 299. 
6 Pannenberg emphasised that holding the Father as the origin of deity for the Son and Holy Spirit 
seemed “to rule out genuine mutuality in the relations of the Trinitarian Persons.” He therefore 
rejected that the unity of God was derived solely from the relations of origin, or a single divine mode 
expressed in three modes, such as found in Augustine’s concept of the divine mind. Pannenberg, ST1, 
311-12. 
7 Ted Peters, God as Trinity, 136. 
8 Ted Peters, God as Trinity, 136. 
9 Pannenberg, ST1, 313. 
10 Pannenberg, ST1, 319. See also footnote 183 of ST1 where Pannenberg outlines how Staniloae, 
Moltmann, Gott and R. W. Jensen have identified similar conceptions of the divine unity. 
11 Peters describes this concept as a surrender of the divine Persons to divine unity as “a unity of self-
dedication.” Peters, God as Trinity, 137. 
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Although, Pannenberg appropriated the concept of perichoresis, he 

significantly modified the traditional doctrine that defined its content, that of 

the relations of origin. Pannenberg rejected the relations of origin (generation 

and spiration) as the sole determining factor by which to apprehend the 

distinctions between the divine Persons, stating: 

Relations among the three Persons that are defined as mutual self-
distinction cannot be reduced to relations of origin in the traditional 
sense.12  

Rather, Pannenberg argued that the relational structure of one-way movement 

from the Father to the Son and the Spirit did not reflect the scriptural witness 

of the “active relations of the Son and the Spirit to the Father.”13 Rather, he 

recognised that each divine person was a “catalyst of many relations” within 

the Godhead,14 and thus sought to understand the “full complexity of the 

relations among the Father, Son and Spirit.”15 

Using Scripture’s account of the divine relations he therefore stated 

that “begetting and breathing on the one side, sending and gift on the other 

[could] … hardly be justified exegetically.” 16  Pannenberg explicated his 

reasoning as follows:  

When Scripture bears witness to the active relations of the Son and 
the Spirit to the Father, it is not good enough to treat these as not 
constitutive for their identity and in this respect to look only at the 
relations of begetting and proceeding (or breathing), viewing solely 
the relations of origin, which lead from the Father to the Son and 
Spirit, as applicable to the constitution of the Persons. None of the 
other relations is merely incidental to the Son and Spirit in their 
relation to the Father. All have a place in the distinctiveness and 
fellowship of the trinitarian Persons.17 

Pannenberg thus considered that the doctrine of the Trinity must “begin with 

the way in which Father, Son and Spirit come on the scene and relate to one 

                                                             
12 Pannenberg, ST1, 320. Mostert explains that Pannenberg is not opposed to the concept of relations 
of origin, rather what he opposes is “the exclusive view of the trinitarian relations in terms of relations 
of origin.” Mostert, God and the Future, 229.  
13 Pannenberg, ST1, 320. My italics. Pannenberg argues that “if, however, we call the Father the fount 
or principle of the deity of the Son and Spirit in the sense that they are dependent on him for deity but 
not he on them, then the reciprocity of the self-distinction, and therefore of the trinitarian Persons, 
along with their equal deity, is not upheld.” Pannenberg, ST1, 322. 
14 Pannenberg, ST1, 320. 
15 Pannenberg, ST1, 321. 
16 Pannenberg, ST1, 305. Also, “we may [not] reduce their description to the traditional concepts of 
procession, begetting and breathing.” Pannenberg, ST1, 307. 
17 Pannenberg, ST1, 320. My italics. 
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another in the event of revelation.”18 Such a doctrine would be derived from 

the scriptural account of divine self-revelation in Jesus.19  

8.2 TRINITARIAN GIVING AND RECEIVING OF DIVINE 
LORDSHIP AND KINGDOM RULE 

“The Reciprocal Self-Distinction of Father, Son and Spirit”,20 which 

is central to Pannenberg’s understanding of the essence and attributes of God, 

received its ultimate expression in the kingdom or rule of God. God’s deity 

was confirmed and demonstrated through the kingdom motif expressed 

through Jesus. Pannenberg articulated that the sending and service of Jesus 

referenced in the high-priestly prayer of John 17:421 was “for the glory of the 

Father and his Lordship”, “to establish the lordship of God”,22 and to give 

place to the “Father’s claim to deity.”23 Yet for Pannenberg, this was not a 

one-way affirmation of lordship (from Son to the Father) but, rather in 

undertaking this mission, and in affirming the distinction between himself and 

the Father, Jesus was determined as the Son of the Father, the Son of God 

and, thus, “he receives his deity from the Father.”24 The lengthy quote below 

is critical to Pannenberg’s view that it is the relational activity between the 

Father and the Son in the Spirit that establishes the rule or kingdom of God. 

Note the mutual dependence of giving and receiving between the divine 

Persons: 

The handing over of the power and rule of the Father to the Son is 
then to be seen also as a defining of the intratrinitarian relations 
between the two, as is also their handing back by the Son to the Father 
… In the handing over of Lordship from the Father to the Son, and its 
handing back from the Son to the Father, we see a mutuality in their 
relationship that we do not see in the begetting. By handing over 
Lordship to the Son the Father makes his kingship dependent on 
whether the Son glorifies him and fulfils his lordship by fulfilling his 
mission. The self-distinction of the Father from the Son is not just that 
he begets the Son but that he hands over all things to him, so that his 
kingdom and his own deity are now dependent upon the Son. The rule 
or kingdom of God is not so external to his deity that he might be God 

                                                             
18 Pannenberg, ST1, 299. 
19 Pannenberg stated “One can know the intertrinitarian distinctions and relations, the inner life of 
God, only through the revelation of the Son.” Pannenberg, ST1, 273. 
20 Pannenberg, ST1, 308. 
21 Of the Triune distinction Pannenberg argues, “Jesus expressly differentiated God the Father from 
himself … This self-distinction from God finds its clearest expression in the prayer of Jesus to the 
Father.” See Pannenberg, ST1, 263. Of the Holy Spirit, he also argues “he is clearly distinct from 
Jesus.” Pannenberg, ST1, 270. 
22 Pannenberg, ST1, 309. 
23 Pannenberg, ST1, 310. 
24 Pannenberg, ST1, 310 -11. 
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without his kingdom. The world as the object of his lordship might 
not be necessary to his deity, since its existence owes its origin to his 
creative freedom, but the existence of a world is not compatible with 
his deity apart from his lordship over it. Hence lordship goes hand in 
hand with the deity of God. It has its place already in the 
intratrinitarian life of God, in the reciprocity of the relation between 
the Son, who freely subjects himself to the lordship of the Father, and 
the Father, who hands over his lordship to the Son.25 

From the “relations between the person of Jesus, the Father and the Spirit” 

Pannenberg inferred that the intra-trinitarian relations were “not just historical 

or economic but relations which characterise the eternal divine essence.”26 

Significantly, the divine Persons were perceived to constitute deity through a 

dynamism of mutual interpenetration that had the kingdom rule, the Lordship 

of God, (an apriori intra-trinitarian principle 27 ), over creation, as its 

aspiration. Although Pannenberg rejected the traditional relations of origin as 

the sole precept for divine unity, he did not, however, destroy the monarchy 

of the Father. On the contrary,  

the Son and Spirit serve the monarchy of the Father. Yet the Father 
does not have his kingdom or monarchy without the Son and Spirit, 
but only through them.28  

Thus, for Pannenberg the monarchy of the Father remained the “seal of their 

[Godhead’s] unity.”29 It is important to note that the monarchy of the Father 

was not the “presupposition” of divine unity, but rather the “result of the 

common operation of the three Persons.”30 Central to Pannenberg’s trinitarian 

theology was that the movement between the Father, Son and Holy Spirit 

constituted God’s deity. Such a notion is, likewise, inherent in the concept of 

Divine self-enrichment. 

However, whilst Pannenberg recognised that the mutuality of divine 

relations was constitutive and purposeful for deity, he did not categorise the 

                                                             
25 Pannenberg, ST1, 313. My italics. Pannenberg does not disregard the Holy Spirit in this intra-
trinitarian activity and maintains that “The Spirit is not just breathed. He also fills the Son and 
glorifies him in his obedience to the Father, thereby glorifying the Father himself.” Pannenberg, ST1, 
320. 
26 Pannenberg, ST1, 327. In this way, Pannenberg sought to connect the economic Trinity with the 
immanent Trinity and, against Barth, whom he criticised for removing God from history, he sought to 
understand the unity of God through God’s revelation in the economy of salvation. But this is quite 
different from Moltmann or LaCugna who conflate both the economic and immanent.  
27 Pannenberg claims that “lordship goes hand in hand with the deity of God. It has its place already 
in the intratrinitarian life of God, in the reciprocity of the relation between the Son, who freely 
subjects himself to the lordship of the Father, and the Father, who hands over his lordship to the Son.” 
Pannenberg likewise confirms that Moltmann affirmed divine lordship belonging “already to God’s 
intratrinitarian life as an inner work” (Moltmann, Trinity and Kingdom, 92-93). Pannenberg, ST1, 
313. 
28 Pannenberg, ST1, 324. 
29 Pannenberg, ST1, 325. 
30 Pannenberg, ST1, 325.  
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inherent characteristics manifested through divine triune activity. A hint as to 

why this is so is revealed in his contention that “NT statements do not clarify 

the interrelation of the three but they clearly emphasise the fact that they are 

interrelated.”31 Pannenberg did, however, identify dynamic movements of 

triune relating in the following manner: the Spirit “raises” Jesus (Rom 1:4), 

“glorifies the Son” (Jn 16:14), bears witness to Jesus (Jn 15:26), searches the 

depth of God (1 Cor 2:10-11) and teaches humanity to recognise and confess 

the Son (1 Cor 12:3).32 The Son “glorifies the Father” (Jn 17:4), praises the 

Father (Lk 10:21), proclaims the goodness of God (Mk 10:18) and serves the 

will of the Father (10:36ff).33 The Father gives all things to the Son (Jn 17:4), 

gives all judgment to the Son so that he might be honoured (Jn 5:23), the 

Father exalts the Son (Phil 2:9, Heb 2:8), hands over his kingdom (1 Cor 1:24) 

and raises the Son from death (Acts 2:24). 34  Ultimately, Pannenberg 

recognised that through this relating activity one could conclude that 

from all eternity the Father loves the Son, the Son loves the Father, 
and the Spirit loves the Father in the Son and the Son in the Father … 
and each thereby fulfils itself.35 

Pannenberg interpreted the scriptural ‘fact’ of the divine relations as 

establishing the rule of God but he did not interpret the dynamic movements 

of the relations. Simply put, he modified the constitution of the divine dance, 

but did not clarify the divine dance steps. Whilst the New Testament might 

not directly clarify the characteristics of the divine relations, it is possible to 

interpret the scriptural account, as indeed Pannenberg interpreted the ‘fact’ of 

the relations as establishing divine reign. Divine self-enrichment is therefore 

concerned with discerning the characteristics inherent to triune inter-

relatedness, not merely its fact. 

8.3 THE ESCHATOLOGICAL TRINITY 

Pannenberg’s trinitarian theology, rooted in the conviction that the 

kingdom of God “understood as the eschatological future brought about by 

God himself”, 36  was derived from Jesus’ message of the eschatological 

                                                             
31 Pannenberg, ST1, 269. 
32 Pannenberg, ST1, 317. 
33 Pannenberg, ST1, 309. 
34 Pannenberg, ST1, 312. 
35 Pannenberg, ST1, 426. 
36 Wolfhart Pannenberg, Theology and the Kingdom of God, ed. Richard J. Neuhaus (Philadelphia: 
Westminster Press, 1969), 53. 
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kingdom of God’s rule, and the “resurrection of Jesus from the dead as an 

eschatological reality.” 37  For Pannenberg, God’s rule was commensurate 

with the being of the triune God, and this God was the “power of the future.”38 

Pannenberg envisioned the eschatological rule of the triune God as thus 

having “ontological priority over present time and past time.”39 Arriving at 

this conclusion, through philosophical contemplations of being and 

appearance,40 Pannenberg advocated that appearance included both “the act 

of coming-into-appearance” and ‘the ‘something’ that appears’, which is not 

exhausted in the act of appearing.”41 He extrapolated through Jesus’ teaching 

about the kingdom of God that  

the kingdom of God is expressed in the present but not exhausted by 
its presence … Such presence of the kingdom of God, says 
Pannenberg, is ‘derived from [its futurity] and is itself only the 
anticipatory glimmer of its coming.42  

Pannenberg therefore asserted a unity between the economic and immanent 

Trinity, not as a conflation of the immanent and the economic, “a tendency 

he finds in Moltmann”, 43  but rather where the economic and immanent 

Trinity will be unified eschatologically. At the eschaton the economic Trinity 

will be completed in the immanent Trinity, where it will be seen that 

the eschatological consummation is only the locus of the decision that 
the Trinitarian God is always the true God from eternity to eternity. 
The dependence of his existence on the eschatological consummation 
of the kingdom changes nothing in this regard.44  

Thus, Pannenberg connected the “eternal triune being of God and the history 

of the world.”45  

It is at this juncture that Pannenberg’s theology has attracted the 

criticism of Hegelianism on the basis that his trinitarianism gains fulfilment 

with the creation’s eschaton. Peters for example, argues that Pannenberg does 

                                                             
37 Mostert, God and the Future, 4. 
38 Pannenberg, Basic Questions in Theology, 242. 
39 Mostert, God and the Future, 88. 
40 Mostert, God and the Future, 94. 
41 Mostert, God and the Future, 94. 
42 Mostert, God and the Future, 94-95. 
43 Stanley J. Grenz, Reason for Hope: The Systematic Theology of Wolfhart Pannenberg (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1990), 69. 
44 Pannenberg ST1, 331. 
45 Mostert, God and the Future, 217. This connection is both epistemological and ontological. 
Epistemological — as the eschaton will reveal God to be God, and ontological — because God “is 
eternally what God is” with history having a bearing on God’s being. Mostert, God and the Future, 
223. Hunsinger finds this construction problematic, describing such a proposition as a “dialectic 
historicism with a teleological contour.” He finds this construction in both Jenson and Pannenberg. 
Hunsinger, “Robert Jenson’s Systematic Theology,” 175. 
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not advocate a concept of God as “the result of a developmental process. 

Rather, the eschatological event determines what will have been eternally 

true.”46 Furthermore, Mostert points out Pannenberg’s own logic that clearly 

rejected a Hegelian dialectic found in process theology: 

By predicating of the infinite God a process of self-development (in 
which God becomes truly Godself), Hegel describes God in terms 
which belong to finite reality. Self-development presupposes a self to 
be developed … This is unacceptable in a Christian doctrine of God, 
because God, as eternal, is all that God is in a single present.47  

We see, however, as my discussion continues to unfold, that Pannenberg 

conceived that the intra-trinitarian establishment of God’s rule in the world 

was from a dynamic fullness, not deficiency, of divine being. Pannenberg 

therefore explicates, in a manner similar to Divine self-enrichment, the 

congruent nexus between divine self-sufficiency and divine relatedness with 

the world. 

8.4 PANNENBERG AND DIVINE SELF-ENRICHMENT: 
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES 

Pannenberg’s trinitarian theology affirms many of the theological 

presuppositions supporting the logic of Divine self-enrichment.  One central 

contention of this thesis — that the intra-divine relations are constitutive for 

articulating the nature and characteristics of God — is echoed in 

Pannenberg’s system.48 Corresponding also to this thesis, is Pannenberg’s 

view that the intra-divine relations are not only constitutive for the fullness of 

divine being, but the basis of divine relationality with the world. The mutual 

relations clarify divinity through dynamic “concepts such as giving over and 

receiving back, obedience and glorification, and filling and glorifying.”49 

Interrogating Pannenberg’s system elucidates and endorses the theological 

elements of the axiom of Divine self-enrichment. Furthermore, my 

interpretation of this axiom can productively augment some persistent 

                                                             
46 Peters, God as Trinity, 141.  
47 Mostert, God and the Future, 189. Pannenberg uses insights from Hegel in order to address what he 
considers as a deficiency of the traditional views that separate God’s action in the world from the 
eternal life of God However contra Hegel he maintains that “God and history are to be linked but not 
fused.” Pannenberg “The God of History,” trans. M.B. Jackson, Cumberland Seminarian 19, no. 2-3 
(1981): 28-41. 
 
48 This intuition is expressed by his intention to “define the relational nexus of the perichoresis more 
accurately, and also show how it relates to the unity of the divine life.” Pannenberg, ST1, 321. 
49 Grenz, Reason for Hope, 67. Original italics. 
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criticisms of Pannenberg’s views.  The key areas for discussion here are: 1) 

the nature of the reciprocity of the divine relations, including the role of 

hierarchy and kenosis; 2) the mode by which the fullness of deity is achieved; 

and 3) the goal and anticipation of the eschatological kingdom. 

8.4.1 PANNENBERG AND HIERARCHICAL DIVINE RELATIONS 

As discussed, Pannenberg contributed significantly to trinitarian 

theology by revising the relations of origin and advocating reciprocal triune 

self-distinction as constitutive for divinity. This key conception affirms the 

intra-trinitarian logic inherent to Divine self-enrichment. However, 

Pannenberg’s emphasis on the establishment of the monarchy of the Father, 

through dependence on the submissively construed activity of the Son, 

arguably undermines the interpretation of the triune relations as authentically 

mutual in reciprocity and equality.50 

Although Pannenberg formally eschews subordination of “the deity 

of the Son and Spirit to that of the Father”,51 his conception of God’s deity 

hinges on the relative subordination of the activity of the Son in the Spirit to 

the Father.52 Thus, Pannenberg held that the establishment of “the Lordship 

of God [was] the chief content and primary goal of the mission of Jesus”, by 

which he showed “himself to be the Son who serves the will of the Father.”53 

The emphasis on Jesus’ obedience to the Father dominated Pannenberg’s 

interpretation of the divine relations. Through this hermeneutical lens 

Pannenberg interprets Jesus’ “not knowing the time of the end”, not having 

authority to “assign places of honour at his side in the heavenly kingdom” and 

subjecting his own will to that of the Father in Gethsemane, as evidence of 

“subordination to the Father.”54 Yet, by construing the trinitarian relations in 

such a manner he appears to bind divinity to a hierarchically-structured 

framework, impeding further insight into the nature of the relations. Linn 

Tonstad perceives this, arguing: 

                                                             
50 See for example Linn Tonstad, “‘The Ultimate Consequence of His Self-Distinction from the 
Father…’: Difference and Hierarchy in Pannenberg's Trinity,” Neue Zeitschrift für Systematische 
Theologie und Religionsphilosophie 51, no. 4 (2009): 383-99. 
51 Pannenberg, ST1, 303. See also ST1, 299. 
52 Yet there is an inherent problem with this. If, on Pannenberg’s argument the Son’s activity is 
restricted to subordination and obedience to the Father, has not divine characteristic been attributed to 
the Son that has no similar continuity with the Father’s being?  
53 Pannenberg, ST1, 309.  
54 Pannenberg, ST1, 309. 
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every relation between Jesus and the Father that Pannenberg mentions 
… is variation on a single theme that of hierarchical subordination that 
translates as obedience … True reciprocity and mutuality do not 
appear in this picture. Not only do the relations repeat precisely the 
pattern of the relations of origin, which given Pannenberg’s criticism 
thereof is already problematic, but the relations are also hierarchical 
and structured by lines of authority and order. It seems, then, that 
Pannenberg’s understanding of mutuality is merely a formal being-in-
relation-to rather than a genuine mutuality that could include relations 
that need no hierarchical structure.55 

Tonstad thus questions whether the Son’s ‘free submission’ is the most 

appropriate designation by which to cast the relationship between the Son and 

Father, asserting that such a view is a “narrative that ultimately enshrines 

difference as hierarchical.” 56 Miroslav Volf also suggests, with Pannenberg 

in mind, that 

that hierarchy is not necessary to guard either the divine unity or the 
distinctions between divine Persons … love between Persons who 
share all divine attributes a notion of hierarchy is unintelligible. 
Hierarchical constructions of the Trinitarian relations appear from this 
perspective as projections of the fascination with earthly hierarchies 
onto the heavenly community.57 

Although Pannenberg acknowledged reciprocity in the triune relations, 

including paternal dependence on the Son for his rule, his articulation of the 

Father’s mode of relating conveyed hierarchy. Pannenberg identifies that the 

Father glorifies the Son (Jn 8:50), and all things are given, including judgment 

and ultimately the kingdom, to the Son by the Father (Lk 10:22). Yet, these 

paternal acts are not interpreted by Pannenberg as deference or subordination 

of the Father to the Son. The Father’s glorification of, and handing over of all 

things to the Son, could be interpreted as divine acknowledgment of one who 

is ‘greater’, or at least ‘equal’ to. However, for Pannenberg, delineating the 

Father in such a relation to the Son appears linguistically inappropriate. His 

interpretation of a one-way hierarchical divine relating thus raises the 

question of whether a more nuanced characterisation by which to interpret the 

nature of the triune relations exists. I maintain that Divine self-enrichment 

(with its pattern of reciprocal hypostatic kenotic-enrichment) is such a 

construction. Such a concept provides theological eloquence to a unified and 

                                                             
55 Linn Tonstad, “Difference and Hierarchy,” 390. 
56 Tonstad, “Difference and Hierarchy,” 391, 392. 
57 Miroslav Volf, “The Trinity is our Social Program,” 407. Volf at footnote 20 of the same paper 
highlights the difficulty with harmonising Pannenberg’s notion of “ontological equality” and the 
“moral subordination” of the Son (ST1, 324-325). 
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non-hierarchical reciprocity of the Father’s deference to the Son and Spirit, 

as well as the Son and Spirit’s deference to the Father, and each other. 

One final consideration requires discussion. In revising the 

characterisation of Pannenberg’s submissive relating of the Son to the Father, 

it is also necessary to address the role the Son’s submissive distinction had in 

Pannenberg’s understanding of the ontological basis for human participation 

under the rule of God. Pannenberg construed the Son’s active relation to the 

Father as ‘subordination’ (and not vice versa) because the Son was the 

“archetype of the destiny of created being to achieve communion with 

God.”58 That is to say, the Son’s distinction from the Father in the Spirit 

revealed a necessary posture inherent to ‘sonship’, that of human submission 

to the rule of God.59 Thus, Pannenberg concluded that the  

incarnation is the fulfilment of the destiny of all human creatures to 
live in filial relationship with God which is enacted in Jesus’ self-
distinction from the Father by becoming obedient to him.60  

This ontological foundation for human participation in ‘sonship’ can, 

however, be maintained through Divine self-enrichment, without the charge 

of hierarchical, nor subordinationist, overtones. By nuancing Pannenberg’s 

view, the ontological condition for human participation in Trinity can be 

established, not primarily through articulating the Son’s relating to the Father 

as submissive obedience, but rather as acts of divine kenotic-enrichment. The 

Son’s divine relating demonstrates self-giving to the Father in the Spirit that 

is symbiotically his own enrichment (divine actualisation). The divine 

ontology of kenotic-enrichment is therefore enacted though the Son’s 

obedience, praise and worshipful posture of servitude to the Father. 

Engagement, through the Spirit, in kenotic-enrichment (not merely obedience 

or submission) therefore becomes the “archetype of the destiny of created 

being to achieve communion with God.”61 Such a view would re-orientate 

human engagement in kenotic acts of other-centred enrichments as not mere 

obedience, but as imitation of, and participation in, divine being. This forms 

the basis of an understanding of doxological development (discussed in Part 

                                                             
58 Schwöbel, “Rational Theology,” 509.  
59 Schwöbel, “Rational Theology,” 511.  
60 Schwöbel, “Rational Theology,” 512. 
61 Schwöbel, “Rational Theology,” 509.  
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IV) where development may be construed as worshipful participation in the 

divine nature.  

8.4.2 PANNENBERG AND TRUNCATED KENOSIS 

A significant, yet under-analysed, consequence of Pannenberg’s 

interpretation of the divine relations is his aversion to acknowledging mutual 

kenosis between the hypostases. Pannenberg argued that manifestations of 

divine self-distinction did “not mean exactly the same thing for each of the 

three Persons”,62 thus, he restricted kenotic manifestation to the being of the 

Son only. Although he identified the dynamism between the divine Persons 

in terms that amount to giving and receiving (handing over and back, 

glorifying, praising) he did not perceive these (unlike Bulgakov — see 

Chapter 7) as kenotic manifestations inherent to each hypostasis. Contra 

Pannenberg, I argue that the actions of Father, Son and Holy Spirit in the 

economy, reflect the unity of the nature of God through acts of tri-hypostatic 

kenotic-enrichment, where kenosis is characteristic for all three hypostases. 

Although Pannenberg recognised kenosis in the Son, where “Jesus 

manifests himself to be the Son of God by emptying himself”,63 of the idea of 

kenosis inherent to the Father he stated,  

Now it is one thing to say that the self-emptying obedience of Christ 
has its “origin in God” the Father … because after all the Father 
commissioned the Son with his mission to the world. But it is quite 
another thing to speak of a self-emptying activity on the part of the 
Father himself.64  

Furthermore, on a narrow interpretation of Scripture, Pannenberg polemically 

asserts that 

there is not the slightest evidence … in any other place in the New 
Testament … that the Father emptied himself … Even in connection 
with the Son, that idea occurs only in the once place of Paul’s letter to 
the Philippians and nowhere else in the entire New Testament … 
Therefore, with regard to the inner-trinitarian life, one should not 
speak of a mutual kenosis, though there is a mutual devotedness of 
Father, Son and Spirit in relation to each other as well as a mutual 
dependence.65 

                                                             
62 Pannenberg, ST1, 321.  
63 Wolfhart Pannenberg, “God’s Love and The Kenosis of the Son: A Response to Masao Abe,” in 
Divine Emptiness and Historical Fullness: A Buddhist-Jewish-Christian Conversation with Masao 
Abe, ed. Christopher Ives (Valley Forge: Trinity Press International, 1995), 247. 
64 Pannenberg, “The Kenosis of the Son,” 248. 
65 Pannenberg, “The Kenosis of the Son,” 248. 
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Pannenberg eschewed a mutuality of hypostatic kenosis because he 

imputed the concept of a truncated-kenosis, not an enriching-kenosis, in the 

Father. Pannenberg identifies enriching-kenosis in the Son’s activity, saying, 

“The self-emptying of the Preexistent is not a surrender or negation of his 

deity as the Son. It is its activation.”66 And again, he highlights that the nature 

of divinity is expressed through the Son’s kenosis through incarnation, 

arguing that 

the self-emptying and self-humbling that we find when we compare 
the eternal deity of the Son to his incarnation must not be seen as a 
limitation but as an expression of the eternal deity.67 

Pannenberg clearly articulates that the Son’s kenosis is an expression 

and actualisation of divinity. Yet, regarding the Father, Pannenberg rejects 

kenotic activity on the basis of a mere emptying of divinity (truncated-

kenosis), saying, that an interpretation of the Father’s activity in the Son’s 

crucifixion as kenosis 

would have been disastrous with regard to the Son, because the Father, 
if he had emptied himself, could have no longer employed his 
omnipotence to raise the crucified one from the dead.68 

Pannenberg correlates paternal kenosis to an ‘emptying’ of divinity 

(truncated-kenosis), but for the Son it is constitutive for divine life (enriching-

kenosis). An inconsistency is evident here in Pannenberg’s view of the nature 

of divine kenosis, one that arguably dissolves divine unity. The inconsistency 

is highlighted when Pannenberg identifies triune love as mutual devotedness, 

not mutual kenosis.69 Yet defining divine love in the Systematics he imputes 

triune love with self-giving at its core, saying:  

If, however, the one loves self in the other instead of loving the other 
as other, then love falls short of the full self-giving … and since the 
self-giving is mutual there is no one-sided dependence … The spirit 
that unites two or more Persons need not always manifest itself as the 
mutual self-giving of the I and the Thou. But all forms of the 
fellowship live finally by the power of the love which manifests itself 
in its most original and complete form in mutual self-giving. This 
applies especially to the trinitarian life of God.70 

                                                             
66 Pannenberg, ST3, 377. 
67 Pannenberg, ST3, 320. My iItalics. 
68 Pannenberg, “The Kenosis of the Son,” 249. 
69 Pannenberg, “The Kenosis of the Son,” 249. 
70 Pannenberg, ST1, 426-27. My italics. In various explications of Pannenberg’s theology he equates 
kenosis with self-denial, self-abnegation, self-emptying but he also links the concept of self-
abnegation with self-giving. In Christian Spirituality and Sacramental Community Pannenberg 
argued that Christ prefigures the “path of self-abnegation which the Christian must follow.” This path 
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If on Pannenberg’s own interpretation divine love is manifested in 

self-giving, and “the Trinitarian life of God is an unfolding of this love”,71 

then kenosis belongs to the nature of love, in which case, it must be part of 

the nature of all three hypostases in unity. If self-giving love is only imputed 

to the being of the Son, then the divine nature is asymmetrically construed.72 

Furthermore, if kenosis is an expression and actualisation of deity, why would 

this expression and actualisation be absent from the Father and the Spirit? If, 

as Pannenberg argues, that the Father’s deity is his kingdom and lordship, 

would not the act of the Father handing over this kingdom and lordship to the 

Son be a kenotic act — a self-giving of the Father’s being to the Son, that is, 

in Pannenberg’s framework, the symbiotic actualisation of divine being 

(where the Father’s kingdom is completed by the Son)? Can this paternal 

divine act not be construed as kenotic-enrichment of both the Father and the 

Son in the Spirit? 

Whilst Pannenberg initiated new ground for exploring the dynamic 

triune relations it is at this point that Divine self-enrichment fruitfully 

augments Pannenberg’s interpretation, as it posits tri-hypostatic self-giving 

and receiving as constitutive for, and a manifestation of, divine(well)-being 

(kenotic-enrichment). Perceiving divinity as characterised by tri-hypostatic 

expressions of kenotic-enrichment not only gives credence to divine self-

distinction, but also interprets these distinctions as consistent with the one 

divine nature.  

 

 

                                                             
of imitation is “characterised by conformity with Christ on the part of the believer, as it is 
characterised on the part of Jesus Christ by the service of self-giving love.” Wolfhart Pannenberg 
Christian Spirituality and Sacramental Community (Darton, Longman and Todd: London, 1984), 104. 
Thus, he equates self-emptying (kenosis) with self-giving. Again, in ST2 Pannenberg explains the 
concept of “self-emptying and self-humbling of the Son” as “primarily an expression of the self-
giving of the Son to the Father” (p.379). Thus, Pannenberg uses the concepts of self-emptying and 
self-giving interchangeably. The concept of self-giving can be viewed as part of the constitution of 
kenosis in the manner of “family resemblances” advocated by Wittgenstein. See Ludwig 
Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, trans. G. E. M. Anscombe. 2nd ed. (Oxford: Blackwell, 
1998), 65ff. Recalling Wittgenstein’s ‘family resemblances,’ Coakley describes the common 
scholarly usages of kenosis as sliding from “meanings from ‘risk’ to ‘self-limitation’ to ‘sacrifice’ to 
‘self-giving’ to ‘self-emptying’.” See Sarah Coakley, “Kenosis: Theological Meanings and Gender 
Connotations,” in The Work of Love: Creation as Kenosis ed. John Polkinghorne (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 2001), 203. If the triune life of God is a mutuality of self-giving then it must be considered 
mutually kenotic. 
71 Pannenberg, ST1, 447. 
72 Tonstad judges that the lack of mutual divine kenosis in Pannenberg’s theology undermines an 
authentic construction of reciprocal mutuality between the divine Persons that is free from 
hierarchical taxis. Tonstad, “Difference and Hierarchy,” 395, 398. 
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8.4.3 PANNENBERG AND CRYPTO-HEGELIANISM? 

Despite scholarly criticism to the contrary, Pannenberg determined to 

premise his trinitarian theology on a fullness, not deficiency, of God’s being, 

while taking seriously God’s true relationality with the world. Through the 

“ec-statically” related73 triune mutuality (in history), where each hypostasis 

is the fullness of deity74 in the fullness of divine unity, Pannenberg argued 

that God’s kingdom was divinely self-realised. Thus, divine fullness was 

conceptualised by Pannenberg as a dynamically achieved ‘goal.’ Wary, 

however, of referring to ‘goals’ of divine action because the concept 

presupposes a “gulf between the selection of a goal and its attainment”,75 

Pannenberg articulated God’s goal of establishing the kingdom as the “self-

actualisation of God.”76 Thus, the Father, Son and Holy Spirit were “primarily 

the subject of the divine action.”77 Unlike human goal setting, where the 

subject presupposes the goal, and the goal refers to a need or deficiency to be 

achieved incrementally, God achieves his kingdom from an eternal reality: 

God actualises himself in the world by his coming in to it. For this his 
eternal existence in the fellowship of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit 
is presupposed and his eternal essence needs no completion by his 
coming into the world.78  

God’s deity therefore was construed as free and open to the future,79 but also 

an expression of the true God from “eternity to eternity.”80 

Scholars have, however, taken exception with Pannenberg’s attempts 

to connect  “the eternal self-identity of God with a becoming time.” 81 

O’Donnell, Venema, and Hunsinger critique in Pannenberg what they view 

                                                             
73 Pannenberg, ST1, 428. 
74 This fullness of God’s being is the fullness of the each of the Persons of the Godhead and their 
mutual reciprocal relations. Peters speaks of Pannenberg’s understanding “the Son is fully himself in 
relation to the Father; the Father is fully himself in relation to the Son; and the Spirit is fully himself 
in witness to both.” Peters, God as Trinity, 139. 
75 Pannenberg, ST1, 380. 
76 Pannenberg, ST1, 386. 
77 Pannenberg, ST1, 388 
78 Pannenberg, ST1, 390. 
79 Cornelis P. Venema, "History, Human Freedom and the Idea of God in the Theology of Wolfhart 
Pannenberg." Calvin Theological Journal 17, no. 1 (1982): 68. According to Venema, Pannenberg 
reconceived God’s freedom as “openness to the future” because he is “the coming God” not as a 
“being that already exists” but rather that he is the God of the future. Venema “History, Human 
Freedom,” 67-68. Grenz and Olson argue that for Pannenberg God’s rule, identical with his deity, “is 
not yet revealed, [thus] his being is still in the process of coming to be.” However, this view is not 
process theology but rather an “expression of the idealist notion that the Absolute is self-realized in 
and through its negation of its would-be limit, the finite non-absolute.” Stanley J. Grenz and Roger E. 
Olson, eds. Twentieth Century Theology: God and the World in a Transitional Age (Downers Grove: 
Intervarsity Press, 1992), 216. 
80 Pannenberg, ST1, 331. 
81 Wolfhart Pannenberg, “Problems of a Trinitarian God,” Dialog 26, no.4, (1987): 251. 
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as a Hegelian tendency to posit dependency in God’s deity on the world.82 

However, others such as Westphal, Clayton and Mostert defend Pannenberg’s 

nuanced position, and his explicit rejection of a process-driven deity.83 The 

crypto-Hegelian charge is difficult to sustain given Pannenberg’s continual 

refutation of the “idea of a divine becoming in history.” 84  Pannenberg 

unequivocally argued that  

the manifestation of his lordship over the world of creation, does not 
make good a lack in his eternal being but incorporates his creatures 
into his eternal fellowship of the Son with the Father through the 
Spirit.85   

Pannenberg upheld divine fullness (acknowledging the concepts of 

divine self-sufficiency and simplicity86) as God establishes his kingdom in 

creation. The God of self-sufficient triune fullness is, however, 

unambiguously engaged with the temporal world. Thus, Pannenberg’s views 

advocated neither “a God who develops in history, nor a God untouched by 

events in time.”87 Rather, he proposed a harmonising principle of “retroactive 

permanence”, where the eschatological establishment of “God’s rule over 

creation” would reveal that “God’s being will turn out to have been eternally 

what it is then, from the standpoint in time, established to be.” 88  His 

eschatological construal of the Trinity holds significance for Divine self-

enrichment. Firstly, it affirms an intra-trinitarian dynamic that establishes 

                                                             
82 See J. O’Donnell, “Pannenberg’s Doctrine of God”, Gregorianum 72, no.1 (1991): 95-96, 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/23578753; Venema argues that Pannenberg’s position is Hegelian in 
nature, saying: “If God’s deity and his reign are so closely identified and this reign is said to be 
realized at the end of history, it would mean that historical process is necessary to the reality of God, 
to his ‘coming into being.’” C.P. Venema, ‘History, Human Freedom,” 75. 
83 Westphal goes as far as to conclude that “Pannenberg may well be the most articulate anti-Hegelian 
since Kierkegaard.” Merold Westphal, “Hegel, Pannenberg, and Hermeneutics,” Man and World 4, 
no. 3 (1971): 276. This view is confirmed by Clayton who argues that “Pannenberg has rejected 
enough of Hegel and incorporated enough of others that the label “Hegelian” will not stick.” Philip 
Clayton, “Anticipation and Theological Method,” in The Theology of Wolfhart Pannenberg: Twelve 
American Critiques, with an Autobiographical Essay and Response, ed. Carl E. Braaten and Philip 
Clayton (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1988), 133. Mostert also claims “Pannenberg 
rejects any help that might come from process theology, with its idea that God becomes God in the 
history of the divine action.” Mostert, God and the Future, 193. However, regarding O’ Donnell’s 
criticism that Pannenberg’s conceptualisation of the immanent and economic Trinity was 
“dangerously close to process theology with its finite God” (O’Donnell “Pannenberg’s Doctrine of 
God,” 95) Mostert argues that the criticism must be that “he falls into this despite his best intentions.” 
Mostert, God and the Future, 228. 
84 Pannenberg, ST1, 331. 
85 Pannenberg, ST1, 389, 390. Grenz argues that Pannenberg’s God is not dependent on the world 
process for God’s being because the Hegelian model is applied “to the mutual relationships of the 
three trinitarian Persons, not to their relationship to the world.” Grenz, Reason for Hope, 82. 
86 Mostert maintains that “Pannenberg accepts the idea of the simplicity of God; the divine unity is 
‘absolutely simple, without composition.’” Mostert, God and the Future, 210.  
87 Mostert, God and the Future, 223.  
88 Mostert, God and the Future, 229. Mostert explains that this construction has two consequences - 
the epistemological, where God is shown to be God, and ontological where “God is eternally what 
God is and that the events of history have a bearing on God’s being.” These two claims are held 
together eschatologically, “where the eschaton becomes the ‘place’ or time at which what is the case 
in time coincides with what is the case in eternity.” Mostert, God and the Future, 220-221. 
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divine fullness in harmony with classical theistic concepts such as aseity and 

simplicity (see chapters 5 and 6). And secondly, divine fullness is not only 

upheld as congruent with true relationality with the world, but it is also open 

to eternal future dynamism.  

Pannenberg’s notion of God’s self-actualised deity is also helpful in 

expressing the difference between divine and human well-being. It 

demonstrates how human goals are defined by the gulf between the goal and 

the lack of possession of that end, whereas the divine goal of divine life is 

self-actualised from eternal accomplishment. 89 This point is important when 

establishing the ontological correspondence and disparity between divine and 

human enrichment (see chapter 10 for more detail).  

8.4.4 KENOTIC- ENRICHMENT: THE GOAL AND MODE OF THE 
KINGDOM? 

Pannenberg advanced that knowledge of God was derived through his 

actions and his goal — “God finds manifestation in the working of his power, 

and we know the distinctiveness of his essence …. by the characteristics of 

his working.”90 For Pannenberg the divine goal was the establishment of the 

eschatological kingdom, the rule of God over creation. Two questions arise 

here relevant to considering Divine self-enrichment. The first is: what is the 

purpose of the kingdom being established? The second is: are there 

characteristics inherent to the way the kingdom is established? 

To the first consideration. Divine self-enrichment interprets 

Pannenberg’s goal of the kingdom as commensurate with divine well-being 

enveloping human participation; where “the kingdom of God is nothing other 

than the glory of the Trinity”, and through the Spirit “the completion and 

perfection of the creation.” 91  Divine self-enrichment thus interprets 

Pannenberg’s kingdom of God — God’s reign and rule — is for a purpose. 

Divine rule is divine glory. This is the enriched life, utter well-being, the all-

blessedness of God’s triune life. Furthermore, divine rulership is for the 

                                                             
89 Pannenberg stated of human goal setting: “we pursue the goal so as to meet a lack in the totality 
and autarchy of the subject … Because the I is still on the way to becoming itself, in the strict sense 
there can be no talk of self-actualization on our part. This would demand that from the beginning of 
its action the acting I would be identical in the full sense with the determination which is to be the 
result of the action. This condition is met only in the case of the divine action.” Pannenberg, ST1, 390. 
90 Pannenberg, ST1, 359. 
91 Mostert, God and the Future, 234. 
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benefit of those who participate in the rule of the kingdom, and regulates the 

context and conditions for the well-being of kingdom citizens.   

To the second question, Divine self-enrichment expands 

Pannenberg’s theology of the kingdom, and proposes characteristics that are 

inherent to the relational nature of divine well-being, the glory of the rule and 

kingdom of God. Pannenberg restricted his interpretation of how the kingdom 

is achieved to an eschatological event. Ultimately through the Son’s 

subordinate self-distinction and the handing back and forth of the kingdom in 

the Spirit between the Son and Father. Pannenberg did not, however, 

articulate characteristics inherent to this divine relationality that establishes 

the kingdom. The kingdom, through the lens of Divine self-enrichment, may 

be viewed as established through reciprocal hypostatic self-giving and 

receiving (enriching-kenosis), not from anthropological conceptions of 

power, submission or subordination. This does not deny Pannenberg’s 

identification of Jesus’ human obedience to the Father. Rather, it proposes 

that the Son’s obedience to the Father can be interpreted as an act of enriching 

love to the Father. Furthermore, the Father gives the Son the kingdom in 

affirmation of the Son’s greatness and worth, a gift of enrichment that the Son 

then also gifts back to the Father, in the Spirit. On this understanding the 

kingdom of God is the bringing of life to the human ‘other’ through self-

giving from fullness, which in turn is the basis for greater fullness. The 

kingdom is established not merely for God to ‘rule’ or have his deity affirmed 

as a goal in itself, but for divine enrichment of the eternally rich. Through this 

framework the economic Trinity manifests the divine life of self-enrichment 

— the ‘way’, ‘rule’, or ‘goal’ of the kingdom in all the actions of God towards 

us. Although Pannenberg does not interpret the characteristics of divine 

interrelatedness, he does identify inter-hypostatic acts that evidence personal 

interaction, affirmative speech (praise, glorifying, exalting), affirmation of 

co-dependent identity, the giving and receiving of responsibility and mutual 

life. Through the lens of Divine self-enrichment Pannenberg’s consummation 

of the rule of God via the ‘handing over’ of the kingdom to the Son, and its 

re-gifting back to the Father, demonstrates the way of the kingdom and thus 

the life of God are acts characterised by kenotic-enrichment. 
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8.4.5 ANTICIPATION OF WELL-BEING: NOW AND NOT YET 

Finally, Pannenberg’s theology gives eloquence to the tension 

between the ‘now’ and the ‘not-yet’ of divine rule in the creation. He 

advances an anticipation of the future consummated kingdom (not-yet), as 

well as the proleptic in-breaking of this futurity through the event of Jesus 

(now). These two poles provide an important orientation for comprehending 

the nature of creation’s participation in divine life. Firstly, the anticipation of 

the eschatological kingdom, where temporal creation will participate fully “in 

God’s eternal (Trinitarian) life”,92 reveals the ontology of future wholeness 

that is constitutive for present striving towards well-being. Thus, Pannenberg 

says: 

If the future means the future of salvation as the fulfillment of the 
whole person, then knowledge of this future, regardless of its 
hiddenness, is constitutive for human life as it is now.93 

Secondly, this anticipation reveals the disjunction between future 

wholeness and the current reality of the world’s unfulfilled longing for 

wholeness. Holding these two perceptions together allows humanity’s current 

participation in achieving well-being to be affirmed without the illusion of 

utopia. Pannenberg’s theology, thus, provides a further basis for 

understanding the temporality and contingency of human well-being as the 

foretaste of future participation in the well-being of the triune God. 

8.5 CONCLUSION 

Pannenberg’s understanding of the relational activity of the divine 

Persons as constitutive for deity echoes the theological impulse of this thesis, 

affirming elements of definition of Divine self-enrichment. Pannenberg’s 

trinitarian interpretation is also a useful catalyst for differentiating 

constitutive elements of divine intra-relatedness that, although framed from a 

similar theological foundation, extends beyond Pannenberg’s insights. The 

key aspects of Pannenberg’s theology that pertain to Divine Self Enrichment 

can be summarised as follows:  

                                                             
92 Mostert, God and the Future, 2-3. 
93 Pannenberg, ST3, 543. Pannenberg does identify that the nature of the eschatological kingdom is 
the ontological basis and future for created life. Pannenberg, ST3, 531. 
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1. The content of divine being is not exclusively derived from the 

traditional relations of origin of a one-sided begetting and spirating, 

but from a mutuality of varying relations among the divine Persons; 

2. Divine unity is commensurate with self-distinguishing relations 

between Father, Son and Holy Spirit. From divine self-distinction the 

hypostases define and depend on each other for the expression and 

being of deity. Pannenberg’s concept of hypostatic self-distinction 

affirms the first dynamic relational element of Divine self-

enrichment’s definition — God enriching God; 

3. The Father, Son and Holy Spirit are, through active and passive giving 

and receiving, establishing the kingdom or rule of God as the goal of 

their relations. This exegetical interpretation affirms another dynamic 

element of Divine self-enrichment’s definition — God enriching God. 

Divine self-enrichment (the all blessed life of divinity), however, 

provides a broader theological proposition under which the concept of 

kingdom rule may be categorised. Where Pannenberg sees the 

establishment of the kingdom of God through the intra-relations, 

Divine self-enrichment interprets this as the glory of divine well-

being, in which creation participates, proleptically and 

eschatologically; 

4. Pannenberg upholds a distinction between the immanent and 

economic Trinity, where the economic relations demonstrate the 

eternal essence of divinity. The immanent and economic Trinity are 

only conflated eschatologically, with retroactive permanence. 

Furthermore, Pannenberg’s view of an eschatological eternity also 

affirms the notion of a dynamic fullness and self-sufficiency of God’s 

being. Such a perception of abundant simplicity is also upheld as 

compatible with divine relationality with the creation. These concepts 

again affirm the theological logic of the final element of the definition 

of Divine self-enrichment — in the fullness and perfection of God; 

5. Pannenberg affirms the dynamic nature of gift and receipt among the 

hypostases through terms such as glorifying, handing over and back, 

praise and love. Whilst Pannenberg identifies the exegetical facts of 

this dynamism, he does not, however, discern characteristics inherent 

to this triune interrelated dynamism. Divine self-enrichment, thus, 

augments this gap in his trinitarian theology; 
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6. Divine self-enrichment posits that enriching-kenosis is a key 

characteristic feature of divine interrelatedness that is excluded from 

Pannenberg’s system. Pannenberg restricts kenosis to the Son only. 

However, this arguably creates hierarchical difference in the 

Godhead, and dislocates the unity of the divine nature. Positing intra-

trinitarian relating under the umbrella term of enriching-kenosis, 

envisages true reciprocity and authentic mutuality of the self-giving 

nature of divine love; 

7. Anticipation of the future reign of God (the triune life of well-being 

that is self-actualised), and the proleptic in-breaking of this reign in 

history, allows us to perceive the ontological basis for the incremental 

realisation of human well-being, without utopian illusions. 

Pannenberg’s theological insight therefore holds together the ‘now’ 

and ‘not-yet’ tension of the reign of God in creation. The eschaton 

provides the final horizon of creation’s communion with triune life, 

which the Holy Spirit currently provides an anticipatory participation 

in. These are important insights when correlating the similarity and 

disparity between the attainment of divine and human well-being. 
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CHAPTER 9  
DIVINE SELF-ENRICHMENT IN HANS URS VON 

BALTHASAR 
The theology of Han Urs von Balthasar has been received as both 

inspired and controversial. Never to hold an academic position, Balthasar saw 

his vocation as one reconnecting theology to spirituality, where theology 

started from the posture of worship. His major work, in a 15-volume trilogy, 

envisioned leading “the reader to an awareness of the enrapturing power of 

Being”1 through an examination of the beautiful (The Glory of the Lord), the 

good (Theo-Drama), and the true (Theo-logic). Throughout this trilogy 

Balthasar outlined his anthropology, Christology, soteriology, ecclesiology, 

eschatology and, for my specific interest, his trinitarian convictions 

(foundational for his theological enterprise). En-route to his own conclusions, 

Balthasar advanced theological insights that again support the concept and 

logic of Divine self-enrichment — God enriching God in the perfection and 

fullness of God. Whilst Balthasar’ was not elucidating intra-trinitarian life 

through the prism of divine enrichment, he did infer, from the economy, intra-

trinitarian activity that accords with such a proposition. 

This chapter locates the theological threads of Divine self-enrichment 

identified in Balthasar’s trinitarianism by discussing three areas of insight. 

Firstly, I discuss the affinity of logic between Balthasar’s central concept of 

divine Difference and the hypostatic activity inherent to the definition — God 

enriching God. Secondly, Balthasar’s understanding of the kenotic nature of 

divine life is shown to underscore the economic manifestations of divine 

relationality. Although Balthasar did not articulate a symbiosis of divine 

enrichment and kenosis, his intuition can be utilised to affirm a kenotic 

interpretation regarding the nature of ‘God enriching God.’ Thirdly, remarks 

are made regarding Balthasar’s construal of the fecundity of intra-trinitarian 

life as necessarily congruent with divine simplicity and aseity (and the 

derivatives of immutability and impassibility), not a process-driven 

Hegelianism. His commitment to the Tradition’s classical guardrails is 

                                                             
1 Mark McIntosh, “Hans Urs Von Balthasar (1905–88),” in The Student's Companion to the 
Theologians, ed. Ian S. Markham (Chichester: Blackwell-Wiley, 2013), 356. 
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significant as it affirms this thesis’ similar contention that divine enrichment 

is located and ‘achieved’ in the fullness and perfection of God. 

9.1 INTERPRETING THE ETERNAL FROM THE ECONOMIC 
TRINITY 

Like Bulgakov and Pannenberg, Balthasar advocated a dynamic and 

relational view of the Trinity, emphasising God’s infinite abundance, a 

“super-becoming”2 in the trinitarian life, where the constitution of “God’s 

reality as Love” was revealed through “the unfolding of the personal 

relations.” 3  Contra some scholarly criticism, Balthasar’s trinitarian 

elucidations were no mere speculative musings on the transcendent.4 His 

views were rather rooted in the economic events and personhood of the 

second person of the Trinity, Jesus.5 The intra-trinitarian activity interpreted 

by Balthasar as “eternal movement”, was identified from the revelation of the 

life of Christ. 6 Thus, Balthasar would argue that  

it is only on the basis of Jesus Christ’s own behaviour and attitude that 
we can distinguish such a plurality in God. Only in him is the Trinity 
opened up and made accessible.7 

Balthasar’s methodology for interpreting the dynamic characteristics of triune 

relationality was founded on a reading of the incarnation, in particular, from 

Jesus’ participation in the cross and holy Saturday. Like Barth, Balthasar 

interpreted the immanent Trinity through the economic Trinity. Through this 

rubric, Balthasar would conclude that Jesus reveals a trinitarianism that 

affirms that “God is Life.” 8  McIntosh states of Balthasar’s interpretative 

stance that,  

                                                             
2 Hans Urs von Balthasar, Presence and Thought: An Essay on the Religious Philosophy of Gregory 
of Nyssa, trans. Mark Sebanc (San Francisco: Ignatius Press. 1995), 153. Super becoming, for 
Balthasar, is in no way commensurate with contemporary programs advocating divine mutability. Luy 
insists that Balthasar’s commitment to God’s unchangeability, however, does not simply repeat “a 
classical account of divine immutability without his own qualifications.” David Luy, “The Aesthetic 
Collision: Hans Urs von Balthasar on the Trinity and the Cross,” International Journal of Systematic 
Theology 13, no.2 (2011), 159. See also Gerard F. O’Hanlon, The Immutability of God in the 
Theology of Hans Urs von Balthasar (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990). 
3 McIntosh, “Hans Urs Von Balthasar,” 361. 
4 For criticism that he engages in a speculative exercise see Karen Kilby, Balthasar: A (Very) Critical 
Introduction (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2012), 107.  
5 McIntosh argues that “his Trinitarian theology is, however, rooted in his understanding of Christ; it 
is not speculative.” See McIntosh, “Hans Urs Von Balthasar,” 359. 
6 Balthasar, Theo-Drama: Theological Dramatic Theory, trans. Graham Harrison. vol.5, The Last Act 
(San Francisco: Ignatius, 1998) (herein ThDrV), 77-78. 
7 Balthasar, Theo-Drama: Theological Dramatic Theory, trans. Graham Harrison. vol. 3, The 
Dramatis Personae: Persons in Christ (San Francisco: Ignatius, 1992) (herein ThDrIII), 508.  
8 Balthasar, Presence and Thought, 153.  
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Jesus’ life, death and resurrection become the interpretive key to 
understanding both who he is … and what the condition for the 
possibility of his appearing is (doctrine of the Trinity).9  

Based on his study of Gregory of Nyssa and Ignatian spirituality, 

Balthasar viewed God as “eternal activity of self-giving among the Divine 

Persons”, where “reality and being are best understood in terms of event and 

act rather than essence.”10 For Balthasar, divine essence was commensurate 

with “the eternally constituted event of the free, mutual self-giving of the 

Divine Persons.”11 Thus, the eternal dynamism of the triune relations was 

held to presuppose divine action in creation:   

In a sense we could say that the universe is, in von Balthasar’s view, 
God’s way of dramatising God’s love for God. The wonderfully 
various and freely existing life of creatures is a particular mode of 
trinitarian delighting and self-giving.12 

The dynamism of triune being, the apriori condition for creation was also 

therefore the conditioning factor for the nature of the salvific work of God in 

Christ. This interpretive position regarding the economy is central for 

understanding Balthasar’s contemplations and conclusions, and most 

significantly for his identification of intra-triune kenosis, where God’s 

incarnational action proffers no change in the eternal God, but rather reveals 

that God is “always himself by giving himself.”13 

9.2 TRINITARIAN KENOSIS: DIVINE DIFFERENCE AND 
HOLY SATURDAY 

Like Bulgakov and Pannenberg, Balthasar affirmed a unity of 

hypostatic differentiation that was commensurate with the essence of divine 

being. For Balthasar, the Incarnation was evidence of eternal intra-trinitarian 

kenosis. Incarnation, as the paramount revelation of divinity to humanity was, 

thus,  “the heavenly reality itself, translated into earthly language.”14 For 

Balthasar the Christological events in the economy demonstrated God’s inner 

life of trinitarian self-giving because of his presupposition that “whatever 

takes place in the economy must express a reality that exists eternally within 
                                                             
9 McIntosh, “Hans Urs Von Balthasar,” 359. 
10 McIntosh, “Hans Urs Von Balthasar,” 357. 
11 McIntosh, “Hans Urs Von Balthasar,” 359. 
12 McIntosh, “Hans Urs Von Balthasar,” 362. My italics. 
13 Balthasar, Theo-Drama: Theological Dramatic Theory, trans Graham Harrison, vol. 2, The 
Dramatis Personae: Man in God (San Francisco: Ignatius, 1990) (herein ThDrII), 256. 
14 Hans Urs von Balthasar, Heart of the World, trans. Erasmo S. Leiva (San Francisco: Ignatius, 
1979), 50.   
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the immanent life of the Trinity.”15 For Balthasar, kenotic relationality is at 

the core of God’s being, not abstract divine essence.16 Moving beyond merely 

an identification of perichoresis, Balthasar characterised the primal nature of 

perichoresis as kenotic. For Balthasar, the radical love connection in God’s 

being between the Persons of the One God was demonstrated through a 

mutual freedom of kenosis, where life was given to the other as an ekstasis of 

self — an outward movement from self to the ‘other’, which was always 

oriented from God to God. Williams aptly summarises Balthasar’s advocacy 

of the eternal activity between the Persons of the Godhead: 

Balthasar appears to argue … that we can speak of activity and 
passivity in God: there is a doing and a being-done-to - though not in 
any simple way. The Father gives to the Son and Son receives and 
then gives in return; thus it is not only that the Father is ‘active’ and 
the Son ‘passive’; the Father gives, but also allows himself to be 
defined by what is given, ‘becoming’ Father through the ‘consent’ of 
the Son and the Spirit to be given life from his abundance.17 

Thus, divine kenosis, whilst demonstrated in the economy, originated not “in 

the cross or the Incarnation, but in the Father’s generation of the Son.”18 The 

Father’s generative ‘first kenosis’ therefore became the “organising principle 

of the remainder of his theological work.” 19  Balthasar’s explication of 

trinitarian life was therefore rendered 

both active and receptive; both the bestowing of life and the grateful 
receiving of life, a letting-be and a being-let-be. It is thus a twofold 
negation of individual self-assertion, a refusal to be for oneself alone 
and a refusal to look for the ground of one’s being in an individuality 
divorced from relation.20  

Balthasar therefore concluded that the 

total kenosis of each [divine person] and thankful (eucharistic) return 
to each of himself by the others becomes the ground of trinitarian 
unity, being and love.21 

                                                             
15 Luy, “The Aesthetic Collision,” 159. 
16 McIntosh argues that based on Balthasar’s study of Gregory of Nyssa and Ignatian spirituality he 
committed to a view of God as “eternal activity of self-giving among the Divine Persons” where 
“reality and being are best understood in terms of event and act rather than essence.” McIntosh, “Hans 
Urs Von Balthasar,” 357. 
17 Rowan Williams, “Balthasar and the Trinity,” in The Cambridge Companion to Hans Urs Von 
Balthasar, ed. Edward T. Oakes, S. J. and David Moss (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2004), 45, doi:10.1017/CCOL0521814677.004. See also Balthasar, ThDr III, 519. My italics. 
18 Kilby, Balthasar: A (Very) Critical Introduction, 100. 
19 Jennifer Newsome-Martin, “The ‘Whence’ and the ‘Whither’ of Balthasar's Gendered Theology: 
Rehabilitating Kenosis for Feminist Theology,” Modern Theology 31, no. 2 (2015): 221. 
20 Williams, “Balthasar and the Trinity,” 42. 
21 Ben Quash, “The theo-drama,” in The Cambridge Companion to Hans Urs Von Balthasar, 151. 
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Balthasar’s theology here has overtones with Bulgakov’s kenotic 

trinitarianism, however, his conclusions were developed through a distinct 

perspective. Balthasar, like Bulgakov, commenced with the traditional 

taxonomy of the relations of origin (Father, Son and Holy Spirit), but he 

emphasised the concept of an infinite distance or difference (Abstand) in the 

Godhead that was the basis for intimate relationality between the hypostases. 

This difference in God was not akin to self-alienation, but “an act of love and 

freedom that causes real otherness to subsist … as a self-emptying, a 

kenosis.” 22  The following passage captures this dynamic view of the 

mutuality of divine kenosis that accords with Abstand: 

The Father strips himself, without remainder, of his Godhead and 
hands it over to the Son; he “imparts” to the Son all that is his. ‘All 
that is thine is mine’ (Jn 17:10) The Father must not be thought to 
exist ‘prior’ to this self-surrender (in an Arian sense): he is this 
movement of self-giving that holds nothing back. This divine act that 
brings forth the Son, that is, the second way of participating in (and of 
being) the identical Godhead, involves the positing of an absolute, 
infinite difference [or distance; Abstand can mean either] that can 
contain and embrace all other distances that are possible within the 
world of finitude, including the distance of sin. Inherent in the 
Father’s love is an absolute renunciation: he will not be God for 
himself alone … The Son’s answer to the gift of Godhead (of equal 
substance with the Father) can only be eternal thanksgiving 
(eucharistia) to the Father, the Source – a thanksgiving as selfless and 
unreserved as the Father’s original self-surrender. Proceeding from 
both, as their subsistent ‘We’, there breathes the ‘Spirit’ who is 
common to both: as the essence of love, he maintains the infinite 
difference between them, seals it and, since he is the one Spirit of them 
both, bridges it.23 

 
Divine difference (seen primarily by Balthasar between the Father and the 

Son) is therefore inherent to divine togetherness, or “the most intimate 

interpenetration” 24 becomes possible through kenosis.  

Evidence in the economy of this divine eternal reality was, for 

Balthasar depicted in the cross and Christ’s descent into Sheol. Balthasar 

concluded that for God to be God on the cross and in hell — “the absolute 

contradiction of the glory of God”,25 then otherness must be part of God’ 

                                                             
22 Williams, “Balthasar and the Trinity,” 38.  
23 Balthasar, ThDrIV, 323-324. 
 
24 Balthasar, ThDrII, 258. 
25 Hans Urs von Balthasar, Glory of the Lord: A Theological Aesthetics, ed. John Riches, vol. 7, 
Theology: The New Covenant (San Francisco: Ignatius, 2003) (herein GloryVII), 17. 
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life.26 Balthasar, maintaining divine immutability, would also emphasise that 

nothing new was introduced into God’s being through the separation of the 

Father and Son on the cross and the descent into hell “because infinite 

distance and something like alienation were always already there.”27 Wary of 

the Hegelian logic of divine contingency on creation, Balthasar stressed that 

God is “always himself by giving himself … (Without grasping this there is 

no escape from the machinery of Hegelian dialectic.”28 Thus, otherness and 

kenosis were, for Balthasar, inherent to divine ontology. 

The logic by which Balthasar attributed divine difference in God was 

through an interpretation of the Cross and Holy Saturday as the abandonment 

of the Son by the Father. This separation was for Balthasar, the manifestation 

of divine kenosis. Through the lens of penal substitution, he would argue: 

The crucified Son does not simply suffer the hell deserved by sinners; 
he suffers something below and beyond this, namely, being forsaken 
by God.29  

And in Theo Drama III he reiterated this position, saying:  

The Son’s ‘God-forsakenness’ on the Cross cannot be interpreted one-
sidedly as something felt solely by the dying Jesus; if God is 
objectively forsaken here, then we must say that God is forsaken by 
God.30 

Pitstick insists that Balthasar’s “concept of ‘distance’ reveals that his 

understanding of the Son’s abandonment conditions his doctrine of the 

Trinity.” 31  Williams similarly posits that Balthasar frames his trinitarian 

theology around the question of “What does it mean to identify, as the 

definitive embodiment of God in human history, someone who declares 

himself abandoned by God?”32 But is divine kenotic life necessarily equated 

                                                             
26 This is also the ontological basis for God to be able to commune with the not-God of creation, 
without annihilating the ‘other’. See Balthasar ThDrIV, 326-27 
27 Kilby, Balthasar: A (Very) Critical Introduction, 101. 
28 Balthasar, ThDrII, 256. See also Balthasar’s insistence that God is not reliant on the world for 
God’s being – “The immanent Trinity must be understood to be that eternal, absolute self-surrender 
whereby God is seen to be, in himself, absolute love; this in turn explains his free self-giving to the 
world as love, without suggesting that God ‘needed’ the world process and the Cross in order to 
become himself (to ‘mediate’ himself). Balthasar, ThDrIV, 323. Thus, Balthasar emphasised the 
freedom of God in the “dispensation of salvation”, and not a contemporary conflation of the economic 
and immanent Trinity where God’s economic acts are viewed as necessity. In Hans Urs von 
Balthasar, ‘Mysterium Paschale:’ The Mystery of Easter, trans. Aiden Nichols (San Francisco: 
Ignatius, 1990), 215. 
29 Balthasar, ThDrV, 277. 
30 Balthasar, ThDrIII, 530.  
31 Alyssa Lyra Pitstick, Light in Darkness: Hans Urs Von Balthasar and the Catholic Doctrine of 
Christ's Descent into Hell (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2006), 126. 
32 Williams, “Balthasar and the Trinity,” 37. 
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with separation and distance? Could not intra-trinitarian kenosis rather be the 

content of unity and intimacy? 

Because Balthasar interprets the cross and Holy Saturday as 

abandonment and rejection of the Son by the Father, Abstand (divine 

distance) is posited as the something that must be eternally present in triune 

life to provide the ontological basis for such an economic expression. 

Although Balthasar does enlist the Holy Spirit as the continual bond between 

the Father and Son, even in Sheol (as the Father withdraws from the Son and 

the Son descends to hell), the emphasis on abandonment between the triune 

Persons arguably strains the unity of the One God. 33  Deane-Drummond 

alludes to this issue, saying: 

Balthasar’s speculation leads him to think of a drastic separation 
between Father and Son, epitomised in the death and descent of Christ 
into hell, but also a separation that seems to be constitutive for the life 
of the Trinity.34 

A kenosis of divine separation becomes the focus, rather than a kenosis that 

supremely articulates divine unity. The kenotic emphasis, thus, appears 

construed (and read by critics) in a somewhat truncated manner, linked to 

self-loss and self-suffering of God’s being, rather than the mode of divine life 

or, as posited by Divine self-enrichment, an enriching-kenosis that is the life-

giving unity of triune bliss.35 Balthasar equates the Son’s abandonment by the 

Father as having its precondition in divine kenotic love. This blurring, where 

kenosis is the basis for the Father’s crushing of the Son and divine 

abandonment, is problematic. Kilby emphasises this point, arguing: 

Balthasar is fundamentally blurring the distinction between love and 
loss, joy and suffering. If love and renunciation, suffering (or 
something like it) and joy, are linked, not just in the Christian life, but 
eternally in God, then ultimately suffering and loss are given a 
positive valuation; they are eternalised and take on an ultimate 
ontological status. And then, it seems to me, it becomes hard to 
understand how Christianity can possibly be ‘good news.’36   

Pitstick likewise reasons that  

the truth of Christ’s descent stands over against any ‘tragic 
Christianity,’ any seeking of redemption in God-abandonment as such 

                                                             
33 Pitstick, Light in Darkness, 235-40. 
34 Ceclia Deane-Drummond, “The Breadth of Glory: A Trinitarian Eschatology for the Earth through 
Critical Engagement with Hans Urs von Balthasar,” International Journal of Systematic Theology 12, 
no.1 (2010): 51. 
35 This is not to say that Balthasar does not acknowledge the life-giving redemption offered to 
humanity through the cross but to highlight that this is not his emphasis. 
36 Kilby, Balthasar: A (Very) Critical Introduction, 120.  
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… Christ has come that we might have life, not death, and that we 
might have it in its fullness (see Jn 10:10). It would be the worst 
betrayal of this age (not to mention of Christ) to offer it elaborate 
theological platitudes suggesting its wounds are its life, thereby 
remaking God in its image.37 

Furthermore, such a kenotic reading of divinity has been negatively received 

by feminists as the founding doctrine for the potential  

glorification of gratuitous suffering, but also for how the doctrine has 
been absolutised into a justificatory principle for the relegation of 
women to positions of obedience, self-sacrifice, and silent 
victimhood, which, when understood as a behavioural model, is 
perceived to sanction self-evacuation particularly among those whose 
sense of self may already be compromised.38 

Whilst Kilby and Pitstick infer that Balthasar gives suffering and loss 

“ontological status”,39  there is room to argue, however, that Balthasar is 

merely using analogical language, pointing to an excess of love in God that 

allows for the possibility of the cross and Holy Saturday. With regard to the 

question of “whether there is suffering in God”, Balthasar claimed that 

there is something in God that can develop into suffering. This 
suffering occurs when the recklessness with which the Father gives 
away himself (and all that is his) encounters a freedom that, instead 
of responding in kind to the magnanimity, changes it into a 
calculating, cautious self-preservation.40 

In other words, when divine kenosis encounters human sin (the counter image 

of the kenotic God) the possibility of the suffering of the Son is realised in 

the cross and Holy Saturday. Balthasar’s kenotic view of God is arguably not 

intended to impute ontological suffering into divine being, but merely impute 

Abstand — the ontological explication for the possibility of the separation of 

the Father and Son seen through the cross and Holy Saturday. Yoder argues 

that “Kilby completely misses the mark” by mis-interpreting Balthasar’s 

“hymnic … almost lyrical description of the depths of God’s self-sacrificing 

and reckless love.”41 Similarly, McIntosh and Ormerod opine that Pitstick’s 

                                                             
37 Pitstick, Light in Darkness, 347. 
38 Martin, “Balthasar’s Gendered Theology,” 214. Hampson also argues of the common interpretation 
of kenosis as mere self-emptying, “it may well be a model which men need to appropriate and which 
may helpfully be built into the male understanding of God. But . . . for women, the theme of self-
emptying and self-abnegation is far from helpful as a paradigm.” Daphne Hampson, Theology and 
Feminism (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1990), 155. 
39 Kilby, Balthasar: A (Very) Critical Introduction, 120. Pitstick maintains a similar accusation, 
saying: “Balthasar seems to ascribe a positive value to suffering and death in themselves in virtue of 
their likeness to the suffering Redeemer, not to mention the Trinity.” Pitstick, Light in Darkness, 133. 
40 Balthasar, ThDrIV, 327-328. 
41 Timothy J. Yoder, “Hans Urs von Balthasar and Kenosis: The Pathway to Human Agency” (PhD 
Diss., Loyola University Chicago, 2014), 55-56.   
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interpretation of Balthasar “suffers from “a sort of genre mistake”,42 where 

she attempts to force “Balthasar’s theological aesthetics through a scholastic 

sieve.”43 It is possible therefore to interpret Balthasar’s construal of Christ’s 

death and suffering not as imputing suffering into the ontology of divine 

being, but rather as functioning analogously to describe the excess of the self-

giving nature of divine love,44 such as found in John 15:13 — “Greater love 

has no one than this, that someone lay down his life for his friends.”  

Whilst I agree that triune kenosis undergirds the nature of divine love 

demonstrated in the Passion, it is quite a different proposition to infer infinite 

distance and difference (Abstand) into the Trinity as the condition for the 

Father’s alleged crushing and abandonment of the Son. Deane-Drummond 

considers Balthasar’s view of abandonment in God to be 

anthropomorphically driven and argues that 

to take this to the extreme of trinitarian separation and alienation in 
the way Balthasar attempts seems to me mistaken, for it implies a 
brokenness in the heart of God that is a mirror of human despair.45 

As with Moltmann, arguably too much emphasis has been given by Balthasar 

to the ‘Cry of Dereliction’ — “My God, my God why have you forsaken me” 

(Mt 27:46) — to form such a view. This appears to reflect a one-sided 

emphasis that fails to adequately consider the simplicity of God’s being that 

integrates both the cross and the resurrection. Divine simplicity cannot be 

maintained by separating, as if they were composite divine events, divine 

kenosis (the cross) and divine life (the resurrection). As evidence of divine 

ontology, simplicity would demand they non-compositionally be held 

together. Kilby and Deane Drummond both highlight the exegetical 

uncertainty surrounding the oft utilised ‘Cry of Dereliction’ as the basis for a 

theological construction of the Son’s literal abandonment by the Father; an 

abandonment that tends towards a rent Trinity.46 Instead of affirming a cry of 

abandonment (and thus literal and ontological abandonment experienced in 

the Trinity), the first line of  Psalm 22 on the lips of Jesus can be interpreted 

as the common expression of a short-hand reference to the whole psalm, thus, 

                                                             
42 Mark Allen McIntosh, “Light in Darkness: Hans Urs von Balthasar and the Catholic Doctrine of 
Christ’s Descent into Hell – by Alyssa Lyra Pitstick,” Modern Theology 24 (2008):138. 
43 Neil Ormerod, “The Debate Over Light in Darkness and the Catholicity of Hans Urs von 
Balthasar,” Australian eJournal of Theology 20, no.3 (2013): 212 
44 Yoder, “Hans Urs von Balthasar and Kenosis,” 70. 
45 Deane-Drummond, “The Breadth of Glory,” 63. 
46 Deane-Drummond, “The Breadth of Glory,” 52; Kilby, Balthasar: A (Very) Critical Introduction, 
108. See also John Yocum, “A Cry of Dereliction? Reconsidering a Recent Theological 
Commonplace,” International Journal of Systematic Theology 7, no.1 (2005): 72-80.  
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a heightened expression of salvation, trust and the nearness of the Father, 

simultaneous with the kenosis of the Cross.47 

The concept of Divine self-enrichment provides a nuanced view that 

symbiotically links divine kenosis and divine life. Rather than imputing from 

the cross abandonment into trinitarian life, Divine self-enrichment offers a 

view that, whilst not eliding Christ’s crucified suffering, emphasises the telos 

of the cross, that is, the expression and gift to humanity of divine life. While 

Balthasar does envision actualisation of deity in other-centred self-giving, 

stating: “ekstasis and entasis are one, simply the two sides of the same 

thing”,48 divine entasis does not appear to be his orchestrating contemplation. 

Rather, Balthasar emphasises a nexus of divine risk and kenosis within the 

triune relations. And, he enjoins divine abandonment and kenosis, which 

requires a particular interpretative stance regarding the atonement. Scriptural 

revelation, however, constantly links kenosis with life and well-being. 49 

Balthasar himself identifies the richness of divine life through the intra-

trinitarian relations, but there is no escaping his emphasis on divine 

abandonment. Such an emphasis raises concerns about divine unity. Arguably 

avoiding tritheism is difficult if one maintains that the three hypostases can 

abandon or separate Godself when their simple relations are their divinity. 

Simply put, if God’s Oneness is God’s triune relationality the moment there 

is separation in the Trinity there is no divinity. The logic simply does not hold. 

Again, Divine self-enrichment addresses this issue by highlighting 

that the unity of relations in hypostatic kenosis (divine self-giving and 

receiving, not divine separation) is constitutive for divine life. Thus, the Cross 

and Holy Saturday are not interpreted as triune abandonment, but as the 

                                                             
47 Kilby, Balthasar: A (Very) Critical Introduction, 108. 
48 Balthasar, ThDrV, 74. 
49 The following Scriptures explicate the nexus between life and self-giving: “Whoever want to be my 
disciple must deny themselves and take up their cross and follow me. For whoever want to save their 
life will lose it, but whoever loses their life for me and the gospel will save it” (Mk 8:34 -36); “We 
always carry around in our body the death of Jesus, so that the life of Jesus may also be revealed in 
our body. For we who are alive are always being given over to death for Jesus’ sake, so that his life 
may also be revealed in our mortal body. So then, death is at work in us, but life is at work in you” (2 
Cor 4:10-12); “I have come that they may have life and have it to the full. I am the good shepherd. 
The good shepherd lays down his life for the sheep” (Jn 10:10-11). 
The Prologue to the Gospel of John also contains the nascent pattern of God’s kenotically-enriching 
life as it connects God’s glory (Jn 1:14) with the kenosis of the incarnation. In the kenotic incarnation 
John stated, “we have seen his glory” (Jn 1: 14). Furthermore, Painter understands that the gospel of 
John similarly equates the glory of God with the self-giving of the cross, arguing that  

“the new possibility of eternal life is understood to have come about through the incarnation 
of the eternal λόγος. His coming made possible the revelation of the glory of God as Father 
in his Son … Paradoxically that glory is revealed in the cross in which the self-giving love 
of God as Father is seen. The cross is implied by the flesh assumed by the λόγος.” John 
Painter, The Quest for the Messiah: The History, Literature and Theology of the Johannine 
Community (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1991), 156. 
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expansive reach of divine life; where God’s triune life swallows up death (Is 

25:8; 2 Cor 5:4; 2 Tim 1:10). The kenosis of the Son on the cross was not a 

truncated kenosis, a kenosis merely of self-emptying and suffering, but rather 

was met symbiotically with exaltation through resurrection. The pattern of 

Divine self-enrichment evidenced in the cross and resurrection of the Son 

reveals not only the eternal life of God to God but God’s ecstatic love for 

creation. the scholarship elucidating the meaning of the cross and resurrection 

of Jesus of Nazareth, and its imputation on the doctrine of God, often sways 

in emphasis from Good Friday through Holy Saturday to Resurrection 

Sunday. Moltmann takes his cue for God’s being from the cross of suffering 

on Friday.50 Von Balthasar emphasises the ‘distance’ in God’s being that is 

Holy Saturday.51 And Robert Jensen has the liveliness of resurrection as his 

theological guide.52 Each of these thoughtful theologians have emphasised a 

particular aspect of these three divine moments as foundational for their 

theology, and each one of these emphases has their attractors and detractors. 

Yet a theological framework that allows these historic moments of the cross 

and resurrection to be considered in a unified harmony is not enunciated.  

It is my contention that the concept of Divine self-enrichment 

elucidates such a harmony, where the trinitarian life of enriching kenosis 

holds together Friday’s self-giving, Saturday’s distance and silence, and 

Sunday’s glory. The concept of Divine self-enrichment allows for the 

dynamism of God’s simplicity in the divine movement through the cross, 

tomb and resurrection; where the Trinity is never rent apart, nor subject to 

tritheistic nor modalistic tendencies. The salvific acts of God in Christ should 

be viewed as a unity of particularity that hold together the Son’s kenotic death 

on the cross, the Father’s enriching life of resurrection and the Spirit’s bond 

that unites both kenosis and enrichment in an immediacy that is the glory of 

God. The concept of Divine self-enrichment depicted in the cross and 

resurrection thus stretches across and encompasses humanity and divinity, 

temporality and eternity, immanence and transcendence, but importantly 

allows the triune life to define these acts of God as free acts of love that reflect 

the very being of God. The cross and the resulting glory or enrichment can 

never be untwined, as such Jesus demonstrated why there is no alternative 

                                                             
50 Moltmann, The Crucified God. 
51 Balthasar, ThDrIV. 
52 Jenson, Systematic Theology, 1:190. 
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route to an enriched life — “whoever loses his life for my sake will find his 

life” (Mt 10:39). Wright elucidates such an understanding, speaking of the 

necessary link between the cross and the establishment of God’s kingdom. 

Quoting Paul in 1 Corinthians 2:7 of the hidden wisdom that constitutes the 

establishment of God’s glory — “none of the rulers of this present age knew 

about this wisdom. If they had, you see, they wouldn’t have crucified the Lord 

of glory.” As Wright argues:  

In other words, the powers that put Jesus on the cross didn’t realise 
that by doing so they were in fact serving God’s purposes, unveiling 
the ‘wisdom’ that lies at the heart of the universe … The establishment 
of God’s kingdom means that dethroning of the world’s kingdoms, 
not in order to replace them with another one of basically the same 
sort (one that makes its way through superior force of arms), but in 
order to replace it with one whose power is the power of the servant 
and whose strength is the strength of love.53 

Father, Son and Holy Spirit, in the simplicity of divine consubstantiality, give 

and receive, each to the other, reciprocal life, honour, and affirmation — 

eminently demonstrated in Jesus’ life in whom “all the fullness of deity 

dwells” (Col 2:9). 

9.3 INTIMATIONS OF DIVINE SELF ENRICHMENT 

Whilst contestable issues persist in Balthasar’s theology, contained 

within his corpus are threads that affirm the theological foundations of this 

thesis. Firstly, like Bulgakov and Pannenberg, Balthasar identifies the 

hypostatic distinction in the Godhead as central to a dynamism of divine 

relationality. This affirms a central contention of this thesis — that there is 

dynamic enrichment between the Persons of the Godhead. Although 

Balthasar’s identification of divine Abstand may impute too much regarding 

divine separation, it does seek to affirm distinction between the Persons of 

the Godhead — a distinction that provides the logic for advocating activity 

(or enrichment) between the divine Persons.54 Balthasar is careful to uphold 

the distinction of hypostatic agency. In upholding such a distinction, the value 

of the divine hypostatic ‘self’ is maintained, avoiding any “absorption of 

                                                             
53 Tom Wright, How God Became King (London: SPCK Publishing, 2012), 205. 
54 Balthasar states “Again, we must not see the ‘distance’ in opposition to, or in conflict with, the 
‘closeness’ … at the same time such distance is necessary … in order to hold fast to the personal 
distinctness of each Person both in being and acting.” Balthasar, ThDrV, 94. 
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autonomy.” 55  Thus, he advocates that divine kenosis occurs within real 

relations, where the divine ‘other’ and divine ‘self’ are recognised and 

affirmed. This correlates to the first part of the definition of Divine self-

enrichment — ‘God enriching God in the perfection and fullness of God’ — 

thus, placing active reciprocity within the simplicity of Trinity. 

Secondly, Balthasar identifies that the mutual dynamism between the 

hypostases is replete with kenosis. Whilst his interpretation of the Cross and 

Holy Saturday arguably tends towards what I term a truncated-kenosis, where 

divine self-giving is weighted unduly with notions of loss and abandonment 

(to the point that the unity of the Trinity is strained), his intuition does affirm 

a triune dynamism of giving and receiving constitutive for divine being. 

However, the unity of divine self-giving must be read as a symmetry of active 

and passive gift and receipt between all three divine Persons, otherwise 

consubstantial (equal and non-hierarchical) divinity will be distorted, as will 

be any analogy for human correspondence.56 Balthasar’s exposition supports 

my contention that eternal divine kenosis is the determining characteristic 

constituting God’s life of well-being (divine enrichment).  

Finally, Balthasar’s advocacy, that the acts of God in the incarnation 

were nothing less than the self-expression of trinitarian life (not contingent 

self-constitution nor mutability) affirms the congruency of divine dynamism 

with divine simplicity and aseity — ‘God enriching God in the perfection and 

fullness of God.’  

9.4 CHARACTERISTICS AND PURPOSE OF TRIUNE 
KENOSIS 

Having discussed how Divine self-enrichment can be affirmed 

through Balthasar’s work, I now briefly highlight Balthasar’s articulation of 

the characteristics of triune kenosis, beyond his views of the cross and Holy 

Saturday. I also demonstrate how Balthasar affirms triune kenosis as 

                                                             
55 Yoder, “Hans Urs von Balthasar and Kenosis,” 68. Thus, while God’s self-giving has no logical 
boundary, apophatically Balthasar would maintain that “the self-gift of the Father to the Son does not 
include his paternity” (p.68). 
56 This problem is seen in Balthasar’s theology, that although he affirms there is an “equal self-
giving” (Balt, ThDrIV, 332) between the hypostases, there remains is an asymmetrical passivity and 
receptivity attributed to the Persons. The asymmetry of the kenotic characteristics of the divine 
Persons comes to the forefront in his engendered analogy regarding human sexual difference; where 
femininity is passive and masculinity is active. See Martin, “Balthasar’s Engendered Theology.” 
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symbiotic with, and having its telos in divine Glory, understood in this thesis 

as commensurate with divine enrichment — the fullness of divine well-being. 

9.4.1 INTRA-TRINITARIAN SPEECH AND WORSHIP 

Balthasar’s contemplation of intra-trinitarian life touches on two 

specific manifestations of triune mutual kenosis: intra-trinitarian speech and 

worship. These expressions of divine activity not only validate the dynamic 

nature of divine enrichment. However, by expanding on his insight it is 

possible to identify characteristics of perichoretic relationality. Put simply, 

we can begin to articulate the nature of the perichoretic ‘dance steps’, not 

merely discern the triune ‘dance.’ The expressions of intra-trinitarian speech 

and worship include: mutual and inter-personal dialogue and engagement, an 

openness to being known and knowing, acknowledging and honouring the 

greatness of another, and speech in recognisable and purposeful language.  

Balthasar interprets the appearing and giving of divine being to 

another as a form of speech. Regarding the appearance of being (God) he 

would therefore state “in giving itself up, it speaks itself, it unveils itself: it is 

true in itself, but in the other to which it reveals itself.”57 Consistent with his 

stance regarding the economic and immanent Trinity, Balthasar viewed that 

God’s revelation in history was speech to humanity that had its archetype in 

intra-trinitarian speech. Thus, God speaks (or reveals Godself) in creation not 

from contingency, but because the triune God eternally speaks to God. 

Balthasar’s understanding of divine speech takes its cue from the Word of 

God, the personal form of Christ, where God has made his love 

“recognisable” to the world by speaking in human language. 58  That the 

Incarnate Word is the “exegesis” of God 59  that is “spoken” in human 

language,60 would be similarly articulated by Paul Ricoeur: 

Becoming flesh is for the word (parole) becoming language in the 
human and worldly sense of the word (mot). That the Logos became 
flesh is raised to the level of our words (mots).61 

                                                             
57 Hans Urs von Balthasar, My Work: In Retrospect, trans. Brian McNeil (San Francisco: Ignatius, 
1993), 116. 
58 Hans Urs von Balthasar, Love Alone: The Way of Revelation: A Theological Perspective, trans. 
Alexander Dru (London: Burns & Oats Ltd, 1968), 61. 
59 Peter, J. Caseralla, “The Expression and Form of the Word: Trinitarian Hermeneutics and the 
Sacramentality of Language in Hans Urs Von Balthasar's Theology,” Renascence 48, no. 2 (1996): 
111. 
60 McIntosh, “Hans Urs Von Balthasar,” 362. 
61 Translated in Caseralla, “The Expression and Form of the Word,” 112. 
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The word spoken in Christ is, for Balthasar, the kenotic nature of God’s life 

(the truth). Extending Balthasar’s thought we can conclude that the nature of 

God’s speech to humanity through the Incarnation is expression in act, and is 

personal and life-giving because it is premised on the utterly interpersonal 

active communication and life of the divine Persons. Kristiansen, 

summarising Balthasar’s analogy of human personhood, similarly highlights, 

that like the triune God “the human person exists only in “interpersonal 

dialogue.”62 

Balthasar also articulated similar intra-divine activity akin to worship, 

stating: “When God stands before God we can say ‘that God shows honour 

to God’ ‘in a reciprocal glorifying’, ‘in an eternal, reciprocal worship.’”63 

Intra-trinitarian worship, advanced by Balthasar, was marked by transparency 

and trust, not ‘blind faith’ but “faith as it exists in God, it is in harmony with 

‘irrefragable knowledge’ … ‘From, before all time, the barriers are down.’64 

This eternal triune ‘faith’ was a constant readiness to “see and encounter each 

other completely”, where there was mutual contemplation of the greatness of 

the other hypostases, and “‘space’ to reflect on and present his wishes and ‘to 

prepare his gifts.’” 65  Balthasar viewed this mutuality as transparent 

consideration of the ‘excess’ (greatness) of the other, the movement of mutual 

adoration.66 Here, the divine Persons ‘know’ and are ‘known’ in personal 

reciprocity, where “there is simultaneous growth in intimacy and in respect 

for the other person’s freedom.”67  

Contemporaneous with his idea of “the divine Trinitarian super-

expressivity” of speech and worship, Balthasar would argue for a 

correspondence in the creature, saying all forms of “human relationality … 

can become apt expressions of the divine relationality.”68 In this manner, 

Balthasar linked the “significance of cosmic life and human personhood”, 

where creatures are embraced, not into “a completed, static divine silence”, 

but as a “‘part of speech,’ within the ‘speaking’ that is God’s own life.”69 

                                                             
62 Staale Johannes Kristiansen, “Hans Urs von Balthasar,” in Key Theological Thinkers: From 
Modern to Postmodern, ed. Svien Rise and Staale Johannes Kristiansen (New York: Routledge, 
2016), 262. 
63 Balthasar, ThDrV, 96. Balthasar leans heavily here on the writings of his life-long spiritual 
colleague Adrienne von Speyr. 
64 Balthasar, ThDrV, 98. 
65 Balthasar, ThDrV, 98. 
66 Williams also discusses this briefly in Williams, “Balthasar and the Trinity,” 44. 
67 Balthasar, ThDrII, 120. 
68 McIntosh, “Hans Urs Von Balthasar,” 357-58. 
69 McIntosh, “Hans Urs Von Balthasar,” 358. 
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Thus, in Theo-drama Balthasar viewed intra-trinitarian speech as eternal 

“conversation” or “God’s prayer-dialogue”, and therefore the prototype of 

creaturely prayer. 70  Balthasar would draw similar analogous conclusions 

regarding intra-trinitarian trust and transparency (the hallmarks of human 

faith in God), and in intra-trinitarian adoration (repeated by human adoration 

of God). Thus, of human worship he would assert: “Worship as we know it is 

a grace that comes from the triune worship. Nothing is more rooted in God 

than worship.”71 In other words, the orientation to God of human speech, faith 

and worship finds its ontological conditions in triune reality – imago 

Trinitatis.72 

Balthasar’s theological insight supports this thesis’ argument that 

creatures are ultimately, through the salvific work of God, called to kenotic 

communion and worship as an integration into, and reflection of, the nature 

of divine life. Thus, enriching human activity towards God and neighbour 

will, as repetition of the image of the Creator, be characterised by acts of 

enriching-kenosis. Participating in the divine ontology of well-being will be 

marked by a temporal and finite expression of mutual and interpersonal 

dialogue and engagement, being known and knowing, acknowledging and 

honouring the greatness of another, and speech in recognisable and 

purposeful language.  

In the final assessment of Balthasar’s theological relevance to Divine 

self-enrichment it is important to address two pertinent considerations. The 

first, is whether Karen Kilby’s critical view of Balthasar’s “vivid” contentions 

concerning the “inner workings of the Trinity” can, and should, be 

maintained. And second is whether it is possible to articulate a telos, or 

purpose, of the intra-divine dialogue and worship that Balthasar expounds. 

9.4.2 KILBY AND CRITICISM OF BALTHASAR 

To the first issue. Kilby derides, as unsubstantiated, Balthasar’s 

advocacy that the 

eternal life of the Trinity is … characterised by thanksgiving … by 
worship, and even by petitionary prayer … references to mutual 

                                                             
70 Balthasar, ThDrV, 96-97. 
71 Balthasar, ThDrV, 96. 
72 Balthasar, ThDrV, 105. 
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acknowledgement, adoration, and petition among the Persons of the 
Trinity.73  

Balthasar’s work does contain flourishes of excessive language that arguably 

extends beyond what can be strictly inferred from Scripture regarding the 

Trinity.74 However, if the logic by which Balthasar relates the immanent and 

economic Trinity is granted, then the scriptural account does contain specific 

instances and inferences of dialogue and worship (both verbal and non-

verbal) between the Father, Son and Holy Spirit. For example, we can identify 

both verbal and non-verbal adoration by the Father and Holy Spirit at the 

baptism of Jesus (Mt 3:16-17), the transfiguration’s similar adoration of Jesus 

by the Father (Mt 17:5), the prayer dialogue of Jesus to the Father in John’s 

gospel (Jn 15-17), Jesus’ petitioning of the Father in Gethsemane (Mt 

26:39;42); Jesus’ request to the Father on the cross (Lk 23:34), the final breath 

of Jesus offered to the Father (Lk 23:46), the singing of praise by Jesus to the 

Father (Mk 14:26; Heb 2:12); thanksgiving (Mt 26:30); the Spirit leading and 

Jesus following (Lk 4:1); and the Father fulfilling Jesus’ request to pour out 

the Spirit (Jn 14:16, Acts 1:4). Thus, to dismiss Balthasar’s insights of intra-

trinitarian as merely ‘speculative’ does not do justice to the scriptural account. 

Interpretation of the characteristics of divine relationality from Scripture does 

not amount to mere conjecture, but rather represents a trinitarian 

hermeneutical tool for biblical exegesis.75 

9.4.3 GLORY: THE TELOS OF DIVINE KENOSIS 

To the second question. If, as Balthasar suggests, the triune God 

eternally engages in intra-trinitarian ‘speech’ and ‘worship’, and humanity is 

drawn into this divine life through Christ, it is apt to ask: what does this divine 

dynamism achieve? This thesis contends that the telos, the goal or purpose of 

divine kenotic relationality is divine glory — the utter well-being, enrichment 

and expression of divine life. Kenosis is the movement of God’s life. This 

argument also finds validation in Balthasar’s theology. 

                                                             
73 Kilby, Balthasar: A (Very) Critical Introduction, 112-14. 
74 Certainly, some of Balthasar’s vivid depictions of the intra-trinitarian life are derived from 
Adrienne von Speyr’s writings not Scripture (see for example ThDrV, 96-98). 
75 Matthew Bates in The Birth of the Trinity argues for an exegetical strategy based on reading the 
biblical text through a hermeneutic of triune relationality; what he calls “prosopological exegesis.” 
Bates discusses how early Christians interpreted the Old Testament dialogues “to provide a 
panoramic view of the relationship between Father, Son and Spirit”, where they perceived “the story 
of the interior of the divine life.” Matthew W. Bates, The Birth of the Trinity: Jesus, God, and Spirit 
in New Testament and Early Christian Interpretations of the Old Testament (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2015), 2. 
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Balthasar’s theology of the immanent and economic Trinity advances 

that the fullness of divine life is performed through mutual exchanges of the 

Godhead demonstrated in the economy.76 This dynamic life of divinity is pre-

eminently revealed in Christ, who is, for Balthasar, the concrete form of the 

glory of God. Balthasar’s perception is a simple articulation that God’s triune 

kenotic movement, revealed through Christ, reflects his Glory.77 In The Glory 

of the Lord (focusing primarily on theological aesthetics) Balthasar 

expounded the scriptural development of God’s glory from the “kabod of 

Yahweh” to that of “doxa Christou” in the New Testament.78 He shows how 

an “abstract-sensuous kabod” (for example the Shekinah glory of the cloud 

in Exodus 14:19) became increasingly understood as a “concrete-personal 

kabod.”79 The movement towards perceiving God as “concretely glorious” 

developed alongside “the fundamental concepts of the covenant reality: as 

grace, justice, fidelity, mercy … love”, not merely through abstract 

epiphanies or concepts of honour, praise or power.80  This concreteness of 

divine glory (Herrlichkeit) was pre-eminently realised in the economy in the 

Son’s kenosis. 81  Thus, Balthasar advocated that the incarnation was the 

ultimate revelation of God’s beauty and glory. However, the incarnation was 

also a concealment of glory, as it pointed to something even greater. 

Kristiansen emphasises that, for Balthasar, “beauty is an appearance, but at 

the same time, it is more: it is a sign that always points towards something 

deeper.”82 That ‘something deeper’, for Balthasar, was the ineffable fullness 

and perfection of divine beauty and glory that is the eternal depths of the 

kenotic life of the triune God. Because Balthasar held that “all of God’s 

actions ad extra must find their basis in a precondition within the divine life 

to which they point”,83 God’s glory was demonstrated (not derived) in the 

cross of Christ because the beauty and glory of God is eternally and 

dynamically kenotic. Divine glory was therefore not abstract, but for 

Balthasar an encounter with the true and the good kenotic revelation of God 

                                                             
76 Balthasar, ThDrV, 105. 
77 On this interpretation we can understand the kenosis of the incarnation articulated in John 1 as the 
beholding “of his Glory” (Jn 1:14). 
78 Hans Urs von Balthasar, Glory of the Lord: A Theological Aesthetics, ed. John Riches, vol. 6, 
Theology: The Old Covenant (San Francisco: Ignatius, 1991) (herein GloryVI), 415. 
79 Balthasar, GloryVI, 415. 
80 Balthasar, GloryVI, 415. 
81 Luy, “The Aesthetic Collision,” 159. 
82 Kristiansen, “Hans Urs von Balthasar,” 260. 
83 Luy, “The Aesthetic Collision,” 161. 
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in Christ.84 Expressing the new covenant reality — divine glory as revealed 

in Jesus, was commensurate with concrete acts of kenosis, pre-eminently 

demonstrated through the Passion. As Balthasar reasoned: “When God 

throws himself away … he shows not only the principle of all fecundity and 

all generosity, but also the essence of his glory.”85 

For the purposes of this thesis, Balthasar’s logic validates that triune 

glory is demonstrated and achieved through divine self-giving. Glory is the 

dynamic concreteness of divine well-being expressed in, and also experienced 

by, creation through divine kenosis. Thus, kenosis is symbiotic with the 

enriched and enriching glory of God, and the enriched and enriching glory of 

God is realised symbiotically through kenosis. Thus, Jesus’ proclamation of 

his impending death as glorification is imbued with its depth of meaning – 

“now is the Son of Man glorified and God is glorified in him” (Jn 13:31). 

Moreover, if creation is drawn into the divine life of well-being i.e., the glory 

of God, then this interpretation gives extended meaning to the ‘glorification’ 

of the creation. The glorification of humanity is the increased realisation of 

well-being realised through the Spirit, finding its ultimacy in the eschaton: 
And we all … contemplate the Lord’s glory, are being transformed 
into his image with ever-increasing glory, which comes from the Lord, 
who is the Spirit (2 Cor 3:18). 
 

9.5 CONCLUSION 

From the discussion above, Balthasar’s theology pertains to, and affirms 

the theological logic undergirding the concept of Divine Self Enrichment. 

Furthermore, Balthasar’s more ‘vivid’ interpretation of the dynamics of the 

triune relations allows for further insight to made regarding the constitutive 

features of divine intra-relatedness. The key points from this examination 

relevant to the construal of Divine self-enrichment are summarised as: 

1. triune life is highly dynamic where the personal relations constitute 

divine life and love; 

2. The dynamism of divine life is prudently upheld as congruent with 

Christian theistic concepts of simplicity and aseity (and its derivative 

immutability); 

                                                             
84 This is why Luy states that Balthasar insists “that theology must never ‘move beyond’ the humanity 
of Jesus in a desire to attain knowledge of ‘naked divinity.’” Luy, “The Aesthetic Collision,” 159. 
85 Balthasar, GloryVII, 432. 
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3. triune life is constituted by gift and receipt between the divine 

Persons. This reciprocity manifests kenosis — the self-giving and 

emptying to the other constitutive for divine life; 

4. The kenotic nature of eternal divine life underscores the economic 

manifestations of divine expression in the world. The dynamism of 

divine intra-relatedness conditions the kenotic nature of the salvific 

work of God in Christ: 

5. While criticism persists regarding the ontological issues with 

Balthasar’s use of Abstand, his concept does introduce the notion of 

distinction and ‘otherness’ in the Godhead, providing the logic for 

advocating activity (enrichment) between the divine Persons; 

6. The life (enrichment) of God is characterised by mutual and 

interpersonal dialogue and engagement, an openness to being known 

and knowing, acknowledging and honouring the greatness of another, 

and speech in recognisable and purposeful language; and  

7. The purpose and the content of triune kenosis is divine glory. Divine 

glory is commensurate with divine life and is also the dynamic 

concreteness of divine well-being expressed in, and experienced by, 

creation. Glory is that to which all things move towards 

eschatologically. 
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CONCLUSION TO PART III 
 

Part III of this thesis demonstrates that across ecumenical lines, 

influential theologians have identified that the triune movement of the divine 

Persons is characterised by reciprocal giving and receipt. Each theologian, 

upholding a relational ontology of divine being, argues that the movement of 

giving and receiving within the Trinity is constitutive for divine life. Whilst 

Bulgakov asserted triune reciprocity as constitutive for ‘Sophia’ (the life of 

God constituted by divine self-revelation), Pannenberg as constitutive for 

kingdom rule (the life of God constituted by the rule of God) and Balthasar 

as constitutive for Abstand (the life of God constituted by divine difference), 

it is possible, for the first time in scholarship, to group each of these 

identifications under a broader concept; they identify and describe aspects of 

Divine self-enrichment. In essence, each theologian intuitively, yet quite 

differently, articulated manifestations of the axiom for Divine self-

enrichment. Through a nuanced approach to the theologies of Bulgakov, 

Pannenberg and Balthasar, it is possible to contend that divine life is 

symbiotic with relational kenosis; the dynamic of giving and receiving 

amongst the triune Persons. This overarching dynamic I identify as enriching-

kenosis or kenotic-enrichment. The next Part of the thesis articulates further 

the specific expressions that attend such a notion and the implications for a 

Christian development paradigm.  
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PART IV  
TOWARDS DOXOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT  
This Part 4 examines the theological presuppositions and logic of 

Divine self-enrichment in relation to matters concerning praxis. Unless the 

theology of Divine self-enrichment is able to become determinative for praxis 

it remains mere abstraction. The final part of this thesis therefore puts flesh 

on the bone, or as Thomas F. Torrance explains:  

All technical theological terms … are to be used like ‘disclosure 
models’, as cognitive instruments … to help us work out the ‘inner 
logic’ … But once we see the connections more clearly in this way, 
they have to be translated back into ‘the flesh and blood’ of reality.1 

Part 4 of this thesis thus flows from the critical determinations of Parts 

2 and 3. In brief the logic of Part 4 is as follows: 1. Divine enrichment through 

kenosis is the pattern of God’s ways in the world (economic Trinity); 2. This 

pattern of enriching-kenosis reaches back and is antecedently operative in the 

immanent Trinity; 3. This patterning is, accordingly, to be discerned in the 

dynamic of creation and in human life. Thus, whenever human life evidences 

the kind of kenotic-enrichment found in the economic Trinity, there we see 

intimations of the work of God. In this sense, the archetype of divine 

enrichment is antecedently operative in creation, where kenotic-enrichment 

is a condition of createdness. 4. This divine pattern embedded in human life 

has been marred by sin. Instead of kenotic-enrichment bringing life and well-

being, egoistical-enrichment or truncated-kenosis has deformed the divinely 

initiated conditions of createdness. 5. Human beings retain, however, the 

orientation towards for well-being. For this to occur the continual reforming 

and re-orientation to God’s way through the participation in the life of the 

Spirit is required; 6. The paradigm of development, as a human work 

advancing well-being and enrichment needs to reflect, and intentionally 

conform to, the antecedent pattern of divine kenotic-enrichment embedded in 

createdness and redeemed through God’s work in the world. 

In articulating the overarching logic outlined above, Part IV is divided 

into two chapters. Chapter 10, building upon Part III in particular, identifies 

and discusses the nature and characteristics that constitute Divine self-

                                                             
1 Thomas F. Torrance, Incarnation: The Person and Life of Christ, ed. Robert T. Walker. rev. ed. 
(Downers Grove: IVP Academic, 2008), 233. 
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enrichment. Divine life is identified as being constituted through the dynamic 

of kenotic-enrichment. Attending this dynamic are specific expressions that 

resonate with Scripture and theological reflection. Thus, the chapter identifies 

triune kenotic-enrichment as demonstrated in the following ways: 1. it is 

freely given and received, it is not obliged; 2. it is expressed through a 

symbiosis of speech and act; 3. it has equality through mutual dependence; 4. 

there is other-centred affirmative language and action; and 5. communication 

is interpersonal. Finally, the chapter considers the correspondences that may 

be reasonably drawn between the characteristics of triune life and human life. 

Here, consideration is given to the similarity and dissimilarity of the Creator 

and creation, and the limitations of finite human replication of divine 

ontology. Importantly, this chapter emphasises that this thesis is not merely 

establishing a ‘model’ of divine life for human imitation, as if a straight line 

may be drawn from the divine to humanity. My argument is more nuanced, 

requiring the need for a responsive participation, through the Holy Spirit, in 

the dynamics of the enriching life of the Trinity — the conditions of 

createdness.  

Chapter 11 examines the implications of a doctrine of Divine self-

enrichment, with reference to aid and development. Specifically, I consider 

how the constitutive features of divine well-being can ground a Christian 

development praxis and provide an alternative perspective to the hegemony 

of the modern development paradigm. My treatment of this theme is by no 

means complete. I provide brief examples and indicate a trajectory for 

application that requires further work. The intention is to provide examples 

of what a renewed praxis for development and aid might entail in the light of 

the thesis inquiry into divine enrichment. The supposition is that imitation of 

the pattern of divine ontology embedded into creation, and redeemed and 

propelled by the Spirit, may shape a Christian rationale and praxis of 

development. Finally, the last section of the chapter proposes that engagement 

in Christian development can be appropriately understood as a mode of 

worship transferred into praxis; what I call Doxological Development. This 

is the posture of lived-worship through the dynamics of the Spirit; where 

glory is given to God as humans acknowledge the nature of God and re-

orientate their lives to the divine dynamics of well-being in the world. Such 

an understanding affirms the genesis and possibility for enriched humanity 

through the work of God. It also recognises the effort and weariness that 
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commonly attends the reality of such a task and in so doing reminds us that 

the movement and action of God is not only the basis for human endeavour; 

it is also the means by which such human work is fruitful for the well-being 

of the world.  
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CHAPTER 10 
THE NATURE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF 

DIVINE SELF-ENRICHMENT 

10.1 ENRICHING-KENOSIS AND DIVINE SELF-
ENRICHMENT 

This thesis has identified and articulated the concept of Divine self-

enrichment — God enriching God in the perfection and fullness of God. This 

concept posits that God’s all-blessedness, divine well-being (glory), or divine 

enrichment is dynamically derived through the triune relationality of Father, 

Son and Holy Spirit giving and receiving each to the other in unifying 

oneness. The constitutive dynamic therefore of Divine self-enrichment is 

kenotic in form and character. Divine life is actualised as kenotic-enrichment 

or enriching-kenosis. Whilst kenosis is a primary characteristic for divine 

enrichment, the concept of self-giving within the Trinity also encompasses 

reception. As argued, the understanding of divine kenosis has symmetry with 

divine receipt. Milbank expresses such a concept, saying: 

Even our current word ‘give’ can slide towards its opposite: ‘to give 
way’ means to provide a passage, to allow a certain reception of 
something, and to say of a tree that ‘it gives’ with the wind, or has 
‘give’ in it, is to denote a pliability equivalent to a capacity to receive.1  

The mutual kenosis identified between the triune hypostases is both gift and 

receipt, where receipt is also a self-giving. Understanding such a concept is 

very different — indeed quite alien — from notions of deficiency, or mere 

passive agency, being located within divine ontology. Furthermore, it allows 

us to distinguish kenotic-enrichment (a) from egoistic enrichment (self-

enhancement devoid of self-giving) and (b) from theological interpretations 

that reduce the concept of kenosis to a truncated kenosis (a self-giving devoid 

of enrichment); the kind that feminists rightfully critique as too easily 

distorted to justify abuse.2  

                                                             
1 John Milbank, “Can a Gift Be Given? Prolegomena to a Future Trinitarian Metaphysic,” Modern 
Theology 11, no. 1 (1995): 120. 
2 Coakley states, “there has been a long-standing critique by feminist theologians of ‘kenotic’ 
Christology on the grounds that it may make normative for women forms of ‘self-sacrifice’ and ‘self-
abasement’ that keep them in subordinate roles, and can even lead to the condoning of abuse. 
Coakley, Powers and Submissions, 207. As argued, the theological guardrails of simplicity and aseity 
are necessary to guard against a logic that results in God being imputed with deficiency. Without such 
a philosophically framed theology of divine being, the symptoms of truncated kenosis or egoistic 
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Consistent with my argument in chapter 4 — that the revelation of the 

economic Trinity is a faithful revelation of the immanent Trinity — the 

expression of divine life may be understood as manifest in God’s ways in the 

world. Creation, covenant, incarnation, the cross, resurrection and the 

parousia may then be viewed as evidence of the pattern of kenotic-enrichment 

of the eternal triune God. This pattern of God’s ways in the world is, not 

surprisingly the deep patterning for human life as it is raised to the fullness 

intended by God.  

10.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF TRIUNE ENRICHING-
KENOSIS 

A key component of this thesis has been the examination of an 

ecumenical selection of trinitarian theologies (Bulgakov, Pannenberg and 

Balthasar), in which I identified the dynamics of the giving and receiving 

evident in the economic Trinity. That discussion in Part 3 provides resources 

that can be transposed into the domain of human life and specifically 

Christian aid and development. In the first place this requires a more 

considered articulation of those characteristics of divine relationality that 

actualise well-being. In this sense chapter 10 represents a move from high 

level generalisations regarding divine enrichment (and thereby avoiding the 

dangers of abstractions) to some intermediate categories that help to ground 

the earlier inquiry and align its insights to the praxis of aid and development. 

Volf summarises my intent well when he highlights that devoid of the 

concreteness of self-donation in the Trinity a project may  

parallel a plethora of proposals about the relation between the Trinity 
and human communities which, though significant, are of limited 
value because they remain at the level of overly diffuse generalities, 
say about ‘plurality-in-unity’, the dialectic of ‘one and many’, or the 
balance between ‘relationality and otherness.’ In such proposals the 
doctrine of the Trinity serves more or less as the ore from which the 
presumed gold of abstract principles should be extracted and then used 
to construct images of human community or even of the whole reality. 

                                                             
enrichment emerge. For example, if God is not self-sufficiently simple, in other words, God is 
contingent on creation for being, God is perceived to derive enrichment from creation to compensate 
for a self-deficiency. Is God then ultimately selfishly using the creation for divine satisfaction and 
divine fulfilment? What kind of perverse imitation would this instil in humanity? Such a theological 
framework would result in the charge of divine egoistical-enrichment. Similarly, if God’s self-giving 
is merely a contingent response to the creation (where evil is the necessary impetus for God’s self-
giving goodness, thus, God’s being requires evil to be good, thus, suffering must be metaphysically 
necessary to God’s being) a view of divine truncated kenosis may logically form; whereby self-giving 
cannot be symbiotic with divine life. Divine kenosis under this theological construct will struggle to 
avoid a view of God’s self-giving as little more than divine symbolic solidarity with human suffering, 
yet unable to alleviate it.   
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But this makes a misjudgement about what is in fact gold. Abstract 
principles are not pure gold; the narrative of the life of the Trinity, at 
whose heart lies the history of self-donation, is pure gold … the 
generalities about ‘plurality-in-unity’ and ‘one-and -many’ will be 
helpful only if they are ‘gilded’ by being dipped into the narrative of 
self-donation.3 

The identification of the dynamics of triune enriching-kenosis provides a 

refinement of the ‘gold’ Volf commends. Accordingly, I identify the 

following conceptual co-ordinates that emerge from this thesis’ inquiry into 

triune kenotic-enrichment: 

FREELY GIVEN AND RECEIVED; NOT OBLIGED  

• The Divine Persons operate in free and volitional inter-

related agency; such a freedom in divine self-positing is 

integral to the nature of divine love. 
INTER-PERSONAL COMMUNICATION 

• The divine Persons are open to receiving from each other 

through transparency and intimacy of knowing and being 

known; 

• There is self-awareness and self-giving present in speech and 

action. 

SPEECH COMMENSURATE WITH ACT 

• Divine speech (both verbal and non-verbal) is purposeful and 

is attended by substance and materiality of act. Speech with 

substance and meaning is therefore truthful and faithful to 

God’s being, not ‘mere talk.’ 

• Speech is in recognisable language; it is thus able to be given 

and received with meaning. 
OTHER-CENTRED AFFIRMATIVE LANGUAGE 

• The divine Persons acknowledge the greatness and worth of 

the other, the agency of each divine person is acknowledged 

and honoured. 

 

 

                                                             
3 Volf, “The Trinity is Our Social Program,” 412. 
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EQUALITY THROUGH MUTUAL DEPENDENCY 

• There is no hierarchy within God, there is equality of gift and 

receipt. The Father is dependent on the Son to be the Father, 

and the Son on the Father, and without the mutuality of 

giftedness through the Spirit there is neither Son nor Father. 

Each divine Person is the fullness of God in the Oneness of 

God; thus, divinity has equality through mutual dependency. 

• The divine Trinity is constituted through the distinctive 

worth of each hypostasis, and through the reciprocal 

responsibility each to the other to honour and uphold the 

identity of each of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit. 

Below is a summary diagram of these key characteristics inherent to 

triune life as depicted in the dynamics of the economic Trinity. The diagram 

elucidates the ‘enriching’ (a kenotic-enrichment) component of the concept: 

God enriching God in the perfection and fullness of God, in other words, it 

clarifies how God actualises well-being. 

 

Diagram 1: The Nature and Characteristics of Divine self-enrichment 

10.3 CONTINUITY WITH CURRENT DEVELOPMENT 
THEOLOGIES 

The specific manifestations within the triune relations that evidence 

divine well-being/enrichment also have resonance and continuity with themes 

expressed in Catholic Social Theology, Transformational Theology, and 

Triune 
Kenotic 

Enrichment 
- Divine 

Love and 
Glory

Inter-Personal 
communication
•knowing and being 
known

•openness to other in 
their own agency

Speech as Act
•purposeful Speech
•Speech in recognisable 
language

Freely given 
and received 
not obliged

Ecstatic affirmative 
language and action
•affirming the greatness and 
worth of other 
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other

Equality through 
mutual dependence
•distinctive self worth
• reciprocal 
responsibility 
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Liberation Theology. As the following diagram depicts, the doctrine of God 

provides the ontological and theological ground for the impulse of key 

themes. For example, koinonia, human dignity, solidarity, subsidiarity, 

dignity of work, and ‘Charity in Truth’ can align with the movements of 

Divine self-enrichment. 

 

Table 2: Nexus between Divine self-enrichment and Current Development Theologies 

10.4 FROM TRINITARIAN WELL-BEING TO HUMAN 
WELL-BEING  

Prior to discussing the practical implications that Divine self-

enrichment has for Christian aid and development, it is important to consider 

in what way humans may be said to correspond to divine being. This is 

important as one cannot simply draw a straight line from God to humanity to 

conclude: “This is how God is: therefore, this is how humans should be.”4 In 

order to draw meaningful correspondences between divine well-being and 

human well-being both similarity and dissimilarity between God and 

humanity needs to be acknowledged. The questions for this Part is: How 

should or could humanity fulfil the exhortation from Scripture to be “imitators 

of God” (Eph 5:1)? And, if the Christian God is trinitarian, in what ways can 

responsible imitation of the triune God (imitatio Trinitatis) be exhorted? In 

addressing these questions this chapter also considers the participative human 

                                                             
4 Miroslav Volf, “Being As God Is,” in God’s Life in Trinity, ed. Miroslav Volf and Michael Welker 
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2006), 5. 
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response to the movement of the Holy Spirit — who is already at work to 

bring about the enriched possibilities of God’s ways in the world. 

10.4.1 ONTOLOGICAL SIMILARITY AND DISSIMILARITY 

Catherine LaCugna, although championing the practical relevance of 

the doctrine of the Trinity, has suggested that  

the practical nature of the doctrine of the Trinity does not mean it is a 
pragmatic principle that furnishes an easy solution to war or violence, 
or yields a blueprint for a catechetical program, or settles vexing 
disagreements over the church’s public prayer.5 

In other words, a concept of imitatio Trinitatis will not provide the panacea 

to the dysfunction of world affairs, immediately end poverty, or usher in the 

fullness of human well-being. Does this mean attending to the doctrine of 

God for locating the conditions for created well-being should be avoided? No. 

But what it does mean is that it is necessary for a considered approach that 

frames the foundation and vision for human well-being beyond nihilism and 

utopian fantasy.  

With this in mind, a key position I have maintained throughout this 

thesis is the necessity to resist the temptation to conflate the Creator and the 

Creation. A central tenet of orthodox Christian belief is that human beings are 

made in the image of God (imago Dei). Thus, humans must be constituted in 

such a way that affinity exists between the created and the Creator. This view, 

however, must be qualified by the ontological differences between Creator 

and Creature. Recognising ontological difference is a necessary guardrail 

when attempting any analogy between Creator and Creature. Without 

acknowledging the ontological divergence between God and humans one may 

be tempted to draw inferences from the Trinity for a social program that may 

be critiqued in the same vein Volf exacted on Nicholas Fedorov’s proposed 

social program of trinitarian imitation,6 saying:  

No arguments need to be wasted on showing that Fedorov’s proposal 
is specious and his vision chimerical. It is one thing to espouse belief 
that in the resurrection of Christ power is at work ‘capable of 
transfiguring nature’ … But the claim that ‘God has placed in our 

                                                             
5 LaCugna, God For Us, 379. 
6 Fedorov’s proposal is outlined in Paul Evdokimov, Le Christ dans la pensée Rusee (Paris: Cerf, 
1970) and is discussed in Volf, “The Trinity is our Social Program,” 401-07. 
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hands all the means for regulating cosmic disorders’ … because we 
participate in the divine life, is the stuff of which dreams are made.7  

Being cognisant of ontological difference is clearly significant when 

addressing the topic of divine well-being and human well-being. Without 

attending to dissimilarity between the Creator and creation this thesis could 

descend into a mere utopic vision devoid of substance. Yet, without 

acknowledging similarity between Creator and Creature — the resonance of 

divine ontology that shapes and motivates human well-being — there would 

be little point to this thesis. Pannenberg’s insights (as discussed in chapter 8) 

are useful here, particularly, his measured unity of the tension of the ‘now’ 

(proleptic in-breaking of God’s reign through Christ) and the ‘not-yet’ of the 

reign of God (anticipation of the eschatological reign of God). Pannenberg’s 

theology can assist in affirming the impetus for realising human well-being 

now. The kingdom of God that ushers in well-being for the creation is a 

present reality (affinity of Creator and creature), yet, anticipation of the 

eschatological consummation of the kingdom affirms the reality of an 

incremental realisation of human well-being (dissimilarity of Creature and 

creator). Acknowledging ontological similarity and dissimilarity is necessary 

to maintain both hope for, and gradual actualisation of, human well-being 

through development, without the illusions of utopia, or the despondency of 

nihilism. 

10.4.2 LIMITATIONS ON CORRESPONDENCES: DISSIMILARITY 

A myriad of divergent features exists between Trinity and humanity. 

I will, however, limit my discussion here to two key differences that 

significantly alter the human articulation of the divine foundations of well-

being. Firstly, unlike divine being, human well-being is subject to temporal 

contingency, and secondly, human sin significantly impacts on human well-

being. 

10.4.2(A) HUMAN WELL-BEING AS TEMPORALLY CONTINGENT 

As I have indicated in this thesis, well-being for the human is never 

singularly derived (as it is in God’s simplicity). 8 Rather, it comes primarily 

                                                             
7 Volf, “The Trinity is our Social Program,” 404. 
8 Kathryn Tanner and Keith E. Johnson both note the substantial difference between God’s simple 
perichoretic intra-relationality and humanity’s non-simple relationality. Johnson argues that, unlike 
God, humans do not “indwell one another such that their subjectivities overlap.” E. Johnson, “Imitatio 
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through union with the life of the Creator and through engagement with 

humans and the created context of human life. Thus, creatures have no self-

contained immediacy of well-being. Thomas Aquinas touched on this concept 

in his theology of diversity of the creation arguing that   

God produced many and diverse things so that what was wanting in 
one expression in the divine goodness might be supplied by another; 
for goodness, which in God is single and uniform, in creatures is 
multiplied and diverse.9 

Bulgakov similarly maintained that “creation is temporal, and the temporality 

of becoming is the very nature of creation.”10 The nature of human well-being 

is incremental and dependent on God, neighbour and the created world. 

Human life is characterised by contingent ‘becoming’, subject to growth, 

development and dependence. This is the nature of humanity that lives in the 

interval between what is and what will be.  

Extrapolating this logic, I argue that divine enrichment, in the context 

of God’s simplicity and aseity, is characterised as an immediate symbiosis of 

kenosis and enrichment. In contrast, creatures are subject to delayed well-

being, whereby kenosis and enrichment have an intervallic symbiosis. God 

has God’s all-blessedness and well-being as actualised potential in the 

abundance of simplicity. Humans do not; creaturely well-being is 

distinguished by unactualised potential. In God’s fullness of life there is an 

immediacy of symbiosis between glory and kenosis. Yet for creatures the 

temporality and contingency of life means that the vision of God’s well-being 

remains before us as a ‘becoming’, where “development is synonymous with 

life.”11 

10.4.2(B) SIN AND THE RESTRICTION OF HUMAN WELL-BEING  

The concept of kenotic-enrichment offers insight into the nature of sin 

and death that marks human existence and restricts human well-being. As I 

argue, divine being is constituted through God’s eternal triune relations, 

characterised through symbiotic kenotic-enrichment. Thus, the constitutive 

factor for fullness of life is kenotic. The opposite of divine life may therefore 

                                                             
Trinitatis: How Should We Imitate the Trinity,” Westminster Theological Journal 75, no.2 (2013): 
322. Tanner also clarifies that “unlike the divine Persons, we exist apart from our relations with 
others.” Kathryn Tanner, Christ the Key (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 244-25. 
9 Aquinas, Summa Theologiae, 1a.47.1. 
10 Bulgakov, The Bride of the Lamb, 58. 
11 Bulgakov, The Comforter, 207. 
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be articulated as either truncated-kenosis or egoistic-enrichment. These are 

the hallmarks of sin and ultimately restrict human well-being.  

The victory over death that God demonstrates through the 

resurrection, where, Barth states, God is shown to be “Lord over … death”,12 

is possible because death does not exist in God. If Godself is eternally 

actualising divine life through kenotic-enrichment, death must be absent, 

understood as an opposing concept to life. Genesis 3, the fall of humanity, 

read through the heuristic of divine kenotic-enrichment allows for the 

inception of death, and the restriction of human well-being, to be interpreted 

as both egoistical-enrichment and truncated-kenosis. The decision to 

egoistically-enrich was attached to the lure of the serpent’s inducement to 

partake of the divinely restricted tree of knowledge—"you will be like God” 

(Gen 3:5). Humanity sought to access divine likeness by grasping egoistically 

representing a move in direct opposition to the nature of divine life —

enriching-kenosis. Death ensued. The narrative of the Adamic fall was also 

ultimately a giving of the self to that which could not enrich—knowledge 

without love 13  (truncated-kenosis). Thus, in the choice to dislocate 

enrichment from the nature of divine life (kenotic-enrichment), the 

actualisation of human well-being was deformed. The pattern embedded in 

Genesis 3 continues to this day; egoistical-enrichment and truncated-kenosis 

deforms and restricts human well-being. Hardy, identified a similar notion, 

saying those who fail to orientate their lives to “the active presence of God 

and the energetic order that provides” experience the consequences of 

“impoverishment … the loss of energy and order” in relationships.14 The 

depth of human resistance to the nature of divine life (kenotic-enrichment), 

the substance of sin, is embedded in all layers of personal and communal 

human structures. 

Because of this reality the correspondences between Creator and 

creature are restricted, where “human beings are inescapably marred by sin” 

and, thus, can  

correspond to the Triune God only in historically appropriate ways; 
any other correspondences than historically appropriate ones would 
be misplaced, not because human beings should put up with evil, but 
because the struggle against it will be effective only if we recognise 

                                                             
12 Barth, CD I/1, 389. 
13 1 Corinthians 13:2.  
14 Hardy, God’s Ways with the World, 84. 
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the depth of its entrenchment is in Persons, communities, and 
structures.15 

10.4.3 SIMILARITY: CREATURELY CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE 
CREATOR’S WELL-BEING 

Humans, who are made in the image of God, are constituted in such a 

way that kenotic-enrichment is not alien to human beings. At the core of 

humanity, personally and socially, is giving and receiving. Evidence of this 

reciprocity is seen in marriage, in child-birth, in trade, in conversation, in 

education, in governing — there is an exchange of giving and receiving. If, 

as I argue, the ontology of divine being is characterised by giving and 

receiving one would expect to see embedded in the movement of created life 

an affinity with, and repetition of, the movement of divine life. Bulgakov 

spoke of this in terms of the repetition of Divine Sophia (or divine life) in the 

created life (Creaturely Sophia ).16 That humans are made in the image of God 

and that humanity is to imitate God should be affirmed.17 Whilst there is a 

distinction between the Creator and creature, this distinction does not exclude 

correspondence, nor does it remove the ontology of divine well-being 

grounding the contours of and context for human well-being.   

                                                             
15 Volf, “The Trinity is our Social Program,” 405. 
16 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 149. 
17 There are some who may question whether humanity should be imitating Christ (imitatio Christi) 
or the Trinity (imitatio Trinitatis). I argue these are not mutually opposing concepts. Rather, it is 
through Christ that revelation of the triune relations is provided. Furthermore, (as thoroughly 
discussed in Chapter 4) the economic Trinity is the immanent Trinity, thus, in Christ is the 
demonstration of the Trinity. We cannot simply carve away examples of Jesus’ life from its 
antecedent reality in the immanent Trinity. For example, Johnson contends that “we are also called to 
imitate the servant-leadership of Christ. Rather than imitating … a supposedly ‘non-hierarchical’ 
Trinity … Jesus instructs his disciples to emulate his leadership” (p. 329). On this basis Johnson then 
concludes, that “the pattern for Christian humility is not some kind of intra-trinitarian kenosis (contra 
Hans Urs von Balthasar) but the economic self-emptying of the Son in the cross.” (Johnson, “Imitatio 
Trinitatis,” 329) What Johnson fails to comprehend is that in Christ, in the economic works of God, 
the immanent Trinity is revealed. If non-hierarchy can be evidenced in Christ’s leadership, it is 
because non-hierarchy is a feature of the triune God. Christ’s example of self-emptying on the cross 
is, likewise, the economic manifestation of the immanent reality and life of divine self-emptying 
among the triune Persons. To argue otherwise runs the risk of tritheism and the dissolution of the 
unity of God. As Volf reasons, “if the immanent and the economic Trinity were not one and the same 
Trinity, we would have two gods in six Persons rather than one God in three Persons.” (Volf, “The 
Trinity is Our Social Program,” 407.) Furthermore, Johnson suggests that humanity “imitates God 
under the condition of sin” and that “we see God’s love displayed in the context of human rebellion 
and suffering” (p. 324). Thus, he concludes, that human imitation should not be made of the triune 
relations (as no sin or rebellion exists in se) but rather of God’s mode of relating to the world. We 
forgive, he says, because we see God’s forgiveness towards humanity. Although in one sense this is 
true, it is important to understand that the economic works of God are a “translation” of the immanent 
Trinity in the world. (Volf, “The Trinity is Our Social Program,” 414.) Forgiveness and grace 
extended to humanity are not manifestations of divine characteristics unexpressed immanently, rather 
they are the form that manifests triune kenotic-enrichment in Gods’ encounter with the world of not-
God. Forgiveness and grace is the manifestation of divine giving for the enrichment of humanity.  
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As I argue, ‘development’ and the enrichment of human well-being 

holds a genuine correspondence with the reality of divine enrichment. As 

such, 

God does not need to work ‘against’ the grain of creation in order to 
accomplish his purposes. The correspondence between God and finite 
reality means that God can, with no alteration of either himself or 
creation, intersect with it and act within its categories (categories that 
are finite reflections of his infinite being.)18 

Balthasar expressed a similar view:  

Since all particular beings are created within the activity of the ever 
greater trinitarian life, all realities and especially all forms of human 
relationality are never simply overcome or transcended but can 
become apt expressions of the divine relationality.19 

The potential that may be realised for human well-being as ‘apt expressions’ 

of the divine well-being is, as seen with the divine archetype, marked by 

freedom. While Luy’s statement, that there is no alteration of creation in the 

divine-human communion is, in one sense, correct, a reorientation to the 

divine content for well-being is required for creaturely attainment of well-

being. This requires reorientation to expressions that attend kenotic-

enrichment, not the deformed misalignments of egoistic-enrichment, nor 

truncated-kenosis. Hardy, thus, understood that when createdness  

structures itself in accordance with God’s active benevolent presence, 
it is blessed, energised for its proper order … So it can be said that the 
conditions for the full contextual interweaving of human beings and 
other animate creatures, as well as nature itself, are already present in 
the contextuality of human life, and that we here are simply 
uncovering what already is by God’s grace, so that it may be seen and 
performed more fully.20 

This reorientation to God’s ways, while personal, is also not merely 

the realm of individual pursuit, but rather requires communal reorientation, 

and communal replication. Furthermore, reorientation requires intentional 

commitment to actualising creaturely well-being. As Bulgakov insists, “the 

world’s end is the very foundation of its being, but it exists only potentially 

and the world itself is to actualise it.”21   

 

                                                             
18 Luy, “The Aesthetic Collision,” 162.  
19 McIntosh, “Hans Urs Von Balthasar,” 357. 
20 Hardy, God’s Ways with the World, 84. 
21 Bulgakov, Lamb of God, 127. 
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10.5 THE HOLY SPIRIT: PARTICIPATION IN TRIUNE LIFE 

While human freedom and intentional commitment attends the 

actualisation of creaturely well-being, it is important to note that recognising 

divine content for well-being does not advocate a Pelagian notion that places 

the attainment of well-being as self-enclosed human achievement. The 

Christian Tradition emphasises that the fullness of creaturely well-being is 

dependent on cooperation and participation with the Holy Spirit. The 

eschaton provides the final horizon of creation’s communion in triune life, 

yet the gifted Holy Spirit opens a unique anticipatory participation for 

believers in the present.22 The Spirit draws humanity to participate in the 

divine trinitarian “super-expressivity which is the mutual life of the Divine 

Persons”23 (Mcintosh, 358), and is, as Thomas Aquinas says, “re-orienting 

the human will and habitude…back to God.”24  

To engage therefore in the enrichment of humanity through reiteration 

of divine ontology requires first to be transformed by the Spirit to the kenotic 

pattern of the ways of God. Transformative life in the Spirit is only accessed 

and participated in through the pattern of kenotic-life of God. As David 

Bentley Hart insists, “only God can join us to God”,25 hence the Spirit invites 

humanity into the life of God in a manner consistent with the nature of God. 

To join in the life of God means posturing oneself in resonating alignment 

with God’s ways. Thus, kenosis is the necessary posture for Spirit bearing 

and for receiving enriching life. This is a giving of oneself in surrender to the 

life of God through Christ in the Spirit. Indeed, Behr-Sigel identifies Mary, 

Theotokos, as the prototype for human Spirit bearing, or the “eschatological 

sign” preceding Pentecost, where life is attained through the surrender of 

participatory response to the Holy Spirit.26  

The Spirit in early church trinitarian theology was not only referred to 

as the ‘bond of love’ — vinculum caritatis — between the Father and the Son 

— but also ‘perfector’ of the love within the immanent Trinity.27 As the 
                                                             
22 Saying this is not, however, to restrict the divine impetus for creaturely well-being to the domain of 
the ‘sacred’; where Christians consider themselves to have a monopoly over actualising human well-
being. Secular and other religious modes of achieving well-being, when in union with divine content, 
should be acknowledged as adumbrations resonating the contours of divine life. 
23 Mcintosh, “Hans Urs Von Balthasar,” 358. 
24 Daniel Hayes, “The Metaphysics of Christian Ethics: Radical Orthodoxy and Theosis,” Heythrop 
Journal 52, no.4 (2011): 669, https://doi-org.ezproxy.csu.edu.au/10.1111/j.1468-2265.2009.00539.x. 
25 Hart, The Beauty of the Infinite, 179. 
26 Elizabeth Behr Sigel, The Ministry of Women in the Church, trans. Steven Bigham (New York: St 
Vladimir’s Seminary Press, 1991), 202. 
27 Hart, The Beauty of the Infinite, 175-176. 
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‘perfector’, the Spirit resonates ekstasis — that movement of love which is 

outwards and towards the other. Thus, the Spirit ensures that there is no mere 

self-love in the Godhead, but rather is the ‘other’ where love is completed and 

deepened in excessiveness.28 According to Dumitru Staniloae, the Spirit is 

“that other in whom Father and Son meet ‘again’, in the commonality of their 

love for another.”29 Following again the logic that the economic Trinity is 

immanent Trinity, we can affirm that the Spirit who opens divine joy of love 

within the Trinity is the same Spirit that “makes the divine joy open to the 

otherness of what is not divine, of creation.”30 And so, just as the Spirit 

completes and perfects the Trinity’s life immanently, the Spirit, in the 

economy, “refashions humanity after the likeness of God in Christ … the 

Spirit completes the image of God” through our salvation.31 Key to creaturely 

replication or reiteration of the divine grounds for well-being is therefore the 

Holy Spirit. As the Holy Spirit actively bonds the relational giving and 

receiving in the Trinity, so too the Spirit draws humanity into the giving and 

receiving characteristics of divine life. Without the Holy Spirit humanity may 

perceive the contours of divine ways of well-being but remain bound by mere 

intellectual ascent, devoid of the reality of divine participation. This may 

mirror what Klaus Bockmuehl identifies as “virtual atheism … that thought 

and action which leaves no room for the reality of God, and perhaps no room 

for his personality and dominion either.”32  

In the absence of the Holy Spirit as exegete of the ways of God, and 

being “the amniotic fluid in which our knowledge of God takes form”,33 

human efforts to enrich the other will remain, at best, well-intentioned. This 

chapter has examined the caveats and limitations of, and the resonance of 

human imitation with Divine self-enrichment. The following chapter 11 

briefly rounds out this inquiry by considering how divine ontology of kenotic-

enrichment may impact development praxis; in essence, how ‘faith’ may 

infuse faith-based development. 

                                                             
28 Hart, The Beauty of the Infinite, 176. 
29 Dumitru Staniloae, Theology and the Church, trans. Robert Barringer (Crestwood: St. Vladimir’s 
Seminary Press, 1980), 93-94. 
30 Hart, The Beauty of the Infinite, 177. 
31 Hart, The Beauty of the Infinite, 179. 
32 Klaus Bockmuehl, The Unreal God of Modern Theology: Bultmann, Barth, and the Theology of 
Atheism: A Call to Recovering the Truth of God’s Reality, trans. Geoffrey W. Bromiley (Colorado 
Springs: Helmers & Howard, 1988), 3.   
33 Andrew Louth, Discerning the Mystery: An Essay on the Nature of Theology (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1983), 65. Using the phrase ‘amniotic fluid’ is not to suggest that the Holy Spirit is impersonal 
agent.    
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CHAPTER 11 
 DIVINE WELL-BEING AND IMPLICATIONS FOR 

DEVELOPMENT PRAXIS 
Chapter 11 develops the five key dynamic characteristics that attend 

triune kenotic-enrichment outlined in Diagram 1 (chapter 10). These are: 1. 

freely given and received, not obliged; 2. expressed through a symbiosis of 

speech and act; 3. equality through mutual dependence; 4. other-centred 

affirmative language and action; and 5. communication is interpersonal. 

These characteristics overlap and while they can be appropriately 

differentiated they cannot finally be separated. Furthermore, the 

considerations offered here are by no means complete, nor designed to 

underplay the complexity of development, but are made in the interests of 

articulating how a new theological vision may frame a Christian response for 

enhancing human well-being through development.1 This concluding chapter 

points to new trajectories for future inquiry.   

11.1 FREELY GIVEN AND RECEIVED, NOT OBLIGED NOR 
COERCED 

The first characteristic of kenotic-enrichment necessary for praxis is 

that it is based on freedom, not coercion (diagram 1 of Chapter 10). Therese 

of Lisieux was alert to this dynamic. In her advocacy of human self-giving, 

“the highest of human acts since it passes over into the omnipotence of God”,2 

she pressed for the integration of love and freedom. Without love and 

freedom, Lisieux perceived, human self-giving and surrender to the life of 

God could degenerate “into dangerous forms of oppression.”3  

Giving freely means a voluntary giving that is neither obliged nor 

duressed. Giving to the other does not demand return. The response to gift is, 

likewise, open to the expression of free agency. A lack of freedom in giving 

or receiving leads either to coercion or condescension, which ultimately, no 

                                                             
1 Whilst the considerations here apply in humanitarian crises other factors may be required to ensure 
immediate minimum calorie intake. The primary paradigm into which I address is development, not 
survival. Furthermore, whilst I do discuss the ‘Beyond Aid’ agenda in this thesis, the considerations 
contained herein can apply to such an agenda. This area is also ripe for further application of the 
concept of Divine self-enrichment. 
2 McIntosh, “Hans Urs Von Balthasar,” 363. 
3 McIntosh “Hans Urs Von Balthasar,” 363. As noted previously this is key to feminist rejection of 
the notion of kenosis. 
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matter how sufficient the gift, will not lead to enrichment. Enrichment cannot 

be forced or obliged, it requires free participation through mutual kenosis. 

With this dynamic in mind I consider how some development programs 

require ‘beneficiaries’ to acquiesce, or worse, operate under blatant duress, 

rather than affirm free and voluntary participation.  

11.1.1 COERCED DEVELOPMENT?  

The use of Conditional Cash Transfers (CCTs) in social protection 

programming is an apt example. CCTs entail the transfer of cash on the basis 

that a beneficiary will meet a particular condition, usually related to a health 

or education investment. 4  A common targeted-CCT used in developing 

countries is a child benefit payment made on the condition of meeting a 

minimum school attendance. In a case of a condition not being met by a 

beneficiary, a punitive measure may be triggered that reduces or ceases the 

benefit.5 Political expedience and social prejudice appears to be at the heart 

of such conditional programming rather than clear evidence that supports 

conditionality.6 The unacknowledged assumption that often drives such a 

delivery mechanism of duressed investment in health and education capital 

for beneficiaries, is that the ‘poor’ would not oblige themselves to voluntarily 

undertake such enriching activities. Such an assumption, however, is not 

substantiated by the evidence.  

In light of a theology of well-being, such a conditional development 

mechanism will limit key characteristics for human well-being — free agency 

and self-determination. Although the World Bank has maintained that CCTs 

reduce poverty and increase human capital,7 there is limited evidence that the 

‘conditionality’ (or the coercion) positively impacts economic and human 

capital expansion. In fact, evidence suggests that conditions undermine and 

damage human well-being. 8  Furthermore, unconditional cash transfers 

                                                             
4 For more on CCTs see Margaret Grosh et al., For Protection and Promotion: The Design and 
Implementation of Effective Safety Net (The World Bank: Washington D.C., 2008), 312-40 
5 How such a punitive measure that removes assistance to those identified as vulnerable aligns with 
well-being is difficult to understand. For example, in Mexico’s Oportunidades scheme nearly 20 per 
cent of families that entered the program in 1998 had dropped out by 2004 due to punitive measures 
in the program design. See C.F. Alvarez, F. Devoto and P. Winters , “Why Do the Poor Leave the 
Safety Net in Mexico? A study of the Effects of Conditionality on Dropouts,” Working paper no. 
2006–10 (Department of Economics, American University, Washington, DC, 2006). 
6 Stephen Kidd, “The Political Economy of ‘Targeting’ of Social Security Schemes,” 8-9, accessed 
May 12, 2018, http://www.developmentpathways.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Political-
Economy-of-Targeting-PP19-4-1.pdf 
7Grosh, For Protection and Promotion, 319-320. 
8 Tara Patricia Cookson, Unjust Conditions: Women’s Work and the Hidden Cost of Cash Transfer 
Programs (California: University of California Press, 2018). 
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(UCTs) have been found to be equally, if not more effective than CCTs.9 This 

suggests that a nexus exists between an un-coerced development delivery 

mechanism (that affirms free human agency) and the increase of human well-

being. While CCTs provide a useful example of the challenge of kenotic-

enrichment, the considerations here may be extrapolated to a variety of 

development mechanisms. Ultimately the question I wish to provoke is 

whether the substance of a development mechanism advances, or undermines, 

human agency and freedom. If the nature of triune well-being is conditioned 

by personal agency and freedom, should not such traits attend human well-

being? Agencies need to be cognisant that in the design of development 

modalities assumptions regarding human agency exist that will either attain 

or restrain enrichment. 

Another entrenched development paradigm open to criticism is the 

‘effectiveness’ regime of development. Again, if an ontology of well-being is 

articulated through freely gifted giving, is it appropriate that Christian 

expression of development always be subject to ‘effectiveness’, where 

‘effectiveness’ is measured by input (the gift) as well as the output or outcome 

(receipt of gift)? While I acknowledge the desire for transparency and 

accountability underlying monitoring and evaluation of development 

effectiveness, the parameters established to determine such ‘effectiveness’ 

may actually conceal expressions of duress and non-voluntary obligation on 

beneficiaries. Interrogating the prior assumptions of the delivery mechanism 

may assist to uncover whether there is a bias against human agency and 

freedom in the effectiveness agenda. For example, where a program outcome 

is not achieved, is it because the program and evaluation design were 

premised on criteria for ‘effectiveness’ that assumed recipients to respond as 

humans with limited agency and freedom to participate? In other words, was 

the ‘outcome’ contingent on the beneficiaries behaving in an assumed manner 

entrenched in the design? Was this assumed beneficiary-behaviour 

volunteered freely, or coerced? Or worse, not even sought? Effectiveness 

perhaps needs to be rethought to give greater weight to the agency of the 

perceived ‘beneficiary.’ An indicator of effectiveness might also include a 

                                                             
9 Stephen Kidd, “To Condition or Not to Condition: What is the Evidence?” accessed May 12, 2018, 
http://www.developmentpathways.co.uk/publications/to-condition-or-not-to-condition-what-is-the-
evidence/. 
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donor’s ability to advance the free agency of beneficiaries in program 

activities. 

Again, challenging the boundaries of the dominant development 

paradigm we could ask whether there always need be an outcome driven 

‘effectiveness’ agenda? Can the activity ever be given ‘freely’, designed 

without duress or non-voluntary response requirements placed on 

beneficiaries? Such a suggestion would indeed be controversial. Holding 

freedom and reciprocal responsibility of both giver and receiver is a difficult 

balance within the current development paradigm. Yet if there is not even the 

concept of freely gifted enrichment, or at least a shift in what we mean by 

‘effectiveness’, we may restrict well-being by what ‘outcomes’ we can 

achieve and measure. We might constrain human enrichment by what 

‘response’ the beneficiaries are predetermined to oblige the ‘giver’? This is a 

significant issue given that the concept of delayed-enrichment of human well-

being is in direct opposition to the development industry’s demand for 

immediate beneficial outcomes required to justify expenditure. Because the 

justification of development budgets is outcome driven, rather than justified 

on the basis that giving and receiving is integral to all human well-being, the 

industry not only fuels an unintended truncation of well-being, but 

undermines budgetary support when its fixed outcomes are not met. A praxis 

of kenotic-enrichment that affirms gift and receipt in development may assist 

to unmask an unhealthy nexus between gift, conditional or duressed receipt, 

and assumptions of effectiveness. Thus, allowing for an expansion of other 

measurements of value (other than the predominate neo-liberal value of 

economic growth) when assessing the achievement of human well-being. In 

this way a Christian development rationale may positively contribute to 

asserting characteristics inherent for well-being, such as human agency and 

freedom, thus reforming deficiencies of a secular construction, as well as 

demonstrating the nature of the triune God to the world. 
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11.2 SYMBIOTIC SPEECH AND ACT 

As I have discussed, the intra-trinitarian relations are permeated with 

speech.10 Following the pattern of triune kenotic-enrichment, divine well-

being is therefore constituted by kenotically-enriching speech. The revelation 

of God in the economy, as both verbal and non-verbal speech, is derived from 

the eternal being of intra-trinitarian speaking.11 God, pre-eminently in Christ 

as the incarnate Word is therefore the exegesis of God in recognisable human 

language. Karl Barth’s interrogation of the Word of God would lead him to 

state the simple fact that “God’s Word means that God speaks.”12 For Barth, 

God’s Word is not mere random utterance, or “only talk”13, but it is directed 

speech for a purpose.14 Divine speech is not only personal — “what God 

speaks is never known anywhere in abstraction from God himself”, but the 

act of God is un-differentiated from God’s Word. 15 God’s purposeful speech, 

in the simplicity of God, means that God’s speech is God’s act, with no 

secondary movement abstracted from the speech. Simply put, God’s self-

communication, or speech, the content of divine being, is commensurate with 

God’s act. As such, Barth would say, God always speaks a concretissimum.”16  

The nature of divine speech and its importance to divine well-being, 

is highly relevant to the nature of human well-being; it reconfigures speech 

as an important proponent for advancing human enrichment through 

development. Speech is the external expression of inner content, as Casarella 

attests: 

The highest function of an image appears in a word, for the 
insubstantiality of the image is fully overcome in a word. A word is a 
sensible sign filled with meaning in which signification emanates not 
from the sensible sign but from an interior and hidden act. Speech is 
therefore the outward expression of this dynamic inner word.17 

Thus, speech should be understood as exegesis of the individual, the 

community, or the organisation. Speech, both verbal and non-verbal, is 

always, whether it is recognised or not, a communication of content. Made in 

                                                             
10 When I refer to speech I am referring to both verbal and non-verbal communication.  
11 See section 9.4.1 of this thesis. Balthasar, My Work: In Retrospect, 116; McIntosh, “Hans Urs Von 
Balthasar,” 356.  
12 Barth, CD I/1, 132. 
13 Barth, CD I/1, 143. 
14 Barth, CD I/1, 139. 
15 Barth, CD I/1, 137. 
16 Barth, CD I/1, 137. 
17 Caseralla, “The Expression and Form of the Word,” 123. 
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such a divine image, human speech should not be thought of as extraneous to 

the person or organisation; it should be considered as the content of that which 

is speaking — the signification of an interior word. This is not to disregard 

ontological difference between God and humanity. In God’s simplicity 

speech and act are unified. Not so for humans. But in advocating participation 

in the divine conditions for well-being we can advocate a closer intentional 

alignment of content and speech, word and act. This clarifies a notion of 

‘truth’ in human speech; where words are consistent with content, not ‘mere 

talk’ devoid of substance.  

Furthermore, speech should be recognised as kenotic gift and receipt. 

The concept of conversation (speech) as gift and receipt is acknowledged by 

Milbank: 

I should like to consider the uses of the words ‘gift’, ‘give’ and 
‘present’ in the English language of today and the past. The phrase 
‘giffe-gaffe’ is equivalent to our ‘give and take’, and suggests that 
taking differs from giving merely by a single vowel. In an equally old 
variation, ‘the giffes and the gaffes’, meaning ‘the gains and the 
losses’, it is the gifts that are the takings. It is clear that there is some 
confusion here as to where giving ends and taking begins, and that 
what is crucial is not a distinction of actor and respondent, but the 
shuttling process of to-and-fro itself. This is confirmed by later uses 
of ‘giffe-gaffe’ to mean uninhibited conversational interchange.18 

Understanding speech as giving and receiving allows us to perceive that 

effective speech requires a mechanism to give (the tongue, the pen) and a 

mechanism to receive (ears, literacy).19 These mechanisms of gift and receipt 

need therefore to have resonance for meaning to be conveyed and received; 

put differently, speech needs to be in recognisable and receivable form.    

Recognising the dynamic nature of speech for well-being may assist 

in establishing a greater depth for content and delivery of development. There 

is great power in word, and too often human word has become disconnected 

with purpose or power, shrivelled to a sound bite or a Tweet devoid of 

substance. Both the content and the delivery mechanism of speech can either 

enrich or diminish well-being. Thus, speech should be considered as integral, 

not merely functional, to the purpose of enrichment. The delivery of aid and 

development contains both verbal and non-verbal speech, which can be 

harnessed for the expansion of well-being. For Christians involved in aid and 

                                                             
18 Milbank, “Can a Gift Be Given?,” 119-20. 
19 Barth, CD I/1, 151. 
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development such a concept allows all aspects of the development agenda to 

be understood as the communication of the content of God.  

This discussion provokes the challenging question as to whether 

Christian faith-based organisations exude ‘mere talk’ or substantial speech 

(truth) regarding the content of God in the content and delivery of 

development? Do mission statements of Christian development agencies 

exhibit a genuine connection between their speech (exterior expression) and 

their theological belief (interior content)? Does the content and delivery of 

well-being signify ‘Christian’ philosophy or theology? What impact does it 

have on the development act (speech) to say that God is Trinity? For Christian 

FBDOs, the content of God’s being should contour the content and delivery 

of development, with theology shaping the interior dynamics of human well-

being, as well as moulding the exterior manifestation. In the absence of 

‘speech’ reflecting theological content the notion of a ‘Christian’ 

development organisation may merely project an abstracted notion, where no 

significant difference in the content of its ‘speech’ is experienced compared 

to their secular counterparts. The challenge here is to bring a closer symbiosis 

of the content of development speech with its outward expression, where 

Christian FBDOs derive content and dynamism from the revelation of who 

and how God is, and intentionally exteriorise this. 

Christian organisations should be critically engaged with the 

dominant development paradigm (secular development ‘speech’), 

interrogating the hidden content of how one ‘does’ aid and development. 

Equipped with theological content, the torch of kenotic-enrichment might be 

shone upon various aspects of development from scoping and design, policy 

and strategy, delivery modalities, establishment of partnerships, and 

measurements of effectiveness, to reassess the nexus of content and praxis. 

The question is: do these forms of ‘speech’ express the content of the divine 

conditions for created well-being? 

In chapter 1 of this thesis I interrogated aspects of Christian Aid UK’s 

development agenda, particularly the nexus between its organisational 

structuring and theology. I reflected on how an increased connection of a 

theology of non-hierarchical Trinity could be reflected in a non-hierarchical 

organisational structure. Thus, I began to question whether the organisation 

and its development acts were determined by theology or pragmatism. Such 
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a challenge to dominant and embedded organisational structures may appear 

unrealistic. I would suggest, however, that aligning organisational structures 

to characteristics of kenotic-enrichment are not mere pipedream. Rather, 

operating an organisational structure with concepts of personal agency and 

autonomy, and moderated hierarchical structures, is currently being 

successfully implemented by Brazilian company, Semco. 20  As Semco’s 

founding reformer, Ricardo Semler, describes:  

Semco may be one of the world’s most unusual workplaces. Instead 
of a mission statement, business plan, and long-term budget, it has 
relied on democratic processes and employee autonomy to produce a 
two-decade record of enviable growth and profits. Its cardinal 
operating philosophy? Harness the wisdom of the people. Employees 
control their work hours, location, and pay to achieve the work/life 
balance they need, and participate in all decisions, including what 
businesses Semco should pursue. By continually asking why, they 
avoid the trap of fixed assumptions, opening the organisation to 
learning and the discovery of new approaches and opportunities.21 

Semco operates from a counter-culture business philosophy that 

considers supporting the wholeness of human beings, including autonomy 

and agency in work productivity, rather than restricted patterns of 

management paternalism. Again, as Semler explains:  

Operating under the conviction that people are the best judges of 
where and when they can best get the job done, we give our employees 
the freedom to customise their workdays … It’s about creating an 
atmosphere and culture in which employees have permission to be 
whole people seven days a week. We humans are complex creatures 
with many facets, interests, talents, and personalities. If forced to shut 
off any portion of ourselves from Monday morning until Friday night, 
we are not living truly fulfilling lives.22 

Of course, there will always be naysayers against such radical praxis, those 

who argue that such freedom is open to manipulation and “that chaos will 

ensue if people are given some latitude”, but this is not the evidence from 

Semco’s experience. Semler’s reply to this line of unsubstantiated criticism 

is: 

I simply cannot believe that responsible adults would simply fail to 
show up when they are needed ... that an anaesthesiologist would pull 
up the covers and roll over in bed, leaving a crew of surgeons standing 
around the operating table ... that actors who spent years honing their 

                                                             
20 Ricardo Semler, Maverick!: The Success Story Behind the World's Most Unusual Workplace 
(London: Arrow, 1994). 
21 Ricardo Semler, “Out of This World: Doing Things the Semco Way (Shelton Engineering and 
Manufacturing Company Inc.),” Global Business and Organizational Excellence 26, no. 5 (2007): 13. 
22 Semler, "Out of This World,” 14. 
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craft would leave their public waiting anxiously for the curtain to rise. 
The fact that anyone could have such a disheartening view of 
humankind fills me with profound sadness.23 

If Christian development organisations themselves fail to live out the 

contours of freedom, agency, autonomy, and mutual responsibility for human 

well-being in their own structures, how can we expect such a radical shift to 

‘filter’ through to the delivery of programs? If a Christian FBDO is committed 

to ‘transparency’ in its reporting to donors for theological reasons,24 should 

not this ‘transparency’ also flow throughout the organisational structure, 

guiding transparent internal practices such as “democratisation of 

information”25 regarding salaries or decision making? If an FBDO desires to 

advance Christian development (faith-based development) then their ‘speech’ 

(the expression of who they are and what they believe), their structure, 

policies and delivery needs to be permeated with the characteristics of triune 

life. This is the challenge to move from ‘mere talk’ to radical revisioning of 

FBDOs and their development praxis. Indeed, analyses suggest that 

“organisational cultures are as much outcomes of development processes as 

they are precursors to them”, and as such “organisational culture must be 

thought of as a product of development and not just a network through which 

development happens.”26 Ultimately for Christian organisations, if the divine 

content (theology) for human well-being is disregarded, questions should be 

raised as to whether theological characteristics for well-being are being 

renegotiated away in the face of a cultural hegemony of mainstream 

development. In this way, Christians involved in ‘development’ work could 

truly begin to differentiate their work as ‘Christian’ witness to the world.  

11.3 EQUALITY THROUGH MUTUAL DEPENDENCE 

A further issue that plagues development is the asymmetry between 

donors and recipients; between those with power and those without.27 The 

                                                             
23 Ricardo Semler, "Out of This World,” 15. 
24 Christian Aid UK states that corporate governance (that includes transparency) is derived 
theologically. Christian Aid, Theology and International Development, 25. See my discussion 
regarding further issues of the disconnect between theological content and development praxis in 
Chapter 1 of this thesis. 
25 Bruce Lloyd, "Maverick! an Alternative Approach to Leadership, Company Organization and 
Management," Leadership & Organization Development Journal 15, no. 2 (1994): 8, https://search-
proquest-com.ezproxy.csu.edu.au/docview/226912499?accountid=10344. 
26 Elizabeth Olson, “Common Belief, Contested Meanings: Development and Faith‐Based 
Organisational Culture.” Tijdschrift voor economische en sociale geografie 99, no. 4 (2008): 394. 
27 Du Toit recognises this issue at play in poverty in South Africa: “exclusion or marginalisation is 
perhaps most closely related to the issue of power (and therefore powerlessness), which is most 
acutely felt by those in poverty.” Du Toit, “The Elephant in the Room,” 1.  
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asymmetry of the giving and receiving may indeed deform relationship, and 

skew development into manipulation. An asymmetry at risk of manifestation 

is the self-sufficient donor mentality that postures itself towards the ‘other’ in 

such a way that restricts mutuality, where ‘giving’ and ‘receiving’ is 

perceived in one direction. The theology of Divine self-enrichment, however, 

espouses a mutuality of dependence; where self-worth of giver and receiver 

is affirmed, and reciprocal responsibility for enrichment is acknowledged 

(see Diagram 1 in chapter 10). The giving and the receiving in divine life is 

mutual, a shared equality of being. Thus, Williams says, “for created being to 

reflect divine being, it does not have to aspire to some illusion of self-

sufficiency.”28  

Program design should therefore recognise that recipients of 

development activities are humans endowed with worth able to enrich the 

other, including the ‘donor.’ Thus, assessments should be made as to how 

beneficiary and donor worth may be reciprocally acknowledged. In other 

words, an articulation of mutual dependence in development should be made, 

while also acknowledging the asymmetry that often attends development 

relationships. If a program does not, in its practical outworking, affirm the 

worth of the beneficiary to contribute to the activity, as well as to the ‘donor’, 

it may reflect a mere one-way hegemonic gift that neglects the inherent 

mutuality of advancing well-being. Here I am not merely referring to the 

capabilities of beneficiaries to participate in a program, but rather 

emphasising the mutual dependence between recipient and donor, where the 

donor’s own ‘poverty’ (not merely economic) and simultaneous need of the 

‘other’ for well-being is acknowledged. The dominant secular paradigm often 

hides the hubris of wealthy donor nations and FBDOs to perceive their own 

deficiency of well-being and need to humbly receive from the worth of those 

they serve. If the mutual dependence between donors and beneficiaries is not 

recognised and built into development delivery mechanisms I would question 

the sustainability and depth of the actualisation of well-being for either party. 

Mutual dependence and mutual equal worth must be affirmed, otherwise 

well-being will be negated for both giver and receiver. Such a concept is 

found in the divine architype, articulated as divine self-positing, as I discussed 

                                                             
28 Williams, “Balthasar and the Trinity,” 42. 
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in chapter 4. Volf similarly regards this mutual need of the ‘other’ as a 

necessity for self, contending that:  

The self is itself only by being in a state of flux stemming from 
‘incursions’ of the other into the self and of the self into the other. The 
self is shaped by making space for the other and by giving space to 
the other.29 

These embryonic thoughts raise various questions for a development 

paradigm. Such as, how might FBDOs allow themselves to be shaped by the 

beneficiaries they seek to serve? What does a donor receive or learn in a 

posture of self-giving receipt from the beneficiary? Are interactions with 

beneficiaries based on an unacknowledged self-sufficiency of the donor? 

These questions seek to provoke development design and practice to 

expressed in such a manner that inherently affirms the worth of the ‘other’; 

where gift and receipt is mutual. Without such mutuality of dependence, a 

danger to both identities may imperil well-being. As Volf argues:  

Non-assertiveness of the self in the presence of the other puts the self in 
danger either of dissolving into the other or being smothered by the other; 
non-deference of the other before the self, puts weak selves who are 
unable to assert themselves in danger of being either manipulated or 
violated. The combination of non-assertiveness of the self in the presence 
of the other and non-deference of the other before the self presents the 
greatest danger: it threatens to obliterate self.30 

As I have previously asserted, being able to assertively partake in kenotic-

enrichment requires agency of self, and for the self of the community or the 

individual to know its own worth to the ‘other.’ Such a notion of other-centred 

agency and self-worth is inherent in the reciprocity of triune relatedness. 

Value and agency of the self presupposes self-giving. Wilson-Kastner 

identified this in divine being, writing that the Trinity   

is a unity of three centres of awareness and centredness [this is the one 
side-the Persons of the Trinity are each centred in themselves] who 
are also perfectly open and interdependent on each other [this is the 
other side]. The ‘Persons’ of the Trinity are three centres of divine 
identity, self-aware [the one side] and self-giving in love [the other 
side], self-possessed [the one side] yet freely transcending the self in 
eternal trinitarian interconnectedness [the other side].31 

Of Wilson-Kastner’s view Kilby opines that while her 

                                                             
29 Volf, “The Trinity is our Social Program,” 410. 
30 Volf, “The Trinity is our Social Program.” 410. Original italics. 
31 Patricia Wilson-Kastner, Faith, Feminism and the Christ (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1983), 122. 
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doctrine of the Trinity lends to an ethic of mutuality, she is careful to 
make it clear that this is a mutuality of Persons who have, one might 
say, a very healthy sense of self.32 

A Christian understanding of human worth is therefore not determined 

by neo-liberalism, where people are valued “for what they are worth rather 

than for who they are”,33 but the worth that allows the ‘I’ to know it also gives 

personhood and meaning to the ‘thou.’ 34  A development paradigm that 

integrates the concept that humans are mutually constituted for well-being 

could assert greater equality in the design of development activities. This is 

not to obfuscate the differences of skill, knowledge or capacity between 

people, but to recognise that all humanity is mutually contingent for well-

being to be realised (including wealthy donors), and as finite beings we only 

ever offer a composite component to well-being.  

These perceptions give rise to the concept of reciprocal responsibility. 

Such a notion affirms the worth of the ‘self’ and the ‘other’, and the mutuality 

of responsible dependency upon both. As in the triune relations, the Father is 

responsible for being the Father and for making space for the Son to be the 

Son (and vice versa). The Father does not usurp the Son’s agency or 

responsibility but through the Spirit supports and affirms the Son’s being, as 

the Son. The responsibility of both Son and Father is not forced. It is the 

movement of self-giving, in the knowledge of mutual constitution and love. 

The Catholic Social Teaching of ‘subsidiarity’, that affirms autonomy of 

social activity and rejects hierarchical usurping of local responsibility, is 

consistent with such a triune ontology.35 Allowing and encouraging the other 

to exercise their own sphere of responsibility, and being clear of the 

demarcation of this, is important in achieving well-being. Yet, the reciprocity 

of responsibility between those involved in acts of enrichment does not 

merely attend to the responsibility towards the other, it must attend also to 

responsibility of self. For humanity, reciprocal responsibility requires both 

self-examination and self-love; what Giri calls the elements of “self-

cultivation.”36 For Christians, “self-cultivation” is undertaken in the light of 

                                                             
32 Kilby, “Perichoresis and Projection,” 439-40. My italics. 
33 De Kadt, “Should God Play a Role,” 783. Original italics. 
34 Macmurray emphasised how “the personal relations of persons is constitutive of personal existence; 
that there can be no man until there are at least two men in communion.” Macmurray, Persons in 
Relation, 12. 
35 Thompson, Introducing Catholic Social Thought, 60-61, 
36 Ananta Kumar Giri, “Rethinking Human Well-Being: A Dialogue with Amartya Sen,” Journal of 
International Development 12, no.7 (2000): 1009, Wiley Online. 
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the gospel. The gospel affirms self-love (kenotic in nature, not narcissistic) 

and human worth through a message of redemption and reconciliation. The 

knowledge of self-worth then imbues responsibility to exercise this for the 

enrichment of the other. Yet, the gospel also requires self-examination to re-

orientate humanity towards the ways of God. A healthy interrogation of self 

(whether organisational or individual), in alliance with the Holy Spirit, takes 

seriously the responsibility to attend to the ways of God, again for the 

enrichment of self (as self-love) and other. Therefore, the spiritual dimension 

of well-being should not be ignored in a Christian development paradigm. 

The gospel is necessary to transform the exercise of human freedom, agency, 

and responsibility for the advancement of well-being.  

Integrating mutual dependence and the free agency of reciprocal 

responsibility in development policy and modalities translates, however, as a 

self-giving that is open to vulnerability and risk as it meets the ‘other.’ As 

seen through the triune kenotic engagement with the world (pre-eminently at 

Calvary), vulnerability attends self-giving in a complex and dysfunctional 

world. Committing to integrating human mutuality and dependence in 

development will be difficult, require personal effort, and yield 

disappointment, yet it holds the power of enrichment. In view of a divinity 

whose enriching-power is expressed in self-giving, Sarah Coakley’s words 

are an apt reminder of how these concepts effect a Christian development 

paradigm, where the power to enrich another is the expression of “power-in-

vulnerability.” 37  Vulnerability will always attend expressions of mutual 

dependency and reciprocal responsibility, but these are the self-giving 

dimensions that also attend true enrichment. 

11.4 OTHER-CENTRED AFFIRMATIVE LANGUAGE AND 
ACTION 

As we have seen the triune Persons consistently affirm and promote, 

through word and act, the worth and greatness of the other divine Persons. 

The divine Persons never engage in self-hypostatic praise, but ecstatically 

affirm the worthy identity of the divine other. This affirmation coalesces with 

responsibility and trust. The Father affirms the worth and trustworthy identity 

of the Son as the kingdom is gifted to him. The Spirit’s great worth is affirmed 

                                                             
37 Coakley, Powers and Submissions, 5. 
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by being sent to speak the word of the Father (Jn 16:13) and give glory to the 

Son (Jn 16:14). And, as the Son trusted his spirit into the Father’s hand at 

Golgotha (Lk 23:46) he affirmed the faithful love of God. Considering such 

a divine dynamic of well-being should challenge how Christian development 

might be integrate such other-centred affirmative language and act into their 

work.  

One way this could be expressed is to reconsider the dominance in the 

development industry of ‘speech’ that is largely driven by self-affirmation 

and organisational-centred praise. Agency reporting (again linked to 

effectiveness regimes that justify funding) is largely focussed on affirming 

the worth of the organisation more than the ‘other.’ Reporting for self-

promotion needs to be carefully weighed against reporting for accountability. 

A Christian development paradigm based on Divine self-enrichment could 

question the imbalance of effort given to self-praise rather than the 

affirmation of the ‘other’, and interrogate if, and how, other-centred 

affirmative language is expressed through development. Other-centred 

affirmative language is not, however, merely located in the written word, but 

it should be instilled in the very processes of development. For example, the 

affirmation of the worth of beneficiaries in a development activity could be 

attained in greater measure by giving those beneficiaries decision-making 

power. Giving power to beneficiaries to determine the development act (not 

merely to be consulted or invited to participate) affirms and honours the worth 

of their humanity, and their identity and dignity, beyond mere words. 

Williams connects such dignity with the imago Dei, asserting: 
there is the belief in humanity's creation in the divine image, with the 
implication spelled out in the Book of Genesis that this entails 
responsibility for cultivating the material world around and giving 
names to the animals. To be human is to be consciously involved in 
giving meaning to the world you inhabit; and so a situation in which 
you have no power to exercise that creativity, where you are expected 
to be passive in relation to what lies around you, is a situation in which 
the image of God is obscured.38  
 
Extrapolating such a concept means that the dignity affirmed by God 

to humanity by being trusted with the responsibility to name the animals, to 

determine the environment, should be replicated in development. The 

affirmation of the worth of the other is the commencement of human dignity. 

Yet, how willing are organisations to relinquish power to the ‘other’, to trust 

                                                             
38 Williams, “A Theology of Development,” 5. 
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the ‘other’, and ultimately to affirm the ‘other’ in an identity that is great and 

praiseworthy. This is further complicated where a Christian doctrine of sin 

replaces, not merely casts its shadow over, a Christian doctrine of the good of 

creation. Considering these brief comments, development policy and 

practices could be re-oriented to a narrative that is imbued with the radical 

practice of affirming one another. 

11.5 INTER-PERSONAL COMMUNICATION 

As discussed, the triune Persons know and give enrichment to the 

other through personal engagement and dialogue (see diagram 1 in chapter 

10). Intimacy, and recognition of the free agency of other, marks divine 

relationality and therefore divine well-being. Yet are these the markers of 

international development, or is development, especially as it is undertaken 

by large organisations, characterised by impersonal knowledge and 

disconnected from intimate self-giving? When development is severed from 

inter-personal engagement and dialogue, then knowledge of the ‘other’ may 

arguably become a form of knowledge open to domination and manipulation, 

rather than authentic engagement in the mutuality of knowing and being 

known. Emmanuel Levinas stressed the importance of personal engagement 

with the other, saying: “a face imposes itself upon me without my being able 

to be deaf to it or to forget it, that is, without my being able to suspend my 

responsibility for its distress.”39 

However, in cases where development policy is determined by large 

multi-lateral and faith-based organisations, with headquarters physically 

located far from those being served, the temptation is for the ‘face’ of the 

other to be generalised for efficiency, to be defined through algorithm, or 

perceived as image rather than physical form. Such generalities may be useful 

but they dilute the impression of the face of the ‘other’, and create a deformed 

illusion of interpersonal engagement. For example, Proxy Means Testing 

(PMT), a statistical model, used by the World Bank assesses household 

welfare based on a survey of household assets. PMT is undertaken by 

algorithm; it is a mathematical formula that assesses the inclusion or 

                                                             
39 Emmanuel Levinas, Basic Philosophical Writings, ed. Adriaan R. Peperzak, Simon Critchley and 
Robert Bernasconi (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1996), 54. 
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exclusion of potential beneficiaries of assistance.40 While PMT is an attempt 

to reduce administration costs for social assistance, and increase the accurate 

targeting of the ‘poor’, 41  research demonstrates that this impersonal 

methodology is inaccurate, excluding many poor households from assistance, 

and undermines social cohesion. 42 Schioet points out that selection of poor 

households via PMT is  

relatively arbitrary, and perceived as such by communities, and the 
methodology is static so cannot respond to changes in wellbeing. In 
addition, the lack of transparency often leads to social conflict and 
undermines accountability.43  

Kidd asserts that this type of  

rationing mechanism, attempting to select households in a context of 
limited resources in a moderately ‘pro-poor’ manner … is a great 
example of how targeting ‘the poor’ results in poor quality 
programmes.44 

PMT is but one example of an impersonal methodology to deliver 

human enrichment. This is not to criticise the complexity of mathematics used 

to assist in the reduction of poverty, or to undermine administrative 

efficiencies, but rather to question how they are used. While the deficiency of 

the PMT methodology has been articulated on various grounds, yet another 

argument could be mounted that it is the lack of inter-personal application 

and transparency that also undermines enrichment. PMT merely considers 

beneficiaries through the narrowness of impersonal knowledge generated by 

an algorithm. Thus, any concept of human enrichment being actualised 

through ‘knowing’ and be ‘known’ disappears. Thus, PMT is based on an 

                                                             
40 “The indicators – or ‘proxies’ – used in a PMT formula and their weights are derived from 
statistical analysis of national household survey datasets. They are meant to correlate well with 
poverty and are usually based on: demographics (such as age and number of people in the household); 
human capital (such as level of education of the household head); type of housing (such as the type of 
roof, walls, floor and toilet); durable goods (such as whether a household has a radio, refrigerator or 
television); and productive assets (such as whether a household owns animals or land). Since the PMT 
requires much less information to be collected from households than would be required to undertake 
an accurate means test among those in the informal and subsistence economy, it is cheaper to 
implement than a conventional means test. It is also argued that, when compared to reporting on 
incomes, households would be less able to manipulate their responses, since the information provided 
would be easy to verify.” Stephen Kidd, Bjorn Gelders and Diloá Bailey-Athias, Exclusion by 
Design: An Assessment of the Effectiveness of the Proxy Means Test Poverty Targeting Mechanism 
(Geneva: International Labour Office, 2017), 1-2, doi:10.13140/RG.2.2.36802.68805. 
41 Kidd notes the neo-liberal driver of this priority and claims that the World Bank has also stated in 
an unpublished paper: “The historical [...] evidence suggests that the forces pushing for better 
targeting are more regularly motivated by cutting entitlement bills and ensuring financial 
sustainability than by helping the poor.” Kidd, Gelders and Bailey-Athias, Exclusion by Design, 16.  
42 Kidd, Gelders and Bailey-Athias, Exclusion by Design, 18.  
43 Rasmus Schioedt, “Targeting Humanitarian Aid: Something to be Left to Opaque Algorithms?,” 
accessed May 3, 2018, www.developmentpathways.co.uk/resources/targeting-humanitarian-aid-
something-to-be-left-to-opaque-alogorithms/. 
44 Kidd, Gelders and Bailey-Athias, Exclusion by Design, x. 
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opposing paradigm to the characteristics of the interpersonal divine 

conditions for well-being — that of knowing and being known. PMT is 

applied to impersonally ‘know’ the recipients (thus arguably representing a 

form of limited manipulable knowledge) and cannot itself be ‘known’ 

(mathematical obliqueness is inbuilt to dissuade household manipulation of 

proxies). This example depicts the necessity for a paradigm shift to 

acknowledge relational drivers for human well-being to transfigure the mere 

commodification of the human subject of development. Interpersonal 

communication and the actual interaction with the ‘other’ are necessary in a 

development paradigm that seeks to truly enrich human well-being. Certainly, 

McIntosh views the need for personal engagement attending the knowledge 

of another as antecedently located in the Trinity. He contends that   

for the sake of the world, the world’s own tendencies to reductive and 
impersonal knowledge need to be immersed in the habit of self-giving 
love. The inter-personal, trinitarian, ground of truth means that 
knowing and understanding always include personal involvement and 
transformation, delight in the illimitable richness of life, and 
reverence for the humility and availability to the other than marks 
authentic participation in truth.45 

Understanding this divine dynamic, Christians should exercise 

caution towards using reductive and impersonal knowledge of beneficiaries. 

Such knowledge can be manipulated to attest to a reportable ‘outcome’, or 

used to justify aid dollars, without actually achieving enrichment. 

Balthasar likewise regarded with high importance personal encounter with 

the actual materiality of a human person, saying: 

If I bump against a fellow human being, I discover two things 
especially: the border of my freedom and the reality of his [or her] 
freedom, for his [her] freedom only becomes real to me when two 
bodies encounter each other. And precisely because I can experience 
this reality as real, I realise that I cannot do anything about it. It is 
simply true, and I am forced to let it be true; and only because of this 
hard experience of the not-I can human community arise. This 
collision reveals the juxtaposition of freedoms that become present to 
each other, and so collision of freedoms becomes the presupposition 
for life together…only when we discover the mystery of the other, as 
mediated by the body, can true community arise. And, therefore, 
community can never be organised from some neutral height 
(sociologically or politically) without eventually turning Persons into 
a number and without the living individual body becoming a piece of 
manipulable matter. But where the clash of bodies is transformed into 
a mutual facing of one another — and it will do so because the 

                                                             
45 McIntosh, “Hans Urs Von Balthasar,” 364. 
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physical senses are the occasion for mutual cognition and recognition 
– there and only there will arise that “between word’ — or as we say, 
following the Greek term, “dia-logue.”46 

Furthermore, he recognised that knowledge, severed from self-giving love, 

was ripe to result in a world “in which power and the profit-margin are the 

sole criteria.”47 Whilst the development industry might not be regarded as 

requiring a ‘profit-margin’ in the same manner as capitalist consumerism, 

using a process to reach the masses impersonally (because it yields greater 

administrative efficiency and value for money) might be its own version of 

‘profit-margin.’ In the quest to achieve a breadth of development (outcomes 

for as many as possible), development work may actually undermine human 

well-being. The quest for breadth of reach, through impersonal mechanisms, 

might, in fact, be at the expense of a depth of enrichment. If development is 

not delivered through mechanisms that are based on personal and reciprocal 

engagement, delivery mechanisms may appear productive but fail to deliver 

authentic human well-being.  

11.6 A NEW CHRISTIAN PARADIGM? DOXOLOGICAL 
DEVELOPMENT: DEVELOPMENT AS WORSHIP 

The human act of worship and adoration of God not only 

acknowledges God’s glory but opens a divine life to humanity. This, for 

Hardy, is the participation in God’s life “of all-getting and all-giving.”48 In 

human praise God’s perfection is perfected, not as a completion of some 

deficiency, but rather as a participation in “the living perfection which 

continually generates more rich life.”49 Thus, God’s glory, that is perfecting 

its own perfection in trinitarian love, is open to creation and “invites other to 

join this life through praise.”50 To join God’s life through worship requires, 

however, what Hardy calls an “ontological recognition with its correlative 

orientation of life.”51 In other words, human worship ultimately recognises 

and assumes the dynamics of God’s Glory —the trinitarian life of well-being. 

Hardy expresses it this way:  

                                                             
46 Hans Urs von Balthasar, Epilogue, trans. Edward T. Oakes, S.J. (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 
1991), 104. First italics are original. The second italics are mine. 
47 Balthasar, Love Alone, 115. 
48 Hardy and Ford, Living in Praise, 13. 
49 Hardy and Ford, Living in Praise, 9. 
50 Daniel W. Hardy and David F. Ford, Praising and Knowing God, (Philadelphia: 
Westminster,1985), 8. 
51 Hardy, God’s Ways with the World, 21. 
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The ontological recognition of well-being, and the reorientation which 
accompanies it, are the characteristic activities which occur in 
worship, where well-being is ascribed to God as his perfection and 
human beings thereby find the possibility of well-being for 
themselves.52 

Christian engagement in development is therefore the praxis of worship, 

where, as the expression of praise God’s nature of kenotic-enrichment is 

recognised and given its sovereignty in human life. In this way, development 

can be understood, by Christians, as the “extensity” mode of Christian 

worship; the ‘spread-out-ness’ of the Christian faith in the world, derived 

from the “inner dynamic of the wisdom of God” (“intensity” mode).53  

The gift of glory, understood as well-being, for humanity and the 

created order is core for God’s engagement with the world. God’s desire for 

creation is to share in triune glory that gifts well-being to the world. The New 

Testament confirms such a nexus: 

we all, who with unveiled faces contemplate the Lord’s glory, 
are being transformed into his image with ever-increasing 
glory, which comes from the Lord, who is the Spirit (2 Cor 
3:18). 

However, through the lens of Bulgakov’s sophiological doctrine of God, 

where kenosis is a principle movement of God’s glory, human reorientation 

to God’s life requires a commensurate participation in divine kenosis, through 

the Spirit, for the glorification and well-being of humanity. The divine 

archetype alerts us to the inherent nature of human well-being; well-being is 

lived in symbiosis with self-giving.  

Worship is thus the supreme act of the human manifestation of the 

duet of the self-giving and self-enriching likeness of God in creation. In 

worship humans glorify God in a manner that repeats the only way glory 

occurs — through self-giving. In the act of self-giving worship of God 

humans gift enrichment and praise to God, but they also receive God’s glory, 

not a glory that “denotes splendour or magnificence but an undistorted order 

and harmony which pervades all.” 54 This glory is God’s own well-being. 

Worship conceived in this manner, the participation in the mode of gift and 

receipt of divine well-being, is not then restricted to pious sacred devotion of 

                                                             
52 Hardy, God’s Ways with the World, 23. 
53 Daniel Hardy, Finding the Church: The Dynamic Truth of Anglicanism (London: SCM, 2001), 109-
13. 
54 Hardy, God’s Ways with the World, 22. 
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prayer and praise, but extends into the world as love for neighbour. The 

enrichment of other humans is an extension of God’s life of endless gift and 

receipt to the ‘other.’ As Daniel Hardy says, “worship is the central means 

whereby human beings are called to their proper fullness in society and the 

world.”55 Hardy espouses a vision of worship where there is “ontological 

recognition” of God’s dynamic well-being with a correlating “human 

reorientation” to the nature of “divine relationality in our human 

relationality.”56 This recognition of who God is then “confers freedom and 

responsibility to show the movement of God’s well-being to all human 

beings, and thus to partake of God’s glory.”57 Hardy’s concept here allows 

Christians to view engagement in development as worship. As we recognise 

God’s own life of well-being, and reorientate ourselves to the characteristics 

of its actualisation, we affirm God’s sovereignty over creation. A Christian 

paradigm of development, located in God’s life, is then not extraneous to the 

Christian life, but is pre-eminently the posture of worship. As such, the 

enrichment of humanity, through development, is a participation in, and 

resonance of, the kenotically-enriching life of God; where, through the Spirit 

of God, Christians engage in doxological development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
55 Hardy, God’s Ways with the World, 8. 
56 Hardy, God’s Ways with the World, 30 
57 Hardy, God’s Ways with the World, 30. 
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EPILOGUE 

This thesis has established a distinctly theological foundation and 

approach to faith-based development. It has done this in a number of ways. 

Firstly, the thesis has identified and established the optimal theological logic 

of trinitarian all-blessedness through the concept of Divine self-enrichment. 

This has included an argument of the importance of upholding Christian 

classical theism, which also contributes to the voices questioning the 

unexamined consequences of the ‘new orthodoxy.’ Secondly, the thesis has 

synthesised key dynamics that attend Divine self-enrichment. In particular, 

the overarching dynamic of kenotic-enrichment or enriching-kenosis has 

been identified and categorised. The thesis concludes that kenosis is 

constitutive for divine life and is therefore symbiotic with divine well-being. 

Thirdly, the thesis has shown how such a divine ontology is foundational for 

a theological rationale and praxis of human well-being, with particular 

consideration given to a development paradigm. Finally, the thesis has argued 

that proposing a divine ontology for human well-being does not advocate 

mere human imitation of the divine but rather recognises that the divine 

pattern of kenotic-enrichment is embedded in createdness. While humanity 

retains the orientation towards well-being, the continual reforming and re-

orientation to God’s ways through participation in the life of the Spirit is 

required. This concept reflects a paradigm I call Doxological Development; 

where development is re-conceived as the initiative of God and an act of 

worship. 

It is important to note that this thesis seeks to assist, not criticise, the 

efforts of a myriad of faith-based development actors. Indeed, this body of 

research indicates is that there is a resonance between the themes of current 

theologies of development and the divine conditions for well-being. The 

dynamics of God’s triune being provides a theological foundation generative 

of and anchoring for concepts of koinonia, solidarity, subsidiarity, charity, or 

liberation. This research, while a challenge to some dynamics of secular-

based development efforts, primarily provides impetus for faith-based 

organisations. The hope is that this new theological insight may reinvigorate 

Christian engagement with social and economic structures that undermine 

(either overtly or by implication) the underlying conditions for human well-

being traced back to the ways of God with the world. Understanding 
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development as the possibility of the human resonance of a divine initiative 

of love towards the world provides the basis for critiquing the conditions that 

remove or restrict human capacity and capability for a full and flourishing 

life. This is the liberative impulse arising from the divine foundations for 

human well-being. Human structures require challenge and reformation in 

order to conform to patterns of kenotic-enrichment i.e., the patterns of a 

divine ontology that give life. In this manner, development and liberation do 

not need to be regarded as opposing concepts. Development as the human 

correspondence to divine well-being can indeed be liberating. Understood as 

participation in the divine conditions for life, a development paradigm can 

challenge and free social and economic structure that threaten and undermine 

conditions of human and planetary well-being.  

The thesis has highlighted the need for further research. Further 

biblical and systematic work would provide greater understanding of the 

pattern of kenotic-enrichment in the works of God from creation to the 

parousia. Further examination of the kenotic-enriching dynamics of the Holy 

Spirit would also extend insights for pneumatology. On the practical side of 

this theology, further work is required on designing effective interpersonal 

development models that integrate the characteristics of kenotic-enrichment 

through the whole development cycle, from policy and implementation to 

monitoring and evaluation.  

Finally, while I have not specifically emphasised the word love to 

define Divine self-enrichment, the core of triune kenotic-enrichment is 

ultimately the movement of divine love, ultimately demonstrated in the 

economy through the God-man, Jesus — ‘‘no man has greater love than this: 

to lay down one’s life for one’s friends” (Jn 15:13). The divine characteristics 

of well-being that are echoed in the contours for human well-being can never 

be separated from self-giving love. 
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